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Preface 
It is more than a century since Karl Pearson invented the concept of Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA). Nowadays, it is a very useful tool in data analysis in 
many fields. PCA is the technique of dimensionality reduction, which transforms 
data in the high-dimensional space to space of lower dimensions. The advantages of 
this subspace are numerous. First of all, the reduced dimension has the effect of 
retaining the most of the useful information while reducing noise and other 
undesirable artifacts. Secondly, the time and memory that used in data processing 
are smaller. Thirdly, it provides a way to understand and visualize the structure of 
complex data sets. Furthermore, it helps us identify new meaningful underlying 
variables. 
Indeed, PCA itself does not reduce the dimension of the data set. It only rotates the 
axes of data space along lines of maximum variance. The axis of the greatest 
variance is called the first principal component. Another axis, which is orthogonal to 
the previous one and positioned to represent the next greatest variance, is called the 
second principal component, and so on. The dimension reduction is done by using 
only the first few principal components as a basis set for the new space. Therefore, 
this subspace tends to be small and may be dropped with minimal loss of 
information. 
Originally, PCA is the orthogonal transformation which can deal with linear data. 
However, the real-world data is usually nonlinear and some of it, especially 
multimedia data, is multilinear. Recently, PCA is not limited to only linear 
transformation. There are many extension methods to make possible nonlinear and 
multilinear transformations via manifolds based, kernel-based and tensor-based 
techniques. This generalization makes PCA more useful for a wider range of 
applications. 
In this book the reader will find the applications of PCA in many fields such as 
image processing, biometric, face recognition and speech processing. It also includes 
the core concepts and the state-of-the-art methods in data analysis and feature 
extraction. 
XII Preface
Finally, I would like to thank all recruited authors for their scholarly contributions and 
also to InTech staff for publishing this book, and especially to Mr.Oliver Kurelic, for 
his kind assistance throughout the editing process. Without them this book could not 
be possible. On behalf of all the authors, we hope that readers will benefit in many 
ways from reading this book. 
Parinya Sanguansat 




Analysis and Its Extensions
Parinya Sanguansat
Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Panyapiwat Institute of Management
Thailand
1. Introduction
Normally in Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Sirovich & Kirby, 1987; Turk & Pentland,
1991), the 2D image matrices are firstly transformed to 1D image vectors by vectorization. The
vectorization of a matrix is the column vector obtain by stacking the columns of the matrix on
top of one another. The covariance or scatter matrix are formulated from the these image
vectors. The covariance matrix will be well estimated if and only if the number of available
training samples is not far smaller than the dimension of this matrix. In fact, it is too hard
to collect this the number of samples. Then, normally in 1D subspace analysis, the estimated
covariance matrix is not well estimated and not full rank.
Two-Dimensional Principal Component Analysis (2DPCA) was proposed by Yang et al. (2004)
to apply with face recognition and representation. Evidently, the experimental results
in Kong et al. (2005); Yang & Yang (2002); Yang et al. (2004); Zhang & Zhou (2005) have shown
the improvement of 2DPCA over PCA on several face databases. Unlike PCA, the image
covariance matrix is computed directly on image matrices so the spatial structure information
can be preserved. This yields a covariance matrix whose dimension just equals to the width
of the face image. This is far smaller than the size of covariance matrix in PCA. Therefore, the
image covariance matrix can be better estimated and will usually be full rank. That means the
curse of dimensionality and the Small Sample Size (SSS) problem can be avoided.
In this chapter, the detail of 2DPCA’s extensions will be presented as follows: The bilateral
projection scheme, the kernel version, the supervised framework, the variation of image
alignment and the random approaches.
For the first extension, there are many techniques were proposed in bilateral projection
schemes such as 2D2PCA (Zhang & Zhou, 2005), Bilateral 2DPCA (B2DPCA) (Kong et al.,
2005), Generalized Low-Rank Approximations of Matrices (GLRAM) (Liu & Chen, 2006; Liu et al.,
2010; Ye, 2004), Bi-Dierectional PCA (BDPCA) (Zuo et al., 2005) and Coupled Subspace Analysis
(CSA) (Xu et al., 2004). The left and right projections are determined by solving two
eigenvalue problems per iteration. One corresponds to the column direction and another one
corresponds to the row direction of image, respectively. In this way, it is not only consider the
image in both directions but also reduce the feature matrix smaller than the original 2DPCA.
As the successful of the kernel method in kernel PCA (KPCA), the kernel based 2DPCA
was proposed as Kernel 2DPCA (K2DPCA) in Kong et al. (2005). That means the nonlinear
mapping can be utilized to improve the feature extraction of 2DPCA.
1
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Since 2DPCA is unsupervised projection method, the class information is ignored. To embed
this information for feature extraction, the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is applied in
Yang et al. (2004). Moreover, the 2DLDA was proposed and then applied with 2DPCA in
Sanguansat et al. (2006b). Another method was proposed in Sanguansat et al. (2006a) based
on class-specific subspace which each subspace is constructed from only the training samples
in own class while only one subspace is considered in the conventional 2DPCA. In this way,
their representation can provide the minimum reconstruction error.
Because of the image covariance matrix is the key of 2DPCA and it is corresponding to the
alignment of pixels in image. Different image covariance matrix will obtain the difference
information. To produce alternated version of the image covariance matrix, it can be done
by rearranging the pixels. The diagonal alignment 2DPCA and the generalized alignment
2DPCA were proposed in Zhang et al. (2006) and Sanguansat et al. (2007a), respectively.
Finally, the random subspace based 2DPCA were proposed by random selecting the subset of
eigenvectors of image covariance matrix as in Nguyen et al. (2007); Sanguansat et al. (2007b;
n.d.) to build the new projection matrix. From the experimental results, some subset
eigenvectors can perform better than others but it cannot predict by their eigenvalues.
However, the mutual information can be used in filter strategy for selecting these subsets
as shown in Sanguansat (2008).
2. Two-dimensional principal component analysis
Let each image is represented by a m by n matrix A of its pixels’ gray intensity. We consider
linear projection of the form
y = Ax, (1)
where x is an n dimensional projection axis and y is the projected feature of this image on x,
called principal component vector.
In original algorithm of 2DPCA (Yang et al., 2004), like PCA, 2DPCA search for the optimal
projection by maximize the total scatter of projected data. Instead of using the criterion as
in PCA, the total scatter of the projected samples can be characterized by the trace of the
covariance matrix of the projected feature vectors. From this point of view, the following
criterion was adopt as
J(x) = tr(Sx), (2)
where
Sx = E[(y − Ey)(y − Ey)T ]. (3)
The total power equals to the sum of the diagonal elements or trace of the covariance matrix,
the trace of Sx can be rewritten as
tr(Sx) = tr{E[(y − Ey)(y − Ey)T ]}
= tr{E[(A − EA)xxT(A − EA)T ]}
= tr{E[xT(A − EA)T(A − EA)x]}
= tr{xTE[(A − EA)T(A − EA)]x}
= tr{xTGx}. (4)
Giving that
G = E[(A − EA)T(A − EA)]. (5)
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This matrix G is called image covariance matrix. Therefore, the alternative criterion can be
expressed by
J(x) = tr(xTGx), (6)







(Ak − Ā)T(Ak − Ā), (7)








It can be shown that the vector x maximizing Eq. (4) correspond to the largest eigenvalue of
G (Yang & Yang, 2002). This can be done, for example, by using the Eigenvalue decomposition
or Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm. However, one projection axis is usually
not enough to accurately represent the data, thus several eigenvectors of G are needed. The
number of eigenvectors (d) can be chosen according to a predefined threshold (θ).
Let λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn be eigenvalues of G which sorted in non-increasing order. We select











For feature extraction, Let x1, . . . , xd be d selected largest eigenvectors of G. Each image A
is projected onto these d dimensional subspace according to Eq. (1). The projected image
Y = [y1, . . . , yd] is then an m by d matrix given by:
Y = AX, (10)
where X = [x1, . . . , xd] is a n by d projection matrix.
2.1 Column-based 2DPCA
The original 2DPCA can be called the row-based 2DPCA. The alternative way of 2DPCA can
be using the column instead of row, column-based 2DPCA (Zhang & Zhou, 2005).
This method can be consider as same as the original 2DPCA but the input images are
previously transposed. From Eq. (7), replace the image A with the transposed image AT and














(Ak − Ā)(Ak − Ā)T. (12)
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Similarly in Eq. (10), the column-based optimal projection matrix can be obtained by
computing the eigenvectors of H (z) corresponding to the q largest eigenvalues as
Ycol = Z
TA, (13)
where Z = [z1, . . . , zq ] is a m by q column-based optimal projection matrix. The value of q can
also be controlled by setting a threshold as in Eq. (9).
2.2 The relation of 2DPCA and PCA
As Kong et al. (2005) 2DPCA, performed on the 2D images, is essentially PCA performed on
the rows of the images if each row is viewed as a computational unit. That means the 2DPCA
of an image can be viewed as the PCA of the set of rows of an image. The relation between
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and the term 1mM CC
T is the covariance matrix of rows of all
images.
3. Bilateral projection frameworks
There are two major difference techniques in this framework, i.e. non-iterative and iterative.
All these methods use two projection matrices for both row and column. The former computes
these projections separately while the latter computes them simultaneously via iterative
process.
3.1 Non-iterative method
The non-iterative bilateral projection scheme was applied to 2DPCA via left and right
multiplying projection matrices Xu et al. (2006); Zhang & Zhou (2005); Zuo et al. (2005) as
follows
B = ZTAX, (16)
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where B is a feature matrix which extracted from image A and Z is a left multiplying projection
matrix. Similar to the right multiplying projection matrix X in Section 2, matrix Z is a m by
q projection matrix that obtained by choosing the eigenvectors of image covariance matrix
H corresponding to the q largest eigenvalues. Therefore, the dimension of feature matrix is
decreasing from m × n to q × d (q < m and d < n). In this way, the computation time also be
reducing. Moreover, the recognition accuracy of B2DPCA is often better than 2DPCA as the
experimental results in Liu & Chen (2006); Zhang & Zhou (2005); Zuo et al. (2005).
3.2 Iterative method
The bilateral projection scheme of 2DPCA with the iterative algorithm was proposed
in Kong et al. (2005); Liu et al. (2010); Xu et al. (2004); Ye (2004). Let Z ∈ Rm×q and X ∈ Rn×d
be the left and right multiplying projection matrix respectively. For an m × n image Ak and
q × d projected image Bk , the bilateral projection is formulated as follows:
Bk = Z
TAkX (17)
where Bk is the extracted feature matrix for image Ak.
The optimal projection matrices, Z and X in Eq. (17) can be computed by solving the following
minimization criterion that the reconstructed image, ZBkXT, gives the best approximation of
Ak:








where M is the number of data samples and � • �F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix.
The detailed iterative scheme designed to compute the optimal projection matrices, Z and
X, is listed in Table 1. The obtained solutions are locally optimal because the solutions are
dependent on the initialized Z0. In Kong et al. (2005), the initialized Z0 sets to the m × m





in Ye (2004), where Iq is the q × q identity
matrix.
Alternatively, The criterion in Eq. (18) is biquadratic and has no closed-form solution.
Therefore, an iterative procedure to obtain the local optimal solution was proposed in Xu et al.
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TAk. The solution of Eq. (19) is the eigenvectors of the eigenvalue
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S1: Initialize Z, Z = Z0 and i = 0
S2: While not convergent




(Ak − Ā)TZi−1ZTi−1(Ak − Ā)
S4: Compute the d eigenvectors {eXj }dj=1 of G
corresponding to the largest d eigenvalues
S5: Xi = [eX1 , . . . , e
X
d ]




(Ak − Ā)XiXTi (Ak − Ā)T
S7: Compute the q eigenvectors {eZj }
q
j=1 of H
corresponding to the largest l eigenvalues
S8: Zi = [eZ1 , . . . , e
Z
q ]
S9: i = i + 1
S10: End While
S11: Z = Zi−1
S12: X = Xi−1
S13: Feature extraction: Bk = ZTAkX
Table 1. The Bilateral Projection Scheme of 2DPCA with Iterative Algorithm.
where AXk = AkXX
T. Again, the solution of Eq. (21) is the eigenvectors of the eigenvalue







(AZk − ĀZ)(AZk − ĀZ)T . (22)
By iteratively optimizing the objective function with respect to Z and X, respectively, we can
obtain a local optimum of the solution. The whole procedure, namely Coupled Subspace
Analysis (CSA) Xu et al. (2004), is shown in Table 2.
4. Kernel based frameworks
From Section 2.2, 2DPCA which performed on the 2D images, is basically PCA performed on
the rows of the images if each row is viewed as a computational unit.
Similar to 2DPCA, the kernel-based 2DPCA (K2DPCA) can be processed by traditional kernel
PCA (KPCA) in the same manner. Let aik is the i-th row of the k-th image, thus the k-th image






)T · · · (amk
)T ]T. (23)
From Eq. (15), the covariance matrix C can be constructed by concatenating all rows of all
training images together. Let ϕ : Rm → Rm� , m < m� be the mapping function that map the
the row vectors into a feature space of higher dimensions in which the classes can be linearly
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S1: Initialize Z, Z = Im
S2: For i = 1, 2, . . . , Tmax
S3: Compute AZk = Zi−1Z
T
i−1Ak




(AZk − ĀZ)T(AZk − ĀZ)
S5: Compute the d eigenvectors {eXj }dj=1 of G
corresponding to the largest d eigenvalues
S6: Xi = [eX1 , . . . , e
X
d ]
S7: Compute AXk = AkXiX
T
i




(AZk − ĀZ)(AZk − ĀZ)T
S9: Compute the q eigenvectors {eZj }
q
j=1 of H
corresponding to the largest q eigenvalues
S10: Zi = [eZ1 , . . . , e
Z
q ]
S11: If t > 2 and �Zi − Zi−1�F < mε and �Xi − Xi−1�F < nε
S12: Then Go to S3
S13: Else Go to S15
S14: End For
S15: Z = Zi
S16: X = Xi
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number of row of each image. Thus, the K2DPCA kernel matrix is m2 times of KPCA kernel
matrix. For example, if the training set has 200 images with dimensions of 100 × 100 then the
dimension of kernel matrix shall be 20000 × 20000, that is very big for fitting in memory unit.
After that the projection can be formed by the eigenvectors of this kernel matrix as same as
the traditional KPCA.
5. Supervised frameworks
Since the 2DPCA is the unsupervised technique, the class information is neglected. This
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From Eq. (15), the covariance matrix C can be constructed by concatenating all rows of all
training images together. Let ϕ : Rm → Rm� , m < m� be the mapping function that map the
the row vectors into a feature space of higher dimensions in which the classes can be linearly
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Firstly, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is implemented in 2D framework. Secondly, an
2DPCA is performed for each class in class-specific subspace.
5.1 Two-dimensional linear discriminant analysis of principal component vectors
The PCA’s criterion chooses the subspace in the function of data distribution while Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) chooses the subspace which yields maximal inter-class distance,
and at the same time, keeping the intra-class distance small. In general, LDA extracts features
which are better suitable for classification task. However, when the available number of
training samples is small compared to the feature dimension, the covariance matrix estimated
by these features will be singular and then cannot be inverted. This is called singularity
problem or Small Sample Size (SSS) problem Fukunaga (1990).
Various solutions have been proposed for solving the SSS problem Belhumeur et al. (1997);
Chen et al. (2000); Huang et al. (2002); Lu et al. (2003); Zhao, Chellappa & Krishnaswamy
(1998); Zhao, Chellappa & Nandhakumar (1998) within LDA framework. Among
these LDA extensions, Fisherface Belhumeur et al. (1997) and the discriminant
analysis of principal components framework Zhao, Chellappa & Krishnaswamy (1998);
Zhao, Chellappa & Nandhakumar (1998) demonstrates a significant improvement when
applying LDA over principal components from the PCA-based subspace. Since both PCA
and LDA can overcome the drawbacks of each other. PCA is constructed around the criteria
of preserving the data distribution. Hence, it is suited for representation and reconstruction
from the projected feature. However, in the classification tasks, PCA only normalize the input
data according to their variance. This is not efficient since the between classes relationship
is neglected. In general, the discriminant power depends on both within and between
classes relationship. LDA considers these relationships via the analysis of within and
between-class scatter matrices. Taking this information into account, LDA allows further
improvement. Especially, when there are prominent variation in lighting condition and
expression. Nevertheless, all of above techniques, the spatial structure information still be
not employed.
Two-Dimensional Linear Discriminant Analysis (2DLDA) was proposed in Ye et al. (2005).
For overcoming the SSS problem in classical LDA by working with images in matrix
representation, like in 2DPCA. In particular, bilateral projection scheme was applied there
via left and right multiplying projection matrices. In this way, the eigenvalue problem was
solved two times per iteration. One corresponds to the column direction and another one
corresponds to the row direction of image, respectively
Because of 2DPCA is more suitable for face representation than face recognition, like PCA.
For better performance in recognition task, LDA is still necessary. Unfortunately, the linear
transformation of 2DPCA reduces the input image to a vector with the same dimension as the
number of rows or the height of the input image. Thus, the SSS problem may still occurred
when LDA is performed after 2DPCA directly. To overcome this problem, a simplified version
of the 2DLDA is applied only unilateral projection scheme, based on the 2DPCA concept
(Sanguansat et al., 2006b;c). Applying 2DLDA to 2DPCA not only can solve the SSS problem
and the curse of dimensionality dilemma but also allows us to work directly on the image
matrix in all projections. Hence, spatial structure information is maintained and the size of
all scatter matrices cannot be greater than the width of face image. Furthermore, computing
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with this dimension, the face image do not need to be resized, since all information still be
preserved.
5.2 Two-dimensional linear discriminant analysis (2DLDA)
Let z be a q dimensional vector. A matrix A is projected onto this vector via the similar
transformation as Eq. (1):
v=Az. (25)
This projection yields an m dimensional feature vector.
2DLDA searches for the projection axis z that maximizing the Fisher’s discriminant





where Sw is the within-class scatter matrix and Sb is the between-class scatter matrix. In particular,
the within-class scatter matrix describes how data are scattered around the means of their
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where K is the number of classes, Pr(ωi) is the prior probability of each class, and H = A −
EA. The between-class scatter matrix describes how different classes. Which represented by
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(Ak − Āi)T(Ak − Āi), (31)
where ni and Āi are the number of elements and the expected value of class ωi respectively.
Ā denotes the overall mean.
Then the optimal projection vector can be found by solving the following generalized
eigenvalue problem:
S̃bz = λS̃wz. (32)
Again the SVD algorithm can be applied to solve this eigenvalue problem on the matrix S̃−1w S̃b.
Note that, in this size of scatter matrices involved in eigenvalue decomposition process is also
become n by n. Thus, with the limited the training set, this decomposition is more reliably
than the eigenvalue decomposition based on the classical covariance matrix.
The number of projection vectors is then selected by the same procedure as in Eq. (9). Let
Z = [z1, . . . , zq] be the projection matrix composed of q largest eigenvectors for 2DLDA. Given
a m by n matrix A, its projection onto the principal subspace spanned by zi is then given by
V = AZ. (33)
The result of this projection V is another matrix of size m by q. Like 2DPCA, this procedure
takes a matrix as input and outputs another matrix. These two techniques can be further
combined, their combination is explained in the next section.
5.3 2DPCA+2DLDA
In this section, we apply an 2DLDA within the well-known frameworks for face recognition,
the LDA of PCA-based feature (Zhao, Chellappa & Krishnaswamy, 1998). This framework
consists of 2DPCA and 2DLDA steps, namely 2DPCA+2DLDA. From Section 2, we obtain a
linear transformation matrix X on which each input face image A is projected. At the 2DPCA
step, a feature matrix Y is obtained. The matrix Y is then used as the input for the 2DLDA
step. Thus, the evaluation of within and between-class scatter matrices in this step will be
slightly changed. From Eqs. (30) and (31), the image matrix A is substituted for the 2DPCA
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where Yk is the feature matrix of the k-th image matrix Ak, Ȳi be the average of Yk which
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The 2DLDA optimal projection matrix Z can be obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem
in Eq. (32). Finally, the composite linear transformation matrix, L=XZ, is used to map the face
image space into the classification space by,
D = AL. (37)
The matrix D is 2DPCA+2DLDA feature matrix of image A with dimension m by q. However,
the number of 2DLDA feature vectors q cannot exceed the number of principal component
vectors d. In general case (q < d), the dimension of D is less than Y in Section 2. Thus,
2DPCA+2DLDA can reduce the classification time compared to 2DPCA.
5.4 Class-specific subspace-based two-dimensional principal component analysis
2DPCA is a unsupervised technique that is no information of class labels are considered.
Therefore, the directions that maximize the scatter of the data from all training samples
might not be as adequate to discriminate between classes. In recognition task, a projection
that emphasize the discrimination between classes is more important. The extension of
Eigenface, PCA-based, was proposed by using alternative way to represent by projecting to
Class-Specific Subspace (CSS) (Shan et al., 2003). In conventional PCA method, the images
are analyzed on the features extracted in a low-dimensional space learned from all training
samples from all classes. While each subspaces of CSS learned from training samples from
one class. In this way, the CSS representation can provide a minimum reconstruction error.
The reconstruction error is used to classify the input data via the Distance From CSS (DFCSS).
Less DFCSS means more probability that the input data belongs to the corresponding class.
This extension was based on Sanguansat et al. (2006a). Let Gk be the image covariance matrix




(Ac − Āk)T(Ac − Āk), (38)
where Āk is the average image of class ωk. The kth projection matrix Xk is a n by dk projection
matrix which composed by the eigenvectors of Gk corresponding to the dk largest eigenvalues.
The kth CSS of 2DPCA was represented as a 3-tuple:
�2DPCAk = {Xk, Āk, dk} (39)
Let S be a input sample and Uk be a feature matrix which projected to the kth CSS, by
Uk = WkXk, (40)
















If εt = min
1≤k≤K
(εk) then the input sample S is belong to class ωt.
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Fig. 1. CSS-based 2DPCA diagram.
For illustration, we assume that there are 4 classes, as shown in Fig. 1. The input image must be
normalized with the averaging images of all 4 classes. And then project to 2DPCA subspaces
of each class. After that the image is reconstructed by the projection matrices (X) in each class.
The DFCSS is used now to measure the similarity between the reconstructed image and the
normalized original image on each CSS. From Fig. 1, the DFCSS of the first class is minimum,
thus we decide this input image is belong to the first class.
6. Alignment based frameworks
Since 2DPCA can be viewed as the row-based PCA, that means the information contains only
in row direction. Although, combining it with the column-based 2DPCA can consider the
information in both row and column directions. But there still be other directions which
should be considered.
6.1 Diagonal-based 2DPCA (DiaPCA)
The motivation for developing the DiaPCA method originates from an essential observation
on the recently proposed 2DPCA (Yang et al., 2004). In contrast to 2DPCA, DiaPCA seeks the
optimal projective vectors from diagonal face images and therefore the correlations between
variations of rows and those of columns of images can be kept. Therefore, this problem can
solve by transforming the original face images into corresponding diagonal face images, as
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Because the rows (columns) in the transformed diagonal face
images simultaneously integrate the information of rows and columns in original images,
it can reflect both information between rows and those between columns. Through the
entanglement of row and column information, it is expected that DiaPCA may find some
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useful block or structure information for recognition in original images. The sample diagonal
face images on Yale database are displayed in Fig. 4.
Experimental results on a subset of FERET database (Zhang et al., 2006) show that DiaPCA is
more accurate than both PCA and 2DPCA. Furthermore, it is shown that the accuracy can be
further improved by combining DiaPCA and 2DPCA together.
6.2 Image cross-covariance analysis
In PCA, the covariance matrix provides a measure of the strength of the correlation of all pixel
pairs. Because of the limit of the number of training samples, thus this covariance cannot
be well estimated. While the performance of 2DPCA is better than PCA, although all of the
correlation information of pixel pairs are not employed for estimating the image covariance
matrix. Nevertheless, the disregard information may possibly include the useful information.
Sanguansat et al. (2007a) proposed a framework for investigating the information which was
neglected by original 2DPCA technique, so called Image Cross-Covariance Analysis (ICCA).
To achieve this point, the image cross-covariance matrix is defined by two variables, the first
variable is the original image and the second one is the shifted version of the former.
By our shifting algorithm, many image cross-covariance matrices are formulated to cover
all of the information. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied to the image
cross-covariance matrix for obtaining the optimal projection matrices. And we will show that
these matrices can be considered as the orthogonally rotated projection matrices of traditional
2DPCA. ICCA is different from the original 2DPCA on the fact that the transformations of our
method are generalized transformation of the original 2DPCA.
First of all, the relationship between 2DPCA’s image covariance matrix G, in Eq. (5), and PCA’s
covariance matrix C can be considered as




C (m (i − 1) + k, m (j − 1) + k) (43)
where G(i, j) and C(i, j) are the ith row, jth column element of matrix G and matrix C,
respectively. And m is the height of the image.
For illustration, let the dimension of all training images are 3 by 3. Thus, the covariance matrix
of these images will be a 9 by 9 matrix and the dimension of image covariance matrix is only
3 by 3, as shown in Fig. 5.
From Eq. (43), each elements of G is the sum of all the same label elements in C, for example:
G(1, 1) = C(1, 1) + C(2, 2) + C(3, 3),
G(1, 2) = C(1, 4) + C(2, 5) + C(3, 6), (44)
G(1, 3) = C(1, 7) + C(2, 8) + C(3, 9).
It should be note that the total power of image covariance matrix equals and traditional
covariance matrix C are identical,
tr(G) = tr(C). (45)
From this point of view in Eq. (43), we can see that image covariance matrix is collecting
the classification information only 1/m of all information collected in traditional covariance
matrix. However, there are the other (m − 1)/m elements of the covariance matrix still be not
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For illustration, let the dimension of all training images are 3 by 3. Thus, the covariance matrix
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3 by 3, as shown in Fig. 5.
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G(1, 2) = C(1, 4) + C(2, 5) + C(3, 6), (44)
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It should be note that the total power of image covariance matrix equals and traditional
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tr(G) = tr(C). (45)
From this point of view in Eq. (43), we can see that image covariance matrix is collecting
the classification information only 1/m of all information collected in traditional covariance
matrix. However, there are the other (m − 1)/m elements of the covariance matrix still be not
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the ways for deriving the diagonal face images: If the number of
columns is more than the number of rows
Fig. 3. Illustration of the ways for deriving the diagonal face images: If the number of
columns is less than the number of rows
Fig. 4. The sample diagonal face images on Yale database.
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Fig. 5. The relationship of covariance and image covariance matrix.
considered. By the experimental results in Sanguansat et al. (2007a). For investigating how
the retaining information in 2D subspace is rich for classification, the new G is derived from





C ( f (m (i − 1) + k) , m (j − 1) + k), (46)
f (x) =
{
x + L − 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ mn−L+1
x − mn + L − 1, mn−L+2 ≤ x ≤ mn (47)
where 1 ≤ L ≤ mn.
The GL can also be determined by applying the shifting to each images instead of averaging
certain elements of covariance matrix. Therefore, the GL can alternatively be interpreted as
the image cross-covariance matrix or
GL = E[(BL − E[BL])T(A − E[A])] (48)
where BL is the Lth shifted version of image A that can be created via algorithm in Table 3.
The samples of shifted images BL are presented in Fig. 6.
In 2DPCA, the columns of the projection matrix, X, are obtained by selection the eigenvectors
which corresponding to the d largest eigenvalues of image covariance matrix, in Eq. (5).
While in ICCA, the eigenvalues of image cross-covariance matrix, GL, are complex number
with non-zero imaginary part. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied to this
matrix instead of Eigenvalue decomposition. Thus, the ICCA projection matrix contains a
set of orthogonal basis vectors which corresponding to the d largest singular values of image
cross-covariance matrix.
For understanding the relationship between the ICCA projection matrix and the 2DPCA
projection matrix, we will investigate in the simplest case, i.e. there are only one training
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S1: Input m × n original image A
and the number of shifting L (2 ≤ L ≤ mn).
S2: Initialize the row index, irow = [2, . . . , n, 1],
and output image B = m × n zero matrix.
S3: For i = 1, 2, . . . , L − 1
S4: Sort the first row of A by the row index, irow.
S5: Set the last row of B = the first row of A.
S6: For j = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1
S7: Set the jth row of B = the (j + 1)th row of A.
S8: End For
S9: Set A = B
S10: End For
Table 3. The Image Shifting Algorithm for ICCA
image. Therefore, the image covariance matrix and image cross-covariance matrix are
simplified to ATA and BTLA, respectively.




BL = UBL DBL V
T
BL . (50)
Where VA and VBL contain a set of the eigenvectors of A
TA and BTL BL, respectively. And UA
and UBL contain a set of the eigenvectors of AA
T and BLBTL , respectively. And DA and DBL
contain the singular values of A and BL, respectively. If all eigenvectors of ATA are selected
then the VA is the 2DPCA projection matrix, i.e. X = VA.
Let Y = AVA and Z = BLVBL are the projected matrices of A and B, respectively. Thus,
BTL A = VBL Z
TYVTA. (51)
Denoting the SVD of ZTY by
ZTY = PDQT, (52)
and substituting into Eq. (51) gives
BTL A = VBL PDQ
TVTA (53)
= RDST,
where RDST is the singular value decomposition of BTL A because of the unique properties
of the SVD operation. It should be note that BTL A and Z
TY have the same singular values.
Therefore,
R = VBL P, (54)
S = VAQ = XQ (55)
can be thought of as orthogonally rotated of projection matrices VA and VBL , respectively.
As a result in Eq. (55), the ICCA projection matrix is the orthogonally rotated of original
2DPCA projection matrix.
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7. Random frameworks
In feature selection, the random subspace method can improve the performance by combining
many classifiers which corresponds to each random feature subset. In this section, the random
method is applied to 2DPCA in various ways to improve its performance.
7.1 Two-dimensional random subspace analysis (2DRSA)
The main disadvantage of 2DPCA is that it needs many more coefficients for image
representation than PCA. Many works try to solve this problem. In Yang et al. (2004), PCA is
used after 2DPCA for further dimensional reduction, but it is still unclear how the dimension
of 2DPCA could be reduced directly. Many methods to overcome this problem were proposed
by applied the bilateral-projection scheme to 2DPCA. In Zhang & Zhou (2005); Zuo et al.
(2005), the right and left multiplying projection matrices are calculated independently while
the iterative algorithm is applied to obtain the optimal solution of these projection matrices
in Kong et al. (2005); Ye (2004). And the non-iterative algorithm for optimization was
proposed in Liu & Chen (2006). In Xu et al. (2004), they proposed the iterative procedure
which the right projection is calculated by the reconstructed images of the left projection
and the left projection is calculated by the reconstructed images of the right projection.
Nevertheless, all of above methods obtains only the local optimal solution.
Another method for dealing with high-dimensional space was proposed in Ho (1998b),
called Random Subspace Method (RSM). This method is the one of ensemble classification
methods, like Bagging Breiman (1996) and Boosting Freund & Schapire (1995). However,
Bagging and Boosting are not reduce the high-dimensionality. Bagging randomly select
a number of samples from the original training set to learn an individual classifier while
Boosting specifically weight each training sample. The RSM can effectively exploit the
high-dimensionality of the data. It constructs an ensemble of classifiers on independently
selected feature subsets, and combines them using a heuristic such as majority voting, sum
rule, etc.
There are many reasons the Random Subspace Method is suitable for face recognition task.
Firstly, this method can take advantage of high dimensionality and far away from the curse
of dimensionality (Ho, 1998b). Secondly, the random subspace method is useful for critical
training sample sizes (Skurichina & Duin, 2002). Normally in face recognition, the dimension
of the feature is extremely large compared to the available number of training samples. Thus
applying RSM can avoid both of the curse of dimensionality and the SSS problem. Thirdly, The
nearest neighbor classifier, a popular choice in the 2D face-recognition domain (Kong et al.,
2005; Liu & Chen, 2006; Yang et al., 2004; Ye, 2004; Zhang & Zhou, 2005; Zuo et al., 2005), can
be very sensitive to the sparsity in the high-dimensional space. Their accuracy is often far
from optimal because of the lack of enough samples in the high-dimensional space. The
RSM brings significant performance improvements compared to a single classifier Ho (1998a);
Skurichina & Duin (2002). Finally, since there is no hill climbing in RSM, there is no danger of
being trapped in local optima Ho (1998b).
The RSM was applied to PCA for face recognition in Chawla & Bowyer (2005). They apply the
random selection directly to the feature vector of PCA for constructing the multiple subspaces.
Nevertheless, the information which contained in each element of PCA feature vector is not
equivalent. Normally, the element which corresponds to the larger eigenvalue, contains more
useful information. Therefore, applying RSM to PCA feature vector is seldom appropriate.
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S1: Project image, A, by Eq. (10).
S2: For i = 1 to the number of classifiers
S3: Randomly select a r dimensional random subspace, Zri ,
from Y (r < m).
S4: Construct the nearest neighbor classifier, Cri .
S5: End For
S6: Combine the output of each classifiers by using majority voting.
Table 4. Two-Dimensional Random Subspace Analysis Algorithm
Different from PCA, the 2DPCA feature is a matrix form. Thus, RSM is more suitable for
2DPCA, because the column direction does not depend on the eigenvalue.
A framework of Two-Dimensional Random Subspace Analysis (2DRSA) (Sanguansat et al.,
n.d.) is proposed to extend the original 2DPCA. The RSM is applied to feature space of 2DPCA
for generating the vast number of feature subspaces, which be constructed by an autonomous,
pseudorandom procedure to select a small number of dimensions from a original feature
space. For a m by n feature matrix, there are 2m such selections that can be made, and
with each selection a feature subspace can be constructed. And then individual classifiers
are created only based on those attributes in the chosen feature subspace. The outputs from
different individual classifiers are combined by the uniform majority voting to give the final
prediction.
The Two-Dimensional Random Subspace Analysis consists of two parts, 2DPCA and RSM.
After data samples was projected to 2D feature space via 2DPCA, the RSM are applied here
by taking advantage of high dimensionality in these space to obtain the lower dimensional
multiple subspaces. A classifier is then constructed on each of those subspaces, and a
combination rule is applied in the end for prediction on the test sample. The 2DRSA algorithm
is listed in Table 4, the image matrix, A, is projected to feature space by 2DPCA projection in
Eq. (10). In this feature space, it contains the data samples in matrix form, the m × d feature
matrix, Y in Eq. (10). The dimensions of feature matrix Y depend on the height of image (m)
and the number of selected eigenvectors of the image covariance matrix G (d). Therefore,
only the information which embedded in each element on the row direction was sorted by
the eigenvalue but not on the column direction. It means this method should randomly pick
up some rows of feature matrix Y to construct the new feature matrix Z. The dimension of Z
is r × d, normally r should be less than m. The results in Ho (1998b) have shown that for a
variety of data sets adopting half of the feature components usually yields good performance.
7.2 Two-dimensional diagonal random subspace analysis (2D2RSA)
The extension of 2DRSA was proposed in Sanguansat et al. (2007b), namely the
Two-Dimensional Diagonal Random Subspace Analysis. It consists of two parts i.e. DiaPCA
and RSM. Firstly, all images are transformed into the diagonal face images as in Section 6.1.
After that the transformed image samples was projected to 2D feature space via DiaPCA, the
RSM are applied here by taking advantage of high dimensionality in these space to obtain
the lower dimensional multiple subspaces. A classifier is then constructed on each of those
subspaces, and a combination rule is applied in the end for prediction on the test sample.
Similar to 2DRSA, the 2D2RSA algorithm is listed in Table 5.
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Eq. (10). In this feature space, it contains the data samples in matrix form, the m × d feature
matrix, Y in Eq. (10). The dimensions of feature matrix Y depend on the height of image (m)
and the number of selected eigenvectors of the image covariance matrix G (d). Therefore,
only the information which embedded in each element on the row direction was sorted by
the eigenvalue but not on the column direction. It means this method should randomly pick
up some rows of feature matrix Y to construct the new feature matrix Z. The dimension of Z
is r × d, normally r should be less than m. The results in Ho (1998b) have shown that for a
variety of data sets adopting half of the feature components usually yields good performance.
7.2 Two-dimensional diagonal random subspace analysis (2D2RSA)
The extension of 2DRSA was proposed in Sanguansat et al. (2007b), namely the
Two-Dimensional Diagonal Random Subspace Analysis. It consists of two parts i.e. DiaPCA
and RSM. Firstly, all images are transformed into the diagonal face images as in Section 6.1.
After that the transformed image samples was projected to 2D feature space via DiaPCA, the
RSM are applied here by taking advantage of high dimensionality in these space to obtain
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S1: Transforming images into diagonal images.
S2: Project image, A, by Eq. (10).
S3: For i = 1 to the number of classifiers
S4: Randomly select a r dimensional random subspace,
Zri , from Y (r < m).
S5: Construct the nearest neighbor classifier, Cri .
S6: End For
S7: Combine the output of each classifiers by using
majority voting.
Table 5. Two-Dimensional Diagonal Random Subspace Analysis Algorithm.
7.3 Random subspace method-based image cross-covariance analysis
As discussed in Section 6.2, not all elements of the covariance matrix is used in 2DPCA.
Although, the image cross-covariance matrix can be switching these elements to formulate
many versions of image cross-covariance matrix, the (m − 1)/m elements of the covariance
matrix are still not advertent in the same time. For integrating this information, the Random
Subspace Method (RSM) can be using here via randomly select the number of shifting L
to construct a set of multiple subspaces. That means each subspace is formulated from
difference versions of image cross-covariance matrix. And then individual classifiers are
created only based on those attributes in the chosen feature subspace. The outputs from
different individual classifiers are combined by the uniform majority voting to give the final
prediction. Moreover, the RSM can be used again for constructing the subspaces which are
corresponding to the difference number of basis vectors d. Consequently, the number of all
random subspaces of ICCA reaches to d × L. That means applying the RSM to ICCA can be
constructed more subspaces than 2DRSA. As a result, the RSM-based ICCA can alternatively
be apprehended as the generalized 2DRSA.
8. Conclusions
This chapter presents the extensions of 2DPCA in several frameworks, i.e. bilateral projection,
kernel method, supervised based, alignment based and random approaches. All of these
methods can improve the performance of traditional 2DPCA for image recognition task. The
bilateral projection can obtain the smallest feature matrix compared to the others. The class
information can be embedded in the projection matrix by supervised frameworks that means
the discriminant power should be increased. The alternate alignment of pixels in image can
reveal the latent information which is useful for the classifier. The kernel based 2DPCA can
achieve to the highest performance but the appropriated kernel’s parameters and a huge of
memory are required to manipulate the kernel matrix while the random subspace method is
good for robustness.
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information can be embedded in the projection matrix by supervised frameworks that means
the discriminant power should be increased. The alternate alignment of pixels in image can
reveal the latent information which is useful for the classifier. The kernel based 2DPCA can
achieve to the highest performance but the appropriated kernel’s parameters and a huge of
memory are required to manipulate the kernel matrix while the random subspace method is
good for robustness.
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Principal Component Analysis has been widely used in different scientific areas and for 
different purposes. The versatility and potentialities of this unsupervised method for data 
analysis, allowed the scientific community to explore its applications in different fields. Even 
when the principles of PCA are the same in what algorithms and fundamentals concerns, the 
strategies employed to elucidate information from a specific data set (experimental and/or 
theoretical), mainly depend on the expertise and needs of each researcher.  
In this chapter, we will describe how PCA has been used in three different theoretical and 
experimental applications, to explain the relevant information of the data sets. These 
applications provide a broad overview about the versatility of PCA in data analysis and 
interpretation. Our main goal is to give an outline about the capabilities and strengths of 
PCA to elucidate specific information. The examples reported include the analysis of 
matured distilled beverages, the determination of heavy metals attached to bacterial 
surfaces and interpretation of quantum chemical calculations. They were chosen as 
representative examples of the application of three different approaches for data analysis: 
the influence of data pre-treatments in the scores and loadings values, the use of specific 
optical, chemical and/or physical properties to qualitatively discriminate samples, and the 
use of spatial orientations to group conformers correlating structures and relative energies. 
This reason fully justifies their selection as case studies. This chapter also pretends to be a 
reference for those researchers that, not being in the field, may use these methodologies to 
take the maximum advantage from their experimental results. 
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2. Principal component analysis of spectral data applied in the evaluation of 
the authenticity of matured distilled beverages 
The production of distilled alcoholic beverages can be summarised into at least three steps: 
i) obtaining and processing the raw materials, ii) fermentation and distillation processes, 
and iii) maturation of the distillate to produce the final aged product (Reazin, 1981). During 
the obtaining and fermentation steps, no major changes in the chemical composition are 
observed. However, throughout the maturation process, distillate undergoes definite and 
intended changes in aromatic and taste characteristics.  
These changes are caused by three major types of reactions continually occurring in the 
barrel: 1) extraction of complex wood substances by liquid (i.e.: acids, phenols, aldehydes, 
furfural, among others), 2) oxidation of the original organic substances and of the extracted 
wood material, and 3) reaction between various organic substances present in the liquid to 
form new products (Baldwin et al., 1967; Cramptom & Tolman,1908; Liebman & Bernice, 
1949; Rodriguez-Madera et al., 2003; Valaer & Frazier,1936). Because of these reactions 
occurring during the maturation process, the stimulation and odour of ethanol in the 
distillate are reduced, and consequently, its taste becomes suitable for alcoholic beverages 
(Nishimura & Matsuyama, 1989). It is known that the concentration of extracts from wood 
casks in matured beverages seriously depend on the casks conditions (Nose et al., 2004). 
Even if their aging periods are the same, the use of different casks for the maturation 
process, strongly conditions the concentration of these extracts. (Philip, 1989; Puech, 1981; 
Reazin, 1981). Diverse studies on the maturation of distillates like whiskey, have 
demonstrated that colour, acids, esters, furfural, solids and tannins increase during the 
aging process. Except for esters, the greatest rate of change in the concentration of these 
compounds occurs during the first year (Reazin, 1981). For this reason, the extracts of wood 
and the chemically produced compounds during the aging process confer some optical 
properties that can be used to evaluate the authenticity and quality of the distillate in terms 
of its maturation process (Gaigalas et al., 2001; Walker, 1987). 
The detection of economic fraud due to product substitution and adulteration, as well as 
health risk, requires an accurate quality control. This control includes the determination of 
changes in the process parameters, adulterations in any ingredient or in the whole product, 
and assessment that flavours attain well defined standards. Many of these quality control 
issues have traditionally been assessed by experts, who were able to determine the quality 
by observing their colour, texture, taste, aroma, etc. However, the acquisition of these skills 
requires years of experience, and besides that, the analysis may be subjective. Therefore, the 
use of more objective tools to evaluate maturation becomes essential. Nevertheless, it is 
difficult to find direct sensors for quality parameters. For this reason, it is necessary to 
determine indirect parameters that, taken individually, may weakly correlate to the 
properties of interest, but as a whole give a more representative picture of these properties. 
In this regard, different chromatographic techniques provide reliable and precise 
information about the presence of volatile compounds and the concentration of others (i.e.: 
ethanol, methanol, superior alcohols or heavy metals, etc.), thus proving the quality and 
authenticity of distilled alcoholic beverages (Aguilar-Cisneros, et al., 2002; Bauer-Christoph 
et al., 2003; Ragazzo et al.,2001; Savchuk et al., 2001; Pekka et al., 1999; Vallejo-Cordoba et 
al., 2004). In spite of that, chromatographic techniques, generally destroy the sample under 
study and also require equipment installed under specific protocols and installations 
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(Abbott & Andrews, 1970). On the other hand, the use of spectroscopic techniques such as 
infrared (NIR and FTIR), Raman, ultraviolet/visible together with multivariate methods, 
has already been used for the quantification of the different components of distilled 
beverages (i.e.: ethanol, methanol, sugar, among others). This approach allows the 
evaluation of quality and authenticity of these alcoholic products in a non-invasive, easy, 
fast, portable and reliable way (Dobrinas et al., 2009; Nagarajan et al., 2006). However, up to 
our knowledge, none of these reports has been focused on the evaluation of the quality and 
authenticity of distilled beverages in terms of their maturation process. 
Mezcal is a Mexican distilled alcoholic beverage produced from agave plants from certain 
regions in Mexico (NOM-070-SCFI-1994), holding origin denomination. As many other 
similar matured distilled beverages, mezcal can be adulterated in the flavour and 
appearance (colour), these adulterations aiming to imitate the sensorial and visual 
characteristics of the authentic matured beverage (Wiley, 1919). Considering that the 
maturation process in distillate beverages has a strong impact on their taste and price, 
adulteration of mezcal beverage pursuit obtaining the product in less time. However, the 
product is of lower quality. In our group, a methodology based in the use of UV-absorption 
and fluorescence spectroscopy has been proposed for the evaluation of the authenticity of 
matured distilled beverages, and focused in mezcal. We took advantage of the 
absorbance/emission properties of woods extracts and molecules added to the distilled 
during maturation in the wood casks. In this context, principal component analysis method 
appears as a suitable option to analyse spectral data aiming to elucidate chemical 
information, thus allowing discrimination of authentic matured beverages from those non-
matured or artificially matured.  
In this section, we present the PCA results obtained from the investigation of two sets of 
spectroscopic data (UV absorption and fluorescence spectra), collected from authentic 
mezcal samples at different stages of the maturation: white or young (non-maturated), rested 
(matured  2 months in wood casks), and aged (1 year in wood casks). Samples belonging 
to false matured mezcals (artificially matured) are labelled as: abocado (white or young 
mezcal artificially coloured and flavoured) and distilled (coloured white mezcal). These 
samples were included with the aim of discriminating authentic matured mezcals from 
those artificially matured. The discussion is focused on the influence of the pre-treatments of 
spectra on the scores and loadings values. The criteria used for the scores and loadings 
interpretation are also discussed. 
2.1 Spectra pre-treatment 
Prior to PCA, spectra were smoothed. Additionally, both spectra data sets were mean centred 
(MC) prior the analysis as a default procedure. In order to evaluate the effect of the 
standardization pre-treatment (1/Std) over the scores and loadings values, PCA was also 
conducted over the standardized spectra. Multivariate spectra analysis and data pre-treatment 
were carried out using The Unscrambler ® software version 9.8 from CAMO company. 
2.2 Collection of UV absorption spectra 
Spectra were collected in the 285-450 nm spectral range, using an UV/Vis spectrometer 
model USB4000 from the Ocean Optics company, coupled to the Deuterium tungsten 
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halogen light source and cuvette holder by means of optical fibers, and with a spectral 
resolution of ~1.5 nm. The mezcal samples were deposited in disposable 3.0 mL cuvettes, 
specially designed for UV/Vis spectroscopy under a transmission configuration, which 
remained constant for all measurements.  
2.2.1 PCA-scores 
Fig. 1 (a) and (b), depict the distribution of objects (samples/spectra)  corresponding to the 
two pre-treatment options (MC and 1/Std) in the PC-space. In both graphs, a similar 
distribution of objects along PC1-axis was observed. The groupings along PC1 indicate a 
good discrimination between matured and non-matured mezcals. Additionally, samples 
corresponding to mezcals a priori known as artificially matured (i.e. abocado and distilled 
samples) and other few, labeled as rested but presumably artificially matured, cluster 
together with the non-maturated ones. This indicates that the UV absorbance properties of 
compounds and molecules naturally generated in the wood cask, are significantly different 
from those from other compounds used with counterfeit purposes (Boscolo et al, 2002).  
 
Fig. 1. PCA-Scores plots obtained from raw UV absorption spectra (a) mean centred, (b) 
standardized. (■) White/young, (●) White w/worm, (▲) abocado or artificially matured, 
(◄) distilled (white/young coloured), (▼) rested and (♦) aged. 
A central region, delimited with dashed lines and mainly including samples corresponding 
to rested mezcals and a few artificially mature samples (abocado and white mezcal 
w/worm) can be considered as an “indecisive zone”. However, taking into account that 
some samples analysed in this study were directly purchased from liquor stores, it may be 
possible that few of them, claimed as authentic rested, have been artificially matured. In 
addition, the sample corresponding to aged mezcal is separated from all the other samples 
in both graphs, but always clustering together with the rested samples. This indicates that 
the cluster of objects/samples is related not only with their maturation stage, but also with 
their maturation time. This behaviour points out that the standardization pre-treatment does 
not affect significantly the distribution of objects in the scores plots. However, there are 
some issues that must be considered: in Fig. 1 (a), the aged sample is located close to the 
rested group, but non as part of it. This can be explained in terms of their different times of 
maturation. On the other hand, in Fig. 1 (b), the aged sample seems to be an outlier or a 
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sample non-related with the other objects. This unexpected observation can be explained 
considering the similarity between the spectra of the rested and aged mezcals [see Fig. 2 (a)]. 
For this reason, the PCA-scores plot corresponding to standardized spectra, must be 
considered cautiously since they can lead to incorrect interpretations.  
2.2.2 PCA-loadings 
Once the distribution of objects in the PC-space has been interpreted, the analysis of the one-
dimensional loadings plots has been carried out in order to find the relationship between 
the original variables (wavelength) and the scores plots (Esbensen, 2005; Geladi & Kowalski, 
1986; Martens & Naes, 1989). In this case, PC1 is the component discriminating mezcal 
samples according to their maturation stage and time. Consequently, the PC1-loadings 
provide information about the spectral variables contributing to that discrimination. Fig.2 
(a) shows four representative absorption spectra in the 290-450 nm ultraviolet range for 
white, abocado, rested and aged mezcals. According to the Figure, the absorption spectra of 
white and abocado samples look similar, and different from those corresponding to the 
rested and aged mezcals. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Representative raw UV absorption spectra for each of the four types of mezcals, 
(b) PC1-loadings plot for the centred spectra, and (c) PC1-loadings plot for the centred and 
standardized spectra.  
The loading plots indicate that the 320-400 nm region [blue dashed rectangle, Fig. 2 (a)], is 
the best region to evaluate the authenticity of matured mezcals because the wood 
compounds extracted, produced and added to mezcals during the aging process absorb in 
this region. The 290-320 nm range [red dashed rectangle, Fig. 2 (a)], provides the signature 
for non-maturated mezcals. Fig. 2 (b) and (c) depict one-dimensional PC1 loadings plots 
corresponding to mean centred and standardized spectra, respectively. From Fig. 2 (b), it is 
feasible to observe the great similarity between the one-dimensional PC1 loadings plot and 
the representative spectrum of rested and aged mezcals, suggesting that PC1 mainly models 
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halogen light source and cuvette holder by means of optical fibers, and with a spectral 
resolution of ~1.5 nm. The mezcal samples were deposited in disposable 3.0 mL cuvettes, 
specially designed for UV/Vis spectroscopy under a transmission configuration, which 
remained constant for all measurements.  
2.2.1 PCA-scores 
Fig. 1 (a) and (b), depict the distribution of objects (samples/spectra)  corresponding to the 
two pre-treatment options (MC and 1/Std) in the PC-space. In both graphs, a similar 
distribution of objects along PC1-axis was observed. The groupings along PC1 indicate a 
good discrimination between matured and non-matured mezcals. Additionally, samples 
corresponding to mezcals a priori known as artificially matured (i.e. abocado and distilled 
samples) and other few, labeled as rested but presumably artificially matured, cluster 
together with the non-maturated ones. This indicates that the UV absorbance properties of 
compounds and molecules naturally generated in the wood cask, are significantly different 
from those from other compounds used with counterfeit purposes (Boscolo et al, 2002).  
 
Fig. 1. PCA-Scores plots obtained from raw UV absorption spectra (a) mean centred, (b) 
standardized. (■) White/young, (●) White w/worm, (▲) abocado or artificially matured, 
(◄) distilled (white/young coloured), (▼) rested and (♦) aged. 
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sample non-related with the other objects. This unexpected observation can be explained 
considering the similarity between the spectra of the rested and aged mezcals [see Fig. 2 (a)]. 
For this reason, the PCA-scores plot corresponding to standardized spectra, must be 
considered cautiously since they can lead to incorrect interpretations.  
2.2.2 PCA-loadings 
Once the distribution of objects in the PC-space has been interpreted, the analysis of the one-
dimensional loadings plots has been carried out in order to find the relationship between 
the original variables (wavelength) and the scores plots (Esbensen, 2005; Geladi & Kowalski, 
1986; Martens & Naes, 1989). In this case, PC1 is the component discriminating mezcal 
samples according to their maturation stage and time. Consequently, the PC1-loadings 
provide information about the spectral variables contributing to that discrimination. Fig.2 
(a) shows four representative absorption spectra in the 290-450 nm ultraviolet range for 
white, abocado, rested and aged mezcals. According to the Figure, the absorption spectra of 
white and abocado samples look similar, and different from those corresponding to the 
rested and aged mezcals. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Representative raw UV absorption spectra for each of the four types of mezcals, 
(b) PC1-loadings plot for the centred spectra, and (c) PC1-loadings plot for the centred and 
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the spectral features belonging to authentic matured mezcals. On the other hand, one-
dimensional loadings plot obtained from standardized spectra [Fig. 2 (c)], lacks in the 
spectral information provided, thus limiting its uses for interpretation purposes. In spite of 
that, standardization may be useful for certain applications (i.e. calibration of 
prediction/classification by PLS or PLS-DA) (Esbensen, 2005). 
2.3 Collection of fluorescence spectra 
Taking into account that the emission spectra of organic compounds can provide 
information about them and about their concentration in mixed liquids, this spectroscopic 
technique appears as a complementary tool allowing the evaluation of the authenticity of 
matured alcoholic beverages (Gaigalas et al., 2001; Martínez et al, 2007; Navas & Jimenez, 
1999; Walker, 1987). Fluorescence spectra were collected in the 540-800 nm spectral range, 
using a spectrofluorometer model USB4000-FL from the Ocean Optics company, coupled to 
a laser of 514 nm wavelength and cuvette holder by optical fibers. The spectral resolution 
was ~10 nm. The mezcal samples were put into 3.0 mL quartz cuvettes, in a 90 degrees 
configuration between the excitation source and the detector. This orientation remained 
constant during the collection of all the spectra. The laser power on the samples was 45 mW. 
2.3.1 PCA-scores 
Fig. 3 (a) and (b) depict the scores plots obtained from the mean centred spectra. According 
to Fig. 3 (a), PC1 explains 90 % of the variance. Two groups can be observed along PC1-axis, 
one of them including white mezcals and ethanol, and the other one, including rested, 
abocado and distilled mezcals. This indicates that data structure is mainly influenced by the 
presence or absence of certain organic molecules (not necessarily extracted from wood), all 
of them having similar emission features. 
 
Fig. 3. PCA-scores plots obtained for the mean centred fluorescence spectra. Samples 
correspond to different stages of maturation. (a) Scores plot before the removal of outliers, 
(b) scores plot after the removal of outliers. (□) White or young, (△) abocado, (○) rested, (▽) 
aged, (◁) distilled and (◇) ethanol.  
Three isolated objects, corresponding to rested, abocado and aged, can also be observed 
along PC1-axis. Among them, the first two can be considered as outliers. On the contrary, in 
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the case of the aged sample, the higher concentration of wood extracts in comparison to the 
rested samples originates a noticeably different spectrum, thus explaining the observation of 
this aged sample as an isolated object. In order to improve the distribution of objects, 
samples detected as outliers were removed. Fig. 3 (b) shows the scores plot after outliers 
removal. Similarly to Fig. 3(a), two main groups can be observed. However, the percentage 
of explained variance for PC1 increases to 97%. This fact indicates that, even when the object 
distribution does not depict significant variations, the removal of these outliers, allows the 
model to describe the data structure in a more efficient way. 
There are other samples that can be considered as outliers [indicated with numbers 1-3 in 
Fig. 3(a)]. Among them, number 1 corresponds to white mezcal with worm (some mezcal 
producers add a worm to their product as a distinctive), the worm probably providing 
certain organic molecules. These organic molecules would have similar emission 
properties than those of the rested ones. Hence, number 1 can be taken as outlier or not. 
We decide to take it, as correctly classified. On the contrary, objects 2 and 3, were 
considered as outliers, because they do not have any particular characteristics like object 
1. Furthermore, when they were removed from the PCA (data not shown), distribution of 
objects and explained variance percentages remained similar. For this reason, we decided 
not to remove them.  
In conclusion, only the joint analysis of the scores plot, the raw spectra, the loading plots 
and all other available information of the samples can give a correct interpretation of  
our results. 
Figure 4 (a) and (b) shows the PCA-scores plots obtained from standardized spectra before 
and after the removal of outliers. As it was described before, the similar object distribution 
observed in Fig. 3 and 4 indicates that standardization does not provide any additional 




Fig. 4. PCA-scores plots obtained for the mean centred and standardized fluorescence 
spectra. Samples correspond to different stages of maturation. (a) Scores plot before the 
removal of outliers, (b) scores plot after the removal of outliers. (□) White or young, (△) 
abocado, (○) rested, (▽) aged, (◁) distilled and (◇) ethanol.  
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the case of the aged sample, the higher concentration of wood extracts in comparison to the 
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this aged sample as an isolated object. In order to improve the distribution of objects, 
samples detected as outliers were removed. Fig. 3 (b) shows the scores plot after outliers 
removal. Similarly to Fig. 3(a), two main groups can be observed. However, the percentage 
of explained variance for PC1 increases to 97%. This fact indicates that, even when the object 
distribution does not depict significant variations, the removal of these outliers, allows the 
model to describe the data structure in a more efficient way. 
There are other samples that can be considered as outliers [indicated with numbers 1-3 in 
Fig. 3(a)]. Among them, number 1 corresponds to white mezcal with worm (some mezcal 
producers add a worm to their product as a distinctive), the worm probably providing 
certain organic molecules. These organic molecules would have similar emission 
properties than those of the rested ones. Hence, number 1 can be taken as outlier or not. 
We decide to take it, as correctly classified. On the contrary, objects 2 and 3, were 
considered as outliers, because they do not have any particular characteristics like object 
1. Furthermore, when they were removed from the PCA (data not shown), distribution of 
objects and explained variance percentages remained similar. For this reason, we decided 
not to remove them.  
In conclusion, only the joint analysis of the scores plot, the raw spectra, the loading plots 
and all other available information of the samples can give a correct interpretation of  
our results. 
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Fig. 4. PCA-scores plots obtained for the mean centred and standardized fluorescence 
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removal of outliers, (b) scores plot after the removal of outliers. (□) White or young, (△) 
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Fig. 5 (a) depicts six representative fluorescence spectra corresponding to each type of 
mezcal analysed. A high similarity between the fluorescence spectrum of ethanol and 
white/young mezcal is observed. On the other hand, rested, abocado and distilled mezcals, 
have similar spectra. Finally, the huge differences between the intensity of the emission 
spectra corresponding to aged mezcal, and that of the other types of mezcal, can be 
attributed to the higher concentration of organic molecules coming from the wood cask 
during the maturation process.  
This also explains the grouping along PC1-axis. From these results, it can be concluded that 
PC1 can discriminate between naturally/artificially matured samples and white mezcal 
samples. On the contrary, the one-dimensional PC1-loading plot obtained from 
standardized spectra; does not provide clear information about the objects distribution.  
In this sense, and according with the results described above, the standardization pre-
treatment does not improve the discrimination between samples in the scores plots. On the 
contrary, it leads to a misinterpretation of the loading plots. 


























































Fig. 5. (a) Representative raw fluorescence spectra for each type of mezcals, (b) PC1-loadings 
plot for the centred spectra, and (c) PC1-loadings plot for standardized spectra.  
2.4 Final remarks 
The results described above, showed that PCA conducted over a set of UV absorption 
spectra from different types of mezcals, allows an efficient and reliable discrimination 
between artificially and naturally maturated mezcals in wood casks, the data pre-treatments 
playing an important role for the correct interpretation. This discrimination power is based 
on the differential absorbance spectra of the compounds naturally produced from wood 
during maturation stage and those corresponding to the compounds used for adulteration 
(i.e.: colorants to confer a matured appearance to the beverage).  
On the other hand, PCA conducted over fluorescence spectra allowed the identification of 
two main groups correlated with the presence or absence of certain organic molecules, not 
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necessarily correlated with maturation in the wood casks. Thus, fluorescence spectroscopy 
did not demonstrate to have enough sensibility to discriminate between authentic and 
artificially matured mezcals.  
3. PCA of Raman spectra for the determination of heavy metals attached to 
bacterial surfaces  
Toxic metals are not degradable and tend to accumulate in the exposed organisms causing 
serious health effects. The use of biological agents to remove or neutralize contaminants 
(biorremediation) is a very important tool for the removal of such toxics. In particular, the 
use of inactivated microorganisms as adsorbents (biosorption) has been suggested as an 
effective and economical way to remove heavy metals from water and food intended to 
human or animal consumption (Davis et al., 2003; Haltunen et al., 2003, 2007, 2008; 
Ibrahim et al. 2006; Mehta & Gaur, 2005; Mrvčić et al., 2009; Shut et al., 2011; Volesky & 
Holan, 1995). 
Metal biosorption is usually evaluated by means of analytical methods or atomic absorption 
spectrometry. These methods allow the quantification of free metal ions in the supernatants 
of bacterial/metal samples (Ernst et al., 2000; Haltunen et al., 2003, 2007, 2008; Velazquez et 
al., 2009; Zolotov et al., 1987).  
In this sense, a method involving vibrational spectroscopic techniques (i.e.: Raman 
spectroscopy) and multivariate methods (both unsupervised and/or supervised), would 
represent an advantage over the standard procedures, due to the possibility of quantifying 
the metal ions directly from the bacterial sample, and at the same time, obtaining structural 
information (Araujo-Andrade et al., 2004, 2005, 2009; Ferraro et al., 2003; Gerbino et al. 2011; 
Jimenez Sandoval, 2000).  
PCA carried out on the Raman spectra represents the first step in the construction of a 
calibration model allowing the quantification of metal ions attached to bacterial surfaces. 
This analysis allows obtaining a correlation between the spectral variations and the property 
of interest (i.e. the metal ion concentration), identifying the optimal spectral region/s for the 
calibration of quantification models, and also detecting erroneous measurements leading to 
reduce the predictive ability of the model.  
In this section, we present the PCA results obtained from the Raman spectra corresponding 
to bacterial samples (Lactobacillus kefir) before and after the interaction with four heavy 
metals (Cd2+, Pb2+, Zn2+, Ni2+) in three different concentrations each.  
Even when the main objective of this study was to calibrate models for the quantification of 
metal ions attached to bacterial surfaces using supervised methods (i.e.: PLS), the calibration 
of prediction models goes beyond of the intention of this chapter. For this reason, we 
focused this section just on the discussion of the PCA results.  
3.1 Collection of spectral data set 
The Raman spectra of the bacterial samples before and after the interaction with metal ions 
were measured by placing them onto an aluminum substrate and then under a Leica 
microscope (DMLM) integrated to a Renishaw micro-Raman system model 1000B. In order 
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necessarily correlated with maturation in the wood casks. Thus, fluorescence spectroscopy 
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to retain the most important spectral information from each sample, multiple scans were 
conducted in different points of the bacterial sample moving the substrate on an X-Y stage.  
The Raman system was calibrated with a silicon semiconductor using the Raman peak at 
520 cm-1, and further improved using samples of chloroform (CHCl3) and cyclohexane 
(C6H12). The wavelength of excitation was 830 nm and the laser beam was focused on the 
surface of the sample with a 50X objective.  
The laser power irradiation over the samples was 45 mW. Each spectrum was registered 
with an exposure of 30 seconds, two accumulations, and collected in the 1800-200 cm-1 
region with a spectral resolution of 2 cm-1. 
3.2 Spectral data pre-treatment 
Raman spectra analyzed were collected over dry solid bacterial samples before and after the 
interaction with different concentrations of metal ions. Therefore, it is highly probable that our 
measurements include some light scattering effects (background scattering). These effects are 
in general composed of multiplicative and additive effects (Martens & Naes, 1989).  
Spectra collected and analyzed in this section were baseline corrected in order to subtract 
the fluorescence contribution. To perform this correction, a polynomial function was 
approximated to the spectrum baseline, and after that, subtracted from the spectrum. Also, 
the spectra were smoothed using Savitzky-Golay method. Light scattering effects were 
corrected using the multiplicative scatter correction (MSC) algorithm and then, the spectra 
were mean centred. Data pre-treatment and multivariate spectra analysis were carried out 
with Origin version 6.0 from Microcal Company, and The Unscrambler® software version 
9.8 from CAMO company. 
3.3 Analysis and discussion of PCA results 
PCA was performed on the pre-treated Raman spectra of each bacteria/metal sample in 
order to correlate metal concentrations with the spectral information.  
The criteria used for PCA-scores and loadings interpretation are depicted in the next 
subsection. Even when the presented data set corresponds to the bacteria/Cd+2 interaction, 
the same methodology was employed for the analysis of the other bacteria/metal samples. 
3.3.1 Scores interpretation 
Fig. 6 depicts the PCA-scores plots obtained before and after outliers exclusion (panels a and b, 
respectively). Three main groups, labeled as I, II and III, can be observed in Fig. 6 (a). These 
groups can be represented by their PC-coordinates as follows: (+i, +j), (-i, -j) and  
(-i, +j), where i and j represent the i-esime and j-esime score value for PC1 and PC2, respectively. 
These three groups or clusters are highly related with the three different concentrations of 
cadmium trapped on the bacterial surfaces. However, there are several potential outliers 
that should be removed to get a better description of the data structure. In this case, the 
outliers were selected on the basis of the dispersion existent among objects of the same 
group along PC1, the component explaining the major percentage of variance of the  
data set. 
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After the removal of outliers, the three groups identified in Fig. 6 (a), became much better 
defined in the PC-space. However, a different cluster distribution in the PC-space was 
observed [Fig. 6 (b)]. Table 1 describes these changes in terms of their PC- coordinates before 
and after the removal of outliers. 
 
Fig. 6. PCA-Scores plots obtained from pre-treated Raman spectra corresponding to three 
concentrations of bacteria/Cd+2 samples: (■) 0.059 mM, (●) 0.133 mM, (▲) 0.172 mM. (a) 
With outliers, (b) without outliers.  
Additionally, a different distribution of the individual percentage of explained variances 
was observed in both PCs (PC1, 77% to 59%, and PC2 19% to 38%). However, the total 
percentage of explained variances before and after the removal of outliers was similar 
(96%before and 97% after the removal of outliers). This indicates that the removal of outliers 
did not reduce the information about the data structure provided by both PCs. 
 







Cluster I (+i, +j) (+i, -j) 
Cluster II (-i, -j) (-i, +j) 
Cluster III (-i,+j) (-i, -j) 
Table 1. Cluster coordinates in the PC-space before and after the removal of outliers. 
According to Fig 6 (b), a good discrimination between the lowest (group I) and the 
medium/highest cadmium concentrations (groups II and III) was observed along PC1-axis. 
In summary, it can be concluded that PC1 allows a gross discrimination (due to the huge 
difference in the concentration of samples clustered in I and samples clusters in II and III). 
Lower differences in Cd+2 concentrations are modelled by PC2 (clusters II and III are well 
separated along this PC). 
3.3.2 Loadings interpretation 
Once that distribution of objects in the scores plot was interpreted and correlated with the 
cadmium concentration attached to the bacterial biomass, the one-dimensional loadings 
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to retain the most important spectral information from each sample, multiple scans were 
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520 cm-1, and further improved using samples of chloroform (CHCl3) and cyclohexane 
(C6H12). The wavelength of excitation was 830 nm and the laser beam was focused on the 
surface of the sample with a 50X objective.  
The laser power irradiation over the samples was 45 mW. Each spectrum was registered 
with an exposure of 30 seconds, two accumulations, and collected in the 1800-200 cm-1 
region with a spectral resolution of 2 cm-1. 
3.2 Spectral data pre-treatment 
Raman spectra analyzed were collected over dry solid bacterial samples before and after the 
interaction with different concentrations of metal ions. Therefore, it is highly probable that our 
measurements include some light scattering effects (background scattering). These effects are 
in general composed of multiplicative and additive effects (Martens & Naes, 1989).  
Spectra collected and analyzed in this section were baseline corrected in order to subtract 
the fluorescence contribution. To perform this correction, a polynomial function was 
approximated to the spectrum baseline, and after that, subtracted from the spectrum. Also, 
the spectra were smoothed using Savitzky-Golay method. Light scattering effects were 
corrected using the multiplicative scatter correction (MSC) algorithm and then, the spectra 
were mean centred. Data pre-treatment and multivariate spectra analysis were carried out 
with Origin version 6.0 from Microcal Company, and The Unscrambler® software version 
9.8 from CAMO company. 
3.3 Analysis and discussion of PCA results 
PCA was performed on the pre-treated Raman spectra of each bacteria/metal sample in 
order to correlate metal concentrations with the spectral information.  
The criteria used for PCA-scores and loadings interpretation are depicted in the next 
subsection. Even when the presented data set corresponds to the bacteria/Cd+2 interaction, 
the same methodology was employed for the analysis of the other bacteria/metal samples. 
3.3.1 Scores interpretation 
Fig. 6 depicts the PCA-scores plots obtained before and after outliers exclusion (panels a and b, 
respectively). Three main groups, labeled as I, II and III, can be observed in Fig. 6 (a). These 
groups can be represented by their PC-coordinates as follows: (+i, +j), (-i, -j) and  
(-i, +j), where i and j represent the i-esime and j-esime score value for PC1 and PC2, respectively. 
These three groups or clusters are highly related with the three different concentrations of 
cadmium trapped on the bacterial surfaces. However, there are several potential outliers 
that should be removed to get a better description of the data structure. In this case, the 
outliers were selected on the basis of the dispersion existent among objects of the same 
group along PC1, the component explaining the major percentage of variance of the  
data set. 
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After the removal of outliers, the three groups identified in Fig. 6 (a), became much better 
defined in the PC-space. However, a different cluster distribution in the PC-space was 
observed [Fig. 6 (b)]. Table 1 describes these changes in terms of their PC- coordinates before 
and after the removal of outliers. 
 
Fig. 6. PCA-Scores plots obtained from pre-treated Raman spectra corresponding to three 
concentrations of bacteria/Cd+2 samples: (■) 0.059 mM, (●) 0.133 mM, (▲) 0.172 mM. (a) 
With outliers, (b) without outliers.  
Additionally, a different distribution of the individual percentage of explained variances 
was observed in both PCs (PC1, 77% to 59%, and PC2 19% to 38%). However, the total 
percentage of explained variances before and after the removal of outliers was similar 
(96%before and 97% after the removal of outliers). This indicates that the removal of outliers 
did not reduce the information about the data structure provided by both PCs. 
 







Cluster I (+i, +j) (+i, -j) 
Cluster II (-i, -j) (-i, +j) 
Cluster III (-i,+j) (-i, -j) 
Table 1. Cluster coordinates in the PC-space before and after the removal of outliers. 
According to Fig 6 (b), a good discrimination between the lowest (group I) and the 
medium/highest cadmium concentrations (groups II and III) was observed along PC1-axis. 
In summary, it can be concluded that PC1 allows a gross discrimination (due to the huge 
difference in the concentration of samples clustered in I and samples clusters in II and III). 
Lower differences in Cd+2 concentrations are modelled by PC2 (clusters II and III are well 
separated along this PC). 
3.3.2 Loadings interpretation 
Once that distribution of objects in the scores plot was interpreted and correlated with the 
cadmium concentration attached to the bacterial biomass, the one-dimensional loadings 
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before and after the removal of outliers were analysed to correlate Cd+2 concentrations with 
changes in the original spectra (i.e. Raman shift, wavenumber, wavelength, etc.). 
 
Fig. 7. One-dimensional loadings plots obtained from the PCA corresponding to different 
bacteria/Cd+2 concentrations; (a) before and (b) after the removal of outliers. Solid line 
corresponds to PC1-loadings and dashed line to PC2-loadings.  
Considering that PCs can be represented as a linear combination of the original unit vectors, 
where the loadings are the coefficients in these linear combinations, distribution and/or 
localization of each object in the PC-space has a direct relation with their respective PC-
loadings values (Esbensen, 2005).  
Fig. 7 (a) depicts the one-dimensional loadings plots corresponding to PC1 and PC2 before 
the removal of outliers. The influent spectral regions for the distribution of objects in the PC-
space were underlined using dashed frames. The main spectral differences between objects 
of cluster I and objects of clusters II and III were found in the 1800-1500 cm-1 spectral region. 
This region was selected taking into account the loadings values and the PC-coordinates for 
each cluster.  
For instance, cluster I has PC-coordinates (+i, +j), then we selected the region where both 
loadings, PC1 and PC2 have positive values (in this case, the 1800-1500 cm-1 region). For 
cluster II, whose coordinates are -i, -j, we selected the region with negative loadings values 
for both PCs (1000-600 cm-1). Finally, for cluster III, we selected the region with negative and 
positive loadings values for PC1 and the PC2, respectively (1500-1100 cm-1) whose 
coordinates are -i, +j. The same strategy was adopted for the loading analysis after the 
removal of outliers [Figure 7 (b)]. Even when the loading values are different, the spectral 
regions representing each cluster are the same.  
In summary, it can be concluded that the main spectral differences between objects of 
cluster I and objects of clusters II and III, can be observed in the 1800-1500 cm-1 region. Very 
interestingly, the carboxylate (COO-) groups absorb in this region. In our previous work we 
have reported that metal ions can be attached to the bacterial surface through the COO- 
groups (Gerbino et al., 2011). Spectral differences between clusters II and III were found in 
the 1000-600 cm-1 and 1500-1100 cm-1 regions, respectively.  
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Fig. 8. Scores and loadings plots corresponding to different bacteria/metal concentrations. a) 
lead: (■) 0.028 mM, (●) 0.181 mM, (▲) 0.217 mM, b) zinc: (■) 0.114 mM, (●) 0.307 mM, (▲) 
0.350 mM and c) nickel: (■) 0.022 mM, (●) 0.109 mM, (▲) 0.181 mM. Solid line corresponds 
to PC1-loadings and dashed line to PC2-loadings. 
These two regions provide vibrational information about the phosphate groups and 
superficial polysaccharides related with certain bacteria superficial structures that have been 
previously reported as responsible for the bacteria/metal interaction (Mobili et al., 2010; 
Sara & Sleytr, 2000). 
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3.3.3 PCA results for other metal ions 
The same approach performed for bacteria/Cd+2 interaction was employed to analyse the 
interaction of the other metal ions with the bacterial surface. The scores and loadings plots 
obtained after the removal of outliers from PCA, carried out on the spectral data sets 
corresponding to samples of different concentrations of the three metal ions attached to the 
bacterial surfaces are shown in Fig. 8. A clear discrimination between objects corresponding 
to different concentrations of lead and zinc trapped on the bacterial surface was observed 
along the PC-space [Figure 8(a) & (b)]. The information provided by the loadings explains 
the distribution of samples in clusters surrounded by ellipses and labeled as I, II and III. 
The dashed rectangles depicted in the loadings plots indicate the spectral regions that are 
statistically influent in the distribution of objects. For lead, region labeled as I corresponds to 
the superficial polysaccharides (1000-800 cm-1 region), region labeled as II, to the fingerprint 
region (700-250 cm-1), and region labeled as III, to the amide I region (1650-1500 cm-1). For 
zinc, region I corresponds to superficial polysaccharides (1000-750 cm-1), region II, to amide I 
(1700-1500 cm-1), and region III, to the fingerprint region (450-250 cm-1). 
It is important to point out that in both bacteria/Pb+2 and bacteria/Zn+2 interactions, the 
same spectral regions were identified as influent for the objects distribution observed in 
PCA. This indicates that similar molecular structures may be involved in the bacteria/metal 
interaction. The scores plot corresponding to the bacteria/Ni+2 samples indicate a poor 
discrimination among objects [Fig. 8 (c)]. According to the loadings plots of the 
bacteria/Ni+2 samples, the spectral similarities and differences between samples are mainly 
in the fingerprint region (region surrounded by a blue dashed line). 
3.4 Final remarks 
From the results discussed and described above, it can be concluded that Raman spectra 
allow obtaining chemical information related with bacteria/metal interactions, and also 
with metal ion concentrations. PCA allowed an efficient elucidation of the information 
obtained from the spectra. Furthermore, the one-dimensional loadings analysis allowed 
identifying the influent spectral regions, as well as the molecular structures involved in the 
objects/samples distribution in the scores plots. 
4. PCA applied to the interpretation of quantum chemical calculations 
Quantum chemical calculations in large flexible molecules represent a challenge, due to the 
high number of combinations of conformationally relevant parameters and computational 
resources/capabilities required. This is an extremely complicated task, unless a systematic 
approach is carried out. In this section, a PCA-based methodology allowing the correlation 
between molecular structures and properties of a conformationally flexible molecule 
(arbutin) is described. This procedure is simple and requires relatively modest 
computational facilities (Araujo-Andrade et al. 2010). 
Arbutin is an abundant solute in the leaves of many freezing- or desiccation-tolerant plants. 
It has been used pharmaceutically in humans for centuries, either as plant extracts or, in 
more recent decades, in the purified form. Arbutin acts as an antiseptic or antibacterial agent 
on the urinary mucous membranes while converting into hydroquinone in the kidney 
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(Witting et al., 2001). It is also used as a depigmenting agent (skin whitening agent) as it 
inhibits melanin synthesis by inhibition of tyrosinase activity. 
From a chemical point of view, arbutin is a flexible molecule composed by a 
glucopyranoside moiety bound to a phenol ring (Fig. 9). It has eight conformationally 
relevant dihedral angles, five of them related with the orientation of the hydroxyl groups 
and the remaining three taking part in the skeletal of the molecule. 
Up to our knowledge, no attempts to use of a PCA based methodology for the structural 

















































Fig. 9. Arbutin molecule, with atom numbering scheme. (copyrighted from Araujo-Andrade 
et al., 2010) 
4.1 Quantum chemical calculations 
The semi-empirical PM3 method (Stewart, 1989) was used to perform a systematic 
preliminary conformational search on the arbutin potential energies surface (PES), which 
were later on taken into account in the subsequent, more reliable analysis performed at 
higher level of theory. This preliminary conformational search was carried out using the 
HyperChem Conformational Search module (Howard & Kollman, 1988; HyperChem, Inc. © 
2002; Saunders, 1987, 1990). 
The eight dihedral angles defining the conformational isomers of arbutin (Fig. 9) were 
considered in the random search: C2C1O23C24, C1O23C24C25, O6C5C7O11, C5C7O11H15, 
C3C4O10H14, C2C3O9H13, C1C2O8H12 and C26C27O34H35. Conformations with energies lower 
than 50 kJ mol-1 were stored while higher-energy conformations or duplicate structures 
were discarded. The structures obtained from this conformational search were used as start 
points for the construction of the input files later used in the higher level quantum chemical 
calculations. These latter were performed with Gaussian 03 (Gaussian, 2003) at the DFT level 
of theory, using the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set (Frisch et al, 1990) and the three-parameter 
density hybrid functional abbreviated as B3LYP, which includes Becke’s gradient exchange 
correction (Becke, 1988) and the Lee, Yang and Parr (Lee  et al, 1988) and Vosko, Wilk and 
Nusair correlation functionals (Vosko et al., 1980). Conformations were optimized using the 
Geometry Direct Inversion of the Invariant Subspace (GDIIS) method (Csaszar & Pulay, 
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1984). The optimized structures of all conformers were confirmed to correspond to true 
minimum energy conformations on the PES by inspection of the corresponding Hessian 
matrix. Vibrational frequencies were calculated at the same level of theory. PCA were 
performed using The Unscrambler® software (v9.8). 
4.2 Theoretical data set and pre-treatment 
The group of Cartesian coordinates corresponding to the 35 atoms of arbutin (see Fig. 9), for 
each of the 130 conformers found after the conformational analysis was used as data set in 
this study. In other words, our data set consisted of a matrix of 130 x 105 elements, 
corresponding to the arbutin conformers and the x, y, z coordinates of each atom of the 
molecule, respectively. Data were mean centred prior PCA. 
4.3 Data analysis 
In order to provide a general and fast procedure to perform the PCA on the conformational 
data sets, the next strategy was followed: 1) In the Cartesian referential, all conformers were 
oriented, in such a way that the structurally rigid fragment of arbutin (the glucopyranoside 
ring) was placed as close as possible to the axes origin; 2) All Cartesian coordinates of the 
130 conformers of arbutin were then used to perform the PCA. The table of data (data 
matrix) was built as follows: each row corresponds to a conformer and the columns to the 
Cartesian coordinates: the first 35 columns, to the x- coordinates of the 35 atoms of arbutin, 
the second 35 columns, to the y coordinates, and the last 35 columns, to the z coordinates. 
4.3.1 Scores and loadings analysis 
Fig. 10 depicts the distribution of the arbutin conformers, in the PC-space. Three well 
separated groups were observed. Group A (squares), appears well separated from groups B 
(circles) and C (triangles) along the PC1-axis, which explain 77% of total variance. Group B 
is separated from Group C along the PC2-axis. In order to elucidate the main structural 
parameters for this separation, the one-dimensional loadings values were analyzed. The 
loading values of PC1 and PC2, indicate the atoms’ coordinates contributing the most to 
structurally distinguish the conformers of arbutin in the chosen reference system [Fig. 10 (b) 
and (c), respectively]. 
According to these values, the orientation of the atoms 25 to 35, related with the spatial 
orientation of the phenol ring relatively to the reference glucopyranoside fragment, is the 
main contributing factor allowing for the differentiation among conformers. Consequently, 
the relative spatial orientation of the phenol ring is determined by the dihedrals 
interconnecting the glucopyranoside and phenol rings, C2C1O23C24 and C1O23C24C25, which 
are then shown to be of first importance in structural terms. Fig. 10 (d) shows the means and 
standard errors of the means (standard deviation of the sample divided by the square root 
of the sample size) of the 8 conformationally relevant dihedral angles of arbutin (the angles 
were first converted to the 0-360º range). From this graph, it can be clearly observed that 
C2C1O23C24 and C1O23C24C25 dihedral angles, describe the distribution of the three groups 
along the PC1 and PC2 axis, respectively. In other words, PC1 is related with the C2C1O23C24 
dihedral angle, and allows the discrimination of conformers belonging to group A. In these 
conformers, the phenol ring is placed above and nearly perpendicular to the 
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glucopyranoside ring. On the contrary, in all conformers belonging to groups B and C, the 
phenol ring is pointing out of the glucopyranoside moiety, and oriented to the side of the 
oxygen atom from the glucopyranoside ring. PC2 allows a specific discrimination among the 




Fig. 10. (a) PCA-scores and, (b, c) the corresponding loadings grouping arbutin conformers 
in terms of structural similarity. (d) total average values and standard deviations of the 8 
conformationally relevant dihedral angles of arbutin in the 3 groups of conformers. 
(copyrighted from Araujo-Andrade et al., 2010) 
The relationship between the energetic and conformational parameters related with each of 
the three groups identified in the scores plot, was also investigated. Fig. 11 depicts the 
relative energy values (taken as reference the energy of the conformational ground state) for 
each conformer according to the group they belong. From an energetic point of view, groups 
B and C are equivalent. However, no conformer with relative energy below 15 kJ mol-1 
belonging to Group A. This trend can be correlated with the orientations adopted by the 
phenol ring relatively to the glucopyranoside ring, as was described before. 
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each conformer according to the group they belong. From an energetic point of view, groups 
B and C are equivalent. However, no conformer with relative energy below 15 kJ mol-1 
belonging to Group A. This trend can be correlated with the orientations adopted by the 
phenol ring relatively to the glucopyranoside ring, as was described before. 
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Fig. 11. Relative energies of the 130 lowest energy conformers of arbutin (the energy of the 
conformational ground state was taken as reference). (copyrighted from Araujo-Andrade et 
al., 2010) 
Once the influence of the relative position of the two rings in arbutin on the relative energy 
of the conformers was evaluated, the preferred conformations assumed by the substituents 
of the glucopyranoside ring and their influence on energies were investigated in deeper 
detail. To this aim, PCA was conducted on each of the previously determined groups of 
conformers (A, B, C), excluding the x, y, z, coordinates corresponding to the phenol ring 
(atoms 23-35). This strategy allowed for the elimination of information that is not relevant 
for a conformational analysis within the glucopyranoside ring. PCA-scores/loadings 
analysis and interpretation was realized by using the methodology described above for the 
whole arbutin molecule. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 12-15. The PCA scores 
plot for Group A [Fig. 12 (a)] shows four well defined groups, labeled as subgroups A1, 
A2.a, A2.b and A3. If all elements of these four subgroups are projected over the PC1 axis, 
three groups can be distinguished, with one of them constituted by subgroups A1 and A3, 
other formed by subgroup A2.a and the third one by subgroup A2.b. On the other hand, 
projecting the elements over the PC2-axis allows also to distinguish three groups, but this 
time corresponding to A1, (A2.a, A2.b) and A3. 
The observation of the one-dimensional loadings plots for PC1 and PC2 [Fig. 12 (b) & (c)], 
allows us to conclude that the positions of atoms C7, H21, H22, O11 and H15 are highly related 
with the conformers distribution in the PCA scores plot, i.e., the conformation exhibited by 
the CH2OH substituent at C5 is the main discriminating factor among subgroups. In 
consonance with this observation, when the mean values of the conformationally relevant 
dihedral angles associated with the substituted glucopyranoside ring in each subgroup are 
plotted [Fig. 12 (d)], it is possible to observe that the dihedral angles associated with the 
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CH2OH substituent (O6-C5-C7-O11 and C5-C7-O11-H15) are those allowing the discrimination 
among the four subgroups. In the case of the C5-C7-O11-H15 dihedral, one can promptly 
correlate the three groups corresponding to the projection of the PCA subgroups over the 
PC1-axis with the three dihedral mean values shown in the plot: ca. 60, 160 and 275º (-85º), 
respectively for A2.b, A2.a and (A1, A3). 




































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 12. (a) PCA-scores and, (b,c) the corresponding loadings and belonging to Group A in 
terms of structural similarity in the conformations of the substituents of the glucopyranoside 
ring. (d) total average values and standard errors of the means of the 5 conformationally 
relevant dihedral angles of the glucopyranoside ring arbutin in the 4 subgroups. 
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other formed by subgroup A2.a and the third one by subgroup A2.b. On the other hand, 
projecting the elements over the PC2-axis allows also to distinguish three groups, but this 
time corresponding to A1, (A2.a, A2.b) and A3. 
The observation of the one-dimensional loadings plots for PC1 and PC2 [Fig. 12 (b) & (c)], 
allows us to conclude that the positions of atoms C7, H21, H22, O11 and H15 are highly related 
with the conformers distribution in the PCA scores plot, i.e., the conformation exhibited by 
the CH2OH substituent at C5 is the main discriminating factor among subgroups. In 
consonance with this observation, when the mean values of the conformationally relevant 
dihedral angles associated with the substituted glucopyranoside ring in each subgroup are 
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Fig. 12. (a) PCA-scores and, (b,c) the corresponding loadings and belonging to Group A in 
terms of structural similarity in the conformations of the substituents of the glucopyranoside 
ring. (d) total average values and standard errors of the means of the 5 conformationally 
relevant dihedral angles of the glucopyranoside ring arbutin in the 4 subgroups. 










Fig. 13. (a) PCA-scores and, (b, c) the corresponding loadings belonging to Group B in terms 
of structural similarity in the conformations of the substituents of the glucopyranoside ring. 
(d) total average values and standard errors of the means of the 5 conformationally relevant 
dihedral angles of the glucopyranoside ring arbutin in the 2 subgroups of conformers. 
(copyrighted from Araujo-Andrade et al., 2010) 
The PCA-scores plot for the conformers belonging to the Group B [Fig. 13 (a)] shows only 
two clear groupings of conformers, where PC2 is the component separating these two 
groups the best. The loadings plot of PC2 [Fig. 13 (b)] shows that the clusters are also 
determined by the positions of atoms C7, H21, H22, O11 and H15, i.e., by the conformation of 
the CH2OH fragment. As expected, these observations are in agreement with the dihedral 
angles’ mean values plot [Fig. 13 (d)], which clearly reveals that there, the values of the O6-
C5-C7-O11 and C5-C7-O11-H15 dihedral angles are the ones that mainly discriminate internal 
coordinates among the conformers belonging to subgroups B1or B2. 
A similar analysis made for conformers belonging to Group C allows concluding that three 
subgroups (C1, C2 and C3) can be defined [Fig. 14 (a)], once again resulting mainly from 
different conformations assumed by the CH2OH substituent [Fig. 14 (b) & (d)]. Regarding 
the energies of the conformers, subgroups are not strongly discriminative. However, 
subgroups A3, C2 and, in less extent B1, include conformers gradually less stable than the 
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Fig. 14. (a) PCA-scores, and (b, c) the corresponding loadings, belonging to Group C. (d) 
total average values and standard errors of the means of the 5 relevant dihedral angles of 
the glucopyranoside ring arbutin in the 3 subgroups. (copyrighted from Araujo-Andrade et 
al., 2010) 
4.4 Final remarks 
PCA analyses based on atomic Cartesian coordinates of the properly oriented in the 
Cartesian system conformers of arbutin allowed the grouping of these conformers by 
structural analogies, which could be related with the conformationally relevant dihedral 
angles. Among them, the dihedrals interconnecting the glucopyranoside and phenol rings 
and those associated with the CH2OH fragment were found to be the most relevant ones.  
In summary, this work represents a new simple approach for the structural analysis of 
complex molecules and its aim was also to show another application of PCA. 
5. Conclusion 
The results reported in this chapter for each experimental and theoretical application of 
PCA, demonstrate the versatility and capabilities of this unsupervised method to analyse 
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of structural similarity in the conformations of the substituents of the glucopyranoside ring. 
(d) total average values and standard errors of the means of the 5 conformationally relevant 
dihedral angles of the glucopyranoside ring arbutin in the 2 subgroups of conformers. 
(copyrighted from Araujo-Andrade et al., 2010) 
The PCA-scores plot for the conformers belonging to the Group B [Fig. 13 (a)] shows only 
two clear groupings of conformers, where PC2 is the component separating these two 
groups the best. The loadings plot of PC2 [Fig. 13 (b)] shows that the clusters are also 
determined by the positions of atoms C7, H21, H22, O11 and H15, i.e., by the conformation of 
the CH2OH fragment. As expected, these observations are in agreement with the dihedral 
angles’ mean values plot [Fig. 13 (d)], which clearly reveals that there, the values of the O6-
C5-C7-O11 and C5-C7-O11-H15 dihedral angles are the ones that mainly discriminate internal 
coordinates among the conformers belonging to subgroups B1or B2. 
A similar analysis made for conformers belonging to Group C allows concluding that three 
subgroups (C1, C2 and C3) can be defined [Fig. 14 (a)], once again resulting mainly from 
different conformations assumed by the CH2OH substituent [Fig. 14 (b) & (d)]. Regarding 
the energies of the conformers, subgroups are not strongly discriminative. However, 
subgroups A3, C2 and, in less extent B1, include conformers gradually less stable than the 
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total average values and standard errors of the means of the 5 relevant dihedral angles of 
the glucopyranoside ring arbutin in the 3 subgroups. (copyrighted from Araujo-Andrade et 
al., 2010) 
4.4 Final remarks 
PCA analyses based on atomic Cartesian coordinates of the properly oriented in the 
Cartesian system conformers of arbutin allowed the grouping of these conformers by 
structural analogies, which could be related with the conformationally relevant dihedral 
angles. Among them, the dihedrals interconnecting the glucopyranoside and phenol rings 
and those associated with the CH2OH fragment were found to be the most relevant ones.  
In summary, this work represents a new simple approach for the structural analysis of 
complex molecules and its aim was also to show another application of PCA. 
5. Conclusion 
The results reported in this chapter for each experimental and theoretical application of 
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relevance of PCA to elucidate specific information from a data collection in several fields. 
Among these issues, the following aspects must be underlined: a) the influence of the data 
pre-treatment on the scores and loadings values; b) the a-priori knowledge of the data source 
to select the appropriate data pre-processing; c) the strategies and criteria used for the scores 
and loadings plots interpretation and, d) criteria used for outliers detection, and their 
influence in the PCA model.  
The amalgamation of the different sections included in this chapter can be used as a starting 
point for those researchers who are not specialists in the field, but that are interested in 
using these methodologies, to take the maximum advantage from their results.  
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1. Introduction 
PCA is one of the most widely employed and useful tools in the field of exploratory 
analysis. It offers a general overview of the subject in question, showing the relationship that 
exists among objects as well as between objects and variables. 
An important application of PCA consists of the characterization and subsequent 
differentiation of products in relation to their origin (known as traceability). PCA is often 
applied in order to characterize some products obtained via a manufacturing process and 
the transformation of some raw materials. In this case, there are two kinds of elements 
linkable to the differentiation of products in relation to their origin: the variability associated 
to the raw material and the differences in various production techniques used around the 
world. In this study, two examples of PCA application to some products obtained via a 
manufacturing process are presented. These products, belonging to completely different 
fields (foodstuffs and petroleum based fuel) show one element in common: their traceability 
is correlated to the raw material and the production process. 
The strength of PCA is that it provides the opportunity to visualize data in reference to 
objects described by more than 3 variables. Indeed, PCA allows us to study and understand 
such systems, helping the human eye to see in two or three dimension systems that 
otherwise would necessarily have to be seen in more than three dimensions in order to be 
studied. PCA allows data to maintain their original structure, making only an orthogonal 
rotation of variables, which helps to simplify the visualization of all the information already 
contained in the data. Consequently, PCA can be considered the best technique to begin to 
approach any qualitative multivariate problem, be it unsupervised or supervised. Needless 
to say, supervised problems - following a primary study by PCA - require the application of 
either a classification or a class modeling method. In this study, three cases regarding 
supervised problems which involved the preliminary application of PCA are put forward. 
Results from PCA have been compared to those obtained from classification or class 
modeling tools. 
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2. PCA and traceability  
PCA is widely used to characterize foodstuffs according to their geographical origin 
(Alonso-Salces et al., 2010; Diaz et al., 2005; Gonzalvez et al. 2009; Marini et al., 2006). Such a 
requirement is becoming prominent in the control field, especially in the marketing of 
products with PDO (Protected Denomination or Origin) or PGI (Protected Geographical 
Indication) markings. The PDO marking is awarded to products linked strictly to a typical 
area. Both the production of raw materials and their transformation into the final product 
must be carried out in the region that lends its name to the product. As a consequence, some 
analytical methods, whose results could be directly linked to the sample origin, would be 
extremely useful in the legal battle against the fraudulent use of PDO or PGI marking. 
The local nature of a food product, strongly associated with its geographical location, can be 
correlated to the quality of the raw material used and its production techniques. 
Environmental conditions in a specific geographical area also provide the raw material with 
set characteristics, becoming a factor of primary importance in determining the final product 
“typicality”. The production technique is of primary importance for both agricultural 
products and so-called transformed products, where culture, the instruments used, the 
ability and experience of the operator and the addition of particular ingredients create a 
unique product. Brescia et al. (2005) characterized buffalo milk mozzarella samples with 
reference to their geographical origin (two provinces, namely Foggia, in Apulia and Caserta, 
in Campania, were considered), by comparing several analytical and spectroscopic 
techniques. Some analyses were also performed on the raw milk (from which mozzarella 
had been obtained) with the purpose of evaluating how the differences among milk samples 
had transferred to the final product. In this study, a further PCA was applied only to those 
analytical variables measured on both milk and mozzarella samples: fat, ash, Li, Na, K, Mg, 
Ca, δ15N/14N e δ13C/12C, disregarding all the analyses carried out only on mozzarella 
samples for which any comparison with milk samples could not be performed and vice 
versa. The biplots relative to PCA carried out on milk and mozzarella samples are reported 
in figures 1 and 2 respectively. It is easy to see that the milk samples are completely 
separated, according to their origin, on the PC1 (figure 1), whilst mozzarella samples lose 
such a strong separation, even though they maintain a good trend in their differentiation. 
As already stated by Brescia et al., milk samples from Campania have a higher 13C content, 
whilst samples from Apulia have a greater Li, Na and K content. If PCA results relative to 
mozzarella samples are compared to those from milk samples, it can be deduced that 
geographical differences, very clearly defined in the raw material, tend to drop slightly in 
the final product. There is a factor (K content) whose distribution is inverted between the 
raw material and the final product (positive loading on PC1 for milk samples and negative 
loading on PC1 for mozzarella samples). Another factor (Na content) was a discriminator for 
the raw milk (high positive loading on PC1) but its loading in mozzarella samples rises on 
the PC2 (the direction perpendicular to the geographical separation) and becomes negative 
on PC1. As Na content is known to be linked to the salting process of a cheese, the 
production technique is thought to reduce some differences originating from the raw 
materials. In other words, the differences that exist between buffalo mozzarella from 
Campania and Apulia are mainly determined by the differences between the two types of 
raw milk, rather than between manufacturing processes. 
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2. PCA and traceability  
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Fig. 2. Score plot of PC2 versus PC1 for mozzarella samples. 
From this example, it can be deduced that the application of PCA to results obtained from 
chemical analyses of the raw material from which a transformed product has been obtained 
allows a characterization of the raw material in relation to its geographical origin. Secondly, 
the transformed product characterization allows to see how geographical differences among 
the raw materials have been spread out in the final product. In particular, it can be seen 
whether production techniques amplified or, indeed, reduced the pre-existing differences 
among the varying classes of the raw material. In other words, the application of PCA to the 
chemical analyses of a food product – as well as the raw material from which it has been 
made - allows to understand what the main elements are that provide a product 
characterization in relation to its origin: i.e. the quality of the raw material, the production 
techniques, or in fact a combination of both.  
The characterization of products in relation to their origin is, however, not only important 
for food products. In forensic investigations, for example, it is becoming increasingly 
essential to identify associations among accelerants according to their source. Petroleum-
based fuels (such as gasoline, kerosene, and diesel), which are often used as accelerants as 
they increase the rate and spread of fire, are also in fact transformed products from raw 
material (petroleum). Differentiation of such products in relation to their source (brand or 
refinery) depends both on the origin of the petroleum and the specific production 
techniques used during the refining process. Monfreda and Gregori (2011) differentiated 
50 gasoline samples belonging to 5 brands (indicated respectively with the letters A, B, C, 
D and E) according to their refinery. Samples were analyzed by solid-phase 
microextraction (SPME) and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). Some 
information on the origin of the crude oil was available but only for two of the brands: A 
samples were obtained from crude oil coming from only one country, whilst D samples 
were produced from crude oil coming from several countries. In addition A samples were 
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tightly clustered in the score plots while D samples were fairly well spread out in the 
same score plots. This evidence was explained by considering that crude oil coming from 
only one place might have consistent chemical properties, compared to crude oils coming 
from several countries. Therefore differences existing between the raw materials had been 
transferred to the final products, determining very clustered samples with consistent 
chemical properties (for A brand) and samples with a greater variability within the class 
(for D brand). The score plot of PC2 versus PC1, shown in figure 3, was obtained by 




Fig. 3. Score plot of PC2 versus PC1 for gasoline samples (obtained by Monfreda & Gregori, 
2011). 
In the study presented here, 25 diesel samples belonging to the same 5 brands studied by 
Monfreda and Gregori were analysed using the same analytical procedure, SPME-GC-MS. 
As in the previous work, chromatograms were examined using the TCC approach (Keto & 
Wineman, 1991, 1994; Lennard at al., 1995). Peak areas were normalized to the area of the 
base peak (set to 10000), which was either tridecane, tetradecane or pentadecane, 
depending on the sample. Three independent portions for each sample of diesel were 
analyzed and peak areas were averaged. Analysis of variance was carried out before the 
multivariate statistical analysis, in order to eliminate same variables whose variance 
between classes was not significantly higher than the variance within class. Tetradecane, 
heptadecane, octadecane and hexadecane tetramethyl were then excluded from 
multivariate statistical analysis. PCA was finally applied to a data set of 25 samples and 
33 variables, as listed in table 3. 
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Variable COMPOUND 
1 Nonane 
2 Octane, 2,6-dimethyl 
3 Benzene, 1-ethyl, 2-methyl 
4 Decane 
5 Benzene, 1,2,3-trimethyl 
6 Benzene, 1-methyilpropyl 
7 Nonane, 2,6-dimethyl 
8 Benzene, 1-methyl-2-(1-methylethyl) 
9 Benzene, 1,2,3-trimethyl 
10 Cyclohexane, butyl 
11 Benzene, 1-methyl-3-propyl 
12 benzene, 4-ethyl-1,2-dimethyl 
13 benzene, 1-methyl-2-propyl 
14 Benzene, 1-methyl-4-(1-methylethyl) 
15 Benzene, 4-ethyl-1,2-dimethyl 
16 Undecane 
17 Benzene, 1-ethyl-2,3-dimethyl 
18 Benzene, 1,2,3,5-tetramethyl 
19 Benzene, 1,2,3,4-tetramethyl 
20 Cyclohexane, pentyl 
21 Dodecane 
22 Undecane 3,6-dimethyl 
23 Cycloexane, hexyl 
24 Tridecane 
25 Naphthalene, 2-methyl 
26 Naphthalene, 1-methyl 
27 Pentadecane 
28 Hexadecane 





Table 3. Target compounds used as variables in multivariate statistical analysis of diesel 
samples.  
Three PCs were extracted, with eigenvalues greater than 1, accounting for 92.16% of the total 
variance, as shown in table 4. From the score plot of PC2 versus PC1 (figure 4), it can be seen 
that a separation of samples according to the refinery was achieved, because each group 
stands in a definite area in the plane of PC1 and PC2. A samples are more clustered than D 
samples, according to the results obtained for gasoline samples. 
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PC Variance % Cumulative % 
1 59.48 59.48 
2 20.70 80.18 
3 11.98 92.16 
Table 4. PCs with eigenvalues greater than 1, extracted applying PCA to diesel samples. 
 
Fig. 4. Score plot of PC2 versus PC1 for diesel samples. 
Results of both studies, carried out respectively on gasoline and diesel samples coming from 
the same five refineries, allow to achieve a traceability of these products according to their 
brands, that is to say that production techniques give well-defined features to these 
products. Properties of crude oil, otherwise, show a strong influence on the homogeneity of 
samples distribution within their class, based on information availability (only for two of 
five refineries). 
3. The PCA role in classification studies 
3.1 Case 1 
The gasoline data matrix has been used in real cases of arson to link a sample of 
unevaporated gasoline, found at a fire scene in an unburned can, to its brand or refinery. 
This helped to answer, for example, questions posed by a military body about the origin of 
an unevaporated gasoline sample taken from a suspected arsonist. The gasoline sample 
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under investigation was analyzed with the same procedure adopted by Monfreda and 
Gregory (2011) and using the same devices. Analyses were carried out almost in the same 
period in which the 50 samples of the previous work had been analyzed. Three independent 
portions of the sample were analyzed and from the Total Ion Chromatogram (TIC) of each 
analysis, a semi-quantitative report of peak areas of the same target compounds (TCs) used 
by Monfreda and Gregori was obtained. Areas were normalized to the area of the base peak 
(benzene, 1,2,3-trimethyl), set to 10000, as in the previous study. The average areas (of the 
three portions analyzed) corresponding to the aromatic compounds were appended to the 
data matrix of 50 gasoline samples analyzed by Monfreda and Gregori. A PCA was then 
applied to a data set of 51 samples and 16 variables. Results are shown in the scatter plots of 
figures 5, 6 and 7. From these scatter plots it can be seen that the sample under investigation 
is significantly different from those of the A and E brands. As a consequence, these two 
refineries could be excluded from further investigations by the relevant authorities because 
the membership of the unknown sample to A or E brands was less likely than it belonging 
to other classes. The score plot of PC2 versus PC1 (figure 5) shows the unknown sample 
among the classes B, C and D. From the score plot of PC3 versus PC1 (figure 6), it can be 
seen that the unknown sample is very close to those of class B, and quite distant from class 
C. The unknown sample, however, falls into an area where some samples of D brand are 
also present. Finally, from the scatter plot of PC3 versus PC2 and PC1 (figure 7), the sample 
under investigation would appear to fall between the B and D classes. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Score plot of PC2 versus PC1 for 51 gasoline samples. 
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Fig. 6. Score plot of PC3 versus PC1 for 51 gasoline samples. 
                 
Fig. 7. Score plot of PC3 versus PC2 versus PC1 for 51 gasoline samples. 
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The application of PCA was especially useful for an initial visualization of data, however the 
question posed by the military body also needed to be handled with some supervised 
methods; in other words, discriminant analysis or class modeling tools. In such a way, the 
system is forced to create a boundary between classes and eventually the unknown sample 
is processed. For this kind of problem, class modeling tools are clearly preferable to 
discriminant analysis, in that they first create a model for each category as opposed to 
creating a simple delimiter between classes. The modeling rule discriminates between the 
studied category and the rest of the universe. As a consequence, each sample can be 
assigned to a single category, or to more than one category (if more than one class is 
modeled) or, alternatively, considered as an outlier if it falls outside the model. Discriminant 
analysis tends, however, to classify in any case the unknown sample in one of the studied 
categories even though it may not actually belong to any of them. In this case, the class 
modeling technique known as SIMCA (Soft Independent Models of Class Analogy) was 
applied to the data set under investigation. SIMCA builds a mathematical model of the 
category with its principal components and a sample is accepted by the specific category if 
its distance to the model is not significantly different from the class residual standard 
deviation. This chemometric tool was applied considering a 95% confidence level to define 
the class space and the unweighted augmented distance (Wold & Sjostrom, 1977). A cross 
validation with 10 cancellation groups was then carried out and 8 components were used to 
build the mathematical model of each class. The boundaries were forced to include all the 
objects of the training set in each class, which provided a sensitivity (the percentage of 
objects belonging to the category which are correctly identified by the mathematical model) 
of 100%. Results are shown in the Cooman’s plots (figures 8, 9 and 10), where classes are 
labeled with the numbers 1 to 5 instead of the letters A to E respectively. The specificity (the 
percentage of objects from other categories which are classified as foreign) was also 100%. 
 
Fig. 8. Cooman’s plot for the classes 3 (C) and 4 (D). 
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From the Cooman’s plot of classes 3 (C) and 4 (D) (figure 8), the unknown sample (red 
square) results in an outlier but is closer to class 4 than to class 3. In figure 9, the distances 
from classes 2 (B) and 4 (D) are displayed and the sample under investigation remains an 
outlier, but its distance from class 2 is shorter than the equivalent from class 4. In figure 10, 
where the distances from classes 1 (A) and 5 (E) are plotted, the unknown sample is missing 
as it is too far from both classes. 
               
Fig. 9. Cooman’s plot for the classes 2 (B) and 4 (D). 
 
Fig. 10. Cooman’s plot for the classes 1 (A) and 5 (E). 
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SIMCA confirms, therefore, the results obtained with PCA in so far as the unknown sample 
was significantly different from the A and E samples. Regarding classes B, C and D, SIMCA 
allows to conclude that the unknown sample, outlier for all classes, is nevertheless closer to 
class B (figure 9) than to the others. Finally, it can be concluded that the sample under 
investigation does not belong to any of the classes studied (for example, it comes from 
another refinery, not included in the data matrix); otherwise the sample could belong to one 
of the classes studied (the most probable class is number 2, followed by class 4) but the 
variability within each class might not have been sufficiently represented in the data  
matrix used. 
3.2 Case 2 
There are other examples that show the importance of PCA for data visualization. In 
forensic investigations, there is often the need to compare very similar samples. These 
comparisons invariably require the use of specific devices. One example was a specific 
request to compare three paint samples (A, B & C ) in order to discover whether sample C 
was more similar to A or B. At first glance, all three samples appeared to be very alike. The 
analytical method that might have allowed to answer this question is pyrolysis, followed by 
GC, but the laboratory in question wasn't equipped with the necessary devices. Therefore, 
FT-IR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy) analyses were carried out in transmission 
on 10 portions for each sample (these are both quick and relatively cheap) in order to 
characterize each sample variability: in other words, each sample was treated as if it were a 
class with 10 samples. PCA was applied to a data set relative to 30 samples and variables 
obtained from a data spacing of 64 cm-1 (with a smooth of 11, corresponding to 21.213 cm-1) 
of FT-IR transmittances, in order to obtain a first data visualization. From the score plot of 
PC1 vs PC2 vs PC3, shown in figure 11, a trend can be seen in the separation between 
samples of classes A and B, while C samples are more frequently close to A samples than to 
B samples. Therefore, the similarity between C and A classes is assumed to be bigger than 
the one between C and B classes. 
As the analytical problem required the classification of C sample to one of two classes, A or 
B, a discriminant analysis tool was then applied, with discriminant functions calculated only 
for A and B classes, while C samples were considered as unknown. The aim of this analysis 
was to verify in which of the two classes (A or B) samples C were more frequently classified. 
Discriminant analysis always classifies an unknown sample in one class (even if it is an 
outlier or it belongs to a different class from those implemented), because it calculates only a 
delimiter between the known classes. For the purpose of this case study, this tool was 
therefore preferable to a class modeling tool, which builds, on the other hand, a defined 
mathematical model for each class. Discriminant analysis was performed calculating 
canonical discriminant functions and using the leave-one-out method; this method is an 
extension of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), which finds a number of variables that 
reflect as much as possible the difference between the groups.  
The results of discriminant analysis, apart from indicating a classification ability of 100% for 
both classes A and B and a prediction ability of 70% and 80% respectively, show that seven 
C samples were classified in class A against three samples classified in class B. To conclude, 
the results obtained perfectly reflected those achieved in a laboratory equipped with 
pyrolysis devices. 
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A further observation about how discriminant analysis was applied in this case needs to be 
made. Indeed, this chemometric tool was applied to 5 principal components which account 
for 97,48% of the total variance, instead of the original variables. Such a procedure was 
adopted because the original variables were more than the samples used for building the 
classification rule between A and B classes (20). PCA is, therefore, imperative in 
classification problems where the number of variables is greater than that of the samples. In 
these cases, the application of discriminant analysis to the original variables would cause 
some overfitting problems; in other words, a sound and specific model would be obtained 
only for the training set used for its construction. The application of this model in real cases 
(like this one) would not prove very reliable. In reality, with overfitting, classification ability 
tends to increase while prediction ability tends to decrease. The best approach to take in 
these cases is to apply discriminant analysis to the PCs, by using a number of PCs 
(obviously less than the number of original variables) that explain a fair quantity of the 
variance contained in the original data. DA provides reliable results if the ratio between the 
number of samples and variables is more than 3. 
3.3 Case 3 
Another (forensic) case which involved a comparison between very similar samples was the 
comparison between a piece of a packing tape used on a case containing drugs with a roll of 
packing tape found during a house search, in order to establish whether the packing tape 
could have been ripped from the roll. Finding such evidence would have been of utmost 
importance in building a strong case against the suspect. Both exhibits, analyzed by FTIR in 
transmission, revealed an adhesive part of polybutylacrylate and a support of 
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SIMCA confirms, therefore, the results obtained with PCA in so far as the unknown sample 
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polypropylene. Both supports and adhesive parts showed significant similarity in IR 
absorptions. This similarity, though necessary, was not sufficient in itself to establish 
whether the packing tape had been ripped from the exact same roll seized at the suspect’s 
home. The compatibility between the two exhibits was studied through a multivariate 
approach, analyzing, via FTIR, 10 independent portions of the adhesive part for each 
exhibit. 10 portions of the adhesive part (in polybutylacrylate) of two other rolls of packing 
tape (not linked to the case) were also analyzed. PCA was then applied to a data set relative 
to 40 samples and variables obtained from a data spacing of 16 cm-1 (with a smooth of 11, 
corresponding to 21.213 cm-1) of FT-IR transmittances. Six PCs were extracted, with 
eigenvalues greater than 1, explaining 98,15% of the total variance.  
The score plot of the first three principal components is shown in figure 12, where samples 
taken from the seized roll are indicated as class 1, the other two rolls are indicated 
respectively as classes 2 and 3, while the piece of packing tape is indicated as class 4. From 
the score plot it can be seen that points of class 4 are fairly close to those of class 1, indicating 
a decent similarity between the two classes of interest. However, points of class 4 are also 
rather close to points of class 3, suggesting a similarity also between classes 4 and 3, while 
points of class 2 appear more distant, showing a lower similarity between classes 2 and 4. In 
this case, PCA gave a first display of data, but could not be used as definitive proof to 
establish the compatibility between classes 1 and 4 because class 4 appears also to be 
consistent with class 3. 
 
 
Fig. 12. Score plot of PC3 versus PC2 versus PC1 relative to FT-IR data for 40 packing tape 
samples. 
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SIMCA was then applied, considering a 95% confidence level to define class space and the 
unweighted augmented distance (Wold & Sjostrom, 1977). A cross validation with 10 
cancellation groups was carried out and 8 components were used to build the mathematical 
model of each class. The boundaries were forced to include all the objects of the training set 
in each class, which provided a sensitivity of 100% for each class. With regard to the 
specificity, class 4 showed a specificity of 90% towards class 2, 80% for class 3 and 10% 
towards class 1. Such results can be visualized in the Cooman’s plots. 
For classes 1 and 4, the Cooman's plot is shown in figure 13. It can be seen that 9 samples of 
class 1 fall in the common area between classes 1 and 4 (the specificity of class 4 towards 
class 1 was in fact 10%). This kind of result indicates a significant similarity between classes 
1 and 4, that is between the roll of packing tape found in the suspect’s house and the piece of 
packing tape stuck on the case containing drugs.  
 
Fig. 13. Cooman’s plot for the classes 1 and 4. 
From the Cooman’s plot relative to classes 2 and 4 (figure 14), it can be deduced that only 
one sample from class 2 is classified in the common area between classes 2 and 4 (specificity 
of class 4 towards class 2 equal to 90%), while no samples from class 4 are classified also in 
class 2. The similarity between classes 2 and 4 can therefore be considered insignificant. 
Finally, from the Cooman’s plot relative to classes 3 and 4 (figure 15), it is clearly visible that 
only 2 samples of class 3 fall in the overlapping area with class 4 (the specificity of class 4 
towards class 3 was in fact 80%), whilst there are no samples from class 4 that fall in the 
overlapping area with class 3. From this last figure it can be deduced that the similarity 
between classes 1 and 4 is significantly higher than the similarity between classes 3 and 4. 
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Fig. 14. Cooman’s plot for the classes 2 and 4. 
 
Fig. 15. Cooman’s plot for the classes 3 and 4. 
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In conclusion, SIMCA analysis allowed the comparison between a piece of a packing tape 
and three rolls of packing tape that had the same chemical composition, finding the most 
significant similarity with the seized roll. Such a degree of similarity was measured in terms 
of specificity of the tape class (4) with the roll classes (1, 2 and 3): the lower the specificity is, 
the higher the similarity between the two classes under study is. SIMCA results are fairly 
consistent with PCA results, which gave a simple visualization of data. Both techniques 
found that class 4 had the lowest similarity with class 2. In addition, SIMCA, as a class 
modeling tool, gave better results than PCA with regards classes 1, 3 and 4.  
4. Conclusions 
This study shows the importance of PCA in traceability studies which can be carried out on 
different kind of matrices. As the majority of products come about from a transformation of 
some raw material, traceability has components deriving from both the fingerprint 
geographical characteristics transfer to the raw material and the production techniques 
developed in a specific context.  
Moreover, PCA is a very useful tool for dealing with some supervised problems, due to its 
capability of describe objects without altering their native structure. However, it must be 
noted that, especially in forensics, results originating from a multivariate statistical analysis 
need to be presented and considered in a court of law with great care. For these kinds of 
results, the probabilistic approach is different from the one generally adopted for analytical 
results. In fact, in univariate analytical chemistry, the result of a measurement is an estimate 
of its true value, with its uncertainty set at a stated level of confidence. On the other hand, 
the use of multivariate statistical analysis in a court of law would imply a comparison 
between an unknown sample and a data set of known samples belonging to a certain 
number of classes. However, there remains the real possibility that the unknown sample 
might belong to yet another class, different from those of the known samples. In case 1, for 
example, the unknown sample might have been produced in a refinery that had not been 
included in the data matrix used for the comparison, or in case 3, the piece of packing tape, 
might not have belonged to any of the rolls analyzed. (Case 2 appears to be different, 
because sample C was specifically required to be classified in class A or B).  
In these cases, an initial approach to the analytical problem by using PCA is fundamental 
because it allows the characteristics of the unknown sample to be compared with those of 
samples of which the origin is known. Depending on the results obtained at this step, a 
potential similarity between the unknown sample and samples from some specific classes 
may be excluded, or the class presenting the best similarity with the unknown sample might 
be found.  
Results derived from PCA present a real picture of the situation - without any data 
manipulation or system forcing - and as such can form the basis for further deduction and 
the application of any other multivariate statistical analysis. A second step might be the 
application of some discriminant analysis or class modeling tool and an attempt to classify 
the sample in one of the classes included in the data matrix. A good result is achieved when 
PCA results fit those of supervised analysis. However, in a court of law these results would 
only become compelling alongside other strong evidence from the investigation, because, as 
already stated, the sample would have been compared with samples belonging to some 
distinct classes (and not all existing ones) and the data matrix might not adequately show 
the variability within each class. 
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1. Introduction
Principal component analysis (PCA) has been extended to various ways because of its simple
definition. Especially, non-linear generalizations of PCA have been proposed and used in
various areas. Non-linear generalizations of PCA, such as principal curves (Hastie & Stuetzle,
1989) and manifolds (Gorban et al., 2008), have intuitive explanations and formulations
comparing to the other non-linear dimensional techniques such as ISOMAP (Tenenbaum et al.,
2000) and Locally-linear embedding (LLE) (Roweis & Saul, 2000).
Kernel PCA (KPCA) is one of the non-linear generalizations of PCA by using the kernel
trick (Schölkopf et al., 1998). The kernel trick nonlinearly maps input samples to higher
dimensional space so-called the feature space F . The mapping is denoted by Φ, and let x
be a d-dimensional input vector,
Φ :Rd → F , x �→ Φ(x). (1)
Then a linear operation in the feature space is a non-linear operation in the input space. The
dimension of the feature space F is usually much larger than the input dimension d, or could
be infinite. The positive definite kernel function k(·, ·) that satisfies following equation is used
to avoid calculation in the feature space,
k(x1,x2) = �Φ(x1), Φ(x2)� ∀x1,x2 ∈ Rd, (2)
where �·, ·� denotes the inner product.
By using the kernel function, inner products in F are replaced by the kernel function k :
Rd × Rd → R. According to this replacement, the problem in F is reduced to the problem
in Rn, where n is the number of samples since the space spanned by mapped samples is at
most n-dimensional subsapce. For example, the primal problem of Support vector machines
(SVMs) in F is reduced to the Wolf dual problem in Rn (Vapnik, 1998).
In real problems, the number of n is sometimes too large to solve the problem in Rn. In the
case of SVMs, the optimization problem is reduced to the convex quadratic programming
whose size is n. Even if n is too large, SVMs have efficient computational techniques such as
chunking or the sequential minimal optimization (SMO) (Platt, 1999), since SVMs have sparse
solutions for the Wolf dual problem. After the optimal solution is obtained, we only have to
store limited number of learning samples so-called support vectors to evaluate input vectors.
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definition. Especially, non-linear generalizations of PCA have been proposed and used in
various areas. Non-linear generalizations of PCA, such as principal curves (Hastie & Stuetzle,
1989) and manifolds (Gorban et al., 2008), have intuitive explanations and formulations
comparing to the other non-linear dimensional techniques such as ISOMAP (Tenenbaum et al.,
2000) and Locally-linear embedding (LLE) (Roweis & Saul, 2000).
Kernel PCA (KPCA) is one of the non-linear generalizations of PCA by using the kernel
trick (Schölkopf et al., 1998). The kernel trick nonlinearly maps input samples to higher
dimensional space so-called the feature space F . The mapping is denoted by Φ, and let x
be a d-dimensional input vector,
Φ :Rd → F , x �→ Φ(x). (1)
Then a linear operation in the feature space is a non-linear operation in the input space. The
dimension of the feature space F is usually much larger than the input dimension d, or could
be infinite. The positive definite kernel function k(·, ·) that satisfies following equation is used
to avoid calculation in the feature space,
k(x1,x2) = �Φ(x1), Φ(x2)� ∀x1,x2 ∈ Rd, (2)
where �·, ·� denotes the inner product.
By using the kernel function, inner products in F are replaced by the kernel function k :
Rd × Rd → R. According to this replacement, the problem in F is reduced to the problem
in Rn, where n is the number of samples since the space spanned by mapped samples is at
most n-dimensional subsapce. For example, the primal problem of Support vector machines
(SVMs) in F is reduced to the Wolf dual problem in Rn (Vapnik, 1998).
In real problems, the number of n is sometimes too large to solve the problem in Rn. In the
case of SVMs, the optimization problem is reduced to the convex quadratic programming
whose size is n. Even if n is too large, SVMs have efficient computational techniques such as
chunking or the sequential minimal optimization (SMO) (Platt, 1999), since SVMs have sparse
solutions for the Wolf dual problem. After the optimal solution is obtained, we only have to
store limited number of learning samples so-called support vectors to evaluate input vectors.
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In the case of KPCA, the optimization problem is reduced to an eigenvalue problem
whose size is n. There are some efficient techniques for eigenvalue problems, such as the
divide-and-conquer eigenvalue algorithm (Demmel, 1997) or the implicitly restarted Arnoldi
method (IRAM) (Lehoucq et al., 1998) 1. However, their computational complexity is still too
large to solve when n is large, because KPCA does not have sparse solution. These algorithms
require O(n2) working memory space and O(rn2) computational complexity, where r is the
number of principal components. Moreover, we have to store all n learning samples to
evaluate input vectors.
Subset KPCA (SubKPCA) approximates KPCA using the subset of samples for its basis,
and all learning samples for the criterion of the cost function (Washizawa, 2009). Then the
optimization problem for SubKPCA is reduced to the generalized eigenvalue problem whose
size is the size of the subset, m. The size of the subset m defines the trade-off between the
approximation accuracy and the computational complexity. Since all learning samples are
utilized for its criterion, even if m is much smaller than n, the approximation error is small. The
approximation error due to this subset approximation is discussed in this chapter. Moreover,
after the construction, we only have to store the subset to evaluate input vectors.
An illustrative example is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 (a) shows artificial 1000 2-dimensional
samples, and contour lines of norms of transformed vectors onto one-dimensional subspace
by PCA. Figure 1 (b) shows contour curves by KPCA (transformed to five-dimensional
subspace in F ). This is non-linear analysis, however, it requires to solve an eigenvalue
problem whose size is 1000. For an input vector, calculations of kernel function with all 1000
samples are required. Figure 1 (c) randomly selects 50 samples, and obtains KPCA. In this
case, the size of the eigenvalue problem is only 50, and calculations of kernel function with
only 50 samples are required to obtain the transform. However, the contour curves are rather
different from (b). Figure 1 (d) shows contour curves of SubKPCA by using the 50 samples
for its basis, and all 1000 samples for evaluation. The contour corves are almost that same
with (b). In this case, the size of the eigenvalue problem is also only 50, and the number of
calculations of kernel function is also 50.
There are some conventional approaches to reduce the computational complexity of KPCA.
improved KPCA (IKPCA) (Xu et al., 2007) is similar approach to SubKPCA, however, the
approximation error is much higher than SubKPCA. Experimental and theoretical difference
are shown in this chapter. Comparisons with Sparse KPCAs (Smola et al., 1999; Tipping, 2001),
Nyström method (Williams & Seeger, 2001), incomplete Cholesky decomposition (ICD) (Bach
& Jordan, 2002) and adaptive approaches (Ding et al., 2010; Günter et al., 2007; Kim et al.,
2005) are also diecussed.
In this chapter, we denote vectors by bold-italic lower symbols x,y, and matrices by bold-italic
capital symbols A,B. In kernel methods, F could be infinite-dimensional space up to
the selection of the kernel function. If vectors could be infinite (functions), we denote
them by italic lower symbols f , g. If either domain or range of linear transforms could be
infinite-dimensional space, we denote the transforms by italic capital symbols X, Y. This is
summarized as follows; (i) bold symbols, x,A, are always finite. (ii) non-bold symbols, f , X,
could be infinite.
1 IRAM is implemented as “eigs” in MATLAB
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(d) SubKPCA
Fig. 1. Illustrative example of SubKPCA
2. Kernel PCA
This section briefly reviews KPCA, and shows some characterizations of KPCA.
2.1 Brief review of KPCA
Let x1, . . . ,xn be d-dimensional learning samples, and X = [x1| . . . |xn] ∈ Rd×n.














Then the ith largest eigenvector corresponds to the ith principal component. Suppose
UPCA = [u1| . . . |ur]. The projection and the transform of x onto r-dimensional eigenspace
are UPCAU�PCAx and U
�
PCAx respectively.
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In the case of KPCA, input vectors are mapped to feature space before the operation. Let
S =[Φ(x1)| . . . |Φ(xn)] (4)
ΣF =SS∗ (5)
K =S∗S ∈ Rn×n, (6)
where ·∗ denotes the adjoint operator 2, and K is called the kernel Gram matrix (Schölkopf
et al., 1999), and i,j-component of K is k(xi,xj). Then the ith largest eigenvector corresponds
to the ith principal component. If the dimension of F is large, eigenvalue decomposition
(EVD) cannot be performed. Let {λi, ui} be the ith eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector
of ΣF respectively, and {λi,vi} be the ith eigenvalue and eigenvector of K. Note that K and
ΣF have the same eigenvalues. Then the ith principal component can be obtained from the





Note that it is difficult to obtain ui explicitly on a computer because the dimension of F
is large. However, the inner product of a mapped input vector Φ(x) and the ith principal
component is easily obtained from,
�ui, Φ(x)� = 1√
λi
�vi,kx�, (8)
kx = [k(x,x1), . . . , k(x,xn)]� (9)
kx is an n-dimensional vector called the empirical kernel map.
Let us summarize using matrix notations. Let
ΛKPCA = diag([λ1, . . . , λr]) (10)
UKPCA = [u1| . . . |ur] (11)
VKPCA = [v1| . . . |vr]. (12)





2.2 Characterization of KPCA
There are some characterizations or definitions for PCA (Oja, 1983). SubKPCA is extended










Subject to rank(X) ≤ r.
(15)
2 In real finite dimensional space, the adjoint and the transpose ·� are equivalent. However, in infinite
dimensional space, the transpose is not defined
3 Since all definitions of PCA lead to the equivalent solution, SubKPCA is also defined by the other
definitions. However, in this chapter, only LMS criteria is shown.
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From this definition, X that minimizes the averaged distance between xi and Xxi over i is
obtained under the rank constraint. Note that from this criterion, each principal component is
not characterized, i.e., the minimum solution is X = UPCAU�PCA, and the transform UPCA is
not determined.










Subject to rank(X) ≤ r, N (X) ⊃ R(S)⊥,
(16)
where R(A) denotes the range or the image of the matrix or the operator A, and N (A)
denotes the null space or the kernel of the matrix or the operator A. In linear case, we can
assume that the number of samples n is sufficiently larger than r and d, and the second
constraint N (X) ⊃ R(S)⊥ is often ignored. However, since the dimension of the feature
space is large, r could be larger than the dimension of the space spanned by mapped samples
Φ(x1), . . . , Φ(xn). For such cases, the second constraint is introduced.
2.2.1 Solution to the problem (16)
Here, brief derivation of the solution to the problem (16) is shown. Since the problem is in




�S − SAS∗S�2F =
1
n





where ·1/2 denotes the square root matrix, and � · �F denotes the Frobenius norm. The
eigenvalue decomposition of K is K = ∑ni=1 λiviv
�
i . From the Schmidt approximation



















2.3 Computational complexity of KPCA
The procedure of KPCA is as follows;
1. Calculate K from samples. [O(n2)]
2. Perform EVD for K, and obtain the r largest eigenvalues and eigenvectors, λ1, . . . , λr,
v1, . . . vr. [O(rn2)]
3. Obtain Λ−1/2V �KPCA, and store all training samples.
4. For an input vector x, calculate the empirical kernel map kx from Eq. (9). [O(n)]
5. Obtain transformed vector Eq. (14). [O(rn)]
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The procedures 1, 2, and 3 are called the learning (training) stage, and the procedures 4 and 5
are called the evaluation stage.
The dominant computation for the learning stage is EVD. In realistic situation, n should be
less than several tens of thousands. For example, if n = 100, 000, 20Gbyte RAM is required to
store K on four byte floating point system. This computational complexity is sometimes too
heavy to use for real large-scale problems. Moreover, in the evaluation stage, response time of
the system depends on the number of n.
3. Subset KPCA
3.1 Definition
Since the problem of KPCA in the feature space F is in the subspace spanned by the mapped
samples, Φ(x1), . . . , Φ(xn), i.e., R(S), the problem in F is transformed to the problem in Rn.
SubKPCA seeks the optimal solution in the space spanned by smaller number of samples,
Φ(y1), . . . , Φ(ym), m ≤ n that is called a basis set. Let T = [Φ(y1), . . . , Φ(ym)], then the




Subject to rank(X) ≤ r, N (X) ⊃ R(T)⊥, R(X) ⊂ R(T). (20)
The third and the fourth constraints indicate that the solution is in R(T). It is worth noting
that SubKPCA seeks the solution in the limited space, however, the objective function is the
same as that of KPCA, i.e., all training samples are used for the criterion. We call the set of all
training samples the criterion set. The selection of the basis set {y1, . . . ,ym} is also important
problem, however, here we assume that it is given, and the selection is discussed in the next
section.
3.2 Solution of SubKPCA
At first, the minimal solutions to the problem (20) are shown, then their derivations are shown.
If R(T) ⊂ R(S), its solution is simplified. Note that if the set {y1, . . . ,ym} the subset of
{x1, . . . ,xn}, R(T) ⊂ R(S) is satisfied. Therefore, solutions for two cases are shown, (R(T) ⊂
R(S) and all cases)
3.2.1 The case R(T) ⊂ R(S)
Let Ky = T∗T ∈ Rm×m, (Ky)i,j = k(yi,yj), Kxy = X∗T ∈ Rn×m, (Kxy)i,j = k(xi,yj).
Let κ1, . . . , κr and z1, . . . ,zr be sorted eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of the
generalized eigenvalue problem,
K�xyKxyz = κKyz (21)
respectively, where each eigenvector zi is normalized by zi ← zi/
√�zi,Kyzi�, that is
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where hx = [k(x,y1), . . . , k(x,ym)] ∈ Rm is the empirical kernel map of x for the subset.
A matrix or an operator A that satisfies AA = A and A� = A (A∗ = A), is called a projector
(Harville, 1997). If R(T) ⊂ R(S), PSubKPCA is a projector since P∗SubKPCA = PSubKPCA, and
PSubKPCAPSubKPCA =TZZ
�KyZZ�T∗ = TZZ�T∗ = PSubKPCA. (25)
3.2.2 All cases















Since the solution is rather complex, and we don’t find any advantages to use the basis set
{y1, . . . ,ym} such that R(T) �⊂ R(S), we henceforth assume that R(T) ⊂ R(S).
3.2.3 Derivation of the solutions
Since the problem (20) is in R(T), the solution can be parameterized as X = TBT∗, B ∈












�K1/2y BK�xy − (K1/2y )†K�xy�2F +
1
n
Trace[K −KxyK†yK�xy , ] (29)
where the relations K�xy = K1/2y (K1/2y )†K�xy and Kxy = Kxy(K1/2y )†K1/2y are used. Since
the second term is a constant for B, from the Schmidt approximation theorem, The minimum
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From the matrix equation theorem (Israel & Greville, 1973), the minimum solution is given by
Eq. (27).
Let us consider the case that R(T) ⊂ R(S).
Lemma 1 (Harville (1997)). Let A and B be non-negative definite matrices that satisfy R(A) ⊂
R(B). Consider an EVD and a generalized EVD,
(B1/2)†A(B1/2)†v = λv
Au = σBu,




1/2)†vi, ∀α ∈ R
vi =βB
1/2ui, ∀β ∈ R
are satisfied.
If R(T) ⊂ R(S), R(K�xy) = R(Ky). Since (K�xyKxy)(K�xyKxy)† is a projector onto
R(Ky), (K1/2y )†(K�xyKxy)(K�xyKxy)† = (K1/2y )† in Eq. (27). From Lemma 1, the solution
Eq. (22) is derived.
3.3 Computational complexity of SubKPCA
The procedures and computational complexities of SubKPCA are as follows,
1. Select the subset from training samples (discussed in the next Section)
2. Calculate Ky and K�xyKxy [ O(m2) + O(nm2)]
3. Perform generalized EVD, Eq. (21). [O(rm2)]
4. Store Z and the samples in the subset.
5. For an input vector x, calculate the empirical kernel map hx. [O(m)]
6. Obtain transformed vector Eq. (24).
The procedures 1, 2 and 3 are the construction, and 4 and 5 are the evaluation. The dominant
calculation in the construction stage is the generalized EVD. In the case of standard KPCA,
the size of EVD is n, whereas for SubKPCA, the size of generalized EVD is m. Moreover,
for evaluation stage, the computational complexity depends on the size of the subset, m, and
required memory to store Z and the subset is also reduced. It means the response time of the
system using SubKPCA for an input vector x is faster than standard KPCA.
3.4 Approximation error
It should be shown the approximation error due to the subset approximation. In the case of
KPCA, the approximation error, that is the value of the objective function of the problem (16).
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Trace[K −Kxy(Ky)†K�xy ]. (33)
The first term is due to the approximation error for the rank reduction and the second term
is due to the subset approximation. Let PR(S) and PR(T) be orthogonal projectors onto R(S)
and R(T) respectively. The second term yields that
Trace[K −Kxy(Ky)†K�xy ] = Trace[S∗(PR(S) − PR(T))S], (34)
since K = S∗PR(S)S. Therefore, if R(S) = R(T) (for example, the subset contains all training
samples), the second term is zero. If the range of the subset is far from the range of the all
training set, the second term is large.
3.5 Pre-centering
Although we have assumed that the mean of training vector in the feature space is zero so far,
it is not always true in real problems. In the case of PCA, we subtract the mean vector from
all training samples when we obtain the variance-covariance matrix Σ. On the other hand, in
KPCA, although we cannot obtain the mean vector in the feature space, Φ̄ = 1n ∑
n
i=1 Φ(xi),
explicitly, the pre-centering can be set in the algorithm of KPCA. The pre-centering can be
achieved by using subtracted vector Φ̄(xi), instead of a mapped vector Φ(xi),
Φ̄(xi) =Φ(xi)− Φ̄, (35)
that is to say, S and K in Eq. (17) are respectively replaced by




K̄ =S̄∗S̄ = (I − 1
n
1n,n)K(I − 1n1n,n) (37)
where I denotes the identify matrix, and 1n and 1n,n are an n-dimensional vector and an n× n
matrix whose elements are all one, respectively.
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The first one is the same as that of KPCA. The second one is the mean of the basis set. If the
basis set is the subset of the criterion set, the estimation accuracy is not as good as Φ̄1. The
third one is the best approximation of Φ̄1 in R(T). Since SubKPCA is discussed in R(T),
Φ̄1 and Φ̄3 are equivalent. However, for the post-processing such as pre-image, they are not
equivalent.
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From the matrix equation theorem (Israel & Greville, 1973), the minimum solution is given by
Eq. (27).
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For SubKPCA, only S in Eq. (28) has to be modified for per-centering 4. If Φ̄3 is used, S and
Kxy are replaced by
S̄ =S − Φ̄31�n (38)
K̄xy =S̄∗T = (I − 1n1n,n)Kxy . (39)
4. Selection of samples
Selection of samples for the basis set is an important problem in SubKPCA. Ideal criterion for
the selection depends on applications such as classification accuracy or PSNR for denoising.






Subject to rank(X) ≤ r, N (X) ⊃ R(T)⊥, R(X) ⊂ R(T),
{y1, . . . ,ym} ⊂ {x1, . . . ,xn}, T = [Φ(y1)| . . . |Φ(ym)].
(40)
This criterion is a combinatorial optimization problem for the samples, and it is hard to obtain
to global solution if n and m are large. Instead of solving directly, following techniques can be
introduced,
1. Greedy forward search
2. Backward search
3. Random sampling consensus (RANSAC)
4. Clustering,
and their combinations.
4.1 Sample selection methods
4.1.1 Greedy forward search
The greedy forward search adds a sample to the basis set one by one or bit by bit. The
algorithm is as follows, If several samples are added at 9 and 10, the algorithm is faster, but
the cost function may be larger.
4.1.2 Backward search
On the other hand, a backward search removes samples that have the least effect on the
cost function. In this case, the standard KPCA using the all samples has to be constructed
at the beginning, and this may have very high computational complexity. However, the
backward search may be useful in combination with the greedy forward search. In this case,
the size of the temporal basis set does not become large, and the value of the cost function is
monotonically decreasing.
Sparse KPCA (Tipping, 2001) is a kind of backward procedures. Therefore, the kernel Gram
matrix K using all training samples and its inverse have to be calculated in the beginning.
4 Of course, for KPCA, we can also consider the criterion set and the basis set, and perform pre-centering
only for the criterion set. It produces the equivalent result.
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Algorithm 1 Greedy forward search (one-by-one version)
1: Set initial basis set T = φ, size of current basis set m̃ = 0, residual set S = {x1, . . . ,xn},
size of the residual set ñ = n.
2: while m̃ < m, do
3: for i = 1, . . . , ñ do
4: Let temporal basis set be T̃ = T ∪ {xi}
5: Obtain SubKPCA using the temporal basis set
6: Store the empirical error Ei = J1(X).
7: end for
8: Obtain the smallest Ei, k = argminiEi.
9: Add xk to the current basis set, T ← T ∪ {xk}, m̃ ← m̃ + 1
10: Remove xk from the residual set, S ← S\{xk}, ñ ← ñ − 1.
11: end while
4.1.3 Random sampling consensus
RANSAC is a simple sample (or parameter) selection technique. The best basis set is chosen
from many random sampling trials. The algorithm is simple to code.
4.1.4 Clustering
Clustering techniques also can be used for sample selection. When the subset is used for the
basis set, i) a sample that is the closest to each centroid should be used, or ii) centroids should
be included to the criterion set. Clustering in the feature space F is also proposed (Girolami,
2002).
5. Comparison with conventional methods
This section compares SubKPCA with related conventional methods.
5.1 Improved KPCA
Improved KPCA (IKPCA) (Xu et al., 2007) directly approximates ui � Tṽi in Eq. (7). From
SS∗ui = λiui, the approximated eigenvalue problem is
SS∗Tṽ = λiTṽi. (41)
By multiplying T∗ from left side, one gets the approximated generalized EVD, K�xyKxyṽ =
λiKyṽi. The parameter vector vi is substituted to the relation ũi = Tṽi, hence, the transform












where κi is the ith largest eigenvalue of (21).
This approximation has no guarantee to be good approximation of ui. In our experiments
in the next section, IKPCA showed worse performance than SubKPCA. In so far as feature
extraction, each dimension of the feature vector is multiplied by 1√
κi
comparing to SubKPCA.
If the classifier accepts such linear transforms, the classification accuracy of feature vectors
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may be the same with SubKPCA. Indeed, (Xu et al., 2007) uses IKPCA only for feature
extraction of a classification problem, and IKPCA shows good performance.
5.2 Sparse KPCA
Two methods to obtain a sparse solution to KPCA are proposed (Smola et al., 1999; Tipping,
2001). Both approaches focus on reducing the computational complexity in the evaluation
stage, and do not consider that in the construction stage. In addition, the degree of sparsity
cannot be tuned directly for these sparse KPCAs, where as the number of the subset m can be
tuned for SubKPCA.
As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, (Tipping, 2001) is based on a backward search, therefore, it
requires to calculate the kernel Gram matrix using all training samples, and its inverse. These
procedures have high computational complexity, especially, when n is large.
(Smola et al., 1999) utilizes l1 norm regularization to make the solution sparse. The principal
components are represented by linear combinations of mapped samples, ui = ∑nj=1 α
j
iΦ(xj).
The coefficients αji have many zero entry due to l1 norm regularization. However, since α
j
i has
two indeces, even if each principal component ui is represented by a few samples, it may not
be sparse for many i.
5.3 Nyström approximation
Nyström approximation is a method to approximate EVD, and it is applied to KPCA (Williams









where λi is the ith eigenvalue of Ky . Since the eigenvector of Kx is approximated by the
eigenvector of Ky , the computational complexity in the construction stage is reduced, but
that in the evaluation stage is not reduced. In our experiments, SubKPCA shows better
performance than Nyström approximation.
5.4 Iterative KPCA
There are some iterative approaches for KPCA (Ding et al., 2010; Günter et al., 2007; Kim et al.,
2005). They update the transform matrix Λ−1/2V �KPCA in Eq. (14) for incoming samples.
Iterative approaches are sometimes used for reduction of computational complexities. Even if
optimization step does not converge to the optimal point, early stopping point may be a good
approximation of the optimal solution. However, Kim et al. (2005) and Günter et al. (2007)
do not compare their computational complexity with standard KPCA. In the next section,
comparisons of run-times show that iterative KPCAs are not faster than batch approaches.
5.5 Incomplete Cholesky decomposition
ICD can also be used for reduction of computational complexity of KPCA. ICD approximates
the kernel Gram matrix K by
K �GG�, (44)
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where G ∈ Rn×m whose upper triangle part is zero, and m is a parameter that specifies
the trade-off between approximation accuracy and computational complexity. Instead of
performing EVD of K, eigenvectors of K is obtained from EVD of G�G ∈ Rm×m using
the relation Eq. (7) approximately. Along with Nyström approximation, ICD reduces
computational complexity in the construction stage, but not in evaluation stage, and all
training samples have to be stored for the evaluation.
In the next section, our experimental results indicate that ICD is slower than SubKPCA for
very large dataset, n is more than several thousand.
ICD can also be applied to SubKPCA. In Eq. (21), K�xyKxy is approximated by
K�xyKxy �GG�. (45)
Then approximated z is obtained from EVD of G�KyG.
6. Numerical examples
This section presents numerical examples and numerical comparisons with the other methods.
6.1 Methods and evaluation criteria
At first, methods to be compared and evaluation criteria are described. Following methods
are compared,
1. SubKPCA [SubKp]
2. Full KPCA [FKp]
Standard KPCA using all training samples.
3. Reduced KPCA [RKp]
Standard KPCA using subset of training samples.
4. Improved KPCA (Xu et al., 2007) [IKp]
5. Sparse KPCA (Tipping, 2001) [SpKp]
6. Nyström approximation (Williams & Seeger, 2001) [Nys]
7. ICD (Bach & Jordan, 2002) [ICD]
8. Kernel Hebbian algorithm with stochastic meta-decent (Günter et al., 2007) [KHA-SMD]
Abbreviations in [] are used in Figures and Tables.








where X is replaced by each operator. Note that full KPCA gives the minimum values for
Eemp(X) under the rank constraint. Since Eemp(X) depends on the problem, normalized by
that of full KPCA is also used, Eemp(X)/Eemp(PFkp), where PFKp is a projector of full KPCA.
Validation error Eval that uses validation samples instead of training samples in the empirical
error is also used.
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Sample selection SubKPCA Reduced KPCA Improved KPCA Nyström method
Random 1.0025±0.0019 1.1420±0.0771 4.7998±0.0000 2.3693±0.6826
K-means 1.0001±0.0000 1.0282±0.0114 4.7998±0.0000 1.7520±0.2535
Forward 1.0002±0.0001 1.3786±0.0719 4.7998±0.0000 14.3043±9.0850
Random 0.0045±0.0035 0.2279±0.1419 0.9900±0.0000 0.3583±0.1670
K-means 0.0002±0.0001 0.0517±0.0318 0.9900±0.0000 0.1520±0.0481
Forward 0.0002±0.0001 0.5773±0.0806 0.9900±0.0000 1.7232±0.9016
Table 1. Mean values and standard deviations over 10 trials of Eemp and D in Experiment 1:
Upper rows are Eemp(X)/Eemp(PFKp); lower rows are D; Sparse KPCA does not require
sample selection.
The alternative criterion is operator distance from full KPCA. Since these methods are
approximation of full KPCA, an operator that is closer to that of full KPCA is the better one.
In the feature space, the distance between projectors is measured by the Frobenius distance,
D(X, PFKp) =�X − PFKp�F. (47)
For example, if X = PSubKPCA = TZZ�T∗ (Eq. (27)),





Two-dimensional artificial data described in Introduction is used again with more
comparisons and quantitative evaluation. Gaussian kernel function k(x1,x2) =
exp(−0.1�x1 − x2�2) and the number of principal components, r = 5 are chosen. Training
samples of Reduced KPCA and the basis set of SubKPCA, Nyström approximation, and
IKPCA are identical, and chosen randomly. For Sparse KPCA (SpKp), a parameter σ is
chosen to have the same sparsity level with SubKPCA. Figure 2 shows contour curves and
values of evaluation criteria. From evaluation criteria Eemp and D, SubKp shows the best
approximation accuracy among these methods.
Table 1 compares sample selection methods. The values in the table are the mean values and
standard deviations over 10 trials using different random seeds or initial point. SubKPCA
performed better than the other methods. Regarding sample selection, K-means and forward
search give almost the same results for SubKPCA.
6.3 Open dataset
Three open benchmark datasets, “concrete,” “housing,” and “tic” from UCI (University of
California Irvine) machine learning repository are used 5 (Asuncion & Newman, 2007). Table
2 shows properties of the datasets.
5 As of Oct. 2011, the datasets are available from http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.html
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Eemp = 0.357, D = 0.843
Fig. 2. Contour curves of projection norms
Gaussian kernel k(x1.x2) = exp(−�x1 − x2�2/(2σ2)) whose σ2 is set to be the variance of
for all elements of each dataset is used for the kernel function. The number of principal
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for all elements of each dataset is used for the kernel function. The number of principal
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Table 2. Open dataset
components, r, is set to be the input dimension of each dataset. 90% of samples are used
for training, and the remaining 10% of samples are used for validation. The division of the
training and the validation sets is repeated 50 times randomly.
Figures 3-(a) and (b) show the averaged squared distance from KPCA using all samples.
SubKPCA shows better performance than Reduced KPCA and the Nyström method,
especially SubKPCA with a forward search performed the best of all. In both datasets, even if
the number of basis is one of tenth that of all samples, the distance error of SubKPCA is less
than 1%.
Figures 3-(c) and (d) show the average normalized empirical error, and Figures (e) and (f)
show the averaged validation error. SubKPCA with K-means or forward search performed
the best, and its performance did not change much with 20% more basis. The results for the
Nyström method are outside of the range illustrated in the figures.
Figures 4-(a) and (b) show the calculation times for construction. The simulation was done
on the system that has an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU 2.83GHz and an 8Gbyte RAM. The routines
dsygvx and dsyevx in the Intel math kernel library (MKL) were respectively used for the
generalized eigenvalue decomposition of SubKPCA and the eigenvalue decomposition of
KPCA. The figures indicate that SubKPCA is faster than Full KPCA if the number of basis
is less than 80%.
Figure 5 shows the relation between runtime [s] and squared distance from Full KPCA. In
this figure, “kmeans” includes runtime for K-means clustering. The vertical dotted line
stands for run-time of full KPCA. For (a) concrete and (b) housing, incomplete Cholesky
decomposition is faster than our method. However, for a larger dataset, (c) tic, incomplete
Cholesky decomposition is slower than our method. KHA-SMD Günter et al. (2007) is slower
than full KPCA in these three methods.
6.4 Classification
PCA and KPCA are also used for classifier as subspace methods (Maeda & Murase, 1999; Oja,
1983; Tsuda, 1999). Subspace methods obtain projectors onto subspaces that correspond with
classes. Let Pi be a projector onto the subspace of the class i. In the class feature information
compression (CLAFIC) that is one of the subspace methods, Pi is a projector of PCA for each





where c is the number of classes. Binary classifiers such as SVM cannot be applied to
multi-class problems directly, therefore, some extentions such as one-against-all strategy
have to be used. However, subspace methods can be applied to many-class problems































































































































































































(e) concrete, validation error (f) housing, validation error
Fig. 3. Results for open datasets. Rand: random, Clus: Clustering (K-means), Forw: Forward
search
easily. Furthermore, subspace methods are easily to be applied to multi-label problems or
class-addition/reduction problems. CLAFIC is easily extended to KPCA (Maeda & Murase,
1999; Tsuda, 1999).
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(a) Concrete (b) Housing
Fig. 4. Calculation time
No. of basis
Method 10% 30% 50% 100%
SubKp (nc) 3.89±0.82 2.87±0.71 2.55±0.64 2.03±0.56
SubKp (c) 3.93±0.82 2.83±0.70 2.55±0.64 2.02±0.56
RKp (nc) 4.92±0.95 3.17±0.71 2.65±0.60 2.03±0.56
RKp (c) 4.91±0.92 3.16±0.70 2.65±0.62 2.02±0.56
CLAFIC (nc) 5.24±0.92 3.64±0.79 3.25±0.70 2.95±0.73
CLAFIC (c) 5.24±0.89 3.71±0.76 3.38±0.68 3.06±0.74
Table 3. Minimum validation errors [%] and standard deviations I; random selection, nc:
non-centered, c: centered
A handwritten digits database, USPS (U.S. postal service database), is used for the
demonstration. The database has 7291 images for training, and 2001 images for testing. Each
image is 16x16 pixel gray-scale, and has a label (0, . . . , 9).
10% of samples (729 samples) from training set are extracted for validation, and rest 90% (6562
samples) are used for training. This division is repeated 100 times, and obtained the optimal
parameters from several picks, width of Gaussian kernel c ∈ {10−4.0, 10−3.8, . . . , 100.0}, the
number of principal components r ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 200}.
Tables 3 and 4 respectively show the validation errors [%] and standard deviations over 100
validations when the samples of the basis are selected randomly and by k-means respectively.
SubKPCA has lower error rate than reduced KPCA when the number of basis is small. Tables 5
and 6 show the test errors when the optimum parameters are given by the validation.
6.5 Denoising using a huge dataset
KPCA is also used for image denoising (Kim et al., 2005; Mika et al., 1999). This subsection
demonstrate image denoising by KPCA using MNIST database. The database has 60000
images for training, and 10000 samples for testing. Each image is a 28x28 pixel gray-scale
image of a handwritten digit. Each pixel value of the original image is scaled from 0 to 255.




















































































Fig. 5. Relation between runtime [s] and squared distance from Full KPCA
No. of basis
Method 10% 30% 50% 100%
SubKp (nc) 2.69±0.58 2.30±0.61 2.18±0.58 2.03±0.56
SubKp (c) 2.68±0.60 2.29±0.61 2.15±0.55 2.02±0.56
RKp (nc) 2.75±0.61 2.35±0.60 2.22±0.57 2.03±0.56
RKp (c) 2.91±0.63 2.40±0.59 2.24±0.58 2.02±0.56
PCA (nc) 3.60±0.66 3.38±0.60 3.21±0.56 3.03±0.60
Table 4. Minimum validation errors [%] and standard deviations II; K-means, nc:
non-centered, c: centered
Before the demonstration of image denoising, comparisons of computational complexities are
presented since the database has rather large data. The Gaussian kernel function k(x1,x2) =
exp(−10−5.1�x1 − x2�2) and the number of principal components r = 145 are used because
these parameters show the best result in latter denoising experiment. The random selection
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No. of basis
Method 10% 30% 50% 100%
SubKp (nc) 6.50±0.36 5.69±0.15 5.20±0.14 4.78±0.00
SubKp (c) 6.54±0.36 5.52±0.16 5.20±0.14 4.83±0.00
RKp (nc) 7.48±0.44 5.71±0.31 5.26±0.20 4.78±0.00
RKp (c) 7.50±0.43 5.76±0.31 5.28±0.20 4.83±0.00
Table 5. Test errors [%] and standard deviations; random selection, nc: non-centered, c:
centered
No. of basis
Method 10% 30% 50% 100%
SubKp (nc) 5.14±0.17 4.99±0.14 4.97±0.13 4.78±0.00
SubKp (c) 5.14±0.18 4.99±0.14 4.87±0.14 4.83±0.00
RKp (nc) 5.18±0.21 5.01±0.16 4.89±0.15 4.78±0.00
RKp (c) 5.36±0.24 5.07±0.17 4.93±0.15 4.83±0.00




















Fig. 6. Relation between training error and elapsed time in MNIST dataset
is used for basis of the SubKPCA. Figure 6 shows relation between run-time and training
error. SubKPCA achieves lower training error Eemp = 4.57 × 10−5 in 28 seconds, whereas
ICD achieves Eemp = 4.59 × 10−5 in 156 seconds.
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Denoising is done by following procedures,
1. Rescale each pixel value from 0 to 1.
2. Obtain the subset using K-means clustering from 60000 training samples.
3. Obtain operators,
(a) Obtain centered SubKPCA using 60000 training samples and the subset.
(b) Obtain centered KPCA using the subset.
4. Prepare noisy images using 10000 test samples;
(a) Add Gaussian noise whose variance is σ2.
(b) Add salt-and-pepper noise with a probability of p (a pixel flips white (1) with
probability p/2, and flips black (0) with probability p/2).
5. Obtain each transformed vector and pre-image using the method in (Mika et al., 1999).
6. Rescale each pixel value from 0 to 255, and truncate values if the values less than 0 or grater
than 255.







�fi − f̂i�2, (49)
where fi is the ith original test image, and f̂ is its denoising image. The optimal parameters,
r: the number of principal components, and c: parameter of the Gaussian kernel, are
chosen to show the best performance in several picks r ∈ {5, 10, 15, . . . , m} and c ∈
{10−6.0, 10−5.9, . . . , 10−2.0}.
Tables 7 and 8 are denoising results. SubKPCA shows always lower errors than errors of
Reduced KPCA. Figures 7 show the original images, noisy images, and de-noised images.
Fields of experts (FoE) Roth & Black (2009) and block-matching and 3D filtering (BM3D)
Dabov et al. (2007) are state-of-the-art denoising methods for natural images 6. FoE and BM3D
σ 20 50 80 100
SubKp (100) 3.38±1.37 4.64±1.49 6.73±1.70 8.33±2.17
RKp (100) 3.48±1.42 4.71±1.51 6.80±1.74 8.55±2.11
SubKp (500) 0.99±0.24 3.64±0.82 6.22±1.43 7.95±1.91
RKp (500) 1.01±0.27 3.73±0.81 6.39±1.51 8.14±2.01
SubKp (1000) 0.93±0.22 3.20±0.83 5.11±1.67 6.18±2.02
RKp (1000) 0.94±0.20 3.27±0.87 5.49±1.60 7.18±1.88
WF 0.88±0.24 3.14±0.81 5.49±1.43 7.01±1.84
FoE 1.15±2.08 8.48±0.78 23.29±1.90 36.53±2.81
BM3D 1.07±1.80 7.17±1.09 17.39±2.96 25.49±4.17
Table 7. Denoising results for Gaussian noise , mean and SD of squared errors, values are
divided by 105; the numbers in brackets denote the numbers of basis
6 MATLAB codes were downloaded from http://www.gris.
tu-darmstadt.de/˜sroth/research/foe/downloads.html. and
http://www.cs.tut.fi/˜foi/GCF-BM3D/index.html
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No. of basis
Method 10% 30% 50% 100%
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where fi is the ith original test image, and f̂ is its denoising image. The optimal parameters,
r: the number of principal components, and c: parameter of the Gaussian kernel, are
chosen to show the best performance in several picks r ∈ {5, 10, 15, . . . , m} and c ∈
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σ 20 50 80 100
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RKp (100) 3.48±1.42 4.71±1.51 6.80±1.74 8.55±2.11
SubKp (500) 0.99±0.24 3.64±0.82 6.22±1.43 7.95±1.91
RKp (500) 1.01±0.27 3.73±0.81 6.39±1.51 8.14±2.01
SubKp (1000) 0.93±0.22 3.20±0.83 5.11±1.67 6.18±2.02
RKp (1000) 0.94±0.20 3.27±0.87 5.49±1.60 7.18±1.88
WF 0.88±0.24 3.14±0.81 5.49±1.43 7.01±1.84
FoE 1.15±2.08 8.48±0.78 23.29±1.90 36.53±2.81
BM3D 1.07±1.80 7.17±1.09 17.39±2.96 25.49±4.17
Table 7. Denoising results for Gaussian noise , mean and SD of squared errors, values are
divided by 105; the numbers in brackets denote the numbers of basis
6 MATLAB codes were downloaded from http://www.gris.
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p 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.40
SubKp (100) 4.73±1.51 6.45±1.73 10.07±2.16 18.11±3.06
RKp (100) 4.79±1.54 6.52±1.72 10.51±2.30 18.80±3.30
SubKp (500) 3.61±1.00 5.73±1.34 9.66±2.02 17.87±2.95
RKp (500) 3.72±1.00 6.00±1.39 10.04±2.13 18.31±3.05
SubKp (1000) 3.22±0.98 4.99±1.46 7.93±2.22 13.58±4.72
RKp (1000) 3.25±1.00 5.15±1.53 8.78±2.22 18.21±2.96
WF 3.15±0.87 5.15±1.17 8.93±1.72 17.07±2.61
Median 3.26±1.44 4.34±1.70 7.36±2.45 21.78±5.62
Table 8. Denoising results for salt-and-pepper noise , mean and SD of squared errors, values
are divided by 105; the numbers in brackets denote the numbers of basis
are assumed that the noise is Gaussian whose mean is zero and variance is known. Thus
these two methods are compared only in Gaussian noise case. Since the datasets is not natural
images, these methods are not better than SubKPCA. “WF” and “Median” denote Wiener filter
and median filter respectively. When noise is relatively small, (σ = 20 ∼ 50 in Gaussian or
p = 0.05 ∼ 0.10), these classical methods show better performance. On the other hand, when
noise is large, our method shows better performance. Note that Wiener filter is known to be
the optimal filter in terms of the mean squared error among linear operators. From different
point of view, Wiener filter is optimal among all linear and non-linear operators if both signal
and noise are Gaussian. However, KPCA is non-linear because of non-linear mapping Φ, and
pixel values of images and salt-and-pepper noise are not Gaussian in this case.
(a) Gaussian noise (b) Salt-and-pepper-noise
Fig. 7. Results of denoising (first 100 samples), top-left: original image, top-right: noisy
image (Gaussian, σ = 50), bottom-left: image de-noised by SubKPCA, bottom-right: image
de-noised by KPCA.
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7. Conclusion
Theories, properties, and numerical examples of SubKPCA have been presented in this
chapter. SubKPCA has a simple solution form Eq. (22) and no constraint for its kernel
functions. Therefore, SubKPCA can be applied to any applications of KPCA. Furthermore,
it should be emphasized that SubKPCA is always better than reduced KPCA in the sense of
the empirical errors if the subset is the same.
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are divided by 105; the numbers in brackets denote the numbers of basis
are assumed that the noise is Gaussian whose mean is zero and variance is known. Thus
these two methods are compared only in Gaussian noise case. Since the datasets is not natural
images, these methods are not better than SubKPCA. “WF” and “Median” denote Wiener filter
and median filter respectively. When noise is relatively small, (σ = 20 ∼ 50 in Gaussian or
p = 0.05 ∼ 0.10), these classical methods show better performance. On the other hand, when
noise is large, our method shows better performance. Note that Wiener filter is known to be
the optimal filter in terms of the mean squared error among linear operators. From different
point of view, Wiener filter is optimal among all linear and non-linear operators if both signal
and noise are Gaussian. However, KPCA is non-linear because of non-linear mapping Φ, and
pixel values of images and salt-and-pepper noise are not Gaussian in this case.
(a) Gaussian noise (b) Salt-and-pepper-noise
Fig. 7. Results of denoising (first 100 samples), top-left: original image, top-right: noisy
image (Gaussian, σ = 50), bottom-left: image de-noised by SubKPCA, bottom-right: image
de-noised by KPCA.
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7. Conclusion
Theories, properties, and numerical examples of SubKPCA have been presented in this
chapter. SubKPCA has a simple solution form Eq. (22) and no constraint for its kernel
functions. Therefore, SubKPCA can be applied to any applications of KPCA. Furthermore,
it should be emphasized that SubKPCA is always better than reduced KPCA in the sense of
the empirical errors if the subset is the same.
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Subspace learning based pattern recognition methods have attracted considerable interests
in recent years, including Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component
Analysis (ICA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and some extensions for 2D analysis.
However, a disadvantage of all these approaches is that they perform subspace analysis
directly on the reshaped vector or matrix of pixel-level intensity, which is usually unstable
under appearance variance. In this chapter, we propose to represent an image as a local
descriptor tensor, which is a combination of the descriptor of local regions (K*K-pixel patch)
in the image, and is more efficient than the popular Bag-Of-Feature (BOF) model for local
descriptor combination. As we know that the idea of BOF is to quantize local invariant
descriptors, e.g., obtained using some interest-point detector techniques by Harris & Stephens
(1998), and a description with SIFT by Lowe (2004) into a set of visual words by Lazebnik
et al. (2006). The frequency vector of the visual words then represents the image, and an
inverted file system is used for efficient comparison of such BOFs. However. the BOF
model approximately represents each local descriptor feature as a predefined visual word,
and vectorizes the local descriptors of an image into a orderless histogram, which may lose
some important (discriminant) information of local features and spatial information hold in
the local regions of the image. Therefore, this paper proposes to combine the local features of
an image as a descriptor tensor. Because the local descriptor tensor retains all information
of local features, it will be more efficient for image representation than the BOF model
and then can use a moderate amount of local regions to extract the descriptor for image
representation, which will be more effective in computational time than the BOF model. For
feature representation of image regions, SIFT proposed by Lowe (2004) is improved to be
a powerful local descriptor by Lazebnik et al. (2006) for object or scene recognition, which
is somewhat invariant to small illumination change. However, in some benchmark database
such as YALE and PIE face data sets by Belhumeur et al. (1997), the illumination variance
is very large. Then, in order to extract robust features invariant to large illumination, we
explore an improved gradient (intensity-normalized gradient) of the image and use histogram
of orientation weighed with the improved gradient for local region representation.
With the local descriptor tensor of image representation, we propose to use a tensor subspace
analysis algorithm, which is called as multilinear Supervised Neighborhood Preserving
Embedding (MSNPE), for discriminant feature extraction, and then use it for object or
scene recognition. As we know, subspace learning approaches, such as PCA and LDA
by Belhumeur et al. (1997), have widely used in computer vision research filed for feature
extraction or selection and have been proven to be efficient for modeling or classification.
Xian-Hua Han and Yen-Wei Chen 
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2 Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH
Recently there are considerable interests in geometrically motivated approaches to visual
analysis. Therein, the most popular ones include locality preserving projection by He
et al. (2005), neighborhood preserving embedding, and so on, which cannot only preserve
the local structure between samples but also obtain acceptable recognition rates for face
recognition. In real applications, all these subspace learning methods need to firstly reshape
the multilinear data into a 1D vector for analysis, which usually suffers an overfitting problem.
Therefore, some researchers proposed to solve the curse-of-dimension problem with 2D
subspace learning such as 2-D PCA and 2-D LDA by ming Wang et al. (2009) for analyzing
directly on a 2D image matrix, which was proven to be suitable in some extend. However,
all of the conventional methods usually perform subspace analysis directly on the reshaped
vector or matrix of pixel-level intensity, which would be unstable under illumination and
background variance. In this paper, we propose MSNPE for discriminant feature extraction on
the local descriptor tensor. Unlike tensor discriminant analysis by Wang (2006), which equally
deals with the samples in the same category, the proposed MSNPE uses neighbor similarity in
the same category as a weight of minimizing the cost function for Nth order tensor analysis,
which is able to estimate geometrical and topological properties of the sub-manifold tensor
from random points ("scattered data") lying on this unknown sub-manifold. In addition,
compared with TensorFaces by Casilescu & D.Terzopoulos (2002) method, which also
directly analyzes multi-dimensional data, the proposed multilinear supervised neighborhood
preserving embedding uses supervised strategy and thus can extract more discriminant
features for distinguishing different objects and, at the same time, can preserve samples’
relationship of inner object instead of only dimension reduction in TensorFaces. We validate
our proposed algorithm on different benchmark databases such as view-based object data sets
(Coil-100 and Eth-70) and Facial image data sets (YALE and CMU PIE) by Belhumeur et al.
(1997) and Sim et al. (2001).
2. Related work
In this section, we firstly briefly introduce the tensor algebra and then review subspace-based
feature extraction approaches such as PCA, LPP.
Tensors are arrays of numbers which transform in certain ways under coordinate
transformations. The order of a tensor X ∈ RN1×N2×···×NM , represented by a
multi-dimensional array of real numbers, is M. An element of X is denoted as Xi1,i2,··· ,iM ,
where 1 ≤ ij ≤ Nj and 1 ≤ j ≤ M. In the tensor terminology, the mode-j vectors of the
nth-order tensor X are the vectors in RNj obtained from X by varying the index ij while
keeping the other indices fixed. For example, the column vectors in a matrix are the mode-1
vectors and the row vectors in a matrix are the mode-2 vectors.
Definition. (Modeproduct). The tensor product X×dU of tensor X ∈ RN1×N2×···×NM and a
matrix U ∈ RNd×N � is the N1 × N2 × · · · × Nd−1 × N� × Nd+1 × · · · × NM tensor:
(X×dU)i1,i2,··· ,id−1,j,id+1,··· ,iM = ∑
id
(Xi1,i2,··· ,id−1,id,id+1,··· ,iM Uid,j) (1)
for all index values. X×dU means the mode d’s product of the tensor X with the matrix U.
The mode product is a special case of a contraction, which is defined for any two tensors not
just for a tensor and a matrix. In this paper, we follow the definitions in Lathauwer (1997)
and avoid the use of the term ”contraction”.
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In tensor analysis, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to extract the basis for each
mode. The proposed MSNPE approach is based on the basis idea of Locality Preserving
Projection (LPP). Therefore, we simply introduce PCA, LPP and a 2D extension of LPP as
the following.
(1) Principal component analysis extracts the principal eigen-space associated with a set
(matrix) X = [xi|Ni=1] of training samples (xi ∈ Rn with 1 ≤ i ≤ N; N: sample number;




i=1(xi − m)(xi − m)T be the covariance matrix of the xi. One solves the eigenvalue
equation λui = Cui for eigenvalues λi ≥ 0. The principal eigenspace U is spanned by the
first K eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues, U = [ui|Ki=1]. If xt is a new feature vector,
then it is projected to eigenspace U: yt = UT(xt − m). The vector yt is used in place of xt for
representation and classification.
(2)Locality Preserving Projection: LPP seeks a linear transformation P to project
high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional sub-manifold that preserves the local Structure
of the data. Let X = [x1, x2, · · · , xN ] denotes the set representing features of N training image
samples, and Y = [y1, y2, · · · , yN ] = [PTx1, PTx2, · · · , PTxN ] denotes the samples feature
in transformed subspace. Then, the linear transformation P can be obtained by solving the









||PTxi − PTxj||2Wij (2)
where Wij evaluate the local structure of the image space. It can be simply defined as follows:
Wij =
{
1 if xi is among the k nearest neighbors of xj
0 otherwise
(3)
By simple algebra formulation, the objective function can be reduced to:
1
2 ∑ij









= PTX(D − W)XTP = PTXLXTP
(4)
where each column Pi of the LPP linear transformation matrix P can not be zero vector, and a
constraint is imposed as follows:
YTDY = I ⇒ PTXDXTP = I (5)
where I in constraint term PTXDXTP = I or YTDY = I is an identity matrix. D is a diagonal
matrix; its entries are column (or row, since W is symmetric) sums of W, Dii = ∑j Wij; L =
D − W is the Laplacian matrix [5]. Matrix D provides a natural measure on the data samples.
The bigger the value Dii (corresponding to yi) is, the more importance is yi. The constraint
for the sample yi in YTDY = I is Dii ∗ yTi yi = 1, which means that the more importance (Dii
is larger) the sample yi is, the smaller the value of yTi yi is. Therefor, the constraint Y
TDY = I
will try to make the important point (has density distribution around the important point)
near the origin of the projected subspace. Then, the density region near the origin of the
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projected subspace includes most of the samples, which can make the objecrive function in
Eq. (2) as small as possible, and at same time, can avoid the trivial solution ||Pi||2 = 0 for the
transformation matrix P.
Then, The linear transformation P can be obtained by minimizing the objective function under
constraint PTXDXTP = I:
argmin
PTXDXTP=I
PTX(D − W)XTP (6)
Finally, the minimization problem can be converted to solve a generalized eigenvalue problem
as follows:
XLXTP = λXDXTP (7)
In Face recognition application, He et al [8] extended LPP method into 2D dimension analysis,
named as Tensor Subspace Analysis (TSA). TSA can directly deal with 2D gray images, and
achieved better recognition results than the conventional 1D subspace learning methods such
as PCA, LDA and LPP. However, for object recognition, color information also plays an
important role for distinguishing different objects. Then, in this paper, we extend LPP to
ND tensor analysis, which can directly deal with not only 3D Data but also ND data structure.
At the same time, in order to obtain stable transformation tensor basis, we regularize a term
in the proposed MSNPE objective function for abject recognition, which is introduced in Sec.
3 in detail.
3. Local descriptor tensor for image representation
In computer vision, local descriptors (i.e., features computed over limited spatial support)
have been proven to be well-adapted for matching and recognition tasks as they are robust
to partial visibility and clutter. The current popular one for a local descriptor is the SIFT
feature, which is proposed by Lowe (2004). With the local SIFT descriptor, usually there
are two types of algorithms for object recognition. One is to match the local points with
SIFT features in two images, and the other one is to use the popular BOF model, which
forms a frequency histogram of a predefined visual-words for all sampled region features
by Belhumeur et al. (1997). For a matching algorithm, it is usually not enough to recognize
the unknown image even if there are several points that are well matched. The popular BOF
model usually can achieve good recognition performance in most applications such as scene
and object recognition. However, in BOF model, in order to achieve an acceptable recognition
rate, it is necessary to sample a lot of points for extracting SIFT features (usually more than
1000 in an image) and to compare the extracted local SIFT feature with the predefined visual
words (usually more than 1000) to obtain the visual-word occurrence histogram. Therefore,
BOF model needs a lot of computing time to extract visual-words occurrence histogram. In
addition, BOF model just approximately represents each local region feature as a predefined
visual-word; then, it may lose a lot of information and will be not efficient for image
representation. Therefore, in this paper, we propose to represent a color or gray image as
a combined local descriptor tensor, which can use different features (such as SIFT or other
descriptors) for local region representation.
In order to extract the local descriptor tensor for image representation, we firstly grid-segment
an image into K regions with some overlapping, and in each region, we extract some
descriptors (can be consider tensor) for local region representation. For a gray image, a
M-dimensional feature vector, which can be considered as a 1D tensor, is extracted from
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the local gray region. For a color image, a M-dimensional feature vector can be extracted
from each color channel such as R, G and B color channels. With the feature vectors of
the three color channels, a combined 2D M × 3 tensor can represent the local color region.
Furthermore we combine the K 1D or 2D local tensor (M-dimensional vector or M × 3 2D
tensor ) into a 2D or 3D tensor with of size M × K × L (L: 1 or 3). The tensor feature
extraction procedure of a color image is shown in Fig. 1(a). For feature representation of
the local regions such as the red, orange and green rectangles in Fig. 1 (a), the popular SIFT
proposed by Lowe (2004) is proved to be a powerful one for object recognition, which is
somewhat invariant to small illumination change. However, in some benchmark database
such as YALE and CMU PIE face datasets, the illumination variance is very large. Then,
in order to extract robust feature invariant to large illumination, we explore an normalized
gradient (intensity-normalized gradient) of the image, and use Histogram of Orientation
weighed with Normalized Gradient (NHOG) for local region representation. Therefore, for
the benchmark databases without large illumination variance such as COIL-100 dataset or
where the illumination information is also useful for recognition such as scene dataset, we
use the popular SIFT for local region representation. However, for the benchmark database
with large illumination variation, which will be harmful for subject recognition such as YALE
and CMU PIE facial datasets, we use Histogram of Orientation weighed with Normalized
Gradient (NHOG) for local region representation.
(1) SIFT: The SIFT descriptor computes a gradient orientation histogram within the support
region. For each of 8 orientation planes, the gradient image is sampled over a 4 by 4 grid
of locations, thus resulting in a 128-dimensional feature vector for each region. A Gaussian
window function is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each sample point. This makes
the descriptor less sensitive to small changes in the position of the support region and puts
more emphasis on the gradients that are near the center of the region. To obtain robustness
to illumination changes, the descriptors are made invariant to illumination transformations of
the form aI(x) + b by scaling the norm of each descriptor to unity [8]. For representing the
local region of a color image, we extract SIFT feature in each color component (R, G and B
color components), and then can achieve a 128 ∗ 3 2D tensor for each local region.
(2) Histogram of Orientation weighed with the Normalized Gradient (NHOG): Given an
image I, we calculate the improved gradient (Intensity-normalized gradient) using the
following Eq.:
Ix(i, j) =
I(i + 1, j)− I(i − 1, j)
I(i + 1, j) + I(i − 1, j)
Iy(i, j) =
I(i, j + 1)− I(i, j − 1)
I(i, j + 1) + I(i, j − 1)
Ixy(i, j) =
√
Ix(i, j)2 + Iy(i, j)2
(8)
where Ix(i, j) and Iy(i, j) mean the horizontal and vertical gradient in pixel position i, j,
respectively, Ixy(i, j)means the global gradient in pixel position i, j. The idea of the normalized
gradient is from χ2 distance: a normalized Euclidean distance. For x-direction, the gradient is
normalized by summation of the upper one and the bottom one pixel centered by the focused
pixel; for y-direction, the gradient is normalized by that of the right and left one. With the
intensity-normalized gradient, we can extract robust and invariant features to illumination
changing in a local region of an image. Some examples with the intensity-normalized and
conventional gradients are shown in Fig. 2
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projected subspace includes most of the samples, which can make the objecrive function in
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the form aI(x) + b by scaling the norm of each descriptor to unity [8]. For representing the
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Fig. 1. (a) Extraction of local descriptor tensor for color image representation; (b)NHOG
feature extraction from a gray region.
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(a)Samples of YALE facial database
(b)Samples of PIE facial database
Fig. 2. Gradient image samples. Top row: Original face images; Middle row: the
intensity-normalized gradient images; Bottom row: the conventional gradient images.
For feature extraction of a local region IR in the normalized gradient image shown in
Fig. 1(b), we firstly segment the region into 4 (2×2) patches,and then in each patch
extract a 20-bin histogram of orientation weighted by global gradient IRxy calculated using
the intensity-normalized gradients IRx , IRy . Therefore, each region in a gray image can be
represented by 80-bin (20×4) histogram as shown in Fig. 1(b).
4. Multilinear supervised neighborhood preserving embedding
In order to model N-Dimensional data without rasterization, tensor representation is
proposed and analyzed for feature extraction or modeling. In this section, we propose a
multilinear supervised neighborhood preserving embedding by Han et al. (2011) Han et al.
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In order to model N-Dimensional data without rasterization, tensor representation is
proposed and analyzed for feature extraction or modeling. In this section, we propose a
multilinear supervised neighborhood preserving embedding by Han et al. (2011) Han et al.
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(2011) to not only extract discriminant feature but also preserve the local geometrical and
topological properties in same category for recognition. The proposed approach decompose
each mode of tensor with objective function, which consider neighborhood relation and class
label of training samples.
Suppose we have ND tensor objects X from C classes. The cth class has nc tensor objects
and the total number of tensor objects is n. Let Xic ∈ RN1×N2×···×NL(ic = 1, 2, · · · , nc) be the
ith object in the cth class. For color object image tensor, L is 3, N1 is the row number, N2 is
the column number, and N3 is the color space components (N3=3). We can build a nearest
neighbor graph G to model the local geometrical structure and label information of X . Let W





t if sample i and j is in same class
0 otherwise
(9)
where �Xi − Xj�2 means Euclidean distance of two tensor, which is the summation square
root of all corresponding elements between Xi and Xj, and � • � means l2 norm in our paper.
Let Ud be the d-mode transformation matrices (Dimension: Nd × N�d). A reasonable






�Xi×1U1×2U2 · · ·×L UL −Xj×1U1×2U2 · · ·×L UL�2Wij (10)
Algorithm 1: ND tensor supervised neighborhood
embedding
Input: Tensor objects X ci from C classes, X ci denots
the ith tensor object in the cth class
Graph-based weights: Building nearest neighbor
graph in same class and calculate the graph weight
W according to Eq. 9 and D from W
Initialize: Randomly initialize Udr ∈ RNd for d
=1,2,· · · , L
for t=1:T (Iteration steps) or until converge do
for d=1:L (Iteration steps) do
• Calculate Dd and Sd assuming Ui(i = 1, 2,
· · · , d − 1, d + 1, · · · , L) fixed.
• Solve the minimizing problem:
min
Ud
tr(UTd (Dd − Sd)Ud) with eigenspace analysis
end for
end for
output: the MSNPE tensor Tj = U1 × U2×
· · · × UL, j = 1, 2, · · · , (N�1 × N�2 × · · · × N�L).
Table 1. The flowchart of multilinear supervised neighborhood preserving embedding
(MSNPE).
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where Xi is the tensor representation of the ith sample; Xi×1U1 means the mode 1’s product of
the tensor Xi with the matrix U1, and Xi×1U1×2U2 means the mode 2’s product of the tensor
Xi×1U1 with the matrix U2, and so on. The above objective function incurs a heavy penalty if
neighboring points of same class Xi and Xj are mapped far apart. Therefore, minimizing
it is an attempt to ensure that if Xi and Xj are ��close��, then Xi×1U1×2U2 · · ·×L UL and
Xj×1U1×2U2 · · ·×L UL are ��close�� as well. Let Yi = Xi×1U1×2U2 · · ·×L UL with dimension
N1 × N2 × · · · × NL , and (Yi)d = (Xi×1U1×2U2 · · ·×d−1 Ud−1×d+1Ud+1 · · ·×L UL)d with
dimension:Nd × (N1 × N2 × · · · × Nd−1 × Nd+1 × · · · × NL) is the d-mode extension of tensor























d (Xi×1U1 · · ·×d−1 Ud−1×d+1Ud+1 · · ·×L UL)d





d (Xi×1U1 · · ·×d−1 Ud−1×d+1Ud+1 · · ·×L UL)d
((Xj×1U1 · · ·×d−1 Ud−1×d+1Ud+1 · · ·×L UL)d)TUd)
=tr(UTd (∑
i
Dii((Xi×1U1 · · ·×d−1 Ud−1×d+1Ud+1 · · ·×L UL)d
((Xi×1U1 · · ·×d−1 Ud−1×d+1Ud+1 · · ·×L UL)d)T
−∑
ij
Wij((Xi×1U1 · · ·×d−1 Ud−1×d+1Ud+1 · · ·×L UL)d
((Xj×1U1 · · ·×d−1 Ud−1×d+1Ud+1 · · ·×L UL)d)T)Ud)
=tr(UTd (Dd − Sd)Ud)
(11)
where Dd = ∑i Dii(Xi×1U1 · · ·×d−1 Ud−1×d+1 Ud+1 · · ·×L UL)d ((Xi×1U1 · · ·×d−1 Ud−1×d+1
Ud+1 · · ·×L UL)d)T and Sd = ∑ij Wij(Xi×1U1 · · ·×d−1 Ud−1×d+1Ud+1 · · ·×L UL)d ((Xj×1U1
· · ·×d−1 Ud−1×d+1Ud+1 · · ·×L UL)d)T. In optimization procedure of each mode, we also
impose a constraint to achieve the transformation matrix (such as Ud in mode d) as the
following:
UTd Y
dD(Yd)TUd = I ⇒ UTDdU = I (12)
For the optimization problem of all modes, we adopt an alternative least square (ALS)
approach. In ALS, we can obtain the optimal base vectors on one mode by fixing the base
vectors on the other modes and cycle for the remaining variables. The d-mode transformation
matrix Ud can be achieved by minimizing the following cost function:
argmin
UTd DdUd=I
UTd (Dd − Sd)Ud (13)
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In order to achieve the stable solution, we firstly regularize the symmetric matrix Dd as Dd =
Dd + αI (α is a small value, I is an identity matrix of same size with the matrix Dd). Then, the
minimization problem for obtaining d-mode matrix can be converted to solve a generalized
eigenvalue problem as follows:
(Dd − Sd)Ud = λDdUd (14)
We can select the corresponding generalized eigenvectors with the first N�d smaller
eigenvalues in Eq.(14), which can minimize the objective function in Eq.(13). However, the
eigenvectors with the smallest eigenvalues are usually unstable. Therefore, we convert Eq.
(14) into:
SdUd = (1 − λ)DdUd ⇒ SdUd = βDdUd (15)
The corresponding generalized eigenvectors with the first N�d smaller eigenvalues λ in Eq.
(14) means those with the first N�d larger eigenvalues β(1 − λ) in Eq. (15). Therefore, the
corresponding generalized eigenvectors with the first N�d larger eigenvalues can be selected
for minimizing the objective function in Eq.(13). The details algorithm of MSNPE are listed in
Algorithm 1. In MSNPE algorithm, we need to decide the retained number of the generalized
eigenvectors (mode dimension) for each mode. Usually, the dimension numbers in most
discriminant tensor analysis methods are decided empirically or according to applications.
In our experiments, we retain different dimension numbers for different modes, and do
recognition for objects or scene categories. The recognition accuracy with varied dimensions
in different modes are also given in the experiment part. The dimension numbers is decided
empirically in the compared results with the state-of-art algorithms.
After obtaining the MSNPE basis of each mode, we can project each tensor object into these
MSNPE tensors. For classification, the projection coefficients can represent the extracted
feature vectors and can be inputted into any other classification algorithm. In our work, beside
Euclidean distance as KNN (k=1) classifier, we also use Random Forest (RF) for recognition.
5. Experiments
5.1 Database
We evaluated our proposed framework on two different types of datasets.
(i) View-based object datasets, which includes two datasets: The first one is the Columbia
COIL-100 image library by Nene et al. (1996). It consists of color images of 72 different
views of 100 objects. The images were obtained by placing the objects on a turntable and
taking a view every 5◦. The objects have a wide variety of complex geometric and reflectance
characteristics. Fig. 3(a) shows some sample images from COIL-100. The second one is the
ETH Zurich CogVis ETH-80 dataset by Leibe & Schiele (2003a). This dataset was setup by
Leibe and Schiele to explore the capabilities of different features for object class recognition.
In this dataset, eight object categories including apple, pear, tomato, cow, dog, horse, cup
and car have been collected. There are 10 different objects spanned large intra-class variance
in each category. Each object has 41 images from viewpoints spaced equally over the upper
viewing hemisphere. On the whole we have 3280 images, 41 images for each object and 10
object for each category. Fig.3(b) shows some sample images from ETH-80.
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(a)COIL-100 dataset;
(b) ETH80 dataset;
Fig. 3. Sample images from view-based object data sets.
(ii) Facial dataset: We use two facial datasets for evaluating the tensor representation with
the proposed NHOG for image representation. One is Yale databae which includes 15 people
and 11 facial images of each individual with different illuminations and expressions. Some
sample facial images are shown in the top row of Fig. 2(a). The other one is CMU PIE, which
includes 68 people and about 170 facial images for each individual with 13 different poses, 43
different illumination conditions, and with 4 different expressions. Some sample facial images
are shown in the top row of Fig. 2(b).
5.2 Methodology
The recognition task is to assign each test image to one of a number of categories or objects.
The performance is measured using recognition rates.
For view-based object databases, we take different experimental setup in COIL-100 and
ETH80 datasets. For COIL-100, the objective is to discriminate between the 100 individual
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(b) ETH80 dataset;
Fig. 3. Sample images from view-based object data sets.
(ii) Facial dataset: We use two facial datasets for evaluating the tensor representation with
the proposed NHOG for image representation. One is Yale databae which includes 15 people
and 11 facial images of each individual with different illuminations and expressions. Some
sample facial images are shown in the top row of Fig. 2(a). The other one is CMU PIE, which
includes 68 people and about 170 facial images for each individual with 13 different poses, 43
different illumination conditions, and with 4 different expressions. Some sample facial images
are shown in the top row of Fig. 2(b).
5.2 Methodology
The recognition task is to assign each test image to one of a number of categories or objects.
The performance is measured using recognition rates.
For view-based object databases, we take different experimental setup in COIL-100 and
ETH80 datasets. For COIL-100, the objective is to discriminate between the 100 individual
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objects. In most previous experiments on object recognition using COIL-100, the number
of views used as training set for each object varied from 36 to 4. When 36 views are used
for training, the recognition rate using SVM was reported approaching 100% by Pontil &
Verri (1998). In practice, however, only very few views of an object are available. In our
experiment, in order to compare experimental results with those by Wang (2006), we follows
the experiment setup, which used only 4 views of each object for training and the rest 68
views for testing. In total it is equivalent to 400 images for training and 6800 images for
testing. The error rate is the overall error rate over 100 objects. The 4 training viewpoints are
sampled evenly from the 72 viewpoints, which can capture enough variance on the change
of viewpoints for tensor learning. For ETH-80, it aims to discriminate between the 8 object
categories. Most previous experiments using ETH-80 dataset all adopted leave-one-object-out
cross-validation. The training set consists of all views from 9 objects from each category. The
testing set consists of all views from the remaining object from each category. In this setting,
objects in the testing set have not appeared in the training set, but those belonging to the same
category have. Classification of a test image is a process of labeling the image by one of the
categories. Reported results are based on average error rate over all 80 possible test objects
by Leibe & Schiele (2003b). Similar to the above, instead of taking all possible views of each
object in the training set, we take only 5 views of each object as training data. By doing so we
have decreased the number of the training data to 1/8 of that used by Leibe & Schiele (2003b),
Marrr et al. (2005). The testing set consists of all the views of an object. The recognition rate
with the proposed scheme is compared to those of different conventional approaches by Wang
(2006) and those with MSNPE analysis directly on pixel-level intensity tensor.
For facial dataset, which has large illumination variance in images, we validate that the tensor
representation with the proposed NHOG for image representation will be much more efficient
for face recognition than that with the popular SIFT descriptor, which only is somewhat robust
to small illumination variance. In experiments Yale dataset, we randomly select 2, 3, 4 and 5
facial images from each individual for training, and the remainders for test. For CMU PIE
dataset, we randomly select 5 and 10 facial images from each individual for training, and the
remainder for test. We do 20 runs for different training number and average recognition rate
in all experiments. The recognitions with our proposed approach are compared to those by
the state-of-art algorithm by Cai et al. (2007a), Cai et al. (2007b).
6. Experimental results
(1) View-based object data sets
We investigate the performance of the proposed MSNPE tensor learning compared with
conventional tensor analysis such as tensor LDA by Wang (2006), which is also used
in view-base object recognition, and the efficiency of the proposed tensor representation
compared to the pixel-level intensity tensor, which directly consider a whole image as a tensor,
on COIL-100 and ETH80 datasets. In these experiments, all samples are also color images,
and SIFT descriptor for local region representation is used. Therefore, the pixel-level intensity
tensor is 3rd tensor with dimension R1× C1× 3, where R1 and C1 is row and column number
of the image, and the local descriptor tensor is with 128 × K × 3, where K is the segmented
region number of an image (here K=128). In order to compare with the state-of-art works
by Wang (2006), simple KNN method (k=1 in our experiments) is also used for recognition.
Experimental setup was given in Sec. 5, and we did 18 runs so that all samples can be as test.
Figure 6(a) shows the compared results of MSNPE using pixel-level tensor and local descriptor
tensor (denoted MSNPE-PL and MSNPE with KNN classifier, respectively, MSNPE-RF-PL
and MSNPE-RF with random forest) and traditional methods by Wang (2006) on COIL-100
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Methods DTROD DTROD+AdaB RSW LS
Rate(%) 70.0 76.0 75.0 65.0
Methods MSNPE-PL RF-PL MSNPE RF
Rate(%) 76.83 77.74 83.54 85.98
Table 2. The compared recognition rates on ETH-80. RSW denotes random subwindow
method Marrr et al. (2005) and LS denotes the results from Leibe and Schiele Leibe & Schiele
(2003b) with 2925 samples for training and 328 for testing. The others are with 360 samples
for training. MSNPE-PL and RF-PL mean MSNPE analysis on pixel-level intensity tensor
using simple Euclidean distance and random forest classifier, respectively; MSNPE and RF
mean the proposed MSNPE analysis on local SIFT tensor using simple Euclidean distance
random forest classifier, respectively.
dataset . The best result with the same experiment setup (400 training samples and 6800 test
samples) on COIL-100 is reported by Wang (2006), in which the average recognition rate
using tensor LDA and AdBoost classifier (DTROD+AdBoost) is 84.5%, and the recognition
rate of the tensor LDA and simple Euclidean distance(DTROD) by Wang (2006) (same as
KNN method with k=1) is 79.7. However, The MSNPE approach with pixel-intensity tensor
can achieve about 85.28% with same classifier (KNN), and 90% average recognition rate with
random forest classifier. Furthermore, the MSNPE approach with local SIFT tensor achieved
93.68% average recognition rate. The compared recognition rate results with the state-of-art
approaches are shown in Fig. 4 (a). Figure 4(b) shows the compared recognition rates of
one run on different mode dimension of MSNPE between using pixel-level intensity and
local SIFT tensor with random forest classifier. It is obvious that the recognition rates by
using pixel-level tensor have very large variance with differen mode dimension changing.
Therefore, we must select a optimized row and column mode dimension to achieve better
recognition rate. However, it is usually difficult to decide the optimized dimension number
of different modes automatically. If we just shift the mode dimension number a little from
the optimized mode dimension, the recognition rate can be decreased significantly shown in
Fig. 4(b) when using pixel-level tensor. For the local SIFT tensor representing an object image,
the average recognition rates in lager mode dimension changing (Both row and column mode
dimension numbers are from 3 to 8; color mode dimension is 3) are very stable.
For ETH-80 dataset, we also do similar experiments to COIL-100 using the proposed MSNPE
analysis with pixel-level and local SIFT tensor, respectively. The compared results with the
state of the art approach are shown in Table 2. From Table 2, it can be seen that our proposed
approach can greatly improve the overall recognition rate compared with the state of the art
method (from 60-80% to about 86%).
(2) Facial Datasets: With the two used facial datasets, we investigate the efficiency of the
proposed local NHOG feature on large illumination variance dataset compared with local
SIFT descriptor. We do 20 runs for different training number and average recognition rate.
For comparison, we also do experiments using the proposed MSNPE analysis directly on
the gray face image (pixel-level intensity, denoted MSNPE-PL), local feature tensor with
SIFT descriptor (denoted MSNPE-SIFT) and our proposed intensity-normalized histogram
of orientation (denoted MSNPE-NHOG). Table 3 gives the compared results using MSNPE
analysis with different tensors using KNN classifier (k=1) and other subspace learning
methods by Cai et al. (2007a), Cai et al. (2007b), Cai (2009) and Cai (n.d.) on YALE
dataset, and the compared results on CMU PIE dataset are shown in Table 4 with our proposed
framework and the conventional ones by Cai et al. (2007a) Cai et al. (2007b) Cai (2009) Cai
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objects. In most previous experiments on object recognition using COIL-100, the number
of views used as training set for each object varied from 36 to 4. When 36 views are used
for training, the recognition rate using SVM was reported approaching 100% by Pontil &
Verri (1998). In practice, however, only very few views of an object are available. In our
experiment, in order to compare experimental results with those by Wang (2006), we follows
the experiment setup, which used only 4 views of each object for training and the rest 68
views for testing. In total it is equivalent to 400 images for training and 6800 images for
testing. The error rate is the overall error rate over 100 objects. The 4 training viewpoints are
sampled evenly from the 72 viewpoints, which can capture enough variance on the change
of viewpoints for tensor learning. For ETH-80, it aims to discriminate between the 8 object
categories. Most previous experiments using ETH-80 dataset all adopted leave-one-object-out
cross-validation. The training set consists of all views from 9 objects from each category. The
testing set consists of all views from the remaining object from each category. In this setting,
objects in the testing set have not appeared in the training set, but those belonging to the same
category have. Classification of a test image is a process of labeling the image by one of the
categories. Reported results are based on average error rate over all 80 possible test objects
by Leibe & Schiele (2003b). Similar to the above, instead of taking all possible views of each
object in the training set, we take only 5 views of each object as training data. By doing so we
have decreased the number of the training data to 1/8 of that used by Leibe & Schiele (2003b),
Marrr et al. (2005). The testing set consists of all the views of an object. The recognition rate
with the proposed scheme is compared to those of different conventional approaches by Wang
(2006) and those with MSNPE analysis directly on pixel-level intensity tensor.
For facial dataset, which has large illumination variance in images, we validate that the tensor
representation with the proposed NHOG for image representation will be much more efficient
for face recognition than that with the popular SIFT descriptor, which only is somewhat robust
to small illumination variance. In experiments Yale dataset, we randomly select 2, 3, 4 and 5
facial images from each individual for training, and the remainders for test. For CMU PIE
dataset, we randomly select 5 and 10 facial images from each individual for training, and the
remainder for test. We do 20 runs for different training number and average recognition rate
in all experiments. The recognitions with our proposed approach are compared to those by
the state-of-art algorithm by Cai et al. (2007a), Cai et al. (2007b).
6. Experimental results
(1) View-based object data sets
We investigate the performance of the proposed MSNPE tensor learning compared with
conventional tensor analysis such as tensor LDA by Wang (2006), which is also used
in view-base object recognition, and the efficiency of the proposed tensor representation
compared to the pixel-level intensity tensor, which directly consider a whole image as a tensor,
on COIL-100 and ETH80 datasets. In these experiments, all samples are also color images,
and SIFT descriptor for local region representation is used. Therefore, the pixel-level intensity
tensor is 3rd tensor with dimension R1× C1× 3, where R1 and C1 is row and column number
of the image, and the local descriptor tensor is with 128 × K × 3, where K is the segmented
region number of an image (here K=128). In order to compare with the state-of-art works
by Wang (2006), simple KNN method (k=1 in our experiments) is also used for recognition.
Experimental setup was given in Sec. 5, and we did 18 runs so that all samples can be as test.
Figure 6(a) shows the compared results of MSNPE using pixel-level tensor and local descriptor
tensor (denoted MSNPE-PL and MSNPE with KNN classifier, respectively, MSNPE-RF-PL
and MSNPE-RF with random forest) and traditional methods by Wang (2006) on COIL-100
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Table 2. The compared recognition rates on ETH-80. RSW denotes random subwindow
method Marrr et al. (2005) and LS denotes the results from Leibe and Schiele Leibe & Schiele
(2003b) with 2925 samples for training and 328 for testing. The others are with 360 samples
for training. MSNPE-PL and RF-PL mean MSNPE analysis on pixel-level intensity tensor
using simple Euclidean distance and random forest classifier, respectively; MSNPE and RF
mean the proposed MSNPE analysis on local SIFT tensor using simple Euclidean distance
random forest classifier, respectively.
dataset . The best result with the same experiment setup (400 training samples and 6800 test
samples) on COIL-100 is reported by Wang (2006), in which the average recognition rate
using tensor LDA and AdBoost classifier (DTROD+AdBoost) is 84.5%, and the recognition
rate of the tensor LDA and simple Euclidean distance(DTROD) by Wang (2006) (same as
KNN method with k=1) is 79.7. However, The MSNPE approach with pixel-intensity tensor
can achieve about 85.28% with same classifier (KNN), and 90% average recognition rate with
random forest classifier. Furthermore, the MSNPE approach with local SIFT tensor achieved
93.68% average recognition rate. The compared recognition rate results with the state-of-art
approaches are shown in Fig. 4 (a). Figure 4(b) shows the compared recognition rates of
one run on different mode dimension of MSNPE between using pixel-level intensity and
local SIFT tensor with random forest classifier. It is obvious that the recognition rates by
using pixel-level tensor have very large variance with differen mode dimension changing.
Therefore, we must select a optimized row and column mode dimension to achieve better
recognition rate. However, it is usually difficult to decide the optimized dimension number
of different modes automatically. If we just shift the mode dimension number a little from
the optimized mode dimension, the recognition rate can be decreased significantly shown in
Fig. 4(b) when using pixel-level tensor. For the local SIFT tensor representing an object image,
the average recognition rates in lager mode dimension changing (Both row and column mode
dimension numbers are from 3 to 8; color mode dimension is 3) are very stable.
For ETH-80 dataset, we also do similar experiments to COIL-100 using the proposed MSNPE
analysis with pixel-level and local SIFT tensor, respectively. The compared results with the
state of the art approach are shown in Table 2. From Table 2, it can be seen that our proposed
approach can greatly improve the overall recognition rate compared with the state of the art
method (from 60-80% to about 86%).
(2) Facial Datasets: With the two used facial datasets, we investigate the efficiency of the
proposed local NHOG feature on large illumination variance dataset compared with local
SIFT descriptor. We do 20 runs for different training number and average recognition rate.
For comparison, we also do experiments using the proposed MSNPE analysis directly on
the gray face image (pixel-level intensity, denoted MSNPE-PL), local feature tensor with
SIFT descriptor (denoted MSNPE-SIFT) and our proposed intensity-normalized histogram
of orientation (denoted MSNPE-NHOG). Table 3 gives the compared results using MSNPE
analysis with different tensors using KNN classifier (k=1) and other subspace learning
methods by Cai et al. (2007a), Cai et al. (2007b), Cai (2009) and Cai (n.d.) on YALE
dataset, and the compared results on CMU PIE dataset are shown in Table 4 with our proposed
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Fig. 4. (a) The compared recognition rates on COIL-100 between the proposed framework
and the state-of-art approaches Wang (2006). (b) Average recognition rate with different
mode dimension using random forest classifier.
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Method 2 Train 3 Train 4 Train 5 Train
PCA 56.5 51.1 57.8 45.6
LDA 54.3 35.5 27.3 22.5
Laplacianface 43.5 31.5 25.4 21.7
O-Laplacianface 44.3 29.9 22.7 17.9
TensorLPP 54.5 42.8 37 32.7
R-LDA 42.1 28.6 21.6 17.4
S-LDA 37.5 25.6 19.7 14.9
MSNPE 41.89 31.67 24.86 23.06
MSNPE-SIFT 35.22 26.33 22.19 20.83
MSNPE-NHOG 29.74 22.87 18.52 17.44
Table 3. Average recognition error rates (%) on YALE dataset with different training number.






Table 4. Average recognition error rates (%) on PIE dataset with different training number.
(n.d.). From Table 3 and 4, it is obvious that our proposed algorithm can achieve the best
recognition performances for all most cases, and the recognition rate improvements become
greater when the training sample number is small compared to those by the conventional
subspace learning methods by Cai et al. (2007a), Cai et al. (2007b), Cai (2009) and Cai
(n.d.). In addition, as we have shown in the previous section, our proposed strategy can
be applied not only for recognition of face with small variance (such as mainly frontal face
database), but also for recognition of generic object with large variance. With generic object
dataset with large variance, the recognition rates are also improved greatly compared with
using pixel-level tensor.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed to represent an image as a local descriptor tensor, which is a
combination of the descriptor of local regions (K ∗ K-pixel patch) in the image, and more
efficient than the popular Bag-Of-Feature (BOF) model for local descriptor combination, and
at the same time, we explored a local descriptor for region representation for databases
with large illumination variance, Which is improved to be more efficient than the popular
SIFT descriptor. Furthermore, we proposed to use Multilinear Supervised Neighborhood
Preserving Embedding (MSNPE) for discriminant feature extraction from the local descriptor
tensor of different images, which can preserve local sample structure in feature space. We
validate our proposed algorithm on different Benchmark databases such as view-based and
facial datasets, and experimental results show recognition rate with our method can be greatly
improved compared conventional subspace analysis methods.
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(n.d.). From Table 3 and 4, it is obvious that our proposed algorithm can achieve the best
recognition performances for all most cases, and the recognition rate improvements become
greater when the training sample number is small compared to those by the conventional
subspace learning methods by Cai et al. (2007a), Cai et al. (2007b), Cai (2009) and Cai
(n.d.). In addition, as we have shown in the previous section, our proposed strategy can
be applied not only for recognition of face with small variance (such as mainly frontal face
database), but also for recognition of generic object with large variance. With generic object
dataset with large variance, the recognition rates are also improved greatly compared with
using pixel-level tensor.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed to represent an image as a local descriptor tensor, which is a
combination of the descriptor of local regions (K ∗ K-pixel patch) in the image, and more
efficient than the popular Bag-Of-Feature (BOF) model for local descriptor combination, and
at the same time, we explored a local descriptor for region representation for databases
with large illumination variance, Which is improved to be more efficient than the popular
SIFT descriptor. Furthermore, we proposed to use Multilinear Supervised Neighborhood
Preserving Embedding (MSNPE) for discriminant feature extraction from the local descriptor
tensor of different images, which can preserve local sample structure in feature space. We
validate our proposed algorithm on different Benchmark databases such as view-based and
facial datasets, and experimental results show recognition rate with our method can be greatly
improved compared conventional subspace analysis methods.
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1. Introduction
Dimensionality reduction methods have proved to be important tools in exploratory analysis
as well as confirmatory analysis for data mining in various fields of science and technology.
Where ever applications involve reducing to fewer dimensions, feature selection, pattern
recognition, clustering, dimensionality reduction methods have been used to overcome the
curse of dimensionality. In particular, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is widely used
and accepted linear dimensionality reduction method which has achieved successful results
in various biological and industrial applications, while demanding less computational power.
On the other hand, several nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods such as kernel PCA
(kPCA), Isomap and local linear embedding (LLE) have been developed. It has been observed
that nonlinear methods proved to be effective only for specific datasets and failed to generalize
over real world data, even at the cost of heavy computational burden to accommodate
nonlinearity.
We have systematically investigated the use of linear dimensionality reduction methods in
extracting movement primitives or synergies in hand movements in Vinjamuri et al. (2010a;b;
2011). In this chapter, we applied linear (PCA and Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)) and
nonlinear (kPCA, Isomap, LLE) dimensionality reduction methods in extracting kinematic
synergies in grasping tasks of the human hand. At first, we used PCA and MDS on joint
angular velocities of the human hand, to derive synergies. The results obtained indicated
ease and effectiveness of using PCA. Then we used nonlinear dimensionality reduction
methods for deriving synergies. The synergies extracted from both linear and nonlinear
methods were used to reconstruct the joint angular velocities of natural movements and ASL
postural movements by using an l1-minimization algorithm. The results suggest that PCA
outperformed all three nonlinear methods in reconstructing the movements.
2. Synergies
The concept of synergies (in Greek synergos means working together) was first represented
numerically by Bernstein Bernstein (1967). Although synergies were originally defined by
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1. Introduction
Dimensionality reduction methods have proved to be important tools in exploratory analysis
as well as confirmatory analysis for data mining in various fields of science and technology.
Where ever applications involve reducing to fewer dimensions, feature selection, pattern
recognition, clustering, dimensionality reduction methods have been used to overcome the
curse of dimensionality. In particular, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is widely used
and accepted linear dimensionality reduction method which has achieved successful results
in various biological and industrial applications, while demanding less computational power.
On the other hand, several nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods such as kernel PCA
(kPCA), Isomap and local linear embedding (LLE) have been developed. It has been observed
that nonlinear methods proved to be effective only for specific datasets and failed to generalize
over real world data, even at the cost of heavy computational burden to accommodate
nonlinearity.
We have systematically investigated the use of linear dimensionality reduction methods in
extracting movement primitives or synergies in hand movements in Vinjamuri et al. (2010a;b;
2011). In this chapter, we applied linear (PCA and Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)) and
nonlinear (kPCA, Isomap, LLE) dimensionality reduction methods in extracting kinematic
synergies in grasping tasks of the human hand. At first, we used PCA and MDS on joint
angular velocities of the human hand, to derive synergies. The results obtained indicated
ease and effectiveness of using PCA. Then we used nonlinear dimensionality reduction
methods for deriving synergies. The synergies extracted from both linear and nonlinear
methods were used to reconstruct the joint angular velocities of natural movements and ASL
postural movements by using an l1-minimization algorithm. The results suggest that PCA
outperformed all three nonlinear methods in reconstructing the movements.
2. Synergies
The concept of synergies (in Greek synergos means working together) was first represented
numerically by Bernstein Bernstein (1967). Although synergies were originally defined by
Bernstein as high-level control of kinematic parameters, different definitions of synergies exist
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and the term has been generalized to indicate the shared patterns observed in the behaviors
of muscles, joints, forces, actions, etc. Synergies in hand movements especially present a
complex optimization problem as to how the central nervous system (CNS) controls the hand
with over 25 degrees of freedom(DoF) ( Mackenzie & Iberall (1994)). Yet, the CNS handles all
the movements effortlessly and at the same time dexterously. Endeavoring to solve the DoF
problem, many researchers have proposed several concepts of synergies such as the following:
(i) Postural synergies: In Jerde et al. (2003); Mason et al. (2001); Santello et al. (1998; 2002);
Thakur et al. (2008); Todorov & Ghahramani (2004), researchers found that the entire act of
grasp can be described by a small number of dominant postures, which were defined as
postural synergies.
(ii) Kinematic synergies: Studies in Grinyagin et al. (2005); Vinjamuri et al. (2007) expressed
the angular velocities of finger joints as linear combinations of a small number of kinematic
synergies, which were also angular velocities of finger joints but were extracted from a large
set of natural movements. Kinematic synergies are not limited to hand movements. In
( d’Avella et al. (2006)), d’Avella et al. reported that kinematic synergies were found in tracking
7 DoF arm movements.
(iii) Dynamic synergies: Dynamic synergies were defined as stable correlations between joint
torques that were found during precision grip movements in Grinyagin et al. (2005).
The above classification was already presented in Vinjamuri et al. (2010b). In addition to
synergies proposed in postures, and kinematics which are of relevance to the current study,
synergies were also proposed in muscle activities d’Avella et al. (2006).
2.1 What are temporal postural synergies?
The synergies presented in this chapter are purely kinematic synergies. These are the
synergies derived from angular velocities of the finger joints of the human hand collected
during grasping tasks. For example, in the Fig. 1 two synergies (s1, s2) combine using a
weighted linear combination (w1s1 + w2s2) to achieve a grasping hand movement. w1 and
w2 represent weights of control signals. Each row of a synergy corresponds to the angular
velocity profile of a finger joint; For example, the first synergy represents the synchronous
large movement of first joint and medium movement of the second joint followed by a small
movement of the third joint. In this example, s1 (blue) and s2 (brown) form a weighted
(w1 = w2 = 0.5) combination to result in the aggregate movement(black) on the right hand
side. For illustration purposes, only 3 of 10 joints of the hand are shown in the synergies
and the reconstructed movement. Also shown in the figure are the hand postures of the
reconstructed movement across time. As these synergies preserve both the temporal structure
and the postural information these are termed as temporalposturalsynergies ( Vinjamuri et al.
(2010a;b)).
2.2 Applications of synergies
In our attempt to apply linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods to solve the
problem of extraction of synergies, let us first know how these synergies are being used in the
real world applications in the areas of prosthesis and rehabilitation.
(i) Prosthetics: Apart from neuro-physiological significance, synergies are viewed to be crucial
design elements in future generation prosthetic hands. Biologically inspired synergies have
already taken prime place in artificial hands ( Popovic & Popovic (2001)). Synergies based
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Fig. 1. Two distinct synergies (s1, s2) use a weighted linear combination (w1s1 + w2s2) to
achieve a grasping hand movement. w1 and w2 represent weights of control signals. Each
row of a synergy corresponds to the angular velocity profile of a finger joint; For example,
the first synergy represents the synchronous large movement of first joint and medium
movement of the second joint followed by a small movement of the third joint. In this
example, s1 (blue) and s2 (brown) form a weighted (w1 = w2 = 0.5) combination to result in
the aggregate movement(black) on the right hand side. For illustration purposes, only 3 of 10
joints of the hand are shown in the synergies and the reconstructed movement. Also shown
in the figure are the hand postures of the reconstructed movement across time. Adapted
from Vinjamuri et al. (2011)
on the principles of data reduction and dimensionality reduction, are soon to find place in
tele-surgery and tele-robotics ( Vinjamuri et al. (2007)). Synergies are projected to be miniature
windows to provide immense help in next generation rehabilitation. Recently our group has
demonstrated a synergy based brain machine interface where two control signals calculated
from the spectral powers of the brain signals controlled two synergies, that commanded a 10
DoF virtual hand ( Vinjamuri et al. (2011)). This showed promising results for controlling a
synergy-based neural prosthesis.
(ii) Diagnostics: Applying similar concepts of synergies on the hand movements of the
individuals with movement disorders, the sources that contain the tremor were isolated.
Using blind source separation and dimensionality reduction methods, the possible neural
sources that contained tremor were extracted from the hand movements of individuals with
Essential Tremor ( Vinjamuri et al. (2009)). This led to an efficient quantification of tremor.
(iii) Robotics: Biologically inspired synergies are being used in balance control of humanoid
robots ( Hauser et al. (2007)). Based on the principle that biological organisms recruit
kinematic synergies that manage several joints, a control strategy for balance of humanoid
robots was developed. This control strategy reduced computational complexity following a
biological framework that central nervous system reduces the computational complexity of
managing numerous degrees of freedom by effectively utilizing the synergies. Biologically
inspired neural network controller models ( Bernabucci et al. (2007)) that can manage ballistic
arm movements have been developed. The models simulated the kinematic aspects, with
bell-shaped wrist velocity profiles, and generated movement specific muscular synergies for
the execution of movements.
(iv) Rehabilitation: Bimanual coordination is damaged in brain lesions and brain
disorders Vinjamuri et al. (2008). Using a small set of modifiable and adjustable synergies
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tremendously simplifies the task of learning new skills or adapting to new environments.
Constructing internal neural representations from a linear combination of a reduced set of
basis functions might be crucial for generalizing to novel tasks and new environmental
conditions ( Flash & Hochner (2005); Poggio & Bizzi (2004)).
2.3 Extraction of synergies
Synergies or movement primitives are viewed as small building blocks of movement that are
present inherently within the movements and are shared across several movements. In other
words, for example, in a set of hundred grasping movements, there might be a five or six
synergies that are shared and common across all the movements. So it is to say that these
hundred hand movements are composed of synergies. How do we decompose these hundred
hand movements to a few building blocks of movement? This is the problem we are trying to
solve.
In order to extract these primitives, several methods have been used. Several researchers
view this as a problem of extracting basis functions. In fact, PCA can be viewed
as extracting basis functions that are orthogonal to each other. Radial basis functions
were also used as synergy approximations. Gradient descend method and non-negative
matrix factorization methods ( d’Avella et al. (2003)), multivariate statistical techniques
( Santello et al. (2002)) were used in extracting the synergies. Different from the above
interpretations of synergies, Todorov & Ghahramani (2004) suggested that synergistic control
may not mean dimensionality reduction or simplification, but might imply task optimization
using optimal feedback control.
In the coming sections we will use linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods in
extracting the synergies.
2.4 Dimensionality reduction methods for extracting synergies
In the previous section, we listed different methods used to extract the synergies. In this
section these methods were limited to dimensionality reduction methods as these are of
relevance to this chapter.
Based on the principal component analysis, Jerde et al. ( Jerde et al. (2003)) found support for
the existence of postural synergies of angular configuration. The shape of human hand can be
predicted using a reduced set of variables and postural synergies. Similarly, Santello et al.
(1998) showed that a small number of postural synergies were sufficient to describe how
human subjects grasped a large set of different objects. Moreover, Mason et al. (2001) used
singular value decomposition (SVD) to demonstrate that a large number of hand postures
during reach-to-grasp can be constructed by a small number of principal components or eigen
postures.
With PCA, Braido & Zhang (2004) examined the temporal co-variation between finger-joint
angles. Their results supported the view that the multi-joint acts of the hand are subject
to stereotypical motion patterns controlled via simple kinematic synergies. In the above
mentioned study of eigen postures, Mason et al. (2001) also investigated the temporal
evolutions of the eigen postures and observed similar kinematic synergies across subjects
and grasps. In addition, kinematic synergies have been observed in the spatiotemporal
coordination between thumb and index finger movements and co-ordination of tip-to-tip
finger movements ( Cole & Abbs (1986)).
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Another concept of synergies was proposed by d’Avella et al. (2003). Although their work
was not directly related to the hand movements, they investigated the muscle synergies of
frogs during a variety of motor behaviors such as kicking. Using a gradient descent method,
they decomposed the muscle activities into linear combinations of three task-independent
time-varying synergies. They also observed that these synergies were very much related to
movement kinematics and that similarities existed between synergies in different tasks.
3. Preparing the hand kinematics for dimensionality reduction
In this section, we first recorded the joint angles when ten subjects participated in an
experiment of reaching and grasping tasks while wearing a dataglove. Then we transformed
the recorded joint angles into joint angular velocities and further preprocessed it to prepare



































































Fig. 2. (a) Objects grasped by the subjects. (b) An example of a rapid grasp of a wooden toy
nut. (c) Sensors of the CyberGlove used for analysis (dark circles.) (d) A sample of rapid
movement profile (finger-joint-angular-velocity profile). Onset and end of movements are
marked in the figure. Abbreviations: T, thumb; I, index finger; M, middle finger; R, ring
finger; P, pinky finger; CMC, carpometacarpal joint; MCP, metacarpophalangeal joint; IP,
interphalangeal joint; PIP, proximal interphalangeal joint; DIP, distal interphalangeal joint.
The dotted lines showed the onset and end of movement.
3.1 Experiment
The experimental setup consisted of a right-handed CyberGlove (CyberGlove Systems LLC,
San Jose, CA, USA) equipped with 22 sensors which can measure angles at all the finger joints.
For the purpose of reducing computational burden, in this study we only considered 10 of the
sensors which correspond to the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) and interphalangeal (IP) joints
of the thumb and the MCP and proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joints of the other four fingers
as shown in Fig. 2(c). These ten joints can capture most characteristics of the hand in grasping
tasks.
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Fig. 3. Angular-velocity matrix. (a) Cascading angular-velocity profiles of 10 joints to form a
row of the angular-velocity matrix. (b) Each row of the angular-velocity matrix represents a
grasping task. In each row the angular-velocity profiles of 10 joints are separated by dotted
red lines. Hundred such tasks put together is an angular-velocity matrix.
A typical task consisted of grasping the objects of various shapes and sizes as shown in
Fig. 2(a). Objects (wooden and plastic) of different shapes (spheres, circular discs, rectangles,
pentagons, nuts, and bolts) and different dimensions were used in the grasping tasks and were
selected based on two strategies. One was gradually increasing sizes of similar shaped objects,
and the other was using different shapes. Start and stop times of each task were signaled by
computer-generated beeps. In each task, the subject was in a seated position, resting his/her
right hand at a corner of a table and upon hearing the beep, grasped the object placed on the
table. At the time of the start beep hand was in rest posture, and then the subject grasped
the object and held it until the stop beep. Between the grasps, there was enough time for the
subjects to avoid the affects due to fatigue on succeeding tasks. The experiment was split into
two phases, training phase and testing phase, the difference in these two being the velocity of
grasps and types of grasps.
3.2 Training
In the training phase, subjects were instructed to rapidly grasp 50 objects, one at a time. This
was repeated for the same 50 objects, and thus the whole training phase obtained 100 rapid
grasps. Only these 100 rapid grasps were used in extracting synergies.
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3.3 Testing
In the testing phase, subjects were instructed to grasp the above 50 objects naturally (slower
than the rapid grasps) then repeat the same again. So far the tasks involved only grasping
action. To widen the scope of applicability of the synergies, subjects were also asked to pose
36 American Sign Language (ASL) postures. Here subjects started from an initial posture and
stopped at one ASL posture. These postures consisted of 10 numbers (0-9) and 26 alphabets
(A-Z). Note that these movements are different from grasping tasks. This is the testing phase
which consisted of 100 natural grasps and 36 ASL postural movements. The synergies were
derived from the hand movements collected in the training phase using linear and nonlinear
dimensionality reduction methods. Then they were used in the reconstruction of movements
collected during the testing phase.
3.4 Preprocessing
After obtaining the joint angles at various times from the rapid grasps, angular velocities were
calculated. These angular velocities were filtered from noise. Only the relevant projectile
movement (about 0.45 second or 39 samples at a sampling rate of 86 Hz) of the entire
angular-velocity profile was preserved and the rest was truncated (Fig. 2(d)).
Next an angular-velocity matrix, denoted V, was constructed for each subject.
Angular-velocity profiles of the 10 joints corresponding to one rapid grasp were cascaded
such that each row of the angular-velocity matrix represented one movement in time. The
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where vgi (t) represents the angular velocity of joint i (i = 1, ..., 10) at time t (t = 1, ..., 39) in the
g-th rapid-grasping task (g = 1, ..., 100). An illustration of this transformation was shown in
the Fig. 3.
4. Linear dimensionality reduction methods
In this section we derived synergies using two unique linear dimensionality reduction
methods, namely, PCA and MDS. The angular-velocity matrix computed in preprocessing
was used as input to these methods. Linear methods are easy to use and demand less
computational power when compared to nonlinear methods, hence this first exercise.
4.1 Principal component analysis
The winning advantage of PCA is less time for computation and equally effective results
when compared to gradient descent methods( Vinjamuri et al. (2007)). PCs are essentially
the most commonly used patterns across the data. In this case, PCs are the synergies
which are most commonly used across different movements. Moreover these PCs when
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graphically visualized revealed anatomical implications of physiological properties of human
hand prehension( Vinjamuri et al. (2010a;b)).
There are several ways to implement PCA. Two most widely used methods were shown
below. First method has three steps: (1) Subtract mean from the data (2) Calculate
covariance matrix (3) Compute eigen values and eigen vectors of covariance matrix. Principal
components are eigen vectors. Second method uses singular value decomposition (SVD).
Third method is a function readily available in Statistics Tool Box of MATLAB which
essentially implements first method.
load hald; %Load sample dataset in MATLAB
Data = ingredients’;
%Fetch dimensions of the data (M Dimensions x N observations)
[M,N] = size(Data);
MeanofData = mean(Data,2); %Calculate Mean of the Data
Data = Data - repmat(MeanofData,1,N); %Subtract Mean from the Data
Covariance = 1 / (N-1) * Data * Data’; %Calculate the covariance of the Data
[pc, latent] = eig(Covariance); %Find the eigenvectors and eigenvalues
latent = diag(latent); %Take only diagonal elements that are eigen values
[rd, rindices] = sort(-1*latent); %Sort them in decreasing order
latent = latent(rindices); %Extract eigen values corresponding to indices
pc = pc(:,rindices); %Extract principal components corresponding to indices
score = (pc’ * Data)’; %Project the Data into PC space
load hald; %Load sample dataset in MATLAB
Data = ingredients’;
%Fetch dimensions of the data (M Dimensions x N observations)
[M,N] = size(Data);
MeanofData = mean(Data,2); %Calculate Mean of the Data
Data = Data - repmat(MeanofData,1,N); %Subtract Mean from the Data
Y = Data’ / sqrt(N-1); %Normalized Data
[u,S,pc] = svd(Y); %Peform SVD
S = diag(S); %Extract diagonal elements corresponding to eigen values
latent = S .* S; %Calculate the eigen values
score = (pc’ * Data)’; %Project the Data into PC space
load hald; %Load sample dataset in MATLAB
[pc,score,latent,tsquare] = princomp(ingredients); %Peform PCA
Here PCA using SVD Jolliffe (2002) was performed on the angular-velocity matrix V of each
subject:
V = UΣS (2)
where U is a 100-by-100 matrix, which has orthonormal columns so that U�U = I100×100
(100-by-100 identity matrix); S is a 100-by-390 matrix, which has orthonormal rows so that
SS� = I100×100; and Σ is a 100-by-100 diagonal matrix: diag{λ1, λ2, ..., λ100} with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥
· · · ≥ λ100 ≥ 0. Matrix V can be approximated by another matrix Ṽ with reduced rank m
by replacing Σ with Σm, which contains only the m largest singular values, i.e., λ1, ..., λm (the
other singular values are replaced by zeros). The approximation matrix Ṽ can be written in a
more compact form:
Ṽ = Um diag{λ1, ..., λm} Sm (3)
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where Um is a 100-by-m matrix containing the first m columns of U and Sm is a m-by-390
matrix containing the first m rows of S. Denoting W = Um diag{λ1, ..., λm}, we have
V ≈ Ṽ = WSm. (4)
Then each row of Sm is called a principal component (PC), and W is called the weight matrix.
For easy comparison, let us name the elements of Sm in a way similar to (1):
Sm ≡ ⎡
⎢⎣








sm1 (1) · · · sm1 (39) · · · sm10(1) · · · sm10(39)
⎤
⎥⎦ (5)


















According to (4), each row of V can be approximated by a linear combination of m PCs, and








for i = 1, ..., 10, g = 1, ..., 100, and t = 1, ..., 39.
Thus the above SVD procedure has found a solution to the synergy-extraction problem: The
angular-velocity profiles (obtained by rearranging all joints row-wise for the PCs)
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
sj1(1) · · · s
j
1(39)











, j = 1, ..., m
can be viewed as synergies. According to (4) or (7), these synergies can serve as “building
blocks” to reconstruct joint-angular-velocity profiles of hand movements.
To decide m, the number of PCs or synergies that we want to use in reconstruction of
the testing movements, we consider the accuracy of approximation in (4) or (7). The
approximation accuracy can be measured by an index defined as
λ21 + λ
2
2 + · · ·+ λ2m
λ21 + λ
2
2 + · · ·+ λ2100
.
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Fig. 4. Six kinematic synergies obtained for subject 1 using PCA. Each synergy is about 0.45 s
in duration (39 samples at 86 Hz). Abbreviations: T, thumb; I, index finger; M, middle finger;
R, ring finger; P, pinky finger; MCP, metacarpophalangeal joint; IP, interphalangeal joint; PIP,
proximal IP joint.
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The larger this index is, the closer the approximation is. This index also provides indication of
the fraction of total variance of the data matrix accounted by the PCs. To ensure satisfactory
approximation, the index should be greater than some threshold. In this study, we used 95%
as the threshold (a commonly used threshold Jolliffe (2002)) to determine the number of PCs
or synergies (i.e. m). With this threshold we found the six synergies can account for 95% of
variance in the postures. Fig. 4 shows six kinematic synergies obtained for subject 1 using
PCA.
4.2 Multidimensional scaling
Classical Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) can still be grouped under linear methods. This
was introduced here to the reader to give a different perspective of dimensionality reduction
in a slightly different analytical approach when compared to PCA discussed previously.
The two methods PCA and MDS are unique as they perform dimensionality reduction in
different ways. PCA operates on covariance matrix where as MDS operates on distance
matrix. In MDS, a Euclidean distance matrix is calculated from the original matrix. This
is nothing but a pairwise distance matrix between the variables in the input matrix. This
method tries to preserve these pairwise distances in a low dimensional space, thus allowing
for dimensionality reduction and preserving the inherent structure of the data simultaneously.
PCA and MDS were compared using a simple example in MATLAB below.
load hald; %Load sample dataset in MATLAB
[pc,score,latent,tsquare] = princomp(ingredients); %Peform PCA
D = pdist(ingredients); %Calculate pairwise distances between ingredients
[Y, e] = cmdscale(D); %Perform Classical MDS
score in PCA represented the data that was projected in the PC space. Compare this to Y
calculated in MDS. These are same. Similarly in place of sample dataset when the posture
matrix V was used as input to MDS, it yielded the same synergies as PCA. This was introduced
here because we build upon this method for the nonlinear methods coming up in the next
section.
5. Nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods
So far, we have investigated the use of linear dimensionality reduction methods (PCA
and MDS) in extracting synergies. In this section we used nonlinear dimensionality
reduction methods for the same purpose. The motivation to explore nonlinear methods
was that physiologists who studied motor control have propounded that there were inherent
nonlinearities in the human motor system. By using nonlinear methods we could probably
achieve improved precision in reconstruction of natural movements. The nonlinear methods
applied in this chapter are Isomap, local linear embedding (LLE), and kernel PCA (kPCA). The
first two methods Isomap and LLE, are built on the framework of classical multidimensional
scaling discussed in the previous section. kPCA is built on the framework of PCA.
5.1 Isomap
Isomap is similar to PCA and MDS. Although Isomap does linear estimations in the data point
neighborhoods, the synergies extracted are nonlinear because these small neighborhoods are
stitched together without trying to maintain linearity.
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was that physiologists who studied motor control have propounded that there were inherent
nonlinearities in the human motor system. By using nonlinear methods we could probably
achieve improved precision in reconstruction of natural movements. The nonlinear methods
applied in this chapter are Isomap, local linear embedding (LLE), and kernel PCA (kPCA). The
first two methods Isomap and LLE, are built on the framework of classical multidimensional
scaling discussed in the previous section. kPCA is built on the framework of PCA.
5.1 Isomap
Isomap is similar to PCA and MDS. Although Isomap does linear estimations in the data point
neighborhoods, the synergies extracted are nonlinear because these small neighborhoods are
stitched together without trying to maintain linearity.
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The following were the steps involved in estimating nonlinear synergies using Isomap:
1. Define neighbors for each data point
2. Find D, a matrix of inter-point distances
3. Find eigenvectors of τ(D), where τ(D) = −HSH/2, Sij = (Dij)2 and Hij = dij − 1/N, where
N is number of data points and d is Kronecker delta function.
In PCA we estimated the eigen values and eigen vectors of covariance of the data. Similarly,
here, we took a nonlinear approach to preserve inter-point distances on the manifold. The
matrix D is similar to covariance matrix in PCA. D can actually be thought of as the covariance
matrix in higher dimensions. Since in an N-dimensional space, the dimensions are the data
points, the covariance for a particular pair of dimensions is the distance between the data
points that define those dimensions.
Although this method looks linear like PCA, the source of nonlinearity is the method in
which inter-point distances are calculated. For Isomap, we do not use the Euclidean distances
between the points. If we use, it becomes classical MDS discussed in previous section. Rather,
we use those distances only for points considered neighbors. The rest of inter-point distances
are calculated by finding the shortest path through the graph on the manifold using Floyd’s
algorithm ( Tenenbaum et al. (2000)). The goal of the Isomap is to preserve the geodesic
distances rather than the euclidian distances. Geodesic distances are calculated by moving
along the approximate nonlinear manifold with given data point and interpolation between
them.
We used drtoolbox in MATLAB by van der Maaten et al. (2009) to perform Isomap on the
angular-velocity matrix to extract synergies. Fig. 5showed the top six synergies extracted
using this method. Similar to PCA, all the nonlinear methods also yield the nonlinear
synergies in descending order of their significance. The synergies extracted using this method
had more submovements when compared to those in PCA.
5.2 Local Linear Embedding
Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) as the name suggests, tries to find a nonlinear manifold by
stitching together small linear neighborhoods ( Roweis & Saul (2000)). This is very similar to
Isomap. The difference between the two algorithms is in how they do the stitching. Isomap
does this by doing a graph traversal by preserving geodesic distances while LLE does it by
finding a set of weights that perform local linear interpolations that closely approximate the
data.
The following were the steps involved in estimating nonlinear synergies using LLE:
1. Define neighbors for each data point
2. Find weights that allow neighbors to interpolate original data accurately
3. Given those weights, find new data points that minimize interpolation error in lower
dimensional space
We used drtoolbox in MATLAB by van der Maaten et al. (2009) to perform LLE on the
angular-velocity matrix to extract synergies. Fig. 6showed the top six synergies extracted
using this method. Similar to Isomap, in this method also we found more submovements in
synergies than those from PCA.
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Fig. 5. Six kinematic synergies obtained for subject 1 using Isomap. Each synergy is about
0.45 s in duration (39 samples at 86 Hz). Abbreviations: T, thumb; I, index finger; M, middle
finger; R, ring finger; P, pinky finger; MCP, metacarpophalangeal joint; IP, interphalangeal
joint; PIP, proximal IP joint.
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Fig. 5. Six kinematic synergies obtained for subject 1 using Isomap. Each synergy is about
0.45 s in duration (39 samples at 86 Hz). Abbreviations: T, thumb; I, index finger; M, middle
finger; R, ring finger; P, pinky finger; MCP, metacarpophalangeal joint; IP, interphalangeal
joint; PIP, proximal IP joint.
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Fig. 6. Six kinematic synergies obtained for subject 1 using LLE. Each synergy is about 0.45 s
in duration (39 samples at 86 Hz). Abbreviations: T, thumb; I, index finger; M, middle finger;
R, ring finger; P, pinky finger; MCP, metacarpophalangeal joint; IP, interphalangeal joint; PIP,
proximal IP joint.
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5.3 Kernel PCA
Kernel PCA (kPCA) is an extension of PCA in a high-dimensional space ( Scholkopf et al.
(1998)). A high-dimensional space is first constructed by using a kernel function. Instead of
directly doing a PCA on the data, the kernel based high dimensional feature space is used
as input. In this chapter, we have used a gaussian kernel function. Kernel PCA computes
the principal eigenvectors of the kernel matrix, rather than those of the covariance matrix. A
kernel matrix is similar to the inner product of the data points in the high dimensional space
that is constructed using the kernel function. The application of PCA in the kernel space
provides Kernel PCA the property of constructing nonlinear mappings. We used drtoolbox
in MATLAB by van der Maaten et al. (2009) to perform kPCA on the angular-velocity matrix
to extract synergies. Fig. 7showed the top six synergies extracted using this method. These
synergies were similar to those obtained from PCA.
6. Reconstruction of natural and ASL movements
The synergies extracted from linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods were
used in reconstruction of natural movements. l1-norm minimization was used to reconstruct
natural and ASL movements from the extracted synergies. This method with illustrations
was already presented in Vinjamuri et al. (2010a). We have included a brief explanation here
for readability and for the sake of completeness. We ask the readers to refer Vinjamuri et al.
(2010a) for further details.
Briefly, these were the steps involved in l1-norm minimization algorithm that was used for
reconstruction of natural and ASL movements. Let us assume for a subject m synergies were
obtained. The duration of the synergies is ts samples (ts = 39 in this study). Consider an
angular-velocity profile of the subject, {v(t), t = 1, ..., T}, where T (T = 82 in this study)
represents the movement duration (in samples). This profile can be rewritten as a row vector,
denoted vrow:
vrow = [v1(1), ..., v1(T), ..., v10(1), ..., v10(T)].
Similarly, a synergy sj(·) can be rewritten as the following row vector:
[sj1(1), ..., s
j




10(ts), 0, ..., 0].
We add T − ts zeros after each sji(ts) (i = 1, ..., 10) in the above vector in order to make the
length of the vector the same as that of vrow. If the synergy is shifted in time by tjk (tjk ≤ T− ts)
samples, then we obtain the following row vector:
[0, ..., 0, sj1(1), ..., s
j
1(ts), 0, ..., 0, ...,
0, ..., 0, sj10(1), ..., s
j
10(ts), 0, ..., 0]
with tjk zeros added before each s
j
i(1) and T − ts − tjk zeros added after each s
j
i(ts).
Then we construct a matrix as shown in Fig. 8 consisting of the row vectors of the synergies
and all their possible shifts with 1 ≤ tjk ≤ T − ts.
With the above notation, we are trying to achieve a linear combination of synergies that can
reconstruct the velocity profiles as in the following equation.
vrow = cB (8)
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Fig. 6. Six kinematic synergies obtained for subject 1 using LLE. Each synergy is about 0.45 s
in duration (39 samples at 86 Hz). Abbreviations: T, thumb; I, index finger; M, middle finger;
R, ring finger; P, pinky finger; MCP, metacarpophalangeal joint; IP, interphalangeal joint; PIP,
proximal IP joint.
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Fig. 7. Six kinematic synergies obtained for subject 1 using kPCA. Each synergy is about 0.45
s in duration (39 samples at 86 Hz). Abbreviations: T, thumb; I, index finger; M, middle
finger; R, ring finger; P, pinky finger; MCP, metacarpophalangeal joint; IP, interphalangeal
joint; PIP, proximal IP joint.
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Fig. 8. (a) Synergies were rearranged as row vectors (b) A template matrix was formed by
adding the time-shifted versions of synergies along the rows. Adapted from Vinjamuri et al.
(2010a).
where c denotes
[0, ..., c11, ..., 0, ..., c1K1 , ..., 0, ..., cm1, ..., 0, ..., cmKm , ..., 0]
with nonzero values cjk appearing at the (T − ts + 1)(j − 1) + tjk-th elements of c. The matrix
B (shown in Fig. 8(b)) can be viewed as a bank or library of template functions with each row
of B as a template. This bank can be overcomplete and contain linearly dependent subsets.
Therefore, for a given movement profile vrow and an overcomplete bank of template functions
B, there exists an infinite number of c satisfying (8).
We hypothesize that the strategy of central nervous system for dimensionality reduction in
movement control is to use a small number of synergies and a small number of recruitments
of these synergies for movement generation. Therefore, the coefficient vector c in (8) should
be sparse, i.e., having a lot of zeros and only a small number of nonzero elements. Therefore,
we seek the sparsest coefficient vector c such that cB = vrow.
The following was optimization problem that was used in selection of synergies in
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Minimize � c �1 + 1λ � cB − vrow �
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2 (9)
where � · �2 represents the l2 norm or Euclidean norm of a vector and λ is a regulation
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Fig. 7. Six kinematic synergies obtained for subject 1 using kPCA. Each synergy is about 0.45
s in duration (39 samples at 86 Hz). Abbreviations: T, thumb; I, index finger; M, middle
finger; R, ring finger; P, pinky finger; MCP, metacarpophalangeal joint; IP, interphalangeal
joint; PIP, proximal IP joint.
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Fig. 8. (a) Synergies were rearranged as row vectors (b) A template matrix was formed by
adding the time-shifted versions of synergies along the rows. Adapted from Vinjamuri et al.
(2010a).
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Using the above optimization algorithm, the synergies extracted from four methods (PCA,
Isomap, LLE, and kPCA) were used in reconstruction of natural movements and ASL postural
movements. The reconstruction errors were calculated using the methods in Vinjamuri et al.
(2010a). Figures 9 and 10 showed the comparison between the four dimensionality reduction
methods. Fig. 9 showed the reconstruction errors for 100 natural movements and Fig. 10
showed the reconstruction errors for 36 ASL postural movements for all four methods. It
is observed that PCA still has the best overall performance when compared with the novel
nonlinear methods. Fig. 11 showed one of the best reconstructions by all four methods. Tables























Fig. 9. The reconstruction errors for 100 natural movements with four dimensionality
























Fig. 10. The reconstruction errors for 36 ASL postural movements with four dimensionality
reduction methods PCA, Isomap, LLE, and kPCA. All methods performed poorly in
reconstruction of ASL movements when compared to natural movements. PCA performed
better than other three nonlinear methods.
7. Summary
In this chapter we applied linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods to extract
movement primitives or synergies from rapid reach and grasp movements. We then used
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these synergies to reconstruct natural movements that were similar to activities of daily living.
To broaden the applicability of synergies we also tested them on ASL postural movements
which are different movements when compared to natural reach and grasp movements. We
employed four types of dimensionality reduction methods: (1) PCA and MDS (2) Isomap (3)
LLE (4) kPCA. PCA is a well known linear dimensionality reduction method. Two widely
used PCA implementations (Covariance and SVD) were presented and relevant MATLAB
codes were provided. Classical MDS is very similar to PCA but operates on a distance matrix.
This was introduced as Isomap and LLE both work on a similar framework. Isomap and
LLE are both neighborhood graph based nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods. The
difference between Isomap and LLE is that the former is a global dimensionality reduction
technique where as the former as the name suggests is a local linear technique. kPCA is
similar to Isomap as it is a global dimensionality reduction method, but the uniqueness of the
method is in using kernel tricks to transform the input data to higher dimensional space.
Subject PCA Isomap LLE kPCA
1 0.0797 ± 0.0596 0.3240 ± 0.0769 0.3544±0.0954 0.2954 ± 0.0851
2 0.0845 ± 0.0781 0.3780 ± 0.0519 0.3998±0.0765 0.3444 ± 0.0658
3 0.0678 ± 0.0396 0.3180 ± 0.0554 0.3234±0.0834 0.2654 ± 0.0767
4 0.0590 ± 0.0432 0.3680 ± 0.0663 0.3879±0.0645 0.3214 ± 0.0873
5 0.0997 ± 0.0831 0.2640 ± 0.0734 0.2950±0.0790 0.2230 ± 0.0667
6 0.0661 ± 0.0976 0.3240 ± 0.0545 0.3754±0.0531 0.2875 ± 0.0931
7 0.0598 ± 0.0542 0.4140 ± 0.0787 0.4344±0.0632 0.3895 ± 0.0696
8 0.0732 ± 0.0348 0.3540 ± 0.0989 0.3954±0.0854 0.3123 ± 0.0555
9 0.0814 ± 0.0212 0.2290 ± 0.0823 0.3100±0.0991 0.2074 ± 0.0651
10 0.0883 ± 0.0443 0.2490 ± 0.0665 0.2780±0.0799 0.2189 ± 0.0799
Table 1. Mean reconstruction errors (± standard deviation) in natural movements
Subject PCA Isomap LLE kPCA
1 0.2449 ± 0.0986 0.3480 ± 0.0988 0.3867±0.1052 0.3654 ± 0.0865
2 0.2782 ± 0.0915 0.3280 ± 0.0891 0.3661±0.0963 0.3291 ± 0.0745
3 0.2677 ± 0.0866 0.3110 ± 0.0764 0.3527±0.0881 0.3321 ± 0.0666
4 0.2321 ± 0.0645 0.3450 ± 0.0662 0.3667±0.1123 0.3540 ± 0.0831
5 0.2899 ± 0.0713 0.3780 ± 0.0843 0.3889±0.0792 0.3624 ± 0.0934
6 0.2569 ± 0.0456 0.3200 ± 0.0894 0.3457±0.0856 0.3654 ± 0.0678
7 0.2319 ± 0.0521 0.3890 ± 0.0663 0.3999±0.0996 0.3889 ± 0.0610
8 0.2789 ± 0.0486 0.3671 ± 0.0713 0.3897±0.1152 0.3764 ± 0.0885
9 0.2999 ± 0.0816 0.3335 ± 0.0465 0.3867±0.1672 0.3478 ± 0.0585
10 0.2569 ± 0.0936 0.3146 ± 0.0548 0.3547±0.0082 0.3354 ± 0.0635
Table 2. Mean reconstruction errors (± standard deviation) in ASL postural movements
Thus the reader was given the opportunity to sample different varieties of dimensionality
reduction methods. Quantitative and qualitative comparison of the results obtained from
reconstruction follows but the verdict is that PCA outperformed the nonlinear methods
employed in this chapter.
The results from the reconstructions reveal that nonlinear techniques do not outperform
the traditional PCA for both natural movements as well as ASL postural movements. The
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Fig. 10. The reconstruction errors for 36 ASL postural movements with four dimensionality
reduction methods PCA, Isomap, LLE, and kPCA. All methods performed poorly in
reconstruction of ASL movements when compared to natural movements. PCA performed
better than other three nonlinear methods.
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Fig. 11. An example reconstruction (in black) of a natural movement (in red) for task 24 when
subject 1 was grasping an object.
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reconstruction errors were more for ASL postural movements when compared to those of
natural movements for all methods. The reconstruction errors were in general larger for
Isomap and LLE when compared with PCA and kPCA and of course PCA had outstanding
performance for more than 90% of the tasks. van der Maaten et al. ( van der Maaten et al.
(2009)) also found that nonlinear methods performed well on specific data sets but could
not perform better than PCA for real world tasks. For example, for the Swiss roll data
set that contains points that lie on a spiral like two dimensional manifold within a three
dimensional space, several nonlinear techniques such as Isomap, LLE were able to find the
two dimensional planar embedding, but linear techniques like PCA failed to find so. The
reasons for two nonlinear methods Isomap and LLE to perform poorly in this study, might
be that they relied neighborhood graphs. Moreover LLE might have been biased to local
properties that do not necessarily follow the global properties of high dimensional data. It was
surprising to see that Isomap, being a global dimensionality reduction technique performed
poorly when compared to LLE for natural movements. kPCA performed better than Isomap
and LLE, but kPCA does suffer from the limitation of selection of ideal kernel. The selection
of gaussian kernel in this study might not be favorable in extracting the kinematic synergies
in this study. In conclusion, although there are numerical advantages and disadvantages with
both linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods, PCA seemed to generalize and
perform well on the real world data.
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Principal components analysis (PCA) is a popular descriptive multivariate method for
handling quantitative data. In PCA of a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data, it
requires quantification of qualitative data to obtain optimal scaling data and use ordinary
PCA. The extended PCA including such quantification is called nonlinear PCA, see Gifi [Gifi,
1990]. The existing algorithms for nonlinear PCA are PRINCIPALS of Young et al. [Young
et al., 1978] and PRINCALS of Gifi [Gifi, 1990] in which the alternating least squares (ALS)
algorithm is utilized. The algorithm alternates between quantification of qualitative data and
computation of ordinary PCA of optimal scaling data.
In the application of nonlinear PCA for very large data sets and variable selection problems,
many iterations and much computation time may be required for convergence of the ALS
algorithm, because its speed of convergence is linear. Kuroda et al. [Kuroda et al., 2011]
proposed an acceleration algorithm for speeding up the convergence of the ALS algorithm
using the vector ε (vε) algorithm of Wynn [Wynn, 1962]. During iterations of the vε accelerated
ALS algorithm, the vε algorithm generates an accelerated sequence of optimal scaling data
estimated by the ALS algorithm. Then the vε accelerated sequence converges faster than the
original sequence of the estimated optimal scaling data. In this paper, we use PRINCIPALS
as the ALS algorithm for nonlinear PCA and provide the vε acceleration for PRINCIPALS
(vε-PRINCIPALS). The computation steps of PRINCALS are given in Appendix A. As shown
in Kuroda et al. [Kuroda et al., 2011], the vε acceleration is applicable to PRINCALS.
The paper is organized as follows. We briefly describe nonlinear PCA of a mixture of
quantitative and qualitative data in Section 2, and describe PRINCIPALS for finding least
squares estimates of the model and optimal scaling parameters in Section 3. Section 4 presents
the procedure of vε-PRINCIPALS that adds the vε algorithm to PRINCIPALS for speeding
up convergence and demonstrate the performance of the vε acceleration using numerical
experiments. In Section 5, we apply vε-PRINCIPALS to variable selection in nonlinear PCA.
Then we utilize modified PCA (M.PCA) approach of Tanaka and Mori [Tanaka and Mori,
1997] for variable selection problems and give the variable selection procedures in M.PCA
of qualitative data. Numerical experiments examine the the performance and properties of
vε-PRINCIPALS. In Section 6, we present our concluding remarks.
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Principal components analysis (PCA) is a popular descriptive multivariate method for
handling quantitative data. In PCA of a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data, it
requires quantification of qualitative data to obtain optimal scaling data and use ordinary
PCA. The extended PCA including such quantification is called nonlinear PCA, see Gifi [Gifi,
1990]. The existing algorithms for nonlinear PCA are PRINCIPALS of Young et al. [Young
et al., 1978] and PRINCALS of Gifi [Gifi, 1990] in which the alternating least squares (ALS)
algorithm is utilized. The algorithm alternates between quantification of qualitative data and
computation of ordinary PCA of optimal scaling data.
In the application of nonlinear PCA for very large data sets and variable selection problems,
many iterations and much computation time may be required for convergence of the ALS
algorithm, because its speed of convergence is linear. Kuroda et al. [Kuroda et al., 2011]
proposed an acceleration algorithm for speeding up the convergence of the ALS algorithm
using the vector ε (vε) algorithm of Wynn [Wynn, 1962]. During iterations of the vε accelerated
ALS algorithm, the vε algorithm generates an accelerated sequence of optimal scaling data
estimated by the ALS algorithm. Then the vε accelerated sequence converges faster than the
original sequence of the estimated optimal scaling data. In this paper, we use PRINCIPALS
as the ALS algorithm for nonlinear PCA and provide the vε acceleration for PRINCIPALS
(vε-PRINCIPALS). The computation steps of PRINCALS are given in Appendix A. As shown
in Kuroda et al. [Kuroda et al., 2011], the vε acceleration is applicable to PRINCALS.
The paper is organized as follows. We briefly describe nonlinear PCA of a mixture of
quantitative and qualitative data in Section 2, and describe PRINCIPALS for finding least
squares estimates of the model and optimal scaling parameters in Section 3. Section 4 presents
the procedure of vε-PRINCIPALS that adds the vε algorithm to PRINCIPALS for speeding
up convergence and demonstrate the performance of the vε acceleration using numerical
experiments. In Section 5, we apply vε-PRINCIPALS to variable selection in nonlinear PCA.
Then we utilize modified PCA (M.PCA) approach of Tanaka and Mori [Tanaka and Mori,
1997] for variable selection problems and give the variable selection procedures in M.PCA
of qualitative data. Numerical experiments examine the the performance and properties of
vε-PRINCIPALS. In Section 6, we present our concluding remarks.
7
2 Principal Component Analysis
2. Nonlinear principal components analysis
PCA transforms linearly an original data set of variables into a substantially smaller set of
uncorrelated variables that contains much of the information in the original data set. The
original data matrix is then replaced by an estimate constructed by forming the product of
matrices of component scores and eigenvectors.
Let X = (X1 X2 · · · Xp) be an n × p matrix of n observations on p variables and be
columnwise standardized. In PCA, we postulate that X is approximated by the following
bilinear form:
X̂ = ZA�, (1)
where Z = (Z1 Z2 · · · Zr) is an n × r matrix of n component scores on r (1 ≤ r ≤ p)
components, and A = (A1 A2 · · · Ar) is a p × r matrix consisting of the eigenvectors of
X�X/n and A�A = Ir. Then we determine model parameters Z and A such that
θ = tr(X − X̂)�(X − X̂) = tr(X − ZA�)�(X − ZA�) (2)
is minimized for the prescribed r components.
Ordinary PCA assumes that all variables are measured with interval and ratio scales and can
be applied only to quantitative data. When the observed data are a mixture of quantitative
and qualitative data, ordinary PCA cannot be directly applied to such data. In such situations,
optimal scaling is used to quantify the observed qualitative data and then ordinary PCA can
be applied.
To quantify Xj of qualitative variable j with Kj categories, the vector is coded by using an
n×Kj indicator matrix Gj with entries g(j)ik = 1 if object i belongs to category k, and g(j)ik� = 0
if object i belongs to some other category k�( �= k), i = 1, . . . , n and k = 1, . . . , Kj. Then the
optimally scaled vector X∗j of Xj is given by X
∗
j = Gjαj, where αj is a Kj × 1 score vector for
categories of Xj. Let X∗ = (X∗1 X
∗
2 · · · X∗p) be an n × p matrix of optimally scaled observations
to satisfy restrictions






where 1n and 0p are vectors of ones and zeros of length n and p respectively. In the presence
of nominal and/or ordinal variables, the optimization criterion (2) is replaced by
θ∗ = tr(X∗ − X̂)�(X∗ − X̂) = tr(X∗ − ZA�)�(X∗ − ZA�). (4)
In nonlinear PCA, we determine the optimal scaling parameter X∗, in addition to estimating
Z and A.
3. Alternating least squares algorithm for nonlinear principal components analysis
A possible computational algorithm for estimating simultaneously Z, A and X∗ is the ALS
algorithm. The algorithm involves dividing an entire set of parameters of a model into the
model parameters and the optimal scaling parameters, and finds the least squares estimates
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for these parameters. The model parameters are used to compute the predictive values of the
model. The optimal scaling parameters are obtained by solving the least squares regression
problem for the predictive values. Krijnen [Krijnen, 2006] gave sufficient conditions for
convergence of the ALS algorithm and discussed convergence properties in its application
to several statistical models. Kiers [Kiers, 2002] described setting up the ALS and iterative
majorization algorithms for solving various matrix optimization problems.
PRINCIPALS
PRINCIPALS proposed by Young et al. [Young et al., 1978] is a method for utilizing the ALS
algorithm for nonlinear PCA of a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data. PRINCIPALS
alternates between ordinary PCA and optimal scaling, and minimizes θ∗ defined by Equation
(4) under the restriction (3). Then θ∗ is to be determined by model parameters Z and A and
optimal scaling parameter X∗, by updating each of the parameters in turn, keeping the others
fixed.
For the initialization of PRINCIPALS, we determine initial data X∗(0). The observed data X
may be used as X∗(0) after it is standardized to satisfy the restriction (3). For given initial data
X∗(0) with the restriction (3), PRINCIPALS iterates the following two steps:





A = ADr, (5)
where A�A = Ir and Dr is an r × r diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, and the superscript (t)
indicates the t-th iteration. Compute Z(t) from Z(t) = X∗(t)A(t).
• Optimal scaling step: Calculate X̂(t+1) = Z(t)A(t)� from Equation (1). Find X∗(t+1) such that
X∗(t+1) = arg min
X∗
tr(X∗ − X̂(t+1))�(X∗ − X̂(t+1))
for fixed X̂(t+1) under measurement restrictions on each of the variables. Scale X∗(t+1) by
columnwise centering and normalizing.
4. The vε acceleration of the ALS algorithm
We briefly introduce the vε algorithm of Wynn [Wynn, 1962] used in the acceleration of
the ALS algorithm. The vε algorithm is utilized to speed up the convergence of a slowly
convergent vector sequence and is very effective for linearly converging sequences. Kuroda
and Sakakihara [Kuroda and Sakakihara, 2006] proposed the ε-accelerated EM algorithm that
speeds up the convergence of the EM sequence via the vε algorithm and demonstrated that its
speed of convergence is significantly faster than that of the EM algorithm. Wang et al. [Wang
et al., 2008] studied the convergence properties of the ε-accelerated EM algorithm.
Let {Y(t)}t≥0 = {Y(0), Y(1), Y(2), . . . } be a linear convergent sequence generated by an
iterative computational procedure and let {Ẏ(t)}t≥0 = {Ẏ(0), Ẏ(1), Ẏ(2), . . . } be the accelerated
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sequence of {Y(t)}t≥0. Then the vε algorithm generates {Ẏ(t)}t≥0 by using









where [Y]−1 = Y
/||Y||2 and ||Y|| is the Euclidean norm of Y. For the detailed derivation of
Equation (6), see Appendix B. When {Y(t)}t≥0 converges to a limit point Y(∞) of {Y(t)}t≥0,
it is known that, in many cases, {Ẏ(t)}t≥0 generated by the vε algorithm converges to Y(∞)
faster than {Y(t)}t≥0.
We assume that {X∗(t)}t≥0 generated by PRINCIPALS converges to a limit point X∗(∞). Then
vε-PRINCIPALS produces a faster convergent sequence {Ẋ∗(t)}t≥0 of {X∗(t)}t≥0 by using
the vε algorithm and enables the acceleration of convergence of PRINCIPALS. The general
procedure of vε-PRINCIPALS iterates the following two steps:
• PRINCIPALS step: Compute model parameters A(t) and Z(t) and determine optimal scaling
parameter X∗(t+1).
• Acceleration step: Calculate Ẋ∗(t−1) using {X∗(t−1), X∗(t), X∗(t+1)} from the vε algorithm:














where δ is a desired accuracy.
Before starting the iteration, we determine initial data X∗(0) satisfying the restriction (3) and
execute the PRINCIPALS step twice to generate {X∗(0), X∗(1), X∗(2)}.
vε-PRINCIPALS is designed to generate {Ẋ∗(t)}t≥0 converging to X∗(∞). Thus the estimate of
X∗ can be obtained from the final value of {Ẋ∗(t)}t≥0 when vε-PRINCIPALS terminates. The
estimates of Z and A can then be calculated immediately from the estimate of X∗ in the Model
parameter estimation step of PRINCIPALS.
Note that Ẋ∗(t−1) obtained at the t-th iteration of the Acceleration step is not used as the estimate
X∗(t+1) at the (t + 1)-th iteration of the PRINCIPALS step. Thus vε-PRINCIPALS speeds
up the convergence of {X∗(t)}t≥0 without affecting the convergence properties of ordinary
PRINCIPALS.
Numerical experiments 1: Comparison of the number of iterations and CPU time
We study how much faster vε-PRINCIPALS converges than ordinary PRINCIPALS. All
computations are performed with the statistical package R [R Development Core Team,
2008] executing on Intel Core i5 3.3 GHz with 4 GB of memory. CPU times (in seconds)
taken are measured by the function proc.time1. For all experiments, δ for convergence
1 Times are typically available to 10 msec.
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of vε-PRINCIPALS is set to 10−8 and PRINCIPALS terminates when |θ(t+1) − θ(t)| < 10−8,
where θ(t) is the t-th update of θ calculated from Equation (4). The maximum number of
iterations is also set to 100,000.
We apply these algorithms to a random data matrix of 100 observations on 20 variables with
10 levels and measure the number of iterations and CPU time taken for r = 3. The procedure
is replicated 50 times.
Table 1 is summary statistics of the numbers of iterations and CPU times of PRINCIPALS
and vε-PRINCIPALS from 50 simulated data. Figure 1 shows the scatter plots of the number
of iterations and CPU time. The values of the second to fifth columns of the table and the
figure show that PRINCIPALS requires more iterations and takes a longer computation time
than vε-PRINCIPALS. The values of the sixth and seventh columns in the table are summary
statistics of the iteration and CPU time speed-ups for comparing the speed of convergence of
PRINCIPALS with that of vε-PRINCIPALS. The iteration speed-up is defined as the number
of iterations required for PRINCIPALS divided by the number of iterations required for
vε-PRINCIPALS. The CPU time speed-up is calculated similarly to the iteration speed-up.
We can see from the values of the iteration and CPU time speed-ups that vε-PRINCIPALS
converges 3.23 times in terms of the mean number of iterations and 2.92 times in terms of the
mean CPU time faster than PRINCIPALS. Figure 2 shows the boxplots of the iteration and
CPU time speed-ups. Table 1 and Figure 2 show that vε-PRINCIPALS well accelerates the
convergence of {X∗(t)}t≥0.
The number of iterations CPU time


































Fig. 1. Scatter plots of the number iterations and CPU time from 50 simulated data.
Figure 3 is the scatter plots of iteration and CPU time speed-ups for the number of iterations
of PRINCIPALS. The figure demonstrates that the vε acceleration speeds up greatly the
convergence of {X∗(t)}t≥0 and its speed of convergence is faster for the larger number of
iterations of PRINCIPALS. For more than 400 iterations of PRINCIPALS, the speed of the
vε acceleration is faster 3 times more than that of PRINCIPALS and the maximum values
of both speed-ups are for around 1,000 iterations of PRINCIPALS. The advantage of the vε
acceleration is very obvious.
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sequence of {Y(t)}t≥0. Then the vε algorithm generates {Ẏ(t)}t≥0 by using
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Fig. 2. Boxplots of iteration and CPU time speed-ups from 50 simulated data.
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Fig. 3. Scatter plots of iteration and CPU time speed-ups for the number of iterations of
PRINCIPALS from 50 simulated data.
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PRINCIPALS vε-PRINCIPALS Speed-up
Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time
Minimum 136.0 2.64 46.0 1.07 1.76 1.69
1st Quartile 236.5 4.44 85.0 1.81 2.49 2.27
Median 345.5 6.37 137.0 2.72 3.28 2.76
Mean 437.0 8.02 135.0 2.70 3.23 2.92
3rd Quartile 573.2 10.39 171.2 3.40 3.74 3.41
Maximum 1564.0 28.05 348.0 6.56 5.71 5.24
Table 1. Summary statistics of the numbers of iterations and CPU times of PRINCIPALS and
vε-PRINCIPALS and iteration and CPU time speed-ups from 50 simulated data.
Numerical experiments 2: Studies of convergence
We introduce the result of studies of convergence of vε-PRINCIPALS from Kuroda et al.
[Kuroda et al., 2011]. The data set used in the experiments is obtained in teacher evaluation
by students and consists of 56 observations on 13 variables with 5 levels each; the lowest
evaluation level is 1 and the highest 5.












�Ẋ∗(t−1) − Ẋ∗(t−2)� for vε-PRINCIPALS.
If the inequality 0 < τ̇ < τ < 1 holds, we say that {Ẋ∗(t)}t≥0 converges faster than {X∗(t)}t≥0.
Table 2 provides the rates of convergence τ and τ̇ for each r. We see from the table that
{Ẋ∗(t)}t≥0 converges faster than {X∗(t)}t≥0 in comparison between τ and τ̇ for each r and thus
conclude that vε-PRINCIPALS significantly improves the rate of convergence of PRINCIPALS.




















�X∗(t+2) − X∗(∞)� = 0. (7)
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If the inequality 0 < τ̇ < τ < 1 holds, we say that {Ẋ∗(t)}t≥0 converges faster than {X∗(t)}t≥0.
Table 2 provides the rates of convergence τ and τ̇ for each r. We see from the table that
{Ẋ∗(t)}t≥0 converges faster than {X∗(t)}t≥0 in comparison between τ and τ̇ for each r and thus
conclude that vε-PRINCIPALS significantly improves the rate of convergence of PRINCIPALS.




















�X∗(t+2) − X∗(∞)� = 0. (7)
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If {Ẋ∗(t)}t≥0 converges to th same limit point X∗(∞) as {X∗(t)}t≥0 and Equation (7) holds,
we say that {Ẋ∗(t)}t≥0 accelerates the convergence of {X∗(t)}t≥0. See Brezinski and Zaglia
[Brezinski and Zaglia, 1991]. In the experiments, {Ẋ∗(t)}t≥0 converges to the final value of
{X∗(t)}t≥0 and ρ̇ is reduced to zero for all r. We see from the results that vε-PRINCIPALS
accelerates the convergence of {X∗(t)}.
5. Variable selection in nonlinear PCA: Modified PCA approach
In the analysis of data with large numbers of variables, a common objective is to reduce the
dimensionality of the data set. PCA is a popular dimension-reducing tool that replaces the
variables in the data set by a smaller number of derived variables. However, for example, in
PCA of a data set with a large number of variables, the result may not be easy to interpret. One
way to give a simple interpretation of principal components is to select a subset of variables
that best approximates all the variables. Various variable selection criteria in PCA has been
proposed by Jolliffe [Jolliffe, 1972], McCabe [McCabe, 1984], Robert and Escoufier [Robert and
Escoufier, 1976], Krzanowski [Krzanowski, 1987]. Al-Kandari et al. [Al-Kandari et al., 2001;
Al-Kandari et al., 2005] gave guidelines as to the types of data for which each variable selection
criteria is useful. Cadima et al. [Cadima et al., 2004] reported computational experiments
carried out with several heuristic algorithms for the optimization problems resulting from the
variable selection criteria in PCA found in the above literature.
Tanaka and Mori [Tanaka and Mori, 1997] proposed modified PCA (M.PCA) for deriving
principal components which are computed by using only a selected subset of variables but
which represent all the variables including those not selected. Since M.PCA includes variable
selection procedures in the analysis, its criteria can be used directly to find a reasonable subset
of variables. Mori et al. [Mori et al., 1997] extended M.PCA to qualitative data and provided
variable selection procedures, in which the ASL algorithm is utilized.
5.1 Formulation of modified PCA
M.PCA derives principal components which are computed as linear combinations of a subset
of variables but which can reproduce all the variables very well. Let X be decomposed into an
n × q submatrix XV1 and an n × (p − q) remaining submatrix XV2 . Then M.PCA finds r linear
combinations Z = XV1 A. The matrix A consists of the eigenvectors associated with the largest
r eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λr and is obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem:






is the covariance matrix of X = (XV1 , XV2) and D is a q × q diagonal
matrix of eigenvalues. A best subset of q variables has the largest value of the proportion P =







. Here we use P as variable
selection criteria.
5.2 Variable selection procedures
In order to find a subset of q variables, we employ Backward elimination and Forward
selection of Mori et al. [Mori et al., 1998; Mori et al., 2006] as cost-saving stepwise selection
procedures in which only one variable is removed or added sequentially.
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[Backward elimination]
Stage A: Initial fixed-variables stage
A-1 Assign q variables to subset XV1 , usually q := p.
A-2 Solve the eigenvalue problem (8).
A-3 Look carefully at the eigenvalues, determine the number r of principal components
to be used.
A-4 Specify kernel variables which should be involved in XV1 , if necessary. The number
of kernel variables is less than q.
Stage B: Variable selection stage (Backward)
B-1 Remove one variable from among q variables in XV1 , make a temporary subset of size
q − 1, and compute P based on the subset. Repeat this for each variable in XV1 , then
obtain q values on P. Find the best subset of size q − 1 which provides the largest P
among these q values and remove the corresponding variable from the present XV1 . Put
q := q − 1.
B-2 If P or q is larger than preassigned values, go to B-1. Otherwise stop.
[Forward selection]
Stage A: Initial fixed-variables stage
A-1 ∼ A-3 Same as A-1 to A-3 in Backward elimination.
A-4 Redefine q as the number of kernel variables (here, q ≥ r). If you have kernel
variables, assign them to XV1 . If not, put q := r, find the best subset of q variables
which provides the largest P among all possible subsets of size q and assign it to XV1 .
Stage B: Variable selection stage (Forward)
B-1 Adding one of the p − q variables in XV2 to XV1 , make a temporary subset of size q + 1
and obtain P. Repeat this for each variable in XV2 , then obtain p − q Ps. Find the best
subset of size q + 1 which provides the largest (or smallest) P among the p − q Ps and
add the corresponding variable to the present subset of XV1 . Put q := q + 1.
B-2 If the P or q are smaller (or larger) than preassigned values, go back to B-1. Otherwise
stop.
In Backward elimination, to find the best subset of q− 1 variables, we perform M.PCA for each
of q possible subsets of the q − 1 variables among q variables selected in the previous selection
step. The total number of estimations for M.PCA from q = p − 1 to q = r is therefore large,
i.e., p + (p − 1) + · · ·+ (r + 1) = (p − r)(p + r + 1)/2. In Forward selection, the total number
of estimations for M.PCA from q = r to q = p − 1 is pCr + (p − r) + (p − (r + 1)) + · · ·+ 2 =
pCr + (p − r − 1)(p − r + 2)/2.
Numerical experiments 3: Variable selection in M.PCA for simulated data
We apply PRINCIPALS and vε-PRINCIPALS to variable selection in M.PCA of qualitative
data using simulated data consisting of 100 observations on 10 variables with 3 levels.
Table 3 shows the number of iterations and CPU time taken by two algorithms for finding
a subset of q variables based on 3 (= r) principal components. The values of the second
to fifth columns in the table indicate that the number of iterations of PRINCIPALS is very
large and a long computation time is taken for convergence, while vε-PRINCIPALS converges
considerably faster than PRINCIPALS. We can see from the sixth and seventh columns in the
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variables in the data set by a smaller number of derived variables. However, for example, in
PCA of a data set with a large number of variables, the result may not be easy to interpret. One
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that best approximates all the variables. Various variable selection criteria in PCA has been
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Al-Kandari et al., 2005] gave guidelines as to the types of data for which each variable selection
criteria is useful. Cadima et al. [Cadima et al., 2004] reported computational experiments
carried out with several heuristic algorithms for the optimization problems resulting from the
variable selection criteria in PCA found in the above literature.
Tanaka and Mori [Tanaka and Mori, 1997] proposed modified PCA (M.PCA) for deriving
principal components which are computed by using only a selected subset of variables but
which represent all the variables including those not selected. Since M.PCA includes variable
selection procedures in the analysis, its criteria can be used directly to find a reasonable subset
of variables. Mori et al. [Mori et al., 1997] extended M.PCA to qualitative data and provided
variable selection procedures, in which the ASL algorithm is utilized.
5.1 Formulation of modified PCA
M.PCA derives principal components which are computed as linear combinations of a subset
of variables but which can reproduce all the variables very well. Let X be decomposed into an
n × q submatrix XV1 and an n × (p − q) remaining submatrix XV2 . Then M.PCA finds r linear
combinations Z = XV1 A. The matrix A consists of the eigenvectors associated with the largest
r eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λr and is obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem:
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5.2 Variable selection procedures
In order to find a subset of q variables, we employ Backward elimination and Forward
selection of Mori et al. [Mori et al., 1998; Mori et al., 2006] as cost-saving stepwise selection
procedures in which only one variable is removed or added sequentially.
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[Backward elimination]
Stage A: Initial fixed-variables stage
A-1 Assign q variables to subset XV1 , usually q := p.
A-2 Solve the eigenvalue problem (8).
A-3 Look carefully at the eigenvalues, determine the number r of principal components
to be used.
A-4 Specify kernel variables which should be involved in XV1 , if necessary. The number
of kernel variables is less than q.
Stage B: Variable selection stage (Backward)
B-1 Remove one variable from among q variables in XV1 , make a temporary subset of size
q − 1, and compute P based on the subset. Repeat this for each variable in XV1 , then
obtain q values on P. Find the best subset of size q − 1 which provides the largest P
among these q values and remove the corresponding variable from the present XV1 . Put
q := q − 1.
B-2 If P or q is larger than preassigned values, go to B-1. Otherwise stop.
[Forward selection]
Stage A: Initial fixed-variables stage
A-1 ∼ A-3 Same as A-1 to A-3 in Backward elimination.
A-4 Redefine q as the number of kernel variables (here, q ≥ r). If you have kernel
variables, assign them to XV1 . If not, put q := r, find the best subset of q variables
which provides the largest P among all possible subsets of size q and assign it to XV1 .
Stage B: Variable selection stage (Forward)
B-1 Adding one of the p − q variables in XV2 to XV1 , make a temporary subset of size q + 1
and obtain P. Repeat this for each variable in XV2 , then obtain p − q Ps. Find the best
subset of size q + 1 which provides the largest (or smallest) P among the p − q Ps and
add the corresponding variable to the present subset of XV1 . Put q := q + 1.
B-2 If the P or q are smaller (or larger) than preassigned values, go back to B-1. Otherwise
stop.
In Backward elimination, to find the best subset of q− 1 variables, we perform M.PCA for each
of q possible subsets of the q − 1 variables among q variables selected in the previous selection
step. The total number of estimations for M.PCA from q = p − 1 to q = r is therefore large,
i.e., p + (p − 1) + · · ·+ (r + 1) = (p − r)(p + r + 1)/2. In Forward selection, the total number
of estimations for M.PCA from q = r to q = p − 1 is pCr + (p − r) + (p − (r + 1)) + · · ·+ 2 =
pCr + (p − r − 1)(p − r + 2)/2.
Numerical experiments 3: Variable selection in M.PCA for simulated data
We apply PRINCIPALS and vε-PRINCIPALS to variable selection in M.PCA of qualitative
data using simulated data consisting of 100 observations on 10 variables with 3 levels.
Table 3 shows the number of iterations and CPU time taken by two algorithms for finding
a subset of q variables based on 3 (= r) principal components. The values of the second
to fifth columns in the table indicate that the number of iterations of PRINCIPALS is very
large and a long computation time is taken for convergence, while vε-PRINCIPALS converges
considerably faster than PRINCIPALS. We can see from the sixth and seventh columns in the
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table that vε-PRINCIPALS requires the number of iterations 3 - 5 times smaller and CPU time
2 - 5 times shorter than vε-PRINCIPALS. In particular, the vε acceleration effectively works to
accelerate the convergence of {X∗(t)}t≥0 for the larger number of iterations of PRINCIPALS.
(a) Backward elimination
PRINCIPALS vε-PRINCIPALS Speed-up
q Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time
10 141 1.70 48 0.68 2.94 2.49
9 1,363 17.40 438 6.64 3.11 2.62
8 1,620 20.19 400 5.98 4.05 3.37
7 1,348 16.81 309 4.80 4.36 3.50
6 4,542 53.72 869 11.26 5.23 4.77
5 13,735 159.72 2,949 35.70 4.66 4.47
4 41,759 482.59 12,521 148.13 3.34 3.26
3 124 1.98 44 1.06 2.82 1.86
Total 64,491 752.40 17,530 213.57 3.68 3.52
(b) Forward selection
PRINCIPALS vε-PRINCIPALS Speed-up
q Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time
3 4,382 67.11 1442 33.54 3.04 2.00
4 154,743 1,786.70 26,091 308.33 5.93 5.79
5 13,123 152.72 3,198 38.61 4.10 3.96
6 3,989 47.02 1,143 14.24 3.49 3.30
7 1,264 15.27 300 4.14 4.21 3.69
8 340 4.38 108 1.70 3.15 2.58
9 267 3.42 75 1.17 3.56 2.93
10 141 1.73 48 0.68 2.94 2.54
Total 178,249 2,078.33 32,405 402.40 5.50 5.16
Table 3. The numbers of iterations and CPU times of PRINCIPALS and vε-PRINCIPALS and
their speed-ups in application to variable selection for finding a subset of q variables using
simulated data.
The last row in Table 3 shows the total number of iterations and total CPU time for selecting
8 subsets for q = 3, . . . , 10. When searching the best subset for each q, PRINCIPALS requires
64,491 iterations in Backward elimination and 178,249 iterations in Forward selection, while
vε-PRINCIPALS finds the subsets after 17,530 and 32,405 iterations, respectively. These values
show that the computation times by vε-PRINCIPALS are reduced to only 28%(= 1/3.52) and
19% = (1/5.16) of those of ordinary PRINCIPALS. The iteration and CPU time speed-ups
given in the sixth and seventh columns of the table demonstrate that the vε acceleration works
well to speed up the convergence of {X∗(t)}t≥0 and consequently results in greatly reduced
computation times in variable selection problems.
Numerical experiments 4: Variable selection in M.PCA for real data
We consider the variable selection problems in M.PCA of qualitative data to mild distribution
of consciousness (MDOC) data from Sano et al. [Sano et al. 1977]. MDOC is the data matrix
of 87 individuals on 23 variables with 4 levels. In the variable selection problem, we select a
suitable subset based on 2 (= r) principal components.
Table 4 summarizes the results of variable selection using Backward elimination and Forward
selection procedures for finding a subset of q variables. We see from the last row of the table
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(a) Backward elimination
PRINCIPALS vε-PRINCIPALS Speed-up
q Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time P
23 36 1.39 10 0.65 3.60 2.13 0.694
22 819 32.42 231 15.40 3.55 2.11 0.694
21 779 30.79 221 14.70 3.52 2.10 0.693
20 744 29.37 212 14.05 3.51 2.09 0.693
19 725 28.43 203 13.41 3.57 2.12 0.692
18 705 27.45 195 12.77 3.62 2.15 0.692
17 690 26.67 189 12.25 3.65 2.18 0.691
16 671 25.73 180 11.61 3.73 2.22 0.690
15 633 24.26 169 10.85 3.75 2.24 0.689
14 565 21.79 153 10.02 3.69 2.17 0.688
13 540 20.69 147 9.48 3.67 2.18 0.687
12 498 19.09 132 8.64 3.77 2.21 0.686
11 451 17.34 121 7.95 3.73 2.18 0.684
10 427 16.29 117 7.46 3.65 2.18 0.682
9 459 16.99 115 7.05 3.99 2.41 0.679
8 419 15.43 106 6.42 3.95 2.40 0.676
7 382 14.02 100 5.89 3.82 2.38 0.673
6 375 13.51 96 5.41 3.91 2.50 0.669
5 355 12.58 95 5.05 3.74 2.49 0.661
4 480 16.11 117 5.33 4.10 3.02 0.648
3 2,793 86.55 1,354 43.48 2.06 1.99 0.620
2 35 1.92 10 1.34 3.50 1.43 0.581
Total 13,581 498.82 4,273 229.20 3.18 2.18
(b) Forward selection
PRINCIPALS vε-PRINCIPALS Speed-up
q Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time P
2 3,442 176.76 1,026 119.07 3.35 1.48 0.597
3 5,389 170.82 1,189 44.28 4.53 3.86 0.633
4 1,804 60.96 429 20.27 4.21 3.01 0.650
5 1,406 48.53 349 17.41 4.03 2.79 0.662
6 1,243 43.25 305 15.75 4.08 2.75 0.668
7 1,114 39.03 278 14.61 4.01 2.67 0.674
8 871 31.35 221 12.39 3.94 2.53 0.677
9 789 28.57 202 11.52 3.91 2.48 0.680
10 724 26.32 187 10.74 3.87 2.45 0.683
11 647 23.69 156 9.39 4.15 2.52 0.685
12 578 21.30 142 8.60 4.07 2.48 0.687
13 492 18.39 125 7.76 3.94 2.37 0.688
14 432 16.23 110 6.94 3.93 2.34 0.689
15 365 13.91 95 6.13 3.84 2.27 0.690
16 306 11.80 80 5.30 3.83 2.22 0.691
17 267 10.32 71 4.66 3.76 2.21 0.691
18 226 8.77 60 3.96 3.77 2.21 0.692
19 193 7.48 51 3.39 3.78 2.21 0.692
20 152 5.91 40 2.65 3.80 2.23 0.693
21 108 4.26 30 2.00 3.60 2.13 0.693
22 72 2.85 20 1.33 3.60 2.14 0.694
23 36 1.39 10 0.66 3.60 2.11 0.694
Total 20,656 771.88 5,176 328.81 3.99 2.35
Table 4. The numbers of iterations and CPU times of PRINCIPALS and vε-PRINCIPALS,
their speed-ups and P in application to variable selection for finding a subset of q variables
using MDOC.
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table that vε-PRINCIPALS requires the number of iterations 3 - 5 times smaller and CPU time
2 - 5 times shorter than vε-PRINCIPALS. In particular, the vε acceleration effectively works to
accelerate the convergence of {X∗(t)}t≥0 for the larger number of iterations of PRINCIPALS.
(a) Backward elimination
PRINCIPALS vε-PRINCIPALS Speed-up
q Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time
10 141 1.70 48 0.68 2.94 2.49
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6 4,542 53.72 869 11.26 5.23 4.77
5 13,735 159.72 2,949 35.70 4.66 4.47
4 41,759 482.59 12,521 148.13 3.34 3.26
3 124 1.98 44 1.06 2.82 1.86
Total 64,491 752.40 17,530 213.57 3.68 3.52
(b) Forward selection
PRINCIPALS vε-PRINCIPALS Speed-up
q Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time Iteration CPU time
3 4,382 67.11 1442 33.54 3.04 2.00
4 154,743 1,786.70 26,091 308.33 5.93 5.79
5 13,123 152.72 3,198 38.61 4.10 3.96
6 3,989 47.02 1,143 14.24 3.49 3.30
7 1,264 15.27 300 4.14 4.21 3.69
8 340 4.38 108 1.70 3.15 2.58
9 267 3.42 75 1.17 3.56 2.93
10 141 1.73 48 0.68 2.94 2.54
Total 178,249 2,078.33 32,405 402.40 5.50 5.16
Table 3. The numbers of iterations and CPU times of PRINCIPALS and vε-PRINCIPALS and
their speed-ups in application to variable selection for finding a subset of q variables using
simulated data.
The last row in Table 3 shows the total number of iterations and total CPU time for selecting
8 subsets for q = 3, . . . , 10. When searching the best subset for each q, PRINCIPALS requires
64,491 iterations in Backward elimination and 178,249 iterations in Forward selection, while
vε-PRINCIPALS finds the subsets after 17,530 and 32,405 iterations, respectively. These values
show that the computation times by vε-PRINCIPALS are reduced to only 28%(= 1/3.52) and
19% = (1/5.16) of those of ordinary PRINCIPALS. The iteration and CPU time speed-ups
given in the sixth and seventh columns of the table demonstrate that the vε acceleration works
well to speed up the convergence of {X∗(t)}t≥0 and consequently results in greatly reduced
computation times in variable selection problems.
Numerical experiments 4: Variable selection in M.PCA for real data
We consider the variable selection problems in M.PCA of qualitative data to mild distribution
of consciousness (MDOC) data from Sano et al. [Sano et al. 1977]. MDOC is the data matrix
of 87 individuals on 23 variables with 4 levels. In the variable selection problem, we select a
suitable subset based on 2 (= r) principal components.
Table 4 summarizes the results of variable selection using Backward elimination and Forward
selection procedures for finding a subset of q variables. We see from the last row of the table
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22 819 32.42 231 15.40 3.55 2.11 0.694
21 779 30.79 221 14.70 3.52 2.10 0.693
20 744 29.37 212 14.05 3.51 2.09 0.693
19 725 28.43 203 13.41 3.57 2.12 0.692
18 705 27.45 195 12.77 3.62 2.15 0.692
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11 647 23.69 156 9.39 4.15 2.52 0.685
12 578 21.30 142 8.60 4.07 2.48 0.687
13 492 18.39 125 7.76 3.94 2.37 0.688
14 432 16.23 110 6.94 3.93 2.34 0.689
15 365 13.91 95 6.13 3.84 2.27 0.690
16 306 11.80 80 5.30 3.83 2.22 0.691
17 267 10.32 71 4.66 3.76 2.21 0.691
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Table 4. The numbers of iterations and CPU times of PRINCIPALS and vε-PRINCIPALS,
their speed-ups and P in application to variable selection for finding a subset of q variables
using MDOC.
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that the iteration speed-ups are 3.18 in Backward elimination and 3.99 in Forward selection
and thus vε-PRINCIPALS well accelerates the convergence of {X∗(t)}t≥0. The CPU time
speed-ups are 2.18 in Backward elimination and 2.35 in Forward selection, and are not as
large as the iteration speed-ups. The computation time per iteration of vε-PRINCIPALS is
greater than that of PRINCIPALS due to computation of the Acceleration step. Therefore, for
the smaller number of iterations, the CPU time of vε-PRINCIPALS is almost same as or may be
longer than that of PRINCIPALS. For example, in Forward selection for q = 2, PRINCIPALS
converges in almost cases after less than 15 iterations and then the CPU time speed-up is 1.48.
The proportion P in the eighth column of the table indicates the variation explained by the first
2 principal components for the selected q variables. Iizuka et al. [Iizuka et al., 2003] selected
the subset of 6 variables found by either procedures as a best subset, since P slightly changes
until q = 6 in Backward elimination and after q = 6 in Forward selection.
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we presented vε-PRINCIPALS that accelerates the convergence of PRINCIPALS
by using the vε algorithm. The algorithm generates the vε accelerated sequence {Ẋ∗(t)} using
{X∗(t)}t≥0 but it does not modify the estimation equations in PRINCIPALS. Therefore the
algorithm enables an acceleration of the convergence of PRINCIPALS, while still preserving
the stable convergence property of PRINCIPALS. The vε algorithm in itself is a fairly simple
computational procedure and, at each iteration, it requires only O(np) arithmetic operations.
For each iteration, the computational complexity of the vε algorithm may be less expensive
than that for computing a matrix inversion and for solving the eigenvalue problem in
PRINCIPALS.
The most appealing points of the vε algorithm are that, if an original sequence converges to
a limit point then the accelerated sequence converges to the same limit point as the original
sequence and its speed of convergence is faster than the original sequence. In all the numerical
experiments, the vε accelerated sequence {Ẋ∗(t)}t≥0 converges to the final value of {X∗(t)}t≥0
after the significantly fewer number of iterations than that of PRINCIPALS.
The numerical experiments employing simulated data in Section 4 demonstrated that vε
acceleration for PRINCIPALS significantly speeds up the convergence of {X∗(t)}t≥0 in terms of
the number of iterations and the computation time. In particular, the vε acceleration effectively
works to speed up the convergence for the larger number of iterations of PRINCIPALS.
Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of the vε acceleration for PRINCIPALS by
applying to variable selection in M.PCA of qualitative data. Numerical experiments using
simulated and real data showed that vε-PRINCIPALS improves the speed of convergence
of ordinary PRINCIPALS and enables greatly the reduction of computation times in the
variable selection for finding a suitable variable set using Backward elimination and Forward
selection procedures. The results indicate that the vε acceleration well works in saving the
computational time in variable selection problems.
The computations of variable selection in M.PCA of qualitative data are partially performed
by the statistical package VASpca(VAriable Selection in principal component analysis) that
was developed by Mori, Iizuka, Tarumi and Tanaka in 1999 and can be obtained from Mori’s
website in Appendix C. We will provide VASpca using vε-PRINCIPALS as the iterative
algorithm for PCA and M.PCA of qualitative data.
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PRINCALS by Gifi [Gifi, 1990] can handle multiple nominal variables in addition to the single
nominal, ordinal and numerical variables accepted in PRINCIPALS. We denote the set of
multiple variables by JM and the set of single variables with single nominal and ordinal scales
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9. Appendix B: The vε algorithm
Let Y(t) denote a vector of dimensionality d that converges to a vector Y(∞) as t → ∞. Let the
inverse [Y]−1 of a vector Y be defined by
[Y]−1 = Y�Y�2 ,
where ||Y|| is the Euclidean norm of Y.
In general, the vε algorithm for a sequence {Y(t)}t≥0 starts with
ε(t,−1) = 0, ε(t,0) = Y(t),
and then generates a vector ε(t,k+1) by




, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (10)
For practical implementation, we apply the vε algorithm for k = 1 to accelerate the
convergence of {Y(t)}t≥0. From Equation (10), we have




for k = 1,








for k = 0.
Then the vector ε(t,2) becomes as follows:
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1. Introduction 
Principal component analysis (PCA) is linear method for feature extraction that is known as 
Karhonen Loove method. PCA was first proposed to recognize face by Turk and Pentland, 
and was also known as eigenface in 1991 [Turk, 1991]. However, PCA has some weaknesses. 
The first, it cannot capture the simplest invariance of the face image [Arif et al., 2008b] , 
when this information is not provided in the training data. The last, the result of feature 
extraction is global structure [Arif, 2008]. The PCA is very simple, has overcome curse of 
dimensionality problem, this method have been known and expanded by some researchers 
to recognize face such as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)[Yambor, 2000; A.M. Martinez, 
2003; J.H.P.N. Belhumeur 1998], Linear Preserving Projection that known Lapalacianfaces 
[Cai, 2005; Cai et al, 2006; Kokiopoulou, 2004; X. He et al., 2005], Independent Component 
Analysis, Kernel Principal Component Analysis [Scholkopf et al., 1998; Sch¨olkopf 1999], 
Kernel Linear Discriminant Analysis (KLDA) [Mika, 1999] and maximum feature value 
selection of nonlinear function based on Kernel PCA [Arif et al., 2008b]. As we know, PCA is 
dimensionality reduction method based on object appearance by projecting an original n-
dimensional (row*column) image into k eigenface where k<<n. Although PCA have been 
developed into some methods, but in some cases, PCA can outperform LDA, LPP and ICA 
when it uses small sample size. 
This chapter will explain some theoretical of modified PCA that derived from Principal 
Component Analysis. The first, PCA  transforms input space into feature space  by using three 
non-linear functions followed by selection of the maximum value of kernel PCA. The feature 
space is called as kernel of PCA [Arif et al., 2008b]. The function used to transform is the 
function that qualifies Mercer Kernel and generates positive semi-definite matrix.  Kernel PCA 
as been implemented to recognize face image[Arif et al., 2008b] and has been compared with 
some method such as Principal Component Analysis, Principal Linear Discriminant Analysis, 
and Linear Preserving Projection. The last, the maximum value selection has been enhanced 
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and implemented to classify smiling stage by using Kernel Laplacianlips [Mauridhi et al., 
2010]. Kernel Laplacianlips transform from input space into feature space on the lips data, 
followed by PCA and LPP process on feature space. Kernel Laplacianlips yield local structure 
in feature space. Local structure is more important than global structure. The experimental 
results show that, Kernel Laplacianlips using selection of non-linear function maximum value 
outperforms another methods [Mauridhi et al., 2010], such as Two Dimensional Principal 
Component Analysis (2D-PCA) [Rima et al., 2010], PCA+LDA+Support Vector Machine 
[Gunawan et al., 2009]. This chapter is composed as follows: 
1. Principal Component Analysis in input space 
2. Kernel Principal Component Analysis 
3. Maximum Value Selection of Kernel Principal Component Analysis as Feature 
Extraction in Feature Space 
4. Experimental Results of Face Recognition by Using Maximum Value Selection of Kernel 
Principal Component Analysis as Feature Extraction in Feature Space 
5. The Maximum Value Selection of Kernel Linear Preserving Projection as Extension of 
Kernel Principal Component Analysis 
6. Experimental Results of Simile Stage Classification Based on Maximum Value Selection 
of Kernel Linear Preserving  Projection 
7. Conclusions 
2. Principal component analysis in input space 
Over the last two decades, many subspace algorithms have been developed for feature 
extraction. One of the most popular is Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [Arif et al., 
2008a, Jon, 2003; A.M. Martinez and A.C. Kak, 2001; M. Kirby and L. Sirovich, 1990; M. Turk 
and A. Pentland, 1991]. PCA has overcome Curse of Dimensionality in object recognition, 
where it has been able to reduce the number of object characteristics fantastically. Therefore, 
until now PCA is still used as a reference to develop a feature extraction.  
Suppose a set of training image containing m training image X(k), k, k1. .m, each  
training image has hxw size where H, H1..h and W, W1.w. Each training image is 
represented as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1,1 1,2 1,3 1, 1 1,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 ,1 2 ,2 2 ,3 2 , 1 2 ,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
3,1 3,2 3,3 3, 1 3,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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Equation (1) can be transformed into one dimensional matrix form, by placing (t+1) th row to 
tth.  If N, N1..n and n=hxw, then Equation (1) can be changed into the following equation 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1,1 1,2 1, 1, 1 1,2 1, 1 1,..... .... .....k k k k k k kw w w n nX X X X X X X X   (2) 
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To expresses m training image set, it is necessary to composed Equation (2) in the following 
equation: 
 
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)
1,1 1,2 1, 1, 1 1,2 1, 1 1,
(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
1,1 1,2 1, 1, 1 1,2 1, 1 1,
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3)
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The average of training image set of (Equation (3)) can be obtained by column-wise 















And N, N1..n. 
The result of Equation (4) is in the row vector form, it has 1xN dimension.  It can be re-
written in the following equation  
 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 1, 1 1,[     ....................................  ]n nX X X X X X X  (5) 
The result of Equation (5) can be re-formed as original training image. To illustrate Equation 
(1), (2), (3) and (4), it is important to give an example of image average of the Olivetty 
Research Laboratory (ORL) face image database as seen In Figure 1 
   
Fig. 1. average of ORL Face Image Database Using 3, 5 and 7 Face Image for Each Person 
The zero mean matrix can be calculated by subtracting the face image values of training set 
with Equation (5). In order to perform the subtraction, both face image and Equation (5) 
must have the same size.  
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followed by PCA and LPP process on feature space. Kernel Laplacianlips yield local structure 
in feature space. Local structure is more important than global structure. The experimental 
results show that, Kernel Laplacianlips using selection of non-linear function maximum value 
outperforms another methods [Mauridhi et al., 2010], such as Two Dimensional Principal 
Component Analysis (2D-PCA) [Rima et al., 2010], PCA+LDA+Support Vector Machine 
[Gunawan et al., 2009]. This chapter is composed as follows: 
1. Principal Component Analysis in input space 
2. Kernel Principal Component Analysis 
3. Maximum Value Selection of Kernel Principal Component Analysis as Feature 
Extraction in Feature Space 
4. Experimental Results of Face Recognition by Using Maximum Value Selection of Kernel 
Principal Component Analysis as Feature Extraction in Feature Space 
5. The Maximum Value Selection of Kernel Linear Preserving Projection as Extension of 
Kernel Principal Component Analysis 
6. Experimental Results of Simile Stage Classification Based on Maximum Value Selection 
of Kernel Linear Preserving  Projection 
7. Conclusions 
2. Principal component analysis in input space 
Over the last two decades, many subspace algorithms have been developed for feature 
extraction. One of the most popular is Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [Arif et al., 
2008a, Jon, 2003; A.M. Martinez and A.C. Kak, 2001; M. Kirby and L. Sirovich, 1990; M. Turk 
and A. Pentland, 1991]. PCA has overcome Curse of Dimensionality in object recognition, 
where it has been able to reduce the number of object characteristics fantastically. Therefore, 
until now PCA is still used as a reference to develop a feature extraction.  
Suppose a set of training image containing m training image X(k), k, k1. .m, each  
training image has hxw size where H, H1..h and W, W1.w. Each training image is 
represented as: 
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Equation (1) can be transformed into one dimensional matrix form, by placing (t+1) th row to 
tth.  If N, N1..n and n=hxw, then Equation (1) can be changed into the following equation 
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To expresses m training image set, it is necessary to composed Equation (2) in the following 
equation: 
 
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)
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The average of training image set of (Equation (3)) can be obtained by column-wise 















And N, N1..n. 
The result of Equation (4) is in the row vector form, it has 1xN dimension.  It can be re-
written in the following equation  
 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 1, 1 1,[     ....................................  ]n nX X X X X X X  (5) 
The result of Equation (5) can be re-formed as original training image. To illustrate Equation 
(1), (2), (3) and (4), it is important to give an example of image average of the Olivetty 
Research Laboratory (ORL) face image database as seen In Figure 1 
   
Fig. 1. average of ORL Face Image Database Using 3, 5 and 7 Face Image for Each Person 
The zero mean matrix can be calculated by subtracting the face image values of training set 
with Equation (5). In order to perform the subtraction, both face image and Equation (5) 
must have the same size.  
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Therefore, Equation (5) can be replicated as many as m row size. The zero mean matrix can 
be formulated by using the following equation 
 M MX X    (6) 
M, M1..m. Furthermore, the covariance value can be computed by using the following 
equation 
  ( ). TM MC X X X X    (7) 
As shown in Equation (7), C has mxm size and the value of m<<n. To obtain the principal 
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 (10) 
Equation (9) can be changed into row vector as seen in the following equation 
 1,1 2 ,2 3,3 1, 1 ,   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m m m m           (10) 
To obtain the most until the less dominant features, the eigenvalues were sorted in 
descending order  1 2 3 1   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m m         and followed by 
corresponding eigenvectors. 
3. Kernel principal component analysis 
Principal Component Analysis has inspired some researchers to develop it. Kernel Principal 
Component Analysis (KPCA) is Principal Component Analysis in feature space [Sch¨olkopf 
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et al., 1998; Sch¨olkopf et al., 1999; Arif et al., 2008b; Mauridhi et al., 2010]. Principally, 
KPCA works in feature space [Arif et al., 2008b]. Input space of training set is transformed 
into feature space by using Mercer Kernel that yields positive semi definite matrix as seen in 
the Kernel Trick [Sch¨olkopf et al., 1998; Sch¨olkopf et al., 1999] 
 ( , ) ( ( ), ( ))k X Y X Y   (11) 
Functions that can be used to transform are Gaussian, Polynomial, and Sigmoidal as seen in the 
following equation  
 
2|| ||( , ) exp( )X Yk X Y

 
  (12) 
 ( , ) ( ( . ) )dk X Y a X Y b   (13) 
 ( , ) tanh( ( . ) )dk X Y a X Y b   (14) 
4. Maximum value selection of kernel principal component analysis as 
feature extraction in feature space 
The results of Equation (12), (13) and (14) will be selected as object feature candidates [Arif 
et al., 2008b, Mauridhi, 2010]. The biggest value of them will be employed as feature space in 
the next stage, as seen in the following equation 
 ( , )max( : )ii ik x yF R F   (15) 
For each kernel function has yielded one matrix feature, so we have 3 matrix of feature 
space from 3 kernel functions. For each corresponding matrix position will be compared and 
will be selected the maximum value (the greatest value). The maximum value will be used 
as feature candidate. It can be represented by using the following equation 
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The biggest value of feature space is the most dominant feature value. As we know, feature 
space as seen on equation (16) is yielded by using kernel (in this case, training set is 
transformed into feature space using equation (12), (13) and (14) and followed by selection 
of the biggest value at the same position using equation (15). where feature selection in 
kernel space will be used to determine average, zero mean, covariance matrix, eigenvalue 
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Therefore, Equation (5) can be replicated as many as m row size. The zero mean matrix can 
be formulated by using the following equation 
 M MX X    (6) 
M, M1..m. Furthermore, the covariance value can be computed by using the following 
equation 
  ( ). TM MC X X X X    (7) 
As shown in Equation (7), C has mxm size and the value of m<<n. To obtain the principal 
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Equation (9) can be changed into row vector as seen in the following equation 
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To obtain the most until the less dominant features, the eigenvalues were sorted in 
descending order  1 2 3 1   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m m         and followed by 
corresponding eigenvectors. 
3. Kernel principal component analysis 
Principal Component Analysis has inspired some researchers to develop it. Kernel Principal 
Component Analysis (KPCA) is Principal Component Analysis in feature space [Sch¨olkopf 
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et al., 1998; Sch¨olkopf et al., 1999; Arif et al., 2008b; Mauridhi et al., 2010]. Principally, 
KPCA works in feature space [Arif et al., 2008b]. Input space of training set is transformed 
into feature space by using Mercer Kernel that yields positive semi definite matrix as seen in 
the Kernel Trick [Sch¨olkopf et al., 1998; Sch¨olkopf et al., 1999] 
 ( , ) ( ( ), ( ))k X Y X Y   (11) 
Functions that can be used to transform are Gaussian, Polynomial, and Sigmoidal as seen in the 
following equation  
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4. Maximum value selection of kernel principal component analysis as 
feature extraction in feature space 
The results of Equation (12), (13) and (14) will be selected as object feature candidates [Arif 
et al., 2008b, Mauridhi, 2010]. The biggest value of them will be employed as feature space in 
the next stage, as seen in the following equation 
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will be selected the maximum value (the greatest value). The maximum value will be used 
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The biggest value of feature space is the most dominant feature value. As we know, feature 
space as seen on equation (16) is yielded by using kernel (in this case, training set is 
transformed into feature space using equation (12), (13) and (14) and followed by selection 
of the biggest value at the same position using equation (15). where feature selection in 
kernel space will be used to determine average, zero mean, covariance matrix, eigenvalue 
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and eigenvector in feature space. These values are yielded by using kernel trick as nonlinear 
component. Nonlinear component is linear component (principal component) improvement. 
So, it is clear that the biggest value of these kernels is improvement of the PCA performance. 















So, zero mean in the feature space can be found by using the following equation 
      M MX X      (18) 
Where M, M1..m. The result of Equation (18) has mxm. To obtain the eigenvalues and the 
eigenvectors in feature space, it is necessary to calculated the covariance matrix in feature 
space. It can be computed by using the following equation 
           ( ). TC X X X X        (19) 
Based on Equation (19), the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors in feature space can be 
determined by using the following equation 
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 (22) 
To obtain the value of the most until the less dominant feature, the Equation (21) will be 
sorted decreasingly and followed by Equation (20) [Arif et al., 2008b, Mauridhi, 2010]. The 
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bigger value of the eigenvalue in the feature space, the more dominant the corresponding 
eigenvector in feature space. The result of sorting Equation (21) can be shown in the 
following equation 
            1,1 2 ,2 3,3 1, 1 ,   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m m m m                 (23) 
5. Experimental results of face recognition by using maximum value 
selection of kernel principal component analysis as feature extraction in 
feature space 
In this chapter, the experimental results of “The Maximum Value Selection of Kernel 
Principal Component Analysis for Face Recognition” will be explained. We use Olivetti-Att-
ORL (ORL) [Research Center of Att, 2007] and YALE face image databases [Yale  Center  for  
Computational Vision and Control, 2007] as experimental material.  
5.1 Experimental results using the ORL face image database 
ORL face image database consist of 40 persons, 36 of them are men and the other 4 are 
women. Each of them has 10 poses. The poses were taken at different time with various 
kinds of lighting and expressions (eyes open/close, smiling/not smiling) [Research Center 
of Att, 2007]. The face position is frontal with 10 up to 20% angles. The face image size is 




Fig. 2. Face Images of ORL Database 
The experiments are employed for 5 times, and for each experiment 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 poses for 
each person are used. The rest of training set, i.e. 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1, will be used as the testing 
[Arif et al., 2008b] as seen in Table 1 
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and eigenvector in feature space. These values are yielded by using kernel trick as nonlinear 
component. Nonlinear component is linear component (principal component) improvement. 
So, it is clear that the biggest value of these kernels is improvement of the PCA performance. 
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Fig. 2. Face Images of ORL Database 
The experiments are employed for 5 times, and for each experiment 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 poses for 
each person are used. The rest of training set, i.e. 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1, will be used as the testing 
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Scenario Data Quantity 
For Each Person Total 
Training Testing Training Testing 
1st 5 5 200 200 
2nd 6 4 240 160 
3rd 7 3 280 120 
4th 8 2 320 80 
5th 9 1 360 40 
Table 1. The Scenario of ORL Face Database Experiment 
In this experiment, each scenario used different dimension. The 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th 
scenarios used 200, 240, 280, 320, and 360 dimensions respectively. The result of the 1st 
scenario can be seen on the Figure 3 [Arif et al., 2008b] 
 
Fig. 3. Experimental Results on ORL Face Image Database Using 5 Training Set 
Figure 3 shows that the more number of dimensional used, the higher recognition rate, but 
the recognition decreased on the certain dimension. As seen in Figure 3, recognition rate 
decreased into 95% when 200 dimensions were used. The first maximum recognition rate, 
which was 97.5%, occurred when 49 dimensions were used in this experiment [Arif et  
al., 2008b]. 
In the 2nd scenario, the maximum dimension used was 240 (240=40*6) training set. The first 
maximum recognition rate occurred when 46 dimensions were used, this was 99.375%. 
When 1 until 46 dimensions were used, recognition rate increased proportionally to the 
number of dimension used, but when 47 until the 240 dimensions were used, the 
recognition rate tended to be stable, with insignificant fluctuations as seen in Figure 4 [Arif 
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In the 3rd scenario, training set used for each person was 7, whereas the number of 
dimensions used was 280. The more number of training set used, the number of dimension 
is increased. In this scenario, the maximum recognition rate was 100%, it occurred when 23 
until 53 dimensions were used, whereas when more than 53 dimensions were used, 
recognition rate decreased to be 99.67% as seen in Figure 5 [Arif et al., 2008b]. 
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that the recognition rate tended to increase significantly for experimental results using less 
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Scenario Data Quantity 
For Each Person Total 
Training Testing Training Testing 
1st 5 5 200 200 
2nd 6 4 240 160 
3rd 7 3 280 120 
4th 8 2 320 80 
5th 9 1 360 40 
Table 1. The Scenario of ORL Face Database Experiment 
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scenarios used 200, 240, 280, 320, and 360 dimensions respectively. The result of the 1st 
scenario can be seen on the Figure 3 [Arif et al., 2008b] 
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in 100% recognition rate, using 8 dimension resulted in 97% recognition rate, and 100% 
recognition rate was yielded from experimental results using more than 9 dimensions, as 
shown in Figure 7 [Arif et al., 2008b]. 
 
Fig. 6. Experimental Results on ORL Face Image Database Using 8 Training Set 
 
Fig. 7. Experimental Results on ORL Face Image Database Using 9 Training Set 
The maximum recognition rate for all scenarios can be seen in Table 2. This table shows that 
the more number of training set used, the higher recognition rate achieved, whereas the first 
maximum recognition rate tended to occur on the lower dimension inversely proportional 
to the number of dimensions used [Arif et al., 2008b].   
5.2 Experimental results using the YALE face image database 
In this last experiment, the YALE face database was used. It contains 15 people, each of 
them were doing 11 poses. The poses were taken in various kinds of lighting (left lighting 
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and center lighting), various expressions (normal, smiling, sad, sleepy, surprising, and 
wink) and accessories (wearing or not wearing glasses) [Yale  Center for Computational 
Vision and Control, 2007] as shown in Figure 8.  
 
Scenario Number of Training Sample for Each Person 
The First Maximum 
Recognition Rate Dimension 
1st 5 97.5 49 
2nd 6 99.375 46 
3rd 7 100 23 
4th 8 100 24 
5th 9 100 7 
Table 2. The ORL Face Database Recognition Rate using Maximum Feature Value Selection 
Method of Nonlinear Function based on KPCA 
 
Fig. 8. Face Sample of Images of YALE Database 
The experiments were conducted for 6 scenarios, for each scenario, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 
training set were used. The rest of each data sample for every experiment, i.e. 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 




For Each Person Total 
Training Testing Training Testing 
1st 5 6 75 90 
2nd 6 5 90 75 
3rd 7 4 105 60 
4th 8 3 120 45 
5th 9 2 135 30 
6th 10 1 150 15 
Table 3. The Scenario of the YALE Face Database Experiment 
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In the first scenario, 5 training sets were used, where the rest of the YALE data experiment 
was used for testing. In this scenario, the number of dimensions used was 75. The completed 
experimental results can be seen in Figure 8. This figure shows that the number of 
recognition rate increased significantly when less than 9 dimensions were used, which were 
16.67% until 92.22%. Whereas the maximum recognition rate occurred when 13, 14, and 15 
dimensions were used, that was 94.44% [Arif et al., 2008b]. For experimental results using 
more than 16 dimensions, the recognition rate fluctuated insignificantly as seen in Figure 8. 
 
Fig. 8. Experimental Results on YALE Face Image Database Using 5 Training Set 
The experimental results of the 2nd scenario were shown in Figure 9. The recognition rate 
increased from 22.67% until 97.33% when using less than 10 dimensions, recognition rate 
decreased insignificantly when using 16 dimensions,  and recognition rate tended to be 
stable around 97.33% when experiments used more than 17 dimensions, [Arif et al., 2008b].   
 
Fig. 9. Experimental Results on YALE Face Image Database Using 6 Training Set 
Similarly, it occurred in the 3rd scenario. In this scenario, the recognition rate increased 
significantly when the number of dimensions was less than 13, though on the certain 
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number of dimensions the recognition rate decreased. But when the number of dimensions 
used was more than 14, experimental results yielded its maximum rate, which is 98.33% as 





Fig. 10. Experimental Results on YALE Face Image Database Using 7 Training Set 
In the last three scenarios as seen in Figure 11, 12, and 13, experimental results have shown 
that the recognition rate also tended to increase when the number of dimensions used was 
less than 7, whereas experimental results that used more than 8 dimensions achieved 100% 





Fig. 11. Experimental Results on YALE Face Image Database Using 8 Training Set 
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Fig. 12. Experimental Results on YALE Face Image Database Using 9 Training Set 
 
 
Fig. 13. Experimental Results on YALE Face Image Database Using 10 Training Set 
As seen in Table 4, the maximum recognition rate for 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 training sets were 
94.444%, 97.333%, 98.333%, 100%, 100% and 100% respectively. Based on Table 4, the 
maximum recognition rate increased proportionally to the number of training sets used. The 
more number of training set used, the faster maximum recognition rate is reached [Arif et 
al., 2008b]. 
The experimental results of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd scenarios were compared to other methods, 
such as PCA, LDA/QR, and LPP/QR as seen in Table 5, whereas for the 4th and 5th scenarios 
were not compared, since they have achieved maximum result (100%). The recognition rate 
of 5, 6, and 7 training set, for both on the ORL and the YALE face database, “The Maximum 
Value Selection of Kernel Principal Component Analysis”, outperformed the other methods.  
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Scenario Number of Training Sample for Each Person 
The First Maximum 
Recognition Rate Dimension 
1st 5 94.444 13 
2nd 6 97.333 10 
3rd 7 98.333 9 
4th 8 100 8 
5th 9 100 7 
6th 10 100 7 
Table 4. The YALE Face Database Recognition Rate using Maximum Feature Value Selection 
Method of Non linear Function based on KPCA 
 
Database Number of Training Set 
The Maximum Recognition Rate (%) 
PCA LDA/QR LPP/QR 
The Maximum 




ORL 5 79.50 86.5 94.00 97.50 
6 83.13 91.25 94.37 99.38 
7 85.00 92.50 95.83 100.00 
YALE 5 81.11 84.44 86.67 94.44 
6 85.33 86.67 94.67 97.33 
7 95.00 95.00 96.67 98.33 
Table 5. The Comparative Results for Face Recognition Rate 
6. The maximum value selection of kernel linear preserving projection as 
extension of kernel principal component analysis 
Kernel Principal Component Analysis as appearance method in feature space yields global 
structure to characterized an object. Besides global structure, local structure is also 
important. Kernel Linear Preserving Projection as known as KLPP is method used to 
preserve the intrinsic geometry of the data and local structure in feature space [Cai et al., 
2005; Cai et al.,, 2006; Kokiopoulou, 2004; Mauridhi et al., 2010]. The objective of LPP in 
feature space is written in the following equation [Mauridhi et al., 2010] 
      2min ( ) . iji j
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y y S    (24) 
In this case the value of Si,j can be defined as  
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Where  >0, but it is sufficiently small compared to the local neighborhood radius. 
Minimizing the objective function ensures the closeness between points that is located in the  
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same class. If neighboring points of (xi) and (xj) are mapped far apart in feature space and 
if ((yi) – (yj)) is large, then (Sij) incurs a heavy penalty in feature space. Suppose a set of 
data and a weighted graph G = (V, E) is constructed from data points where the data points 
that are closed to linked by the edge. Suppose maps of a graph to a line is chosen to 
minimize the objective function of KLPP in Equation (24) on the limits (constraints) as 
appropriate. Suppose a represents transformation vector, whereas the ith column vector of X 
is symbolized by using xi. By simple algebra formulation step, the objective function in 
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In this case, (X)=[ (x1), (x2), . . . . . (xM)], (Dii) = (j Sij) and (L) = (D)– (S) represent 
Laplacian matrices in feature space known as Laplacianlips, when these are implemented in 
smiling stage classification. The minimum of the objective function in feature space is given 
by the minimum eigenvalue solution in feature space by using the following equation 
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Eigenvalues and eigenvectors in feature space can be calculated by using Equation (27). The 
most until the less dominant features can be achieved by sorting eigenvalues decreasingly 
and followed by sorting corresponding eigenvectors in feature space. 
7. Experimental results of smile stage classification based on the maximum 
value selection of kernel linear preserving  projection 
To evaluate the Maximum Value Selection of Kernel Linear Preserving Projection 
Method, it is necessary to conduct the experiment. In this case, 30 persons were used as 
experiment. Each person consists of 3 patterns, which are smiling pattern I, III and IV, while 
smiling pattern II is not used. The image size was 640x 640 pixels and every face image was 
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changed the size into 50x50 pixels (Figure 14). Before feature extraction process, face image 
had been manually cropped against a face data at oral area to produce spatial coordinate 
[5.90816 34.0714 39.3877 15.1020] [Mauridhi et al., 2010]. This was conducted to simplify 
calculation process. In this case, cropped data were used for both training and testing set. 
This process caused the face data size reduction into 40x16 pixels as seen in Figure 15. 
 
Fig. 14. Original Sample of Smiling Pattern 
 
Fig. 15. Cropping Result Sample of Smiling Pattern 
Experiments were applied by using 3 scenarios. In the first scenario, the first of 2/3 data (20 
of 30 persons) became the training set and the rest (10 persons) were used as testing set. In 
the second scenario, the first of 10 persons (10 of 30) were used as testing set and the last 20 
(20 of 30) persons were used as training set. In the last scenario, the first and the last of 10 
persons (20 of 30) were used as training set and the middle 10 persons (10 of 30) were used 
for testing set. It means, data were being rotated without overlap, thus each of them has got 
the experience of becoming testing data. Due to smiling pattern III, the numbers of training 
and testing data were 20*3=60 and 10*3=30 images respectively. In this experiment, 60 
dimensions were used. To measure similarity, the angular separation and Canberra were 
used.  The Equation (17) and (18) are similarity measure for the angular separation and 
Canberra [Mauridhi et al., 2010]. To achieve classification rate percentage, equation (19) was 
used. The result of classification using the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd scenario can be seen in Figure 16, 
17, and 18 respectively [Mauridhi et al., 2010].  
The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd scenario had similarity trend as seen in Figure 16, 17, and 18. 
Recognition rate increased significantly from the 1st until 10th dimension, whereas 
recognition rate using more than 11 dimensions slightly fluctuated. The maximum and the 
average recognition rate in the 1st scenario were not different, which was 93.33%. In the 2nd 
scenario, the maximum recognition rate was 90%, when Canberra similarity measure was 
used. In the 3rd scenario, the maximum recognition rate was 100%, when angular separation 
was used. The maximum recognition rate was 93.33%, for both Angular Separation and 
Canberra Similarity Measure [Mauridhi et al., 2010] as seen in Table 6. 
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Fig. 17. Smile Stage Classification Recognition Rate Based on the Maximum Value Selection 

























Fig. 18. Smile Stage Classification Recognition Rate Based on the Maximum Value Selection 
of Kernel Linear Preserving Projection Method Using 3rd Scenario 
 




The Maximum Recognition Rate in the  
Scenario (%) Average 
1st 2nd 3rd 
Angular Separation 93.33 86.67 100 93.33 
Canberra 93.33 90.00 96.67 93.33 
Maximum 93.33 90.00 100 94.44 
Average 93.33 88.34 98.34 93.33 
Table 6. The Smile Stage Classification Recognition Rate using Maximum Feature Value 
Selection Method of Non linear Kernel Function based on Kernel Linear Preserving 
Projection 
The experimental results of the Maximum Value Selection of Kernel Linear Preserving 
Projection Method have been compared to “Two Dimensional Principal Component Analysis 
(2D-PCA) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) as its classifier” [Rima et al., 2010] and have 
been combined with some methods, which were Principal Component Analysis (PCA)+Linear 
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and SVM as its classifier [Gunawan et al., 2009] as seen Figure 19 
























Fig. 19. The Comparison Results of Recognition Rate for Smile Stage Classification 
8. Conclusion 
For both the maximum non-linear feature selection of Kernel Principal Component Analysis 
and Kernel Linear Preserving Projection has yielded local feature structure for extraction, 
which is more important than global structures in feature space. It can be shown that, the 
maximum non-linear feature selection of Kernel Principal Component Analysis for face 
recognition has outperformed the PCA, LDA/QR and LPP/QR on the ORL and the YALE 
face databases. Whereas the maximum value selection of Kernel Linear Preserving 
Projection as extension of Kernel Principal Component Analysis has outperformed the 2D-
PCA+SVM and  the PCA+LDA+SVM for smile stage classification.  
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Principal components analysis (PCA) (Alpaydin, 2010; Jolliffe, 2002) is an effective
unsupervised feature extraction algorithm for pattern recognition, classification, computer
vision or data compression (Bravo et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2005;
Liying & Weiwei, 2009; Pavan et al., 2007; Qian & James, 2008). The goal of PCA is to obtain
a compact and accurate representation of the data that reduces or eliminates statistically
redundant components. Basic approaches for PCA involve the computation of the covariance
matrix and the extraction of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. A drawback of the basic
approaches is the high computational complexity and large memory requirement for data
with high vector dimension. Therefore, these approaches may not be well suited for real time
applications requiring fast feature extraction.
A number of fast algorithms (Dogaru et al., 2004; El-Bakry, 2006; Gunter et al., 2007;
Sajid et al., 2008; Sharma & Paliwal, 2007) have been proposed to reduce the computation
time of PCA. However, only moderate acceleration can be achieved because most of these
algorithms are based on software. Although hardware implementation of PCA and its
variants are possible, large storage size and complicated circuit control management are
usually necessary. The PCA hardware implementation may therefore be possible only for
small dimensions (Boonkumklao et al., 2001; Chen & Han, 2009).
An alternative for the PCA implementation is to use the generalized Hebbian algorithm
(GHA) (Haykin, 2009; Oja, 1982; Sanger, 1989). The principal computation by the GHA
is based on an effective incremental updating scheme for reducing memory utilization.
Nevertheless, slow convergence of the GHA (Karhunen & Joutsensalo, 1995) is usually
observed. A large number of iterations therefore is required, resulting in long computational
time for many GHA-based algorithms. The hardware implementation of GHA has been found
to be effective for reducing the computation time. However, since the number of multipliers
in the circuit grows with the dimension, the circuits may be suitable only for PCA with small
dimensions. Although analog GHA hardware architectures (Carvajal et al., 2007; 2009) can
be used to lift the constraints on the vector dimensions, these architectures are difficult to be
directly used for digital devices.
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time of PCA. However, only moderate acceleration can be achieved because most of these
algorithms are based on software. Although hardware implementation of PCA and its
variants are possible, large storage size and complicated circuit control management are
usually necessary. The PCA hardware implementation may therefore be possible only for
small dimensions (Boonkumklao et al., 2001; Chen & Han, 2009).
An alternative for the PCA implementation is to use the generalized Hebbian algorithm
(GHA) (Haykin, 2009; Oja, 1982; Sanger, 1989). The principal computation by the GHA
is based on an effective incremental updating scheme for reducing memory utilization.
Nevertheless, slow convergence of the GHA (Karhunen & Joutsensalo, 1995) is usually
observed. A large number of iterations therefore is required, resulting in long computational
time for many GHA-based algorithms. The hardware implementation of GHA has been found
to be effective for reducing the computation time. However, since the number of multipliers
in the circuit grows with the dimension, the circuits may be suitable only for PCA with small
dimensions. Although analog GHA hardware architectures (Carvajal et al., 2007; 2009) can
be used to lift the constraints on the vector dimensions, these architectures are difficult to be
directly used for digital devices.
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2 Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH
In light of the facts stated above, a digital GHA hardware architecture capable of performing
fast PCA for large vector dimension is presented. Although large amount of arithmetic
computations are required for GHA, the proposed architecture is able to achieve fast training
with low area cost. The proposed architectures can be divided into three parts: the synaptic
weight updating (SWU) unit, the principal components computing (PCC) unit, and memory
unit. The memory unit is the on-chip memory storing synaptic weight vectors. Based on the
synaptic weight vectors stored in the memory unit, the SWU and PCC units are then used to
compute the principal components and update the synaptic weight vectors, respectively.
In the SWU unit, one synaptic weight vector is computed at a time. The results of precedent
weight vectors will be used for the computation of subsequent weight vectors for expediting
training speed. In addition, the computation of different weight vectors shares the same circuit
for lowering the area cost. Moreover, in the PCC unit, the input vectors are allowed to be
separated into smaller segments for the delivery over data bus with limited width. Both the
SWU and PCC units can also operate concurrently to further enhance the throughput.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed architecture, a texture classification system
on a system-on-programmable-chip (SOPC) platform is constructed. The system consists of
the proposed architecture, a softcore NIOS II processor (Altera Corp., 2010), a DMA controller,
and a SDRAM. The proposed architecture is adopted for finding the PCA transform by the
GHA training, where the training vectors are stored in the SDRAM. The DMA controller is
used for the DMA delivery of the training vectors. The softcore processor is only used for
coordinating the SOPC system. It does not participate the GHA training process. As compared
with its software counterpart running on Intel i7 CPU, our system has significantly lower
computational time for large training set. All these facts demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed architecture.
Fig. 1. The neural model for the GHA.
2. Preliminaries
Figure 1 shows the neural model for GHA, where x(n) = [x1(n), ..., xm(n)]T, and y(n) =
[y1(n), ..., yp(n)]T are the input and output vectors to the GHA model, respectively. The output
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where the wji(n) stands for the weight from the i-th synapse to the j-th neuron at iteration n.
Each synaptic weight vector wj(n) is adapted by the Hebbian learning rule:





where η denotes the learning rate. After a large number of iterative computation and
adaptation, wj(n) will asymptotically approach to the eigenvector associated with the j-th
principal component λj of the input vector, where λ1 > λ2 > ... > λp. To reduce the
complexity of computing implementation, eq.(2) can be rewritten as





A more detailed discussion of GHA can be found in (Haykin, 2009; Sanger, 1989)
3. The proposed GHA architecture
Fig. 2. The proposed GHA architecture.
As shown in Figure 2, the proposed GHA architecture consists of three functional units:
the memory unit, the synaptic weight updating (SWU) unit, and the principal components
computing (PCC) unit. The memory unit is used for storing the current synaptic weight
vectors. Assume the current synaptic weight vectors wj(n), j = 1, ..., p, are now stored
in the memory unit. In addition, the input vector x(n) is available. Based on x(n) and
wj(n), j = 1, ..., p, the goal of PCC unit is to compute output vector y(n). Using x(n), y(n)
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and wj(n), j = 1, ..., p, the SWU unit produces the new synaptic weight vectors wj(n + 1), j =
1, ..., p. It can be observed from Figure 2 that the new synaptic weight vectors will be stored
back to the memory unit for subsequent training.
3.1 SWU unit
The design of SWU unit is based on eq.(3). Although the direct implementation of eq.(3)
is possible, it will consume large hardware resources. To further elaborate this fact, we
first see from eq.(3) that the computation of wji(n + 1) and wri(n + 1) shares the same term
∑rk=1 wki(n)yk(n) when r ≤ j. Consequently, independent implementation of wji(n + 1) and
wri(n + 1) by hardware using eq.(3) will result in large hardware resource overhead.
Fig. 3. The hardware implementation of eqs.(5) and (6).





wki(n)yk(n), j = 1, ..., p, (4)
and zj(n) = [zj1(n), ..., zjm(n)]T. Integrating eq.(3) and (4), we obtain
wji(n + 1) = wji(n) + ηyj(n)zji(n), (5)
where zji(n) can be obtained from z(j−1)i(n) by
zji(n) = z(j−1)i(n)− wji(n)yj(n), j = 2, ..., p. (6)
When j = 1, from eq.(4) and (6), it follows that
z0i(n) = xi(n). (7)
Figure 3 depicts the hardware implementation of eqs.(5) and (6). As shown in the figure,
the SWU unit produces one synaptic weight vector at a time. The computation of wj(n + 1),
the j-th weight vector at the iteration n + 1, requires the zj−1(n), y(n) and wj(n) as inputs.
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Fig. 4. The architecture of each module in SWU unit.
In addition to wj(n + 1), the SWU unit also produces zj(n), which will then be used for the
computation of wj+1(n+ 1). Hardware resource consumption can then be effectively reduced.
One way to implement the SWU unit is to produce wj(n + 1) and zj(n) in one shot. In SWU
unit, m identical modules may be required because the dimension of vectors is m. Figure 4
shows the architecture of each module. The area cost of the SWU unit then will grows linearly
with m. To further reduce the area cost, each of the output vectors wj(n + 1) and zj(n) are
separated into b segments, where each segment contains q elements. The SWU unit only
computes one segment of wj(n + 1) and zj(n) at a time. Therefore, it will take b clock cycles
to produce complete wj(n + 1) and zj(n).
Let
ŵj,k(n) = [wj,(k−1)q+1(n), ..., wj,(k−1)q+q(n)]T, k = 1, ..., b. (8)
and
ẑj,k(n) = [zj,(k−1)q+1(n), ..., zj,(k−1)q+q(n)]T, k = 1, ..., b. (9)
be the k-th segment of wj(n) and zj(n), respectively. The computation wj(n) and zj(n) take b
clock cycles. At the k-th clock cycle, k = 1, ..., b, the SWU unit computes ŵj,k(n+ 1) and ẑj,k(n).
Because each of ŵj,k(n + 1) and ẑj,k(n) contains only q elements, the SWU unit consists of q
identical modules. The architecture of each module is also shown in Figure 4. The SWU unit
can be used for GHA with different vector dimension m. As m increases, the area cost therefore
remains the same at the expense of large number of clock cycles b for the computation of
ŵj,k(n + 1) and ẑj,k(n).
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the operation of the q modules. For the sake of simplicity, the
computation of the first weight vector w1(n + 1) (i.e., j = 1) and the corresponding z1(n)
are considered in the figures. Based on eq.(7), the input vector zj−1(n) is actually the training
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Fig. 4. The architecture of each module in SWU unit.
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computation of the first weight vector w1(n + 1) (i.e., j = 1) and the corresponding z1(n)
are considered in the figures. Based on eq.(7), the input vector zj−1(n) is actually the training
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Fig. 5. The operation of SWU unit for computing the first segment of w1(n + 1).
Fig. 6. The operation of SWU unit for computing the second segment of w1(n + 1).
vector x(n), which is also separated into b segments, where the k-th segment is given by
ẑ0,k(n) = [x(k−1)q+1(n), ..., x(k−1)q+q(n)]T, k = 1, ..., b. (10)
They are then multiplexed to the q modules. The ẑ0,1(n) and ŵ1,1(n) are used for the
computation of ẑ1,1(n) and ŵ1,1(n + 1) in Figure 5. Similarly, the ẑ0,k(n) and ŵ1,k(n) are
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Fig. 7. The operation of SWU unit for computing the b-th segment of w1(n + 1).
Fig. 8. The operation of SWU unit for computing the first segment of w2(n + 1).
used for the computation of ẑ1,k(n) and ŵ1,k(n + 1) in Figures 6 and 7 for k = 2 and k = b,
respectively.
After the computation of w1(n + 1) is completed, the vector z1(n) is available as well. The
vector z1(n) is then used for the computation of w2(n + 1). Figure 8 shows the computation
of the first segment of w2(n + 1) (i.e., ŵ2,1(n + 1)) based on the first segment of z1(n) (i.e.,
ẑ1,1(n)). The same process proceeds for the subsequent segments until the computation of
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the entire vectors w2(n + 1) and z2(n) are completed. The vector z2(n) is then used for the
computation of w3(n + 1). The weight vector updating process at the iteration n + 1 will be
completed until the SWU unit produces the weight vector wp(n + 1).
Fig. 9. The architecture of Buffer A in memory unit.
Fig. 10. The architecture of Buffer B in memory unit.
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Fig. 11. The architecture of Buffer C in memory unit.
3.2 Memory unit
The memory unit contains three buffers: Buffer A, Buffer B and Buffer C. As shown in Figure
9, Buffer A stores training vector x(n). It consists of q sub-buffers, where each sub-buffer
contains b elements. All the sub-buffers are connected to the SWU and PCC units.
The architecture of Buffer B is depicted in Figure 10, which holds the values of zj(n). Each
segment of zj(n) computed from SWU unit is stored in Buffer B. After all the segments are
produced, the Buffer B then deliver the segments of zj(n) to SWU unit in the first-in-first-out
(FIFO) fashion.
The Buffer C is used for storing the synaptic weight vectors wj(n), j = 1, ..., p. It is a two-port
RAM for reading and writing weight vectors, as revealed in Figure 11. The address for the
RAM is expressed in terms of indices j and i for reading or writing the i-th segment of the
weight vector wj(n).
Fig. 12. The architecture of PCC unit.
3.3 PCC unit
The PCC operations are based on eq.(1). Therefore, the PCC unit of the proposed architecture
contains adders and multipliers. Figure 12 shows the architecture of PCC. The training vector
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x(n) and synaptic weight vector wj(n) are obtained from the Buffer A and Buffer C of the
memory unit, respectively. When both x(n) and wj(n) are available, the proposed PCC unit
then computes yj(n). Note that, after the yj(n) is obtained, the SWU unit can then compute
wj(n + 1). Figure 13 reveals the timing diagram of the proposed architecture. It can be
observed from Figure 13 that both the yj+1(n) and wj(n + 1) are computed concurrently. The
throughput of the proposed architecture can then be effectively enhanced.
Fig. 13. The timing diagram of the proposed architecture.
3.4 SOPC-based GHA training system
The proposed architecture is used as a custom user logic in a SOPC system consisting of
softcore NIOS CPU (Altera Corp., 2010), DMA controller and SDRAM, as depicted in Figure
14. All training vectors are stored in the SDRAM and then transported to the proposed
circuit via the Avalon bus. The softcore NIOS CPU runs on a simple software to coordinate
different components, including the proposed custom circuit in the SOPC. The proposed
circuit operates as a hardware accelerator for GHA training. The resulting SOPC system is
able to perform efficient on-chip training for GHA-based applications.
4. Experimental results
This section presents some experimental results of the proposed architecture applied to texture
classification. The target FPGA device for all the experiments in this paper is Altera Cyclone
III (Altera Corp., 2010). The design platform is Altera Quartus II with SOPC Builder and NIOS
II IDE. Two sets of textures are considered in the experiments. The first set of textures, shown
in Figure 15, consists of three different textures. The second set of textures is revealed in
Figure 16, which contains four different textures. The size of each texture in Figures 15 and 16
is 320 × 320.
In the experiment, the principal component based k nearest neighbor (PC-kNN) rule is
adopted for texture classification. Two steps are involved in the PC-kNN rule. In the first
step, the GHA is applied to the input vectors to transform m dimensional data into p principal
components. The synaptic weight vectors after the convergence of GHA training are adopted
to span the linear transformation matrix. In the second step, the kNN method is applied to the
principal subspace for texture classification.
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Fig. 14. The SOPC system for implementing GHA.
Fig. 15. The first set of textures for the experiments.
Figures 17 and 18 show the distribution of classification success rates (CSR) of the proposed
architecture for the texture sets in Figures 15 and 16, respectively. The classification success
rate is defined as the number of test vectors which are successfully classified divided by the
total number of test vectors. The number of principal components is p = 4. The vector
dimension is m = 16 × 16. The distribution is based on 20 independent GHA training
processes. The distribution of the architecture presented in (Lin et al., 2011) with the same p is
also included for comparison purpose. The vector dimension for (Lin et al., 2011) is m = 4× 4.
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Fig. 16. The second set of textures for the experiments.
Fig. 17. The distribution of CSR of the proposed architecture for the texture set in Figure 15.
It can be observed from Figures 17 and 18 that the proposed architecture has better CSR. This
is because the vector dimension of the proposed architecture is higher than that in (Lin et al.,
2011). Spatial information of textures therefore is more effectively exploited for improving
CSR by the proposed architecture. In fact, the vector dimension in the proposed architecture
is m = 16 × 16. The proposed architecture is able to implement hardware GHA for larger
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Fig. 18. The distribution of CSR of the proposed architecture for the texture set in Figure 16.
vector dimension because the area cost of the SWU unit in the architecture is independent
of vector dimension. By contrast, the area cost of the SWU unit in (Lin et al., 2011) grows
with the vector dimension. Therefore, only smaller vector dimension (i.e., m = 4 × 4) can be
implemented.
To further elaborate these facts, Tables 1 and 2 show the hardware resource consumption of
the proposed architecture and the architecture in (Lin et al., 2011) for vector dimensions m =
4 × 4 and m = 16 × 16. Three different area costs are considered in the table: logic elements
(LEs), embedded memory bits, and embedded multipliers. It can be observed from Tables 1
and 2 that given the same m = 4 × 4 and the same p, the proposed architecture consumes
significantly less hardware resources as compared with the architecture in (Lin et al., 2011).
Although the area costs of the proposed architecture increase as m becomes 16 × 16, as shown
in Table 1, they are only slightly higher than those of (Lin et al., 2011) in Table 2. The proposed
architecture therefore is well suited for GHA training with larger vector dimension due to
better spatial information exploitation.
Proposed GHA with m = 4 × 4 Proposed GHA with m = 16 × 16
p LEs Memory Embedded LEs Memory Embedded
Bits Multipliers Bits Multipliers
3 3942 1152 36 63073 1152 569
4 4097 1152 36 65291 1152 569
5 4394 1280 36 70668 1280 569
6 4686 1280 36 75258 1280 569
7 4988 1280 36 79958 1280 569
Table 1. Hardware resource consumption of the proposed GHA architecture for vector
dimensions m = 4 × 4 and m = 16 × 16.
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GHA in (Lin et al., 2011) with m = 4 × 4
p LEs Memory Embedded
Bits Multipliers
3 22850 0 204
4 31028 0 272
5 38261 0 340
6 45991 0 408
7 53724 0 476
Table 2. Hardware resource consumption of the GHA architecture (Lin et al., 2011) for vector
dimension m = 4 × 4.
Fig. 19. The CPU time of the NIOS-based SOPC system using the proposed architecture as
the hardware accelerator for various numbers of training iterations with p = 4.
Figure 19 shows the CPU time of the NIOS-based SOPC system using the proposed
architecture as the hardware accelerator for various numbers of training iterations with p = 4.
The clock rate of NIOS CPU in the system is 50 MHz. The CPU time of the software
counterpart also is depicted in the Figure 19 for comparison purpose. The software training
is based on the general purpose 2.67-GHz Intel i7 CPU. It can be clearly observed from
Figure 16 that the proposed hardware architecture attains high speedup over its software
counterpart. In particular, when the number of training iterations reaches 1800, the CPU time
of the proposed SOPC system is 1861.3 ms. By contrast, the CPU time of Intel i7 is 13860.3 ms.
The speedup of the proposed architecture over its software counterpart therefore is 7.45.
5. Concluding remarks
Experimental results reveal that the proposed GHA architecture has superior speed
performance over its software counterparts. In addition, the architecture is able to attain
higher classification success rate for texture classification as compared with other existing
78 Principal Component Analysis FPGA Implementation for GHA-Based Texture Classification 15
GHA architectures. The architecture also has low area cost for PCA analysis with high
vector dimension. The proposed architecture therefore is an effective alternative for on-chip
learning applications requiring low area cost, high classification success rate and high speed
computation.
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1. Introduction 
When you have obtained measures on a large number of variables, there may exist 
redundancy in those variables. Redundancy means that some of the variables are correlated 
with one another, possibly because they are measuring the same “thing”. Because of this 
redundancy, it should be possible to reduce the observed variables into a smaller number of 
variables. For example, if a group of variables are strongly correlated with one another, you do 
not need all of them in your analysis, but only one since you can predict the evolution of all the 
variables from that of one. This opens the central issue of how to select or build the 
representative variables of each group of correlated variables. The simplest way to do this is to 
keep one variable and discard all others, but this is not reasonable. Another alternative is to 
combine the variables in some way by taking perhaps a weighted average, as in the line of the 
well-known Human Development Indicator published by UNDP. However, such an approach 
calls the basic question of how to set the appropriate weights. If one has sufficient insight into 
the nature and magnitude of the interrelations among the variables, one might choose weights 
using one's individual judgment. Obviously, this introduces a certain amount of subjectivity 
into the analysis and may be questioned by practitioners. To overcome this shortcoming, 
another method is to let the data set uncover itself the relevant weights of variables. Principal 
Components Analysis (PCA) is a variable reduction method that can be used to achieve this 
goal. Technically this method delivers a relatively small set of synthetic variables called 
principal components that account for most of the variance in the original dataset.  
Introduced by Pearson (1901) and Hotelling (1933), Principal Components Analysis has 
become a popular data-processing and dimension-reduction technique, with numerous 
applications in engineering, biology, economy and social science. Today, PCA can be 
implemented through statistical software by students and professionals but it is often poorly 
understood. The goal of this Chapter is to dispel the magic behind this statistical tool. The 
Chapter presents the basic intuitions for how and why principal component analysis works, 
and provides guidelines regarding the interpretation of the results. The mathematics aspects 
will be limited. At the end of this Chapter, readers of all levels will be able to gain a better 
understanding of PCA as well as the when, the why and the how of applying this technique. 
They will be able to determine the number of meaningful components to retain from PCA, 
create factor scores and interpret the components. More emphasis will be placed on 
examples explaining in detail the steps of implementation of PCA in practice. 
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We think that the well understanding of this Chapter will facilitate that of the following 
chapters and novel extensions of PCA proposed in this book (sparse PCA, Kernel PCA, 
Multilinear PCA, …). 
2. The basic prerequisite – Variance and correlation 
PCA is useful when you have data on a large number of quantitative variables and wish to 
collapse them into a smaller number of artificial variables that will account for most of the 
variance in the data. The method is mainly concerned with identifying variances and 
correlations in the data. Let us focus our attention to the meaning of these concepts. Consider 
the dataset given in Table 1. This dataset will serve to illustrate how PCA works in practice. 
 
ID X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 
1 24 21.5 5 2 14 
2 16.7 21.4 6 2.5 17 
3 16.78 23 7 2.2 15 
4 17.6 22 8.7 3 20 
5 22 25.7 6.4 2 14.2 
6 15.3 16 8.7 2.21 15.3 
7 10.2 19 4.3 2.2 15.3 
8 11.9 17.1 4.5 2 14 
9 14.3 19.1 6 2.2 15 
10 8.7 14.3 4.1 2.24 15.5 
11 6.7 10 3.8 2.23 16 
12 7.1 13 2.8 2.01 12 
13 10.3 16 4 2 14.5 
14 7.1 13 3.9 2.4 16.4 
15 7.9 13.6 4 3.1 20.2 
16 3 8 3.4 2.1 14.7 
17 3 9 3.3 3 20.2 
18 1 7.5 3 2 14 
19 0.8 7 2.8 2 15.8 
20 1 4 3.1 2.2 15.3 
Table 1. Example dataset, 5 variables obtained for 20 observations. 













   (1) 
The square root of the variance is the standard deviation and is symbolized by the small 
Greek sigma x . It is a measure of how spread out numbers are.  
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The variance and the standard deviation are important in data analysis because of their 
relationships to correlation and the normal curve.  Correlation between a pair of variables 
measures to what extent their values co-vary. The term covariance is undoubtedly 
associatively prompted immediately. There are numerous models for describing the 
behavioral nature of a simultaneous change in values, such as linear, exponential and more. 
The linear correlation is used in PCA. The linear correlation coefficient for two variables x 


















where x and y  denote the standard deviation of x and y, respectively. This definition is 
the most widely-used type of correlation coefficient in statistics and is also called Pearson 
correlation or product-moment correlation. Correlation coefficients lie between -1.00 and 
+1.00. The value of -1.00 represents a perfect negative correlation while a value of +1.00 
represents a perfect positive correlation. A value of 0.00 represents a lack of correlation. 
Correlation coefficients are used to assess the degree of collinearity or redundancy among 
variables. Notice that the value of correlation coefficient does not depend on the specific 
measurement units used.  
When correlations among several variables are computed, they are typically summarized in 
the form of a correlation matrix. For the five variables in Table 1, we obtain the results 
reported in Table 2. 
 
 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 
X1 1.00 0.94 0.77 -0.03 -0.08 
X2  1.00 0.74 0.02 -0.04 
X3   1.00 0.21 0.19 
X4    1.00 0.95 
X5     1.00 
Table 2. Correlations among variables 
In this Table a given row and column intersect shows the correlation between the two 
corresponding variables. For example, the correlation between variables X1 and X2 is 0.94. 
As can be seen from the correlations, the five variables seem to hang together in two distinct 
groups.  First, notice that variables X1, X2 and X3 show relatively strong correlations with 
one another. This could be because they are measuring the same “thing”.  In the same way, 
variables X4 and X5 correlate strongly with each another, a possible indication that they 
measure the same “thing” as well. Notice that those two variables show very weak 
correlations with the rest of the variables.   
Given that the 5 variables contain some "redundant" information, it is likely that they are not 
really measuring five different independent constructs, but two constructs or underlying 
factors. What are these factors? To what extent does each variable measure each of these 
factors? The purpose of PCA is to provide answers to these questions. Before presenting the 
mathematics of the method, let’s see how PCA works with the data in Table 1. 
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In linear PCA each of the two artificial variables is computed as the linear combination of 
the original variables.  
 1 1 2 2 5 5...Z X X X       (3) 
where j is the weight for variable j in creating the component Z. The value of Z for a subject 
represents the subject’s score on the principal component. 
Using our dataset, we have:  
 1 1 2 3 4 50.579 0.577 0.554 0.126 0.098Z X X X X X      (4) 
 2 1 2 3 4 50.172 0.14 0.046 0.685 0.693Z X X X X X       (5) 
Notice that different coefficients were assigned to the original variables in computing 
subject scores on the two components.  X1, X2 and X3 are assigned relatively large weights 
that range from 0.554 to 0.579, while variables X4 and X5 are assigned very small weights 
ranging from 0.098 to 0.126. As a result, component Z1 should account for much of the 
variability in the first three variables. In creating subject scores on the second component, 
much weight is given to X4 and X5, while little weight is given to X1, X2 and X3. Subject 
scores on each component are computed by adding together weighted scores on the 
observed variables. For example, the value of a subject along the first component Z1 is 0.579 
times the standardized value of X1 plus 0.577 times the standardized value of X2 plus 0.554 
times the standardized value of X3 plus 0.126 times the standardized value of X4 plus 0.098 
times the standardized value of X5.  
At this stage of our analysis, it is reasonable to wonder how the weights from the preceding 
equations are determined. Are they optimal in the sense that no other set of weights could 
produce components that best account for variance in the dataset? How principal 
components are computed?  
3. Heterogeneity and standardization of data 
3.1 Graphs and distances among points 
Our dataset in Table 1 can be represented into two graphs: one representing the subjects, 
and the other the variables. In the first, we consider each subject (individual) as a vector 
with coordinates given by the 5 observations of the variables. Clearly, the cloud of points 
belongs to a R5 space. In the second one each variable is regarded as a vector belonging to a 
R20 space. 
We can calculate the centroide of the cloud of points which coordinates are the 5 means of 
the variables, that is 1 5( ,...., )g X X . Again, we can compute the overall variance of the 
points by summing the variance of each variable: 
  2 2 2
1 1 1 1
1 1 ( , )
p pn n
ij j i j
i j i j
I X X d s g
n n

   
       (6) 
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This quantity measures how spread out the points are around the centroid. We will need 
this quantity when determining principal components.  
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Two subjects are close one to another when they take similar values for all variables. We can 
use this distance to measure the overall dispersion of the data around the centroid or to 
cluster the points as in classification methods.  
3.2 How work when data are in different units? 
There are different problems when variables are measured in different units. The first 
problem is the meaning of the variance: how to sum quantities with different measurement 
units? The second problem is that the distance between points can be greatly influenced. To 
illustrate this point, let us consider the distances between subjects 7, 8 and 9. Applying 
Eq.(7), we obtain the following results: 
 2 2 2 27 8( , ) (10.2 11.9) (19 17.1) .... (15.3 14) 8.27d s s          (8) 
 2 2 2 27 9( , ) (10.2 14.3) (19 19.1) .... (15.3 15) 19.8d s s          (9) 
Subject 7 is closer to subject 8 than to subject 9. Multiplying the values of variable X5 by 10 
yields: 
 2 2 2 27 8( , ) (10.2 11.9) (19 17.1) .... (153 140) 175.58d s s          (10) 
 2 2 2 27 9( , ) (10.2 14.3) (19 19.1) .... (153 150) 28.71d s s          (11) 
Now we observe that subject 7 is closer to subject 9 than to subject 8. It is hard to accept how 
the measurement units of the variables can change greatly the comparison results among 
subjects. Indeed, we could by this way render a tall man as shorter as we want! 
As seen, PCA is sensitive to scale. If you multiply one variable by a scalar you get different 
results. In particular, the principal components are dependent on the units used to measure 
the original variables as well as on the range of values they assume (variance). This makes 
comparison very difficult. It is for these reasons we should often standardize the variables 
prior to using PCA. A common standardization method is to subtract the mean and divide 






  (12) 
where X and x  are the mean and standard deviation of X, respectively. 
Thus, the new variables all have zero mean and unit standard deviation. Therefore the total 
variance of the data set is the number of observed variables being analyzed.  
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Throughout, we assume that the data have been centered and standardized. Graphically, 
this implies that the centroid or center of gravity of the whole dataset is at the origin. In this 
case, the PCA is called normalized principal component analysis, and will be based on the 
correlation matrix (and not on variance-covariance matrix). The variables will lie on the unit 
sphere; their projection on the subspace spanned by the principal components is the 
"correlation circle". Standardization allows the use of variables which are not measured in 
the same units (e.g. temperature, weight, distance, size, etc.). Also, as we will see later, 
working with standardized data makes interpretation easier. 
4. The mathematics of PCA: An eigenvalue problem  
Now we have understood the intuitions of PCA, we present the mathematics behind the 
method by considering a general case. More details on technical aspects can be found in 
Cooley & Lohnes (1971), Stevens (1986), Lebart, Morineau & Piron (1995), Cadima & Jolliffe 
(1995), Hyvarinen, Karhunen & Oja (2001), and Jolliffe (2002). 
Consider a dataset consisting of p variables observed on n subjects. Variables are denoted 
by 1 2( , ,..., )px x x . In general, data are in a table with the rows representing the subjects 
(individuals) and the columns the variables. The dataset can also be viewed as a 
n p rectangular matrix X. Note that variables are such that their means make sense. The 
variables are also standardized.   
We can represent these data in two graphs: on the one hand, in a subject graph where we try to 
find similarities or differences between subjects, on the other, in a variable graph where we try 
to find correlations between variables. Subjects graph belongs to an p-dimensional space, i.e. to 
Rp, while variables graph belongs to an n-dimensional space, i.e. to Rn. We have two clouds of 
points in high-dimensional spaces, too large for us to plot and see something in them. We 
cannot see beyond a three-dimensional space! The PCA will give us a subspace of reasonable 
dimension so that the projection onto this subspace retains "as much as possible" of the 
information present in the dataset, i.e., so that the projected clouds of points be as "dispersed" 
as possible. In other words, the goal of PCA is to compute another basis that best re-express 

















































with q p  (13) 
Dimensionality reduction implies information loss. How to represent the data in a lower-
dimensional form without losing too much information? Preserve as much information as 
possible is the objective of the mathematics behind the PCA procedure. 
We first of all assume that we want to project the data points on a 1-dimensional space. The 
principal component corresponding to this axis is a linear combination of the original 
variables and can be expressed as follows: 
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 1 11 1 12 2 1 1... p pz x x x Xu        (14) 
where 1 11 12 1( , ,... )'pu     is a column vector of weights. The principal component z1 is 
determined such that the overall variance of the resulting points is as large as possible. Of 
course, one could make the variance of z1 as large as possible by choosing large values for 
the weights 11 12 1, ,..., p   .  To prevent this, weights are calculated with the constraint that 
their sum of squares is one, that is 1u  is a unit vector subject to the constraint: 
 22 2 211 12 1 1... 1p u        (15) 
Eq.(14) is also the projections of the n subjects on the first component. PCA finds  1u  so that 
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This program means that we search for a unit vector 1u so as to maximize the variance of the 
projection on the first component. The technique for solving such optimization problems 
(linearly constrained) involves a construction of a Lagrangian function. 
 1 1 1 1 1 1' ( ' 1)u Cu u u     (18) 
Taking the partial derivative 1 1 1 1 1/ u Cu u     and solving the equation 1 1/ 0u    
yields: 
 1 1 1Cu u  (19) 
By premultiplying each side of this condition by 1'u and using the condition 1 1' 1u u   we 
get: 
 1 1 1 1 1 1' 'u Cu u u    (20) 
It is known from matrix algebra that the parameters 1u  and 1 that satisfy conditions (19) 
and (20) are the maximum eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector of the correlation 
matrix C. Thus the optimum coefficients of the original variables generating the first 
principal component z1 are the elements of the eigenvector corresponding to the largest 
eigenvalue of the correlation matrix. These elements are also known as loadings. 
The second principal component is calculated in the same way, with the condition that it is 
uncorrelated (orthogonal) with the first principal component and that it accounts for the 
largest part of the remaining variance.  
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Throughout, we assume that the data have been centered and standardized. Graphically, 
this implies that the centroid or center of gravity of the whole dataset is at the origin. In this 
case, the PCA is called normalized principal component analysis, and will be based on the 
correlation matrix (and not on variance-covariance matrix). The variables will lie on the unit 
sphere; their projection on the subspace spanned by the principal components is the 
"correlation circle". Standardization allows the use of variables which are not measured in 
the same units (e.g. temperature, weight, distance, size, etc.). Also, as we will see later, 
working with standardized data makes interpretation easier. 
4. The mathematics of PCA: An eigenvalue problem  
Now we have understood the intuitions of PCA, we present the mathematics behind the 
method by considering a general case. More details on technical aspects can be found in 
Cooley & Lohnes (1971), Stevens (1986), Lebart, Morineau & Piron (1995), Cadima & Jolliffe 
(1995), Hyvarinen, Karhunen & Oja (2001), and Jolliffe (2002). 
Consider a dataset consisting of p variables observed on n subjects. Variables are denoted 
by 1 2( , ,..., )px x x . In general, data are in a table with the rows representing the subjects 
(individuals) and the columns the variables. The dataset can also be viewed as a 
n p rectangular matrix X. Note that variables are such that their means make sense. The 
variables are also standardized.   
We can represent these data in two graphs: on the one hand, in a subject graph where we try to 
find similarities or differences between subjects, on the other, in a variable graph where we try 
to find correlations between variables. Subjects graph belongs to an p-dimensional space, i.e. to 
Rp, while variables graph belongs to an n-dimensional space, i.e. to Rn. We have two clouds of 
points in high-dimensional spaces, too large for us to plot and see something in them. We 
cannot see beyond a three-dimensional space! The PCA will give us a subspace of reasonable 
dimension so that the projection onto this subspace retains "as much as possible" of the 
information present in the dataset, i.e., so that the projected clouds of points be as "dispersed" 
as possible. In other words, the goal of PCA is to compute another basis that best re-express 
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 2 21 1 22 2 2 2... p pz x x x Xu        (21) 
where 2 21 22 2( , ,... )'pu     is the direction of the component. This axis is constrained to be 
orthogonal to the first one. Thus, the second component is subject to the constraints: 
 22 2 221 22 2 2 1 2... 1 , ' 0p u u u         (22) 

















Using the technique of Lagrangian function the following conditions: 
 2 2 2Cu u  (24) 
 2 2 2'u Cu   (25) 
are obtained again. So once more the second vector comes to be the eignevector 
corresponding to the second highest eigenvalue of the correlation matrix. 
Using induction, it can be proven that PCA is a procedure of eigenvalue decomposition of 
the correlation matrix.  The coefficients generating the linear combinations that transform 
the original variables into uncorrelated variables are the eigenvectors of the correlation 
matrix. This is a good new, because finding eigenvectors is something which can be done 
rapidly using many statistical packages (SAS, Stata, R, SPSS, SPAD…), and because 
eigenvectors have many nice mathematical properties. Note that rather than maximizing 
variance, it might sound more plausible to look for the projection with the smallest average 
(mean-squared) distance between the original points and their projections on the principal 
components. This turns out to be equivalent to maximizing the variance (Pythagorean 
Theorem). 
An interesting property of the principal components is that they are all uncorrelated 
(orthogonal) to one another. This is because matrix C is a real symmetric matrix and then 
linear algebra tells us that it is diagonalizable and the eigenvectors are orthogonal to one 
another. Again because C is a covariance matrix, it is a positive matrix in the sense that 



















The eigenvectors are the “preferential directions” of the data set. The principal components 
are derived in decreasing order of importance; and have a variance equal to their 
corresponding eigenvalue. The first principal component is the direction along which the 
data have the most variance. The second principal component is the direction orthogonal to 
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the first component with the most variance. It is clear that all components explain together 
100% of the variability in the data.  This is why we say that PCA works like a change of 
basis. Analyzing the original data in the canonical space yields the same results than 
examining it in the components space. However, PCA allows us to obtain a linear projection 
of our data, originally in Rp, onto Rq, where q < p. The variance of the projections on to the 
first q principal components is the sum of the eigenvalues corresponding to these 
components. If the data fall near a q-dimensional subspace, then p-q of the eigenvalues will 
be nearly zero. 
Summarizing the computational steps of PCA  
Suppose 1 2, ,..., px x x are 1p  vectors collected from n subjects. The computational steps that 
need to be accomplished in order to obtain the results of PCA are the following: 
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    
Step 4.  Compute the eigenvalues of C: 1 2 ... p      
Step 5.  Compute the eigenvectors of C: 1 2, ,..., pu u u  
Step 6.  Proceed to the linear tranformation Rp ->Rq that performs the dimensionality 
reduction. 
Notice that, in this analysis, we gave the same weight to each subject. We could have give 
more weight to some subjects, to reflect their representativity in the population.  
5. Criteria for determining the number of meaningful components to retain  
In principal component analysis the number of components extracted is equal to the number 
of variables being analyzed (under the general condition n p ). This means that an analysis 
of our 5 variables would actually result in 5 components, not two. However, since PCA aims 
at reducing dimensionality, only the first few components will be important enough to be 
retained for interpretation and used to present the data. It is therefore reasonable to wonder 
how many independent components are necessary to best describe the data.  
Eigenvalues are thought of as quantitative assessment of how much a component represents 
the data. The higher the eigenvalues of a component, the more representative it is of the data. 
Eigenvalues are therefore used to determine the meaningfulness of components. Table 3 
provides the eigenvalues from the PCA applied to our dataset. In the column headed 
“Eignenvalue”, the eigenvalue for each component is presented. Each raw in the table presents 
information about one of the 5 components: the raw “1” provides information about the first 
component (PCA1) extracted, the raw “2” provides information about the second component 
(PCA2) extracted, and so forth. Eigenvalues are ranked from the highest to the lowest.  
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It can be seen that the eigenvalue for component 1 is 2.653, while the eigenvalue for 
component 2 is 1.98. This means that the first component accounts for 2.653 units of total 
variance while the second component accounts for 1.98 units. The third component accounts 
for about 0.27 unit of variance. Note that the sum of the eigenvalues is 5, which is also the 
number of variables. How do we determine how many components are worth interpreting? 
 
Component Eigenvalue % of variance Cumulative % 
1 2.653 53.057 53.057 
2 1.980 39.597 92.653 
3 0.269 5.375 98.028 
4 0.055 1.095 99.123 
5 0.044 0.877 100.000 
Table 3. Eigenvalues from PCA 
Several criteria have been proposed for determining how many meaningful components 
should be retained for interpretation. This section will describe three criteria: the Kaiser 
eigenvalue-one criterion, the Cattell Scree test, and the cumulative percent of variance 
accounted for. 
5.1 Kaiser method 
The Kaiser (1960) method provides a handy rule of thumb that can be used to retain 
meaningful components. This rule suggests keeping only components with eigenvalues 
greater than 1. This method is also known as the eigenvalue-one criterion. The rationale 
for this criterion is straightforward. Each observed variable contributes one unit of 
variance to the total variance in the data set. Any component that displays an eigenvalue 
greater than 1 is accounts for a greater amount of variance than does any single variable. 
Such a component is therefore accounting for a meaningful amount of variance, and is 
worthy of being retained. On the other hand, a component with an eigenvalue of less than 
1 accounts for less variance than does one variable. The purpose of principal component 
analysis is to reduce variables into a relatively smaller number of components; this cannot 
be effectively achieved if we retain components that account for less variance than do 
individual variables. For this reason, components with eigenvalues less than 1 are of little 
use and are not retained. When a covariance matrix is used, this criterion retains 
components whose eigenvalue is greater than the average variance of the data (Kaiser-
Guttman criterion). 
However, this method can lead to retaining the wrong number of components under 
circumstances that are often encountered in research. The thoughtless application of this 
rule can lead to errors of interpretation when differences in the eigenvalues of successive 
components are trivial. For example, if component 2 displays an eigenvalue of 1.01 and 
component 3 displays an eigenvalue of 0.99, then component 2 will be retained but 
component 3 will not; this may mislead us into believing that the third component is 
meaningless when, in fact, it accounts for almost exactly the same amount of variance as the 
second component. It is possible to use statistical tests to test for difference between 
successive eigenvalues. In fact, the Kaiser criterion ignores error associated with each 
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eigenvalue due to sampling. Lambert, Wildt and Durand (1990) proposed a bootstrapped 
version of the Kaiser approach to determine the interpretability of eigenvalues.  
Table 3 shows that the first component has an eigenvalue substantially greater than 1. It 
therefore explains more variance than a single variable, in fact 2.653 times as much. The 
second component displays an eigenvalue of 1.98, which is substantially greater than 1, and 
the third component displays an eigenvalue of 0.269, which is clearly lower than 1. The 
application of the Kaiser criterion leads us to retain unambiguously the first two principal 
components.  
5.2 Cattell scree test 
The scree test is another device for determining the appropriate number of components to 
retain. First, it graphs the eigenvalues against the component number. As eigenvalues are 
constrained to decrease monotonically from the first principal component to the last, the 
scree plot shows the decreasing rate at which variance is explained by additional principal 
components. To choose the number of meaningful components, we next look at the scree 
plot and stop at the point it begins to level off (Cattell, 1966; Horn, 1965).  The components 
that appear before the “break” are assumed to be meaningful and are retained for 
interpretation; those appearing after the break are assumed to be unimportant and are not 
retained. Between the components before and after the break lies a scree. 
The scree plot of eigenvalues derived from Table 3 is displayed in Figure 1.  The 
component numbers are listed on the horizontal axis, while eigenvalues are listed on the 
vertical axis. The Figure shows a relatively large break appearing between components 2 
and 3, meaning the each successive component is accounting for smaller and smaller 
amounts of the total variance. This agrees with the preceding conclusion that two 
principal components provide a reasonable summary of the data, accounting for about 
93% of the total variance. 
Sometimes a scree plot will display a pattern such that it is difficult to determine exactly 
where a break exists. When encountered, the use of the scree plot must be supplemented 
with additional criteria, such as the Kaiser method or the cumulative percent of variance 
accounted for criterion. 
5.3 Cumulative percent of total variance accounted for 
When determining the number of meaningful components, remember that the subspace of 
components retained must account for a reasonable amount of variance in the data. It is 
usually typical to express the eigenvalues as a percentage of the total. The fraction of an 
eigenvalue out of the sum of all eigenvalues represents the amount of variance accounted by 
the corresponding principal component. The cumulative percent of variance explained by 
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Fig. 1. Scree plot of eigenvalues 
How many principal components we should use depends on how big an qr  we need. This 
criterion involves retaining all components up to a total percent variance (Lebart, Morineau 
& Piron, 1995; Jolliffe, 2002). It is recommended that the components retained account for at 
least 60% of the variance. The principal components that offer little increase in the total 
variance explained are ignored; those components are considered to be noise. When PCA 
works well, the first two eigenvalues usually account for more than 60% of the total 
variation in the data. 
In our current example, the percentage of variance accounted for by each component and 
the cumulative percent variance appear in Table 3. From this Table we can see that the first 
component alone accounts for 53.057% of the total variance and the second component alone 
accounts for 39.597% of the total variance. Adding these percentages together results in a 
sum of 92.65%. This means that the cumulative percent of variance accounted for by the first 
two components is about 93%. This provides a reasonable summary of the data. Thus we 
can keep the first two components and “throw away” the other components.  
A number of other criteria have been proposed to select the number of components in PCA 
and factorial analysis. Users can read Lawley (1956), Horn (1965), Humphreys and 
Montanelli (1975), Horn and Engstrom (1979), Zwick and Velicer (1986), Hubbard and Allen 
(1987) and Jackson (1993), among others. 
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6. Interpretation of principal components 
Running a PCA has become easy with statistical software. However, interpreting the results 
can be a difficult task. Here are a few guidelines that should help practitioners through the 
analysis.  
6.1 The visual approach of correlation  
Once the analysis is complete, we wish to assign a name to each retained component that 
describes its content. To do this, we need to know what variables explain the components. 
Correlations of the variables with the principal components are useful tools that can help 
interpreting the meaning of components. The correlations between each variable and each 
principal component are given in Table 4.  
 
Variables PCA 1 PCA 2 
X1 0.943 -0.241 
X2 0.939 -0.196 
X3 0.902 0.064 
X4 0.206 0.963 
X5 0.159 0.975 
Notes : PCA1 and PCA2 denote the first and second principal component, respectively. 
Table 4. Correlation variable-component  
Those correlations are also known as component loadings. A coefficient greater than 0.4 in 
absolute value is considered as significant (see, Stevens (1986) for a discussion). We can 
interpret PCA1 as being highly positively correlated with variables X1, X2 and X3, and 
weakly positively correlated to variables X4 and X5. So X1, X2 and X3 are the most important 
variables in the first principal component. PCA2, on the other hand, is highly positively 
correlated with X4 and X5, and weakly negatively related to X1 and X2. So X4 and X5 are most 
important in explaining the second principal component. Therefore, the name of the first 
component comes from variables X1, X2 and X3 while that of the second component comes 
from X4 and X5. 
It can be shown that the coordinate of a variable on a component is the correlation 
coefficient between that variable and the principal component. This allows us to plot  
the reduced dimension representation of variables in the plane constructed from the  
first two components. Variables highly correlated with a component show a small angle. 
Figure 2 represents this graph for our dataset. For each variable we have plotted on the 
horizontal dimension its loading on component 1, on the vertical dimension its loading on 
component 2. 
The graph also presents a visual aspect of correlation patterns among variables. The cosine 
of the angle θ between two vectors x and y is computed as: 
 , cos( , )x y x y x y   (28) 
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6. Interpretation of principal components 
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Fig. 2. Circle of Correlation 
Replacing x and y with our transformed vectors yields: 
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Eq.(29) shows the connection between the cosine measurement and the numerical 
measurement of correlation: the cosine of the angle between two variables is interpreted in 
terms of correlation. Variables highly positively correlated with each another show a small 
angle, while those are negatively correlated are directed in opposite sense, i.e. they form a 
flat angle. From Figure 2 we can see that the five variables hang together in two distinct 
groups. Variables X1, X2 and X3 are positively correlated with each other, and form the first 
group. Variables X4 and X5 also correlate strongly with each other, and form the second 
group. Those two groups are weakly correlated. In fact, Figure 2 gives a reduced dimension 
representation of the correlation matrix given in Table 2.  
It is extremely important, however, to notice that the angle between variables is interpreted 
in terms of correlation only when variables are well-represented, that is they are close to the 
border of the circle of correlation. Remember that the goal of PCA is to explain multiple 
variables by a lesser number of components, and keep in mind that graphs obtained from 
that reduction method are projections that optimize global criterion (i.e. the total variance). 
As such some relationships between variables may be greatly altered. Correlations between 
variables and components supply insights about variables that are not well-represented. In a 
subspace of components, the quality of representation of a variable is assessed by the sum-
of-squared component loadings across components. This is called the communality of the 
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variable. It measures the proportion of the variance of a variable accounted for by the 
components. For example, in our example, the communality of the variable X1 is 
0.9432+0.2412=0.948. This means that the first two components explain about 95% of the 
variance of the variable X1. This is quite substantial to enable us fully interpreting the 
variability in this variable as well as its relationship with the other variables. Communality 
can be used as a measure of goodness-of-fit of the projection. The communalities of the 5 
variables of our data are displayed in Table 5. As shown by this Table, the first two 
components explain more than 80% of variance in each variable. This is enough to reveal the 
structure of correlation among the variables. Do not interpret as correlation the angle 
between two variables when at least one of them has a low communality. Using 
communality prevent potential biases that may arise by directly interpreting numerical and 








Table 5. Communalities of variables 
All these interesting results show that outcomes from normalized PCA can be easily 
interpreted without additional complicated calculations. From a visual inspection of the 
graph, we can see the groups of variables that are correlated, interpret the principal 
components and name them.  
6.2 Factor scores and their use in multivariate models 
A useful by product of PCA is factor scores. Factor scores are coordinates of subjects 
(individuals) on each component. They indicate where a subject stands on the retained 
component. Factor scores are computed as weighted values on the observed variables. 
Results for our dataset are reported in Table 6. 
Factor scores can be used to plot a reduced representation of subjects. This is displayed by 
Figure 3.  
How do we interpret the position of points on this diagram? Recall that this graph is a 
projection. As such some distances could be spurious. To distinguish wrong projections 
from real ones and better interpret the plot, we need to use that is called “the quality of 
representation” of subjects. This is computed as the squared of the cosine of the angle 
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ID PCA1 PCA2 Cos21 Cos22 QL12= Cos21+ Cos22 CTR1 CTR2 
1 1.701 -1.610 0.436 0.390 0.826 5.458 6.547 
2 1.701 0.575 0.869 0.099 0.969 5.455 0.837 
3 1.972 -0.686 0.862 0.104 0.966 7.333 1.191 
4 3.000 2.581 0.563 0.417 0.981 16.974 16.832 
5 2.382 -1.556 0.687 0.293 0.980 10.700 6.116 
6 1.717 -0.323 0.522 0.018 0.541 5.558 0.264 
7 0.193 -0.397 0.062 0.263 0.325 0.070 0.400 
8 0.084 -1.213 0.004 0.972 0.977 0.013 3.718 
9 1.071 -0.558 0.765 0.208 0.974 2.162 0.787 
10 -0.427 -0.110 0.822 0.054 0.877 0.344 0.030 
11 -1.088 0.176 0.093 0.024 0.933 2.232 0.078 
12 -1.341 -1.673 0.344 0.536 0.881 3.393 7.075 
13 -0.291 -0.996 0.071 0.835 0.906 0.160 2.507 
14 -0.652 0.567 0.543 0.411 0.955 0.801 0.812 
15 -0.062 3.166 0.000 0.957 0.957 0.007 25.325 
16 -1.830 -0.375 0.929 0.039 0.968 6.318 0.356 
17 -1.181 3.182 0.119 0.868 0.988 2.630 25.572 
18 -2.244 -0.751 0.877 0.098 0.976 9.493 1.424 
19 -2.288 -0.150 0.933 0.004 0.937 9.874 0.057 
20 -2.417 0.155 0.938 0.003 0.942 11.019 0.060 
Notes: Columns PCA1 and PCA2 display the factor scores on the first and second components, 
respectively. Cos21 and Cos22 indicate the quality of representation of subjects on the first and second 
components, respectively. QL12= Cos21+ Cos22 measures the quality of representation of subjects on the 
plane formed by the first two components. CTR1and CTR2 are the contribution of subjects on 
component 1 and component 2, respectively. 
Table 6. Factor Scores of Subjects, Contributions and Quality of Representation 
 
Fig. 3. Scatterplot of subjects in the first two factors 
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Cos2 is interpreted as a measure of goodness-of-fit of the projection of a subject on a given 
component. Notice that in Eq. (30), 2is is the distance of subject is  from the origin.  It 
measures how far the subject is from the center. So if cos2=1 the component extracted is 
reproducing a great amount of the original behavior of the subject. Since the components are 
orthogonal, the quality of representation of a subject in a given subspace of components is 
the sum of the associated cos2. This notion is similar to the concept of communality 
previously defined for variables. 
In Table 6 we also reported these statistics. As can be seen, the two components retained 
explain more than 80% of the behavior of subjects, except for subjects 6 and 7.  Now we are 
confident that almost all the subjects are well-represented, we can interpret the graph. Thus, 
we can tell that subjects located in the right side and having larger coordinates on the first 
component, i.e.1, 9, 6, 3 and 5, have values of X1, X2 and X3 greater than the average. Those 
located in the left side and having smaller coordinates on the first axis, i.e. 20, 19, 18, 16, 12, 
11 and 10, record lesser values for these variables. On the other hand, subjects 15 and 17 are 
characterized by highest values for variables X4 and X5, while subjects 8 and 13 record 
lowest values for these variables.  
Very often a small number of subjects can determine the direction of principal components. 
This is because PCA uses the notions of mean, variance and correlation; and it is well known 
that these statistics are influenced by outliers or atypical observations in the data. To detect 
what are these atypical subjects we define the notion of “contribution” that measures how 








   (31) 
Contributions are reported in the last two columns of Table 6. Subject 4 contributes greatly 
to the first component with a contribution of 16.97%. This indicates that subject 4 explains 
alone 16.97% of the variance of the first component. Therefore, this subject takes higher 
values for X1, X2 and X3. This can be easily verified from the original Table 1. Regarding the 
second component, over 25% of the variance of the data accounted for by this component is 
explained by subjects 15 and 17. These subjects exhibit high values for variables X4 and X5. 
The principal components obtained from PCA could be used in subsequent analyses 
(regressions, poverty analysis, classification…). For example, in linear regression models, 
the presence of correlated variables poses the econometric well-known problem of 
multicolinearity that makes instable regression coefficients. This problem is avoided when 
using the principal components that are orthogonal with one another. At the end of the 
analysis you can re-express the model with the original variables using the equations 
defining principal components. If there are variables that are not correlated with the other 
variables, you can delete them prior to the PCA, and reintroduce them in your model once 
the model is estimated. 
7. A Case study with illustration using SPSS  
We collected data on 10 socio-demographic variables for a sample of 132 countries. We use 
these data to illustrate how performing PCA using the SPSS software package. By following 
the indications provided here, user can try to reproduce himself the results obtained. 
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To perform a principal components analysis with SPSS, follow these steps:  
1. Select Analyze/Data Reduction/ Factor  
2. Highlight all of the quantitative variables and Click on the Variables button. The 
character variable Country is an identifier variable and should not be included in the 
Variables list. 
3. Click on the Descriptives button to select Univariate Descriptives, Initial Solution, 
KMO and Bartlett’s test of Sphericity. 
4. Click on the Extraction button, and select Method=Principal Components, Display 
Unrotated factor solution, Scree Plot. Select Extract Eigenvalue over 1 (by default). 
5. Click on the Rotation button, and select Display Loading Plot(s). 
6. Click on Scores and select Save as variables, Method=Regression. Select the case 
below. 
7. Click on Options, and select Exclude Cases Listwise (option by default).  
In what follows, we review and comment on the main outputs. 
 Correlation Matrix 
To discover the pattern of intercorrelations among variables, we examine the correlation 









Life_exp 1.000 -0.956 0.732 -0.756 0.780 0.718 0.621 -0.870 0.514 0.702 
Mortality  1.000 -0.736 0.809 -0.792 -0.706 -0.596 0.895 -0.559 -0.733 
Urban   1.000 -0.648 0.692 0.697 0.599 -0.642 0.449 0.651 
Iliteracy    1.000 -0.667 -0.628 -0.536 0.818 -0.603 -0.695 
Water     1.000 0.702 0.633 -0.746 0.472 0.679 
Telephone      1.000 0.886 -0.699 0.622 0.672 
Vehicles       1.000 -0.602 0.567 0.614 
Fertility        1.000 -0.636 -0.763 
Hosp_beds         1.000 0.701 
Physicians         1.000 
Note : Figures reported in this table are correlation coefficients. 
Table 7. Correlation Matrix 
The variables can be grouped into two groups of correlated variables. We will see this later. 
 Testing for the Factorability of the Data 
Before applying PCA to the data, we need to test whether they are suitable for reduction. 
SPSS provides two tests to assist users:  
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Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (Kaiser, 1974): This measure varies 
between 0 and 1, and values closer to 1 are better.  A value of 0.6 is a suggested minimum 
for good PCA.   
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity (Bartlett, 1950): This tests the null hypothesis that the 
correlation matrix is an identity matrix in which all of the diagonal elements are 1 and all off 
diagonal elements are 0.  We reject the null hypothesis when the level of significance 
exceeds 0.05.  
The results reported in Table 8 suggest that the data may be grouped into smaller set of 
underlying factors.  
 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .913 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 1407.151 
df 45 
Sig. .000 
Table 8. Results of KMO and Bartlett’s Test 
 Eigenvalues and number of meaningful components 
Table 9 displays the eigenvalues, percent of variance and cumulative percent of variance 
from the observed data. Earlier it was stated that the number of components computed is 
equal to the number of variables being analyzed, necessitating that we decide how many 
components are truly meaningful and worthy of being retained for interpretation. 
Here only component 1 demonstrates an eigenvalue greater than 1.00. So the Kaiser 
eigenvalue-one criterion would lead us to retain and interpret only this component. The first 
component provides a reasonable summary of the data, accounting for about 72% of the 
total variance of the 10 variables. Subsequent components each contribute less than 8%.  
 
Component 
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 
Total % of Variance
Cumulative 
% Total % of Variance
Cumulative 
% 
1 7.194 71.940 71.940 7.194 71.940 71.940 
2 .780 7.801 79.741 .780 7.801 79.741 
3 .667 6.675 86.416    
4 .365 3.654 90.070    
5 .302 3.022 93.092    
6 .236 2.361 95.453    
7 .216 2.162 97.615    
8 .106 1.065 98.680    
9 .095 .946 99.626    
10 .037 .374 100.000    
Table 9. Eigenvalues 
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Component 
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 
Total % of Variance
Cumulative 
% Total % of Variance
Cumulative 
% 
1 7.194 71.940 71.940 7.194 71.940 71.940 
2 .780 7.801 79.741 .780 7.801 79.741 
3 .667 6.675 86.416    
4 .365 3.654 90.070    
5 .302 3.022 93.092    
6 .236 2.361 95.453    
7 .216 2.162 97.615    
8 .106 1.065 98.680    
9 .095 .946 99.626    
10 .037 .374 100.000    
Table 9. Eigenvalues 
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The scree plot is displayed in Figure 4. From the second component on, we observe that the 
line is almost flat with a relatively large break following component 1. So the scree test 
would lead us to retain only the first component. The components appearing after the break 
(2-10) would be regarded as trivial (less than 10%). 
 
 
Fig. 4. Scree Plot 
In conclusion, the dimensionality of the data could be reduced to 1. Nevertheless, we shall 
add the second component for representation purpose. Plot in a plane is easier to interpret 
than a three or 10-dimensional plot. Note that by default SPSS uses the Kaiser criterion to 
extract components. It belongs to the user to specify the number of components to be 
extracted if the Kaiser-criterion under-estimate the appropriate number. Here we specified 2 
as the number of components to be extracted. 
 Component loadings 
Table 10 displays the loading matrix. The entries in this matrix are correlations between the 
variables and the components. As can be seen, all the variables load heavily on the first 
component. It is now necessary to turn to the content of the variables being analyzed in 
order to decide how this component should be named. What common construct do 
variables seem to be measuring?  
In Figure 5 we observe two opposite groups of variables. The right-side variables are 
positively correlated one with another, and deal with social status of the countries. The left-
side variables are also positively correlated one with another, and talk about another aspect 
of social life. It is therefore appropriate to name the first component the “social 
development” component. 
 




 1 2 
Life_exp .911 -.268 
Mortality -.926 .287 
Urbanisation .809 -.093 
Iliteracy -.848 .200 
Water .850 -.139 
Telephone .862 .355 
Vehicles .780 .483 
Fertility -.911 .183 
Hosp_beds .713 .396 
Physicians .850 .087 
Table 10. Component Matrix 
 
Fig. 5. Scatterplot of variables  
 Factor scores and Scatterplot of the Countries 
Since we have named the component, it is desirable to assign scores to each country to 
indicate where that country stands on the component. Here scores are indicating the level of 
social development of the countries. The values of the scores are to be interpreted paying 
attention to the signs of component loadings. From Figure 5 we say that countries with high 
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positive scores on the first component demonstrate higher level of social development 
relatively to countries with negative scores. In Figure 6 we can see that countries such as 
Burkina Faso, Niger, Sierra Leone, Tchad, Burundi, Centrafrique and Angola belong to the 
under-developed group. 
SPSS does not provide directly the scatterplot for subjects. Since factor scores have been 
created and saved as variables, we can use the Graph menu to request a scatterplot. This is 
an easy task on SPSS. The character variable Country is used as an identifier variable. Notice 
that in SPSS factor scores are standardized with a mean zero and a standard deviation of 1.   
 
Fig. 6. Scatterplot of the Countries 
A social development index is most useful to identify the groups of countries in connection 
with their level of development. The construction of this index assigns a social 










where Fmin and Fmax are the minimum and maximum values of the factor scores F. Using the 
rescaled-scores, countries are sorted in ascending.  Lower scores identify socially under-
developed countries, whereas higher scores identify socially developed countries.  
 




Principal components analysis (PCA) is widely used in statistical multivariate data analysis. 
It is extremely useful when we expect variables to be correlated to each other and want to 
reduce them to a lesser number of factors. However, we encounter situations where 
variables are non linearly related to each other. In such cases, PCA would fail to reduce the 
dimension of the variables. On the other hand, PCA suffers from the fact each principal 
component is a linear combination of all the original variables and the loadings are typically 
nonzero. This makes it often difficult to interpret the derived components. Rotation 
techniques are commonly used to help practitioners to interpret principal components, but 
we do not recommend them. 
Recently, other new methods of data analysis have been developed to generalize linear 
PCA. These include Sparse Principal Components Analysis (Tibshirani, 1996; Zou, Hastie & 
Tibshirani, 2006), Independent Component Analysis (Vasilescu & Terzopoulos, 2007), 
Kernel Principal Components Analysis (Schölkopf, Smola & Müller, 1997, 1998), and 
Multilinear Principal Components Analysis (Haiping, Plataniotis & Venetsanopoulos, 2008).  
9. Appendix 
9.1 Data for the case study 
Pays Life_exp Mortality Urban Iliteracy Water Telephone Vehicles Fertility Hosp_beds Physicians 
Albanie 72.00 25.00 40.00 16.50 76.00 31.00 27.00 2.5 3.2 1.4 
Algérie 71.00 35.00 59.00 35.00 90.00 53.00 25.00 3.5 2.1 0.8 
Angola 47.00 124.00 33.00 41.00 32.00 6.00 18.00 6.7 1.3 0 
Argentine 73.00 19.00 89.00 3.00 65.00 203.00 137.00 2.6 3.3 2.7 
Arménie 74.00 15.00 69.00 2.00 99.00 157.00 0 1.3 7.6 3 
Australie 79.00 5.00 85.00 3.00 99.00 512.00 488.00 1.8 8.5 2.5 
Autriche 78.00 5.00 65.00 2.00 100.00 491.00 481.00 1.3 9.2 2.8 
Azerbeidjan 71.00 17.00 57.00 3.00 97.00 89.00 36.00 2 9.7 3.8 
Bangladesh 59.00 73.00 23.00 60.00 84.00 3.00 1.00 3.1 0.3 0.2 
Bélarus 68.00 11.00 71.00 0.5 100.00 241.00 2.00 1.3 12.2 4.3 
Belgique 78.00 6.00 97.00 2.00 100.00 500.00 435.00 1.6 7.2 3.4 
Bénin 53.00 87.00 41.00 61.50 50.00 7.00 7.00 5.7 0.2 0.1 
Bolivie 62.00 60.00 61.00 15.50 55.00 69.00 32.00 4.1 1.7 1.3 
Botswana 46.00 62.00 49.00 24.50 70.00 65.00 15.00 4.2 1.6 0.2 
Brésil 67.00 33.00 80.00 16.00 72.00 121.00 88.00 2.3 3.1 1.3 
Bulgarie 71.00 14.00 69.00 1.50 99.00 329.00 220.00 1.1 10.6 3.5 
Burkina Faso 44.00 104.00 17.00 77.50 42.00 4.00 4.00 6.7 1.4 0 
Burundi 42.00 118.00 8.00 54.00 52.00 3.00 2.00 6.2 0.7 0.1 
Cambodge 54.00 102.00 15.00 61.50 13.00 2.00 5.00 4.5 2.1 0.1 
Cameroun 54.00 77.00 47.00 26.50 41.00 5.00 7.00 5 2.6 0.1 
Canada 79.00 5.00 77.00 35.00 99.00 634.00 455.00 1.6 4.2 2.1 
Centrafrique 44.00 98.00 40.00 55.50 19.00 3.00 0 4.8 0.9 0.1 
Tchad 48.00 99.00 23.00 60.00 24.00 1.00 3.00 6.4 0.7 0 
Chili 75.00 10.00 85.00 4.50 85.00 205.00 71.00 2.2 2.7 1.1 
Chine 70.00 31.00 31.00 17.00 90.00 70.00 3.00 1.9 2.9 2 
Hong Kong 79.00 3.00 100.00 7.50 100.00 558.00 56.00 1.1 1.3 
Colombie 70.00 23.00 73.00 9.00 78.00 173.00 21.00 2.7 1.5 1.1 
Congo Démocratique 51.00 90.00 30.00 41.00 27.00 - 9.00 6.3 1.4 0.1 
Congo 48.00 90.00 61.00 21.50 47.00 8.00 14.00 6 3.4 0.3 
Costa Rica 77.00 13.00 47.00 5.00 92.00 172.00 85.00 2.6 1.9 1.4 
Cote d'Ivoire 46.00 88.00 45.00 55.50 72.00 12.00 18.00 5 0.8 0.1 
Croatie 73.00 8.00 57.00 2.00 63.00 348.00 17.00 1.5 5.9 2 
République Tchèque 75.00 5.00 75.00 3.00 97.00 364.00 358.00 1.2 9.2 2.9 
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Pays Life_exp Mortality Urban Iliteracy Water Telephone Vehicles Fertility Hosp_beds Physicians 
Danemark 76.00 5.00 85.00 1.00 100.00 660.00 355.00 1.8 4.7 2.9 
Equateur 70.00 32.00 63.00 9.50 70.00 78.00 41.00 2.9 1.6 1.7 
Egypte 67.00 49.00 45.00 46.50 64.00 60.00 23.00 3.2 2 2.1 
El Salvador 69.00 31.00 46.00 22.00 55.00 80.00 30.00 3.3 1.6 1 
Erythrée 51.00 61.00 18.00 48.00 7.00 7.00 1.00 5.7 0 
Estonie 70.00 9.00 69.00 2.00 100.00 343.00 312.00 1.2 7.4 3.1 
Ethiopie 43.00 107.00 17.00 64.00 27.00 3.00 1.00 6.4 0.2 0 
Finlande 77.00 4.00 66.00 1.00 98.00 554.00 145.00 1.8 9.2 2.8 
France 78.00 5.00 75.00 1.00 100.00 570.00 442.00 1.8 8.7 2.9 
Gabon 53.00 86.00 79.00 29.00 67.00 33.00 14.00 5.1 3.2 0.2 
Gambie 53.00 76.00 31.00 65.50 76.00 21.00 8.00 5.6 0.6 0 
Géorgie 73.00 15.00 60.00 4.00 100.00 115.00 80.00 1.3 4.8 3.8 
Allemagne 77.00 5.00 87.00 1.00 100.00 567.00 506.00 1.4 9.6 3.4 
Ghana 60.00 65.00 37.00 31.00 56.00 8.00 5.00 4.8 1.5 
Grèce 78.00 6.00 60.00 3.50 100.00 522.00 238.00 1.3 5 3.9 
Guatemala 64.00 42.00 39.00 32.50 67.00 41.00 12.00 4.4 1 0.9 
Guinée 47.00 118.00 31.00 41.00 62.00 5.00 2.00 5.4 0.6 0.2 
Guinée-Bissau 44.00 128.00 23.00 63.00 53.00 7.00 6.00 5.6 1.5 0.2 
Haiti 54.00 71.00 34.00 52.00 28.00 8.00 4.00 4.3 0.7 0.2 
Honduras 69.00 36.00 51.00 27.00 65.00 38.00 7.00 4.2 1.1 0.8 
Hongrie 71.00 10.00 64.00 1.00 99.00 336.00 233.00 1.3 9.1 3.4 
Inde 63.00 70.00 28.00 45.00 81.00 22.00 5.00 3.2 0.8 0.4 
Indonésie 65.00 43.00 39.00 14.50 62.00 27.00 12.00 2.7 0.7 0.2 
Iran 71.00 26.00 61.00 25.50 83.00 112.00 26.00 2.7 1.6 0.9 
Irlande 76.00 6.00 59.00 1.00 100.00 435.00 279.00 1.9 3.7 2.1 
Israel 78.00 6.00 91.00 4.00 99.00 471.00 215.00 2.7 6 4.6 
Italie 78.00 5.00 67.00 1.50 100.00 451.00 539.00 1.2 6.5 5.5 
Jamaique 75.00 21.00 55.00 14.00 70.00 166.00 40.00 2.6 2.1 1.3 
Japon 81.00 4.00 79.00 2.00 96.00 503.00 394.00 1.4 16.2 1.8 
Jordanie 71.00 27.00 73.00 11.50 89.00 86.00 48.00 4.1 1.8 1.7 
Kazakhstan 65.00 22.00 56.00 7.00 93.00 104.00 62.00 2 8.5 3.5 
Kenya 51.00 76.00 31.00 19.50 53.00 9.00 11.00 4.6 1.6 0 
Corée du Sud 73.00 9.00 80.00 2.50 83.00 433.00 163.00 1.6 4.6 1.1 
Koweit 77.00 12.00 97.00 19.50 100.00 236.00 359.00 2.8 2.8 1.9 
Laos 54.00 96.00 22.00 54.00 39.00 6.00 3.00 5.5 2.6 0.2 
Liban 70.00 27.00 89.00 15.00 100.00 194.00 21.00 2.4 2.7 2.8 
Lesotho 55.00 93.00 26.00 18.00 52.00 10.00 6.00 4.6 0.1 
Lituanie 72.00 9.00 68.00 0.5 97.00 300.00 265.00 1.4 9.6 3.9 
Madagascar 58.00 92.00 28.00 35.00 29.00 3.00 4.00 5.7 0.9 0.3 
Malawi 42.00 134.00 22.00 41.50 45.00 3.00 2.00 6.4 1.3 0 
Malaisie 72.00 8.00 56.00 13.50 100.00 198.00 145.00 3.1 2 0.5 
Mali 50.00 117.00 29.00 61.50 37.00 3.00 3.00 6.5 0.2 0.1 
Mauritanie 54.00 90.00 55.00 58.50 64.00 6.00 8.00 5.4 0.7 0.1 
Ile Maurice 71.00 19.00 41.00 16.50 98.00 214.00 71.00 2 3.1 0.9 
Mexique 72.00 30.00 74.00 9.00 83.00 104.00 97.00 2.8 1.2 1.2 
Mongolie 66.00 50.00 62.00 38.50 45.00 37.00 16.00 2.5 11.5 2.6 
Maroc 67.00 49.00 55.00 53.00 52.00 54.00 38.00 3 1 0.5 
Mozambique 45.00 134.00 38.00 57.50 32.00 4.00 0 5.2 0.9 
Namibie 54.00 67.00 30.00 19.00 57.00 69.00 46.00 4.8 0.2 
Népal 58.00 77.00 11.00 60.50 44.00 8.00 0 4.4 0.2 0 
Pays-Bas 78.00 5.00 89.00 1.00 100.00 593.00 391.00 1.6 11.3 2.6 
Nouvelle-Zélande 77.00 5.00 86.00 2.00 97.00 479.00 470.00 1.9 6.1 2.1 
Nicaragua 68.00 36.00 55.00 30.50 81.00 31.00 18.00 3.7 1.5 0.8 
Niger 46.00 118.00 20.00 85.50 53.00 2.00 4.00 7.3 0.1 0 
Nigéria 53.00 76.00 42.00 39.00 39.00 4.00 9.00 5.3 1.7 0.2 
Norvège 78.00 4.00 75.00 1.00 100.00 660.00 402.00 1.8 15 2.5 
Oman 73.00 18.00 81.00 32.50 68.00 92.00 103.00 4.6 2.2 1.3 
Pakistan 62.00 91.00 36.00 56.50 60.00 19.00 5.00 4.9 0.7 0.6 
Panama 74.00 21.00 56.00 8.50 84.00 151.00 79.00 2.6 2.2 1.7 
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Pays Life_exp Mortality Urban Iliteracy Water Telephone Vehicles Fertility Hosp_beds Physicians 
Paraguay 70.00 24.00 55.00 7.50 70.00 55.00 14.00 3.9 1.3 1.1 
Pérou 69.00 40.00 72.00 11.00 80.00 67.00 26.00 3.1 1.5 0.9 
Philippines 69.00 32.00 57.00 5.00 83.00 37.00 10.00 3.6 1.1 0.1 
Pologne 73.00 10.00 65.00 0 98.00 228.00 230.00 1.4 5.4 2.3 
Portugal 75.00 8.00 61.00 8.50 82.00 413.00 309.00 1.5 4.1 3 
Roumanie 69.00 21.00 56.00 2.00 62.00 162.00 116.00 1.3 7.6 1.8 
Russie 67.00 17.00 77.00 0.5 95.00 197.00 120.00 1.2 12.1 4.6 
Rwanda 41.00 123.00 6.00 31.00 56.00 2.00 1.00 6.1 1.7 0 
Arabie Saoudite 72.00 20.00 85.00 26.50 93.00 143.00 98.00 5.7 2.3 1.7 
Sénégal 52.00 69.00 46.00 64.50 50.00 16.00 10.00 5.5 0.4 0.1 
Sierra Leone 37.00 169.00 35.00 39.00 34.00 4.00 5.00 6 1.2 0.1 
Singapour 77.00 4.00 100.00 8.00 100.00 562.00 108.00 1.5 3.6 1.4 
Slovaquie 73.00 9.00 57.00 3.00 92.00 286.00 222.00 1.4 7.5 3 
Slovénie 75.00 5.00 50.00 0 98.00 375.00 403.00 1.2 5.7 2.1 
Afrique du Sud 63.00 51.00 53.00 15.50 70.00 115.00 85.00 2.8 0.6 
Espagne 78.00 5.00 77.00 3.00 100.00 414.00 385.00 1.2 3.9 4.2 
Sri Lanka 73.00 16.00 23.00 9.00 46.00 28.00 15.00 2.1 2.7 0.2 
Soudan 55.00 69.00 34.00 44.50 50.00 6.00 9.00 4.6 1.1 0.1 
Suède 79.00 4.00 83.00 1.00 100.00 674.00 428.00 1.5 5.6 3.1 
Suisse 79.00 4.00 68.00 1.00 100.00 675.00 477.00 1.5 20.8 3.2 
Syrie 69.00 28.00 54.00 32.50 85.00 95.00 9.00 3.9 1.5 1.4 
Tadjikistan 69.00 23.00 28.00 1.00 69.00 37.00 0 3.4 8.8 2.1 
Tanzanie 47.00 85.00 31.00 26.50 49.00 4.00 1.00 5.4 0.9 0 
Thailande 72.00 29.00 21.00 5.00 94.20 84.00 27.00 1.9 2 0.4 
Togo 49.00 78.00 32.00 45.00 63.00 7.00 19.00 5.1 1.5 0.1 
Tunisie 72.00 28.00 64.00 31.50 99.00 81.00 30.00 2.2 1.7 0.7 
Turquie 69.00 38.00 73.00 16.00 49.00 254.00 64.00 2.4 2.5 1.1 
Turkménistan 66.00 33.00 45.00 8.00 60.00 82.00 1.00 2.9 11.5 0.2 
Ouganda 42.00 101.00 14.00 35.00 34.00 3.00 2.00 6.5 0.9 0 
Ukraine 67.00 14.00 68.00 0.5 55.00 191.00 0 1.3 11.8 4.5 
Emirats Arabes Unis 75.00 8.00 85.00 25.00 98.00 389.00 11.00 3.4 2.6 1.8 
Royaume-Uni 77.00 6.00 89.00 1.00 100.00 557.00 375.00 1.7 4.5 1.6 
Etats-Unis 77.00 7.00 77.00 2.00 100.00 661.00 483.00 2 4 2.6 
Uruguay 74.00 16.00 91.00 2.50 99.00 250.00 154.00 2.4 4.4 3.7 
Ouzbékistan 69.00 22.00 38.00 12.00 57.00 65.00 0 2.8 8.3 3.3 
Vénézuela 73.00 21.00 86.00 8.00 79.00 117.00 69.00 2.9 1.5 2.4 
Vietnam 68.00 34.00 20.00 7.00 36.00 26.00 1.00 2.3 3.8 0.4 
Yémen 56.00 82.00 24.00 56.00 74.00 13.00 14.00 6.3 0.7 0.2 
Zambie 43.00 114.00 39.00 23.50 43.00 9.00 15.00 5.5 3.5 0.1 
Zimbabwe 51.00 73.00 34.00 12.50 77.00 17.00 28.00 3.7 0.5 0.1 
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Pays Life_exp Mortality Urban Iliteracy Water Telephone Vehicles Fertility Hosp_beds Physicians 
Danemark 76.00 5.00 85.00 1.00 100.00 660.00 355.00 1.8 4.7 2.9 
Equateur 70.00 32.00 63.00 9.50 70.00 78.00 41.00 2.9 1.6 1.7 
Egypte 67.00 49.00 45.00 46.50 64.00 60.00 23.00 3.2 2 2.1 
El Salvador 69.00 31.00 46.00 22.00 55.00 80.00 30.00 3.3 1.6 1 
Erythrée 51.00 61.00 18.00 48.00 7.00 7.00 1.00 5.7 0 
Estonie 70.00 9.00 69.00 2.00 100.00 343.00 312.00 1.2 7.4 3.1 
Ethiopie 43.00 107.00 17.00 64.00 27.00 3.00 1.00 6.4 0.2 0 
Finlande 77.00 4.00 66.00 1.00 98.00 554.00 145.00 1.8 9.2 2.8 
France 78.00 5.00 75.00 1.00 100.00 570.00 442.00 1.8 8.7 2.9 
Gabon 53.00 86.00 79.00 29.00 67.00 33.00 14.00 5.1 3.2 0.2 
Gambie 53.00 76.00 31.00 65.50 76.00 21.00 8.00 5.6 0.6 0 
Géorgie 73.00 15.00 60.00 4.00 100.00 115.00 80.00 1.3 4.8 3.8 
Allemagne 77.00 5.00 87.00 1.00 100.00 567.00 506.00 1.4 9.6 3.4 
Ghana 60.00 65.00 37.00 31.00 56.00 8.00 5.00 4.8 1.5 
Grèce 78.00 6.00 60.00 3.50 100.00 522.00 238.00 1.3 5 3.9 
Guatemala 64.00 42.00 39.00 32.50 67.00 41.00 12.00 4.4 1 0.9 
Guinée 47.00 118.00 31.00 41.00 62.00 5.00 2.00 5.4 0.6 0.2 
Guinée-Bissau 44.00 128.00 23.00 63.00 53.00 7.00 6.00 5.6 1.5 0.2 
Haiti 54.00 71.00 34.00 52.00 28.00 8.00 4.00 4.3 0.7 0.2 
Honduras 69.00 36.00 51.00 27.00 65.00 38.00 7.00 4.2 1.1 0.8 
Hongrie 71.00 10.00 64.00 1.00 99.00 336.00 233.00 1.3 9.1 3.4 
Inde 63.00 70.00 28.00 45.00 81.00 22.00 5.00 3.2 0.8 0.4 
Indonésie 65.00 43.00 39.00 14.50 62.00 27.00 12.00 2.7 0.7 0.2 
Iran 71.00 26.00 61.00 25.50 83.00 112.00 26.00 2.7 1.6 0.9 
Irlande 76.00 6.00 59.00 1.00 100.00 435.00 279.00 1.9 3.7 2.1 
Israel 78.00 6.00 91.00 4.00 99.00 471.00 215.00 2.7 6 4.6 
Italie 78.00 5.00 67.00 1.50 100.00 451.00 539.00 1.2 6.5 5.5 
Jamaique 75.00 21.00 55.00 14.00 70.00 166.00 40.00 2.6 2.1 1.3 
Japon 81.00 4.00 79.00 2.00 96.00 503.00 394.00 1.4 16.2 1.8 
Jordanie 71.00 27.00 73.00 11.50 89.00 86.00 48.00 4.1 1.8 1.7 
Kazakhstan 65.00 22.00 56.00 7.00 93.00 104.00 62.00 2 8.5 3.5 
Kenya 51.00 76.00 31.00 19.50 53.00 9.00 11.00 4.6 1.6 0 
Corée du Sud 73.00 9.00 80.00 2.50 83.00 433.00 163.00 1.6 4.6 1.1 
Koweit 77.00 12.00 97.00 19.50 100.00 236.00 359.00 2.8 2.8 1.9 
Laos 54.00 96.00 22.00 54.00 39.00 6.00 3.00 5.5 2.6 0.2 
Liban 70.00 27.00 89.00 15.00 100.00 194.00 21.00 2.4 2.7 2.8 
Lesotho 55.00 93.00 26.00 18.00 52.00 10.00 6.00 4.6 0.1 
Lituanie 72.00 9.00 68.00 0.5 97.00 300.00 265.00 1.4 9.6 3.9 
Madagascar 58.00 92.00 28.00 35.00 29.00 3.00 4.00 5.7 0.9 0.3 
Malawi 42.00 134.00 22.00 41.50 45.00 3.00 2.00 6.4 1.3 0 
Malaisie 72.00 8.00 56.00 13.50 100.00 198.00 145.00 3.1 2 0.5 
Mali 50.00 117.00 29.00 61.50 37.00 3.00 3.00 6.5 0.2 0.1 
Mauritanie 54.00 90.00 55.00 58.50 64.00 6.00 8.00 5.4 0.7 0.1 
Ile Maurice 71.00 19.00 41.00 16.50 98.00 214.00 71.00 2 3.1 0.9 
Mexique 72.00 30.00 74.00 9.00 83.00 104.00 97.00 2.8 1.2 1.2 
Mongolie 66.00 50.00 62.00 38.50 45.00 37.00 16.00 2.5 11.5 2.6 
Maroc 67.00 49.00 55.00 53.00 52.00 54.00 38.00 3 1 0.5 
Mozambique 45.00 134.00 38.00 57.50 32.00 4.00 0 5.2 0.9 
Namibie 54.00 67.00 30.00 19.00 57.00 69.00 46.00 4.8 0.2 
Népal 58.00 77.00 11.00 60.50 44.00 8.00 0 4.4 0.2 0 
Pays-Bas 78.00 5.00 89.00 1.00 100.00 593.00 391.00 1.6 11.3 2.6 
Nouvelle-Zélande 77.00 5.00 86.00 2.00 97.00 479.00 470.00 1.9 6.1 2.1 
Nicaragua 68.00 36.00 55.00 30.50 81.00 31.00 18.00 3.7 1.5 0.8 
Niger 46.00 118.00 20.00 85.50 53.00 2.00 4.00 7.3 0.1 0 
Nigéria 53.00 76.00 42.00 39.00 39.00 4.00 9.00 5.3 1.7 0.2 
Norvège 78.00 4.00 75.00 1.00 100.00 660.00 402.00 1.8 15 2.5 
Oman 73.00 18.00 81.00 32.50 68.00 92.00 103.00 4.6 2.2 1.3 
Pakistan 62.00 91.00 36.00 56.50 60.00 19.00 5.00 4.9 0.7 0.6 
Panama 74.00 21.00 56.00 8.50 84.00 151.00 79.00 2.6 2.2 1.7 
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Pays Life_exp Mortality Urban Iliteracy Water Telephone Vehicles Fertility Hosp_beds Physicians 
Paraguay 70.00 24.00 55.00 7.50 70.00 55.00 14.00 3.9 1.3 1.1 
Pérou 69.00 40.00 72.00 11.00 80.00 67.00 26.00 3.1 1.5 0.9 
Philippines 69.00 32.00 57.00 5.00 83.00 37.00 10.00 3.6 1.1 0.1 
Pologne 73.00 10.00 65.00 0 98.00 228.00 230.00 1.4 5.4 2.3 
Portugal 75.00 8.00 61.00 8.50 82.00 413.00 309.00 1.5 4.1 3 
Roumanie 69.00 21.00 56.00 2.00 62.00 162.00 116.00 1.3 7.6 1.8 
Russie 67.00 17.00 77.00 0.5 95.00 197.00 120.00 1.2 12.1 4.6 
Rwanda 41.00 123.00 6.00 31.00 56.00 2.00 1.00 6.1 1.7 0 
Arabie Saoudite 72.00 20.00 85.00 26.50 93.00 143.00 98.00 5.7 2.3 1.7 
Sénégal 52.00 69.00 46.00 64.50 50.00 16.00 10.00 5.5 0.4 0.1 
Sierra Leone 37.00 169.00 35.00 39.00 34.00 4.00 5.00 6 1.2 0.1 
Singapour 77.00 4.00 100.00 8.00 100.00 562.00 108.00 1.5 3.6 1.4 
Slovaquie 73.00 9.00 57.00 3.00 92.00 286.00 222.00 1.4 7.5 3 
Slovénie 75.00 5.00 50.00 0 98.00 375.00 403.00 1.2 5.7 2.1 
Afrique du Sud 63.00 51.00 53.00 15.50 70.00 115.00 85.00 2.8 0.6 
Espagne 78.00 5.00 77.00 3.00 100.00 414.00 385.00 1.2 3.9 4.2 
Sri Lanka 73.00 16.00 23.00 9.00 46.00 28.00 15.00 2.1 2.7 0.2 
Soudan 55.00 69.00 34.00 44.50 50.00 6.00 9.00 4.6 1.1 0.1 
Suède 79.00 4.00 83.00 1.00 100.00 674.00 428.00 1.5 5.6 3.1 
Suisse 79.00 4.00 68.00 1.00 100.00 675.00 477.00 1.5 20.8 3.2 
Syrie 69.00 28.00 54.00 32.50 85.00 95.00 9.00 3.9 1.5 1.4 
Tadjikistan 69.00 23.00 28.00 1.00 69.00 37.00 0 3.4 8.8 2.1 
Tanzanie 47.00 85.00 31.00 26.50 49.00 4.00 1.00 5.4 0.9 0 
Thailande 72.00 29.00 21.00 5.00 94.20 84.00 27.00 1.9 2 0.4 
Togo 49.00 78.00 32.00 45.00 63.00 7.00 19.00 5.1 1.5 0.1 
Tunisie 72.00 28.00 64.00 31.50 99.00 81.00 30.00 2.2 1.7 0.7 
Turquie 69.00 38.00 73.00 16.00 49.00 254.00 64.00 2.4 2.5 1.1 
Turkménistan 66.00 33.00 45.00 8.00 60.00 82.00 1.00 2.9 11.5 0.2 
Ouganda 42.00 101.00 14.00 35.00 34.00 3.00 2.00 6.5 0.9 0 
Ukraine 67.00 14.00 68.00 0.5 55.00 191.00 0 1.3 11.8 4.5 
Emirats Arabes Unis 75.00 8.00 85.00 25.00 98.00 389.00 11.00 3.4 2.6 1.8 
Royaume-Uni 77.00 6.00 89.00 1.00 100.00 557.00 375.00 1.7 4.5 1.6 
Etats-Unis 77.00 7.00 77.00 2.00 100.00 661.00 483.00 2 4 2.6 
Uruguay 74.00 16.00 91.00 2.50 99.00 250.00 154.00 2.4 4.4 3.7 
Ouzbékistan 69.00 22.00 38.00 12.00 57.00 65.00 0 2.8 8.3 3.3 
Vénézuela 73.00 21.00 86.00 8.00 79.00 117.00 69.00 2.9 1.5 2.4 
Vietnam 68.00 34.00 20.00 7.00 36.00 26.00 1.00 2.3 3.8 0.4 
Yémen 56.00 82.00 24.00 56.00 74.00 13.00 14.00 6.3 0.7 0.2 
Zambie 43.00 114.00 39.00 23.50 43.00 9.00 15.00 5.5 3.5 0.1 
Zimbabwe 51.00 73.00 34.00 12.50 77.00 17.00 28.00 3.7 0.5 0.1 
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Many problems in various fields require measuring the similarity between two distributions.
Often, the distributions are represented through samples and no closed form exists for the
distribution, or it is unknown what the best parametrization is for the distribution . Therefore,
the traditional approach of first estimating the probability distribution using the samples, then
comparing the distance between the two distributions is not feasible. In this chapter, a method
to compute the similarity between two distributions, which is robust to noise and outliers, is
presented. The method works directly on the samples without requiring the intermediate
step of density estimation, although the approach is closely related to density estimation. The
method is based on mapping the distributions into a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, where
eigenvalue decomposition is performed. Retention of only the top M eigenvectors minimizes
the effect of noise on density comparison.
The chapter is organized in two parts. First, we explain the procedure to obtain the
robust density comparison method. The relation between the method and kernel principal
component analysis (KPCA) is also explained. The method is validated on synthetic examples.
In the second part, we apply the method to the problem of visual tracking. In visual tracking,
an initial target and target appearance is given, and must be found within future images. The
target information is assumed to be characterized by a probability distribution. Thus tracking,
in this scenario, is defined to be the problem of finding the distribution within each image of a
sequence that most fits the given target distribution. Here, the object is tracked by minimizing
the similarity measure between the model distribution and the candidate distribution where
the target position is the optimization variable.
2. Mercer kernels
Let {ui}ni=1, ui ∈ Rd, be a set of n observations. A Mercer kernel is a function k : Rd ×Rd → R,
which satisfies:
1. k is continuous
2. k(ui, uj) = k(uj, ui). Symmetric
3. The matrix K, with entries Kij = k(ui, uj) is positive definite.
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method is based on mapping the distributions into a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, where
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The chapter is organized in two parts. First, we explain the procedure to obtain the
robust density comparison method. The relation between the method and kernel principal
component analysis (KPCA) is also explained. The method is validated on synthetic examples.
In the second part, we apply the method to the problem of visual tracking. In visual tracking,
an initial target and target appearance is given, and must be found within future images. The
target information is assumed to be characterized by a probability distribution. Thus tracking,
in this scenario, is defined to be the problem of finding the distribution within each image of a
sequence that most fits the given target distribution. Here, the object is tracked by minimizing
the similarity measure between the model distribution and the candidate distribution where
the target position is the optimization variable.
2. Mercer kernels
Let {ui}ni=1, ui ∈ Rd, be a set of n observations. A Mercer kernel is a function k : Rd ×Rd → R,
which satisfies:
1. k is continuous
2. k(ui, uj) = k(uj, ui). Symmetric
3. The matrix K, with entries Kij = k(ui, uj) is positive definite.
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2 Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH
φ : R2 → R3
Fig. 1. Toy example: Dot product in the mapped space can be computed using the kernel in
the input space.
Theorem: If k is a Mercer kernel then, there exists a high dimensional Hilbert space H with
mapping φ : Rd → H such that:
φ(ui) · φ(uj) = k(ui, uj). (1)
The Mercer kernel k implicitly maps the data to a Hilbert space H, where the dot product is
given by the kernel k.
3. Example
Figure 1 shows a simple binary classification example from Schölkopf & Smola (2001). The
true decision boundary is given by the circle in the input space. The points in the input




the decision boundary is transformed from an circle to a hyperplane, i.e. from a non-linear
boundary to a linear one. There are many ways to carry out the mapping φ, but the above
defined mapping has the important property that the dot product in the mapped space is
given by the square of the dot product in the input space. This means that the dot product in
the mapped space can be obtained without explicitly computing the mapping φ.
φ(u) · φ(v) = u21v21 + 2u1v1u2v2 + u22v22
= (u1v1 + u2v2)
2 = (u · v)2 = k(u, v).






(ui − uj)TΣ−1(ui − uj)
)
, (2)
where Σ is d × d covariance matrix.
4. Maximum nean discrepancy
Let {ui}nui=1, with ui ∈ Rd, be a set of nu observations drawn from the distribution Pu. Define




= k(ui, uj), where k is a Mercer kernel
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function, such as the Gaussian kernel. The mean of the mapping is defined as μ : Pu → μ[Pu],
where μ[Pu] = E[φ(ui)]. If the finite sample of points {ui}nui=1 are drawn from the distribution
Pu, then the unbiased numerical estimate of the mean mapping μ[Pu] is 1nu ∑
nu
i=1 φ(ui). Smola
et al. (2007) showed that the mean mapping can be used to compute the probability at a test
point u ∈ Rd as





Equation (3) results in the familiar Parzen window density estimator. In terms of the Hilbert
space embedding, the density function estimate results from the inner product of the mapped
point φ(u) with the mean of the distribution μ[Pu]. The mean map μ : Pu → μ[Pu] is injective,
Smola et al. (2007), and allows for the definition of a similarity measure between two sampled
sets Pu and Pv, sampled from the same or two different distributions. The measure is defined
to be D(Pu, Pv) := ||μ[Pu]− μ[Pv]||. This similarity measure is called the maximum mean
discrepancy (MMD). MMD has been used to address the two sample problem, Gretton et al.
(2007). The next section introduces Robust MMD (rMMD).
5. Robust maximum mean discrepancy
In the proposed method, principal component analysis is carried out in the Hilbert space H
and the eigenvectors corresponding to the leading eigenvalues are retained. It is assumed that
the lower eigenvectors capture the noise present in the data set. Mapped points in the Hilbert
space are reconstructed by projecting them onto the eigenvectors. The reconstructed points
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Empirical computations of CH require one to know the mapping up front. A technique to
avoid this requirement is to perform eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix CH
using the inner product matrix K, called the Gram/kernel matrix, with Kij = φ(ui)Tφ(uj) =
k(ui, uj). The Gram matrix allows for an eigenvalue/eigenvector decomposition of the
covariance matrix without explicitly computing the mapping φ. The Gram kernel matrix
can be computed using the Mercer kernel. If aki , i = 1, . . . , n, and λ
k are the k-th eigenvector
components and eigenvalue of the kernel matrix K, then the k-th eigenvector of the covariance
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φ : R2 → R3
Fig. 1. Toy example: Dot product in the mapped space can be computed using the kernel in
the input space.
Theorem: If k is a Mercer kernel then, there exists a high dimensional Hilbert space H with
mapping φ : Rd → H such that:
φ(ui) · φ(uj) = k(ui, uj). (1)
The Mercer kernel k implicitly maps the data to a Hilbert space H, where the dot product is
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(ui − uj)TΣ−1(ui − uj)
)
, (2)
where Σ is d × d covariance matrix.
4. Maximum nean discrepancy
Let {ui}nui=1, with ui ∈ Rd, be a set of nu observations drawn from the distribution Pu. Define




= k(ui, uj), where k is a Mercer kernel
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function, such as the Gaussian kernel. The mean of the mapping is defined as μ : Pu → μ[Pu],
where μ[Pu] = E[φ(ui)]. If the finite sample of points {ui}nui=1 are drawn from the distribution
Pu, then the unbiased numerical estimate of the mean mapping μ[Pu] is 1nu ∑
nu
i=1 φ(ui). Smola
et al. (2007) showed that the mean mapping can be used to compute the probability at a test
point u ∈ Rd as
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Projections, f
Fig. 2. Eigenvalue decomposition in the Hilbert space H. Observations {ui}nui=1 are mapped
implicitly to the Hilbert space where eigenvalue decomposition results in an m-dimensional
reduced space.
5.2 Robust density function
Let V = [V1, · · · , Vm] be the m leading eigenvectors of the covariance matrix CH, where the











where λk and aki are the k
th eigenvalue and its associated eigenvector components,
respectively, of the kernel matrix K. The reconstruction of the point φ(u) in the Hilbert space
H using m eigenvectors V is
φr(u) = V · f(u), (4)
where f(u) = [ f 1(u), . . . , f m(u)]T is a vector whose components are the projections onto each
of the m eigenvectors. The projections are given by




αki k(ui, u), (5)
This procedure is schematically described in Figure 2.
Kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) Scholköpf et al. (1998) is a non-linear extension
of principal component analysis using a Mercer kernel k. Eigenvectors V are the principal
components and the KPCA projections are given by Equation (5).
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The density at a point u is then estimated by the inner-product of the robust mean map μr[Pu]
and the mapped point φ(u).




ωk f k(u). (7)
Retention of only the leading eigenvectors in the procedure minimizes the effects of noise
on the density estimate. Figure 3(d) shows density estimation of a multimodal Gaussian
distribution in the presence of noise using the robust method. The effect of noise is
less pronounced as compared to the kernel density estimation (Figure 3(b)). An alternate
procedure that reaches the same result (Equation 7) from a different perspective is proposed
by Girolami (2002). There, the probability density is estimated using orthogonal series of
functions, which are then approximated using the KPCA eigenfunctions.
5.2.1 Example:
As mentioned before a kernel density estimate, obtained as per Equation (3), is computable
using the inner product of the mapped test point and the mean mapping. The sample mean
can be influenced by outliers and noise. In Kim & Scott (2008), the sample mean is replaced
with a robust estimate using M-estimation Huber et al. (1981). The resulting density function
is given by
p(u) = �μ̂[Pu], φ(u)� , (8)
where the sample mean μ[Pu] is replaced with a robust mean estimator μ̂[Pu]. The robust
mean estimator is computed using the M-estimation criterion






where ρ is robust loss function. The iterative re-weighted least squares (IRWLS) is used to
compute the robust mean estimate. IRWLS depends only on the inner products and can be









where γi ≥ 0, ∑ γi = 1 and γi are obtained through IRWLS algorithm. The γi values tend to
be low for outlier data points.
In this section, we compare the performance of kernel density estimation (Equation (3)), robust
density estimation using M-estimation (Equation (10)) and robust density estimation using
eigenvalue decomposition (Equation 7).








where μ1 = [3, 3]T, μ2 = [−3, 3]T, μ3 = [0,−3]T and Σ1 = Σ2 = Σ3 = I. Outliers are
added from a uniform distribution over the domain [−6, 6]× [−6, 6]. Figure 3 shows the true
and the estimated density using the three methods. Data points corresponding to the outliers
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(b) Kernel density estimation








(c) Robust Kernel density estimation using
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(d) Robust Kernel density estimation using
eigenvalue decomposition
Fig. 3. Density estimation comparisons. The effect of outliers is less pronounced in the robust
density estimation using eigenvalue decomposition.
are marked as +. To measure the performance of the density estimates, the Bhattacharyya
distance is used. The number of outliers used in the tests are Γ = [20, 40, 60, 80, 100]. At each
Γ the simulations are run 50 times and the average Bhattacharyya distance is recorded. The
results are shown in Figure 4. The number of eigenvectors retained for the robust density
estimation were 8.
5.3 Robust maximum mean discrepancy
The robust mean map μr : Pu → μr[Pu], with μr[Pu] := ∑nuk=1 ωkVk, is used to define the
similarity measure between the two distributions Pu and Pv. We call it the robust MMD
(rMMD),
Dr(Pu, Pv) := ||μr[Pu]− μr[Pv]|| .
The mean map μr[Pv] for the samples {vi}nvi=1 is calculated by repeating the same procedure
as for Pu. This may be computationally expensive as it requires eigenvalue decomposition of
the kernel matrices. Further, the two eigenspaces may be unrelated. The proposed solution is
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Fig. 4. Bhattacharyya distance measure between true and estimated densities. Red: Robust
density estimation using eigenvalue decomposition, Green: robust density estimation using
M-estimation, Blue: Kernel density estimation.
to use the eigenvectors Vk of the distribution Pu. The similarity measure between the samples
is then given by
Dr(Pu, Pv) = ||ωu −ωv || , (12)
where ωu = [ω1u, . . . , ωmu ]T and ωv = [ω1v, . . . , ωmv ]T. Since both mean maps live in the same
eigenspace, the eigenvectors Vk have been dropped from the (Equation 12).
5.4 Summary
The procedure is summarized below.
• Given samples {ui}nui=1 and {vi}nvi=1 from two distributions Pu and Pv.
• Form kernel matrix K using the samples from the distribution Pu. Diagonalize the kernel
matrix to get eigenvectors ak = [ak1, . . . , a
k
nu ] and eigenvalues λ
k for k = 1, ..., m, where m is
the total number of eigenvectors retained.






• The similarity of Pv to Pu is given by Equation (12).
5.5 Example 1
As a simple synthetic example (visual tracking examples will be given in the next section), we
compute MMD and robust MMD between two distributions. The first one is a multi-modal
Gaussian distribution given by
X ∼ 1
3




where μ1 = [0, 0]T, μ2 = [5, 5]T, μ3 = [5,−5]T and Σ1 = Σ2 = Σ3 = .5 × I. The sample points
for the other distribution are obtained from the first one by adding Gaussian noise to about
50% of the samples. Figure 5(c) shows the MMD and robust MMD measure as the standard
deviation of the noise is increased. The slope of robust MMD is lower than MMD showing that
it is less sensitive to noise. In Figure 6, the absolute value of the difference between the two
distributions is plotted for MMD and rMMD measure. The samples from the two distributions
are shown in red and blue color. The effect of noise is more pronounced in case of MMD.
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(a) Distribution 1 samples.








(b) Distribution 2 is obtained
by adding noise to distribution
1.




















(c) Curves measure the
similarity measure between the
distributions as the noise level
increases.
Fig. 5. MMD vs robust MMD.
 
 
















(a) Difference function for MMD
 
 
















(b) Difference function for rMMD
Fig. 6. Illustration of the effect of noise on the difference between the the two distributions.
The samples from the two distributions are shown in red and blue.
5.6 Example 2





· π · (1 + 2r) where r ≥ 0,
x = t · cos(t),
y = t · sin(t),
where x and y are the coordinates of the data points. 300 points are uniformly sampled and
are shown in Figure 7(a). The noisy data sets are obtained by adding Gaussian noise to the
original data set at standard deviations, σ = [0 − 1.5]. For example Figure 7(b) shows a noisy
data at σ = 1. We measure the similarity between the two data sets using MMD and rMMD.
20 eigenvectors are retained for the rMMD computation. Figure 8 shows that the MMD and
rMMD measure as the standard deviation of the noise is increased. The slope of rMMD is
lower than MMD showing that it is less sensitive to noise.
As mentioned earlier, the eigenvectors corresponding to the lower eigenvalues capture noise
present in the data set. The rMMD measure uses the the reconstructed points φr (Equation 4)
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(a) Swiss roll data set






(b) Noisy swiss roll data set at σ = 1
Fig. 7. Swiss roll example

























Fig. 8. Curves measure the similarity between the two data sets as the noise level is increased.




































Fig. 9. Reconstruction of the noisy points using 10, 20, 30 eigenvectors Rathi, Dambreville &
Tannenbaum (2006). Blue: noise data set, Red: reconstructed points.
to compute the robust mean map. The reconstructed points are obtained by using only the
leading eigenvectors. Therefore, the effect of noise on the reconstructed points is reduced.
We use the method descibed in Rathi, Dambreville & Tannenbaum (2006) to visualize the
reconstructed points in the input space. Figure 9 shows the reconstructed points using
10, 20 and 30 eigenvectors. The blue dots are the noisy data set and the red dots are the
reconstructed points. It is clear from the figure that the reconstructed data points using few
leading eigenvectors match faithfully to the original data set.
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6. Visual tracking through density comparison
In the first part of the chapter, we presented a technique to robustly compare two distributions
represented by their samples. An application of the technique is visual target tracking. The
object is tracked by finding the correspondence of the object region in consecutive images by
using a template or a set of templates of the target object to define a model distribution. To
track the object, each image of the sequence is searched to find the region whose candidate
distribution closely matches the model distribution. A key requirement here is that the
similarity measure should be robust to noise and outliers, which arise for a number of reasons
such as noise in imaging procedure, background clutter, partial occlusions, etc.
One popular algorithm, the mean shift tracker Comaniciu et al. (2003), uses a histogram
weighted by a spatial kernel as a probability density function of the object region. The
correspondence of the target object between sequential frames is established at the region
level by maximizing the Bhattacharyya coefficient between the target and the candidate
distributions using mean-shift Cheng (1995). Instead of using the Bhattacharyya coefficient
as a distance measure between the two distributions, Hager et al. (2004) use the Matusita
distance between kernel-modulated histograms. The Matusita distance is optimized using
Newton-style iterations, which provides faster convergence than the mean-shift. Histograms
discard spatial information, which becomes problematic when faced with occlusions and/or
the presence of target features in the background. In Birchfield & Rangarajan (2005),
histograms were generalized to include spatial information, leading to spatiograms. A
spatiogram augments each histogram bin with the spatial means and covariances of the pixels
comprising the bin. The spatiograms captures the probability density function of the image
values. The similarity between the two density functions was computed using Bhattacharyya
coefficient. Elgammal Elgammal et al. (2003) employs a joint appearance-spatial density
estimate and measure the similarity of the model and the candidate distributions using
Kullback-Leigbler information distance.
Similarly, measuring the similarity/distance between two distributions is also required
in image segmentation. For example, in some contour based segmentation algorithms
(Freedman & Zhang (2004); Rathi, Malcolm & Tannenbaum (2006)), the contour is evolved
either to separate the distribution of the pixels inside and outside of the contour, or to
evolve the contour so that the distribution of the pixels inside matches a prior distribution
of the target object. In both cases, the distance between the distributions is calculated using
Bhattacharyya coefficient or Kullback-Liebler information distance.
The algorithms defined above require computing the probability density functions using the
samples, which becomes computationally expensive for higher dimensions. Another problem
associated with computing probability density functions is the sparseness of the observations
within the d-dimensional feature space, especially when the sample set size is small. This
makes the similarity measures, such as Kullback-Leibler divergence and Bhattacharyya
coefficient, computationally unstable, Yang & R. Duraiswami (2005). Additionally, these
techniques require sophisticated space partitioning and/or bias correction strategies Smola
et al. (2007).
This section describes a method to use robust maximum mean discrepancy (rMMD) measure,
described in the first part of this chapter, for visual tracking. The similarity between the two
distributions can be computed directly on the samples without requiring the intermediate step
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of density estimation. Also, the model density function is designed to capture the appearance
and spatial characteristics of the target object.
6.1 Extracting target feature vectors
The feature vector associated to a given pixel is a d-dimensional concatenation of a
p-dimensional appearance vector and a 2-dimensional spatial vector u = [F (x), x], where
F (x) is the p-dimensional appearance vector extracted from I at the spatial location x,
F (x) = Γ(I , x),
where Γ can be any mapping such as color I(x), image gradient, edge, texture, etc., any
combination of these, or the output from a filter bank (Gabor filter, wavelet, etc.).
The feature vectors are extracted from the segmented target template image(s). The set of all
feature vectors define the target input space D,
D = {u1, u2, ..., un},
where n is the total number of feature vectors extracted from the template image(s). The set
of all pixel vectors, {ui}nui=1, extracted from the template region R, are observations from an
underlying density function Pu. To locate the object in an image, a region R̃ (with samples
{vi}nvi=1) with density Pv is sought which minimizes the rMMD measure given by Equation
(12). The kernel in this case is




(ui − uj)TΣ−1(ui − uj)
)
, (14)
where Σ is a d × d diagonal matrix with bandwidths for each appearance-spatial coordinate,
{σF1 , . . . , σFp , σs1 , σs2}.
An exhaustive search can be performed to find the region or, starting from an initial guess,
gradient based methods can be used to find the local minimum. For the latter approach, we
provide a variational localization procedure below.
6.2 Variational target localization
Assume that the target object undergoes a geometric transformation from region R to a region
R̃, such that R = T(R̃, a), where a = [a1, . . . , ag] is a vector containing the parameters of
transformation and g is the total number of transformation parameters. Let {ui}nui=1 and
{vi}nvi=1 be the samples extracted from region R and R̃, and let vi = [F (x̃i), T(x̃i , a)]T =
[F (x̃i), xi]T. The rMMD measure between the distributions of the regions R and R̃ is given by




















k(vi). Gradient descent can be used to minimize the rMMD measure with
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This section describes a method to use robust maximum mean discrepancy (rMMD) measure,
described in the first part of this chapter, for visual tracking. The similarity between the two
distributions can be computed directly on the samples without requiring the intermediate step
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of density estimation. Also, the model density function is designed to capture the appearance
and spatial characteristics of the target object.
6.1 Extracting target feature vectors
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p-dimensional appearance vector and a 2-dimensional spatial vector u = [F (x), x], where
F (x) is the p-dimensional appearance vector extracted from I at the spatial location x,
F (x) = Γ(I , x),
where Γ can be any mapping such as color I(x), image gradient, edge, texture, etc., any
combination of these, or the output from a filter bank (Gabor filter, wavelet, etc.).
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where n is the total number of feature vectors extracted from the template image(s). The set
of all pixel vectors, {ui}nui=1, extracted from the template region R, are observations from an
underlying density function Pu. To locate the object in an image, a region R̃ (with samples
{vi}nvi=1) with density Pv is sought which minimizes the rMMD measure given by Equation
(12). The kernel in this case is




(ui − uj)TΣ−1(ui − uj)
)
, (14)
where Σ is a d × d diagonal matrix with bandwidths for each appearance-spatial coordinate,
{σF1 , . . . , σFp , σs1 , σs2}.
An exhaustive search can be performed to find the region or, starting from an initial guess,
gradient based methods can be used to find the local minimum. For the latter approach, we
provide a variational localization procedure below.
6.2 Variational target localization
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R̃, such that R = T(R̃, a), where a = [a1, . . . , ag] is a vector containing the parameters of
transformation and g is the total number of transformation parameters. Let {ui}nui=1 and
{vi}nvi=1 be the samples extracted from region R and R̃, and let vi = [F (x̃i), T(x̃i , a)]T =
[F (x̃i), xi]T. The rMMD measure between the distributions of the regions R and R̃ is given by




















k(vi). Gradient descent can be used to minimize the rMMD measure with
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respect to the transformation parameter a. The gradient of Equation (15) with respect to the









where ∇aωkv = 1nv ∑
nv
i=1 ∇a f k(vi). The gradient of f k(vi) with respect to a is,
∇a f k(vi) = ∇x f k(vi) · ∇aT(x̃, a),
where ∇aT(x̃, a) is a g × 2 Jacobian matrix of T and is given by ∇aT = [ ∂T∂a1 , . . . , ∂T∂ag ]T. The
gradient ∇x f k(vi) is computed as,






where πs is a projection from d-dimensional pixel vector to its spatial coordinates, such that
πs(u) = x and σs is the spatial bandwidth parameter used in kernel k. The transformation
parameters are updated using the following equation,
a(t + 1) = a(t)− δt∇aDr ,




(b) Noise σ = .1
Frame 1
(c) Noise σ = .2
Frame 1
(d) Noise σ = .3
120 240
Frame
Fig. 10. Construction Sequence. Trajectories of the track points are shown. Red: No noise
added, Green: σ = .1, Blue: σ = .2, Black: σ = .3.
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Sequence Resolution Object size Total Frames
Construction 1 320 × 240 15 × 15 240
Construction 2 320 × 240 10 × 15 240
Pool player 352 × 240 40 × 40 90
Fish 320 × 240 30 × 30 309
Jogging (1st row) 352 × 288 25 × 60 303
Jogging (2nd row) 352 × 288 30 × 70 111
Table 1. Tracking sequence
6.3 Results
The tracker was applied to a collection of video sequences. The pixel vectors are constructed
using the color values and the spatial values. The value of σ used in the Gaussian kernel is
σF = 60 for the color values and σs = 4 for the spatial domain. The number of eigenvectors,
m, retained for the density estimation were chosen following Girolami (2002). In particular,
given that the error associated with the eigenvector k is
































In practice, about 25 of the top eigenvectors were kept, i.e, M = 25. The tracker was
implemented using Matlab on an Intel Core2 1.86 GHz processor with 2GB RAM. The run
time for the proposed tracker was about 0.5-1 frames/sec, depending upon the object size.
In all the experiments, we consider translation motion and the initial size and location of the
target objects are chosen manually. Figure 10 shows results of tracking two people under
different levels of Gaussian noise. Matlab command imnoise was used to add zero mean
Gaussian noise of σ = [.1, .2, .3]. The sample frames are shown in Figure 10(b), 10(c) and 10(e).
The trajectories of the track points are also shown. The tracker was able to track in all cases.
The mean shift tracker (Comaniciu et al. (2003)) lost track within few frames in case of noise
level σ = .1.
Figure 11 shows the result of tracking the face of a pool player. The method was able to track
100% at different noise levels. The covariance tracker Porikli et al. (2006) could detect the face
correctly for 47.7% of the frames, for the case of no model update (no noise case). The mean
shift tracker Comaniciu et al. (2003) lost track at noise level σ = .1.
Figure 12 shows tracking results of a fish sequence. The sequence contains noise,
background clutter and fish size changes. The jogging sequence (Figure 13) was tracked in
conjunction with Kalman filtering (Kalman (1960)) to successfully track through short-term
total occlusions.
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(a) Sample Frame. (b) No Noise
(c) Noise σ = .1. Noise is shown in only two
columns for better visualization.
(d) Noise σ = .2. Noise is shown in only two
columns for better visualization.
Fig. 11. Face sequence. Montages of extracted results from 90 consecutive frames for different
noise levels.
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Fig. 13. Jogging sequence.
7. Conclusion
This chapter presented a novel density comparison method, given two sets of points sampled
from two distributions. The method does not require explicit density estimation as an
intermediate step. Instead it works directly on the data points to compute the similarity
measure. The proposed similarity measure is robust to noise and outliers. Possible
applications of the proposed density comparison method in computer vision are visual
tracking, segmentation, image registration, and stereo registration. We used the technique
for visual tracking and provided a variational localization procedure.
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from two distributions. The method does not require explicit density estimation as an
intermediate step. Instead it works directly on the data points to compute the similarity
measure. The proposed similarity measure is robust to noise and outliers. Possible
applications of the proposed density comparison method in computer vision are visual
tracking, segmentation, image registration, and stereo registration. We used the technique
for visual tracking and provided a variational localization procedure.
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1. Introduction
The analysis and understanding of video sequences is currently quite an active research field.
Many applications such as video surveillance, optical motion capture or those of multimedia
need to first be able to detect the objects moving in a scene filmed by a static camera. This
requires the basic operation that consists of separating the moving objects called "foreground"
from the static information called "background". Many background subtraction methods
have been developed (Bouwmans et al. (2010); Bouwmans et al. (2008)). A recent survey
(Bouwmans (2009)) shows that subspace learning models are well suited for background
subtraction. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been used to model the background
by significantly reducing the data’s dimension. To perform PCA, different Robust Principal
Components Analysis (RPCA) models have been recently developped in the literature. The
background sequence is then modeled by a low rank subspace that can gradually change
over time, while the moving foreground objects constitute the correlated sparse outliers.
However, authors compare their algorithm only with the PCA (Oliver et al. (1999)) or another
RPCA model. Furthermore, the evaluation is not made with the datasets and the measures
currently used in the field of background subtraction. Considering all of this, we propose to
evaluate RPCA models in the field of video-surveillance. Contributions of this chapter can be
summarized as follows:
• A survey regarding robust principal component analysis
• An evaluation and comparison on different video surveillance datasets
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we firstly provide the survey on
robust principal component analysis. In Section 3, we evaluate and compare robust principal
component analysis in order to achieve background subtraction. Finally, the conclusion is
established in Section 4.
2. Robust principal component analysis: A review
In this section, we review the original PCA and five recent RPCA models and their
applications in background subtraction:
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1. Introduction
The analysis and understanding of video sequences is currently quite an active research field.
Many applications such as video surveillance, optical motion capture or those of multimedia
need to first be able to detect the objects moving in a scene filmed by a static camera. This
requires the basic operation that consists of separating the moving objects called "foreground"
from the static information called "background". Many background subtraction methods
have been developed (Bouwmans et al. (2010); Bouwmans et al. (2008)). A recent survey
(Bouwmans (2009)) shows that subspace learning models are well suited for background
subtraction. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been used to model the background
by significantly reducing the data’s dimension. To perform PCA, different Robust Principal
Components Analysis (RPCA) models have been recently developped in the literature. The
background sequence is then modeled by a low rank subspace that can gradually change
over time, while the moving foreground objects constitute the correlated sparse outliers.
However, authors compare their algorithm only with the PCA (Oliver et al. (1999)) or another
RPCA model. Furthermore, the evaluation is not made with the datasets and the measures
currently used in the field of background subtraction. Considering all of this, we propose to
evaluate RPCA models in the field of video-surveillance. Contributions of this chapter can be
summarized as follows:
• A survey regarding robust principal component analysis
• An evaluation and comparison on different video surveillance datasets
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we firstly provide the survey on
robust principal component analysis. In Section 3, we evaluate and compare robust principal
component analysis in order to achieve background subtraction. Finally, the conclusion is
established in Section 4.
2. Robust principal component analysis: A review
In this section, we review the original PCA and five recent RPCA models and their
applications in background subtraction:
• Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Eckart & Young (1936); Oliver et al. (1999))
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• RPCA via Robust Subspace Learning (RSL) (Torre & Black (2001); Torre & Black (2003))
• RPCA via Principal Component Pursuit (PCP) (Candes et al. (2009))
• RPCA via Templates for First-Order Conic Solvers (TFOCS1) (Becker et al. (2011))
• RPCA via Inexact Augmented Lagrange Multiplier (IALM2) (Lin et al. (2009))
• RPCA via Bayesian Framework (BRPCA) (Ding et al. (2011))
2.1 Principal component analysis
Assuming that the video is composed of n frames of size width × height. We arrange this
training video in a rectangular matrix A ∈ Rm×n (m is the total amount of pixels), each video
frame is then vectorized into column of the matrix A, and rows correspond to a specific pixel
and its evolution over time. The PCA firstly consists of decomposing the matrix A in the
product USV� . where S ∈ Rn×n(diag) is a diagonal matrix (singular values), U ∈ Rm×n and
V ∈ Rn×n (singular vectors) . Then only the principals components are retained. To solve this
decomposition, the following function is minimized (in tensor notation):






















= 1 if i = j
S
ij
= 0 if i �= j
(1)
This imply singular values are straightly sorted and singular vectors are mutually orthogonal
(U�0U0 = V�0V0 = In). The solutions S0, U0 and V0 of (1) are not unique.
We can define U1 and V1, the set of cardinality 2min(n,m) of all solution;




±1 i f i = j
0 elsewhere
, m > n (2)





, 1 ≤ j ≤ k (3)
The background is computed as follows:
Bg = UU�v (4)
where v is the current frame. The foreground dectection is made by thresholding the
difference between the current frame v and the reconstructed background image (in Iverson
notation):
Fg = [ |v − Bg| < T ] (5)
where T is a constant threshold.
Results obtained by Oliver et al. (1999) show that the PCA provides a robust model of the
probability distribution function of the background, but not of the moving objects while they
do not have a significant contribution to the model. As developped in Bouwmans (2009), this
1 http://tfocs.stanford.edu/
2 http://perception.csl.uiuc.edu/matrix-rank/sample_code.html
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model presents several limitations. The first limitation of this model is that the size of the
foreground object must be small and don’t appear in the same location during a long period
in the training sequence. The second limitation appears for the background maintenance.
Indeed, it is computationally intensive to perform model updating using the batch mode PCA.
Moreover without a mechanism of robust analysis, the outliers or foreground objects may be
absorbed into the background model. The third limitation is that the application of this model
is mostly limited to the gray-scale images since the integration of multi-channel data is not
straightforward. It involves much higher dimensional space and causes additional difficulty
to manage data in general. Another limitation is that the representation is not multimodal so
various illumination changes cannot be handled correctly. In this context, several robust PCA
can be used to alleviate these limitations.
2.2 RPCA via Robust Subspace Learning
Torre & Black (2003) proposed a Robust Subspace Learning (RSL) which is a batch robust PCA
method that aims at recovering a good low-rank approximation that best fits the majority
of the data. RSL solves a nonconvex optimization via alternative minimization based on
the idea of soft-detecting andown-weighting the outliers. These reconstruction coefficients
can be arbitrarily biased by an outlier. Finally, a binary outlier process is used which either
completely rejects or includes a sample. Below we introduce a more general analogue outlier
process that has computational advantages and provides a connection to robust M-estimation.
The energy function to minimize is then:











) , 1 ≤ k ≤ r (6)
where μ is the mean vector and the ρ − f unction is the particular class of robust ρ-function
(Black & Rangarajan (1996)). They use the Geman-McClure error function ρ(x, σp) = x
2
x2+σ2p
where σp is a scale parameter that controls the convexity of the robust function. Similar, the
penalty term associate is (
√
Lpi − 1)2. The robustness of De La Torre’s algorithm is due
to this ρ − f unction. This is confirmed by the results presented whitch show that the RSL
outperforms the standard PCA on scenes with illumination change and people in various
locations.
2.3 RPCA via Principal Component Pursuit
Candes et al. (2009) achieved Robust PCA by the following decomposition:
A = L + S (7)
where L is a low-rank matrix and S must be sparse matrix. The straightforward formulation
is to use L0 norm to minimize the energy function:
argmin
L,S
Rank(L) + λ||S||0 subj A = L + S (8)
where λ is arbitrary balanced parameter. But this problem is NP-hard, typical solution might
involve a search with combinatorial complexity. For solve this more easily, the natural way is
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model presents several limitations. The first limitation of this model is that the size of the
foreground object must be small and don’t appear in the same location during a long period
in the training sequence. The second limitation appears for the background maintenance.
Indeed, it is computationally intensive to perform model updating using the batch mode PCA.
Moreover without a mechanism of robust analysis, the outliers or foreground objects may be
absorbed into the background model. The third limitation is that the application of this model
is mostly limited to the gray-scale images since the integration of multi-channel data is not
straightforward. It involves much higher dimensional space and causes additional difficulty
to manage data in general. Another limitation is that the representation is not multimodal so
various illumination changes cannot be handled correctly. In this context, several robust PCA
can be used to alleviate these limitations.
2.2 RPCA via Robust Subspace Learning
Torre & Black (2003) proposed a Robust Subspace Learning (RSL) which is a batch robust PCA
method that aims at recovering a good low-rank approximation that best fits the majority
of the data. RSL solves a nonconvex optimization via alternative minimization based on
the idea of soft-detecting andown-weighting the outliers. These reconstruction coefficients
can be arbitrarily biased by an outlier. Finally, a binary outlier process is used which either
completely rejects or includes a sample. Below we introduce a more general analogue outlier
process that has computational advantages and provides a connection to robust M-estimation.
The energy function to minimize is then:











) , 1 ≤ k ≤ r (6)
where μ is the mean vector and the ρ − f unction is the particular class of robust ρ-function
(Black & Rangarajan (1996)). They use the Geman-McClure error function ρ(x, σp) = x
2
x2+σ2p
where σp is a scale parameter that controls the convexity of the robust function. Similar, the
penalty term associate is (
√
Lpi − 1)2. The robustness of De La Torre’s algorithm is due
to this ρ − f unction. This is confirmed by the results presented whitch show that the RSL
outperforms the standard PCA on scenes with illumination change and people in various
locations.
2.3 RPCA via Principal Component Pursuit
Candes et al. (2009) achieved Robust PCA by the following decomposition:
A = L + S (7)
where L is a low-rank matrix and S must be sparse matrix. The straightforward formulation
is to use L0 norm to minimize the energy function:
argmin
L,S
Rank(L) + λ||S||0 subj A = L + S (8)
where λ is arbitrary balanced parameter. But this problem is NP-hard, typical solution might
involve a search with combinatorial complexity. For solve this more easily, the natural way is
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to fix the minimization with L1 norm that provided an approximate convex problem:
argmin
L,S
||L||∗ + λ||S||1 subj A = L + S (9)
where ||.||∗ is the nuclear norm (which is the L1 norm of singular value). Under these minimal
assumptions, the PCP solution perfectly recovers the low-rank and the sparse matrices,
provided that the rank of the low-rank matrix and the sparsity matrix are bounded by the
follow inequality:
rank(L) ≤ ρr max(n, m)
μ(log min(n, m))2
, ||S||0 ≤ ρsmn (10)
where, ρr and ρs are positive numerical constants, m and n are the size of the matrix A.





Results presented show that PCP outperform the RSL in case of varying illuminations and
bootstraping issues.
2.4 RPCA via templates for first-order conic solvers
Becker et al. (2011) used the same idea as Candes et al. (2009) that consists of some matrix A
which can be broken into two components A = L + S, where L is low-rank and S is sparse.
The inequality constrained version of RPCA uses the same objective function, but instead of
the constraints L + S = A, the constraints are:
argmin
L,S
||L||∗ + λ||S||1 subj ||L + S − A||∞ ≤ α (12)
Practically, the A matrix is composed from datas generated by camera, consequently values
are quantified (rounded) on 8 bits and bounded between 0 and 255. Suppose A0 ∈ Rm×n
is the ideal data composed with real values, it is more exact to perform exact decomposition
onto A0. Thus, we can assert ||A0 − A||∞ < 12 with A0 = L + S.
The result show improvements for dynamic backgrounds 3.
2.5 RPCA via inexact augmented Lagrange multiplier
Lin et al. (2009) proposed to substitute the constraint equality term by penalty function subject
to a minimization under L2 norm :
argmin
L,S
Rank(L) + λ||S||0 + μ 12 ||L + S − A||
2
F (13)
This algorithm solves a slightly relaxed version of the original equation. The μ constant
lets balance between exact and inexact recovery. Lin et al. (2009) didn’t present result on
background subtraction.
3 http://www.salleurl.edu/~ftorre/papers/rpca/rpca.zip
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2.6 RPCA via Bayesian framework
Ding et al. (2011) proposed a hierarchical Bayesian framework that considered for
decomposing a matrix (A) into low-rank (L), sparse (S) and noise matrices (E). In addition,
the Bayesian framework allows exploitation of additional structure in the matrix . Markov
dependency is introduced between consecutive rows in the matrix implicating an appropriate
temporal dependency, because moving object are strongly correlated across consecutive
frames. A spatial dependency assumption is also added and introduce the same Markov
contrain as temporal utilizing the local neightborood. Indeed, it force the sparce outliers
component to be spatialy and temporaly connected. Thus the decomposition is made as
follows:
A = L + S + E = U(SBL)V� + X ◦ BS + E (14)
Where L is the low-rank matrix, S is the sparse matrix and E is the noise matrix. Then some
assumption about components distribution are done:
• Singular vector (U and V�) are drawn from normal distribution.
• Singular value and sparse matrix (S and X) value are drawn from normal-gamma
distribution
• Singular sparness mask (BL and BS) from bernouilli-beta process.
Note that L1 minimization is done by l0 minimization (number of non-zero values fixed for
the sparness mask), afterwards a l2 minimization is performed on non-zero values.
The matrix A is assumed noisy, with unknown and possibly non-stationary noise statistics.
The Bayesian framework infers an approximate representation for the noise statistics while
simultaneously inferring the low-rank and sparse-outlier contributions: the model is robust
to a broad range of noise levels, without having to change model hyperparameter settings.
The properties of this Markov process are also inferred based on the observed matrix, while
simultaneously denoising and recovering the low-rank and sparse components. Ding et al.
(2011) applied it to background modelling and the result obtain show more robustness to
noisy background, slow changing foreground and bootstrapping issue than the RPCA via
convex optimization (Wright et al. (2009)).
3. Comparison
In this section, we present the evaluation of the five RPCA models (RSL, PCP, TFOCS,
IALM, Bayesian) and the basic average algorithm (SUB) on three different datasets used in
video-surveillance: the Wallflower dataset provided by Toyama et al. (1999), the dataset of
Li et al. (2004) and dataset of Sheikh & Shah (2005). Qualitative and quantitative results are
provided for each dataset.
3.1 Wallflower dataset 4
We have chosen this particular dataset provided by Toyama et al. Toyama et al. (1999) because
of how frequent its use is in this field. This frequency is due to its faithful representation of
real-life situations typical of scenes susceptible to video surveillance. Moreover, it consists of
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likely to encounter (i.e illumination changes, dynamic backgrounds). The size of the images
is 160 × 120 pixels. A brief description of the Wallflower image sequences can be made as
follows:
• Moved Object (MO): A person enters into a room, makes a phone call, and leaves. The
phone and the chair are left in a different position. This video contains 1747 images.
• Time of Day (TOD): The light in a room gradually changes from dark to bright. Then, a
person enters the room and sits down. This video contains 5890 images.
• Light Switch (LS): A room scene begins with the lights on. Then a person enters the room
and turns off the lights for a long period. Later, a person walks in the room and switches
on the light. This video contains 2715 images.
• Waving Trees (WT): A tree is swaying and a person walks in front of the tree. This video
contains 287 images.
• Camouflage (C): A person walks in front of a monitor, which has rolling interference bars
on the screen. The bars include similar color to the person’s clothing. This video contains
353 images.
• Bootstrapping (B): The image sequence shows a busy cafeteria and each frame contains
people. This video contains 3055 images.
• Foreground Aperture (FA): A person with uniformly colored shirt wakes up and begins to
move slowly. This video contains 2113 images.
For each sequence, the ground truth is provided for one image when the algorithm has to
show its robustness to a specific change in the scene. Thus, the performance is evaluated
against hand-segmented ground truth. Four terms are used in the evaluation:
• True Positive (TP) is the number of foreground pixels that are correctly marked as
foreground.
• False Positive (FP) is the number of background pixels that are wrongly marked as
foreground.
• True Negative (TN) is the number of background pixels that are correctly marked as
background.




Ground Truth Foreground TP FNBackground FP TN
Table 1. Measure for performance evalutation
Table 1 illustrates how to compute these different terms. Then, we computed the following
metrics: the detection rate, the precision and the F-measure. Detection rate gives the
percentage of corrected pixels classified as background when compared with the total number
of background pixels in the ground truth:
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Fig. 1. Performance on the Wallflower dataset. The left (resp. right) figure concern the





Precision gives the percentage of corrected pixels classified as background as compared at the





A good performance is obtained when the detection rate is high without altering the precision.
We also computed the F-measure used in (Maddalena & Petrosino (2010)) as follows:
F =
2 × DR × Precision
DR + Precision
(17)
Table 2 shows the results obtained by the different algorithms on each sequence. For each
sequence, the first column shows the original image and the corresponding ground truth.
The second part presents the sparse matrix in the first row and the optimal foreground mask
in the second row. The detection rate (DR), Precision (Prec) and F-measure (F) are indicated
below each foreground mask. Fig. 1 shows two cumulative histograms of F-measure: The
left (resp. right) figure concern the cumulative score by method (resp. sequence). PCP gives
the best result followed by RSL, IALM, TFOCS, and Bayesian RPCA. This ranking has to be
taken with prrecaution because a poor performance on one sequence influences the overall
F-measure and then modifies the rank for just one sequence. For example, the Bayesian
obtained a bad score because of the following assumption: the background has necessarily
a bigger area than the foreground. It happen in the sequences Camouflage and Light Switch.
In the first case, the person hides more than half of the screen space. In the second case,
when the person switch on the light all the pixels are affected and the algorithm exchanges
the foreground and background. PCP seems to be robust for all critical situations.
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Table 2. Wallflower dataset: From left to right: Ground Truth, TFOCS, IALM, PCP, RSL, SUB,
Bayesian RPCA. From top to bottom: camouflage (251), foreground aperture (489), light switch
(1865), moved object (985), time of day (1850), waving trees (247).
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Table 3. Shah dataset: From left to right: Ground Truth, TFOCS, IALM, PCP, RSL, SUB, Bayesian
RPCA. From top to bottom: level crossing (309), level crossing (395), level crossing (462)





























Table 4. Li dataset: From left to right: Ground Truth, TFOCS, IALM, PCP, RSL, SUB, Bayesian
RPCA. From top to bottom: campus (1650), campus (1812)
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Fig. 2. Performance on the Shah dataset. The left (resp. right) figure concern the cumulative
score by method (resp. sequence).
3.2 Shah’s dataset 5
This sequence involved a camera mounted on a tall tripod and comes from Sheikh & Shah
(2005). It contains 500 images and the corresponding GT. The wind caused the tripod to sway
back and forth causing nominal motion in the scene. Table 3 shows the results obtained by
the different algorithms on three images of the sequence: Frame 309 that contains a walking
person, frame 395 when a car arrived the scene and frame 462 when the same car left the
scene. For each frame, the first column shows the original image and the corresponding
ground truth. The second part presents the sparse matrix in the first row and the optimal
foreground mask in the second row. The detection rate (DR), Precision (Prec) and F-measure
(F) are indicated below each foreground mask. Fig. 2 shows two cumulative histograms
of F-measure: as in previous performance evaluation. PCP gives the best result followed
by Bayesian RPCA, RSL, TFOCS and IALM. We can notice that the Bayesian give better
performance on this dataset because none of moving object are bigger than the background
area.
3.3 Li’s dataset 6
This dataset provided by Li et al. (2004) consists of nine video sequences, which each sequence
presenting dynamic backgrounds or illumination changes. The size of the images is 176*144
pixels. Among this dataset, we have chosen seven sequences that are the following ones:
• Campus: Persons walk and vehicles pass on a road in front of waving trees. This sequence
contains 1439 images.
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• Curtain: A person presents a course in a meeting room with a moving curtain. This
sequence contains 23893 images.
• Escalator: This image sequence shows a busy hall where an escalator is used by people.
This sequence contains 4787 images.
• Airport: This image sequence shows a busy hall of an airport and each frame contains
people. This sequence contains 3584 images.
• Shopping Mall: This image sequence shows a busy shopping center and each frame
contains people. This sequence contains 1286 images.
• Restaurant: This sequence comes from the wallflower dataset and shows a busy cafeteria.
This video contains 3055 images.
The sequences Campus, Water Surface and Curtain present dynamic backgrounds whereas
the sequences Restaurant, Airport, Shopping Mall show bootstrapping issues. For each
sequence, the ground truth is provided for twenty images when algorithms have to show their
robustness. Table 4 shows the results obtained by the different algorithms on the sequence
campus. Table 5 presents the results on the dynamic background on the sequences Water
Surface, Curtain, Escalator, whereas table 6 presents the result on bootstrapping issues on
the sequences Airport, Shopping mall, Restaurant. For each table, the first column shows
the original image and the corresponding ground truth. The second part presents the sparse
matrix in the first row and the optimal foreground mask in the second row. The detection rate
(DR), Precision (Prec) and F-measure (F) are indicated below each foreground mask.
Fig. 3 and 4 shows the two cumulative histograms of F-measure respectively for dynamic
background and bootstrapping issues. In each case, Bayesian RPCA gives best results
followed by PCP, TFOCS, IALM and RSL.
Fig. 3. Performance on the Li dataset (Dynamic backgrounds).
3.4 Implementation and time issues
Regarding the code, we have used the following implementation in MATLAB: RSL provided
by F. De La Torre7, PCP provided by C. Qiu8, IALM provided by M. Chen and A. Ganesh9,
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Table 5. Li dataset: From left to right: Ground Truth, TFOCS, IALM, PCP, RSL, SUB, Bayesian
RPCA. From top to bottom: water surface (1523), water surface (1594), curtain (22772), curtain
(23257), escalator (2978), escalator (3260)
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Table 6. (Perception) Li dataset: From left to right: Ground Truth, TFOCS, IALM, PCP, RSL,
SUB, Bayesian RPCA. From top to bottom: Airport (2926), Airport (3409), shopping mall (1862),
shopping mall (1980) Restaurant (1842), Restaurant (2832).
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(23257), escalator (2978), escalator (3260)
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Table 6. (Perception) Li dataset: From left to right: Ground Truth, TFOCS, IALM, PCP, RSL,
SUB, Bayesian RPCA. From top to bottom: Airport (2926), Airport (3409), shopping mall (1862),
shopping mall (1980) Restaurant (1842), Restaurant (2832).
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Fig. 4. Performance on the Li dataset (Bootstrap issues).
TFOCS provided by S. Becker10 and Bayesian provided by X. Ding11. Additionally, a 5 × 5
median filter is postprocessed in order to suppress peak noise. The thresholding value is
automatically choose for maximize the F-measure.
For time issues, the current implementations are faraway to achieve real-time. Indeed, the
computing of the backgrounds take few hours for a training sequence with 200 frames for
each algorithm. This time can be reduced by C/Cuda implementation as suggested in (Mu
et al. (2011);Anderson et al. (2011)).
4. Conclusion
In this chapter, we started off by providing a survey on five Robust Principal Component
Analysis models recently developed: Robust Subspace Learning, Principal Component
Pursuit, Templates for First-Order Conic Solvers, Recursive Projected Compressive Sensing,
Bayesian RPCA. We then presented a systematic evalutation and comparative analysis on
different datasets used in video-surveillance. PCP demonstrates more robutness on all
datasets by providing best global score. The Bayesian RPCA offers also good performance
but presents a drawback related to the assumption : the background has necessarily a bigger
area than the foreground. For the IALM, its performance is still acceptable.
Futur research directions may concern the evalutation of accelerate hardware implementation
of robust PCA (Mu et al. (2011);Anderson et al. (2011)) and robust Independent Components
Analysis (Yamazaki et al. (2006)), Incremental Non-negative Matrix Factorization (Bucak et al.
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1. Introduction 
Batch processes play an important role in the production and processing of low-volume, 
high-value products such as specialty polymers, pharmaceuticals and biochemicals. 
Generally, a batch process is a finite-duration process that involves charging of the batch 
vessel with specified recipe of materials; processing them under controlled conditions 
according to specified trajectories of process variables, and discharging the final product 
from the vessel.  
Batch processes generally exhibit variations in the specified trajectories, errors in the 
charging of the recipe of materials, and disturbances arising from variations in impurities. If 
the problem not being detected and remedied on time, at least the quality of one batch or 
subsequent batches productions is poor under abnormal conditions during these batch 
operations. Prior to completion of the batch or before the production of subsequent batches, 
batch processes need effective strategy of real-time, on-line monitoring to be detected and 
diagnosed the faults and hidden troubles earlier and identified the causes of the problems 
for safety and quality.  
Based on multivariable statistical analysis, several chemometric techniques have been 
proposed for online monitoring and fault detection in batch processes. Nomikos and 
MacGregor (1994, 1995) firstly developed a powerful approach known as multiway 
principal component analysis (MPCA) by extending the application of principal component 
analysis (PCA) to three-dimensional batch processes. By again projecting the information 
contained in the process-variable trajectories onto low-dimensional latent-variable space 
that summarizes both the variables and their time trajectories, the main idea of their 
approach is to compress the normal batch data and extract information from massive batch 
data. A batch process can be monitored by comparing with its time progression of the 
projections in the reduced space with those of normal batch data after having set up normal 
batch behaviour. Several studies have investigated the applications of MPCA (Chen & 
Wang, 2010; Jung-hui & Hsin-hung, Chen, 2006; Kosanovich et al., 1996; Kourti, 2003; 
Westerhuis et al., 1999).  
Many of the variables monitored in one  process are not independent in some cases, may be 
combination of independent variables not being measured directly. Independent component 
analysis (ICA) can extract the underlying factors or components from non-Gaussian 
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multivariate statistical data in the process, and define a generative model for massive 
observed data, where the variables are assumed to be linear or nonlinear mixtures of 
unknown latent variables called as independent components (ICs) (Lee et al., 2004; Ikeda 
and Toyama, 2000). Unlike capturing the variance of the data and extracting uncorrelated 
latent variable from correlated data on PCA algorithm, ICA seeks to extract separated ICs 
that constitute the variables. Furthermore, without orthogonality constraint, ICA is different 
from PCA whose direction vectors should be orthogonal. Yoo et al. (2004) extended ICA to 
batch process on proposing on-line batch monitoring using multiway independent 
component analysis (MICA), and regarded that ICA may reveal more information in non-
Gaussian data than PCA. 
Although the approach proposed by Nomikos and MacGregor (1994, 1995) is based on the 
strong assumption that all the batches in process should be equal duration and 
synchronized, every operational period of the batches is almost different from others 
actually because of batch-to-batch variations in impurities, initial charges of the recipe 
component, and heat removal capability from seasonal change, therefore operators have to 
adjust the operational time to get the desired product quality. There are several methods to 
deal with the different durations for the algorithm MPCA. However, neither stretching all 
the data length to the maximum by simply attaching the last measurements nor cutting 
down all ‘redundant trajectories’ to the minimum directly could construct the process model 
perfectly. Kourti et al. (1996) used a sort of indicator variable which is followed by other 
variables to stretch or compress them applied on industrial batch polymerization process. 
Kassidas et al. (1998) presented an effective dynamic time warping (DTW) technique to 
synchronize trajectories, which is flexible to transform the trajectories optimally modelling 
and monitoring with the concept of MPCA. DTW appropriately translates, expands and 
contracts the process measurements to generate equal duration, based on the principle of 
optimally of dynamic programming to compute the distance between two trajectories while 
time aligning the two trajectories (Labiner et al., 1978). Chen and Liu (2000) put forward an 
approach to transform all the variables in a batch into a series of orthonormal coefficients 
with a technique of orthonormal function approximation (OFA), and then use those 
coefficients for MPCA and multiway partial least square (MPLS) modelling and monitoring 
(Chen and Liu, 2000, 2001). One group of the extracted coefficients can be thought as 
abbreviation of its source trajectory, and subsequent relevant information of the projection 
from PCA can reveal the variation information of process well.  
About the measures of online monitoring MPCA, Nomikos and MacGregor (1995) presented 
three solutions: filling the future observation with mean trajectories from the reference 
database; attaching the current deviation as the prediction values of incomplete process; and 
partial model projection that the known data of appeared trajectories are projected onto the 
corresponding partial loading matrix. The former two schemes are introduced to estimate 
the future group of data by just filling hypothesis information simply, without consideration 
of possible subsequent variations; and on the latter scheme only part information of MPCA 
model is used with the appeared trajectories projection onto the corresponding part of 
loading matrix of MPCA to analyze the variation of local segments. Therefore the indices of 
monitoring may be inaccurate on the above three solutions. To eliminate the errors of 
monitoring, Gao and Bai (2007) developed an innovative measure to estimate the future data 
of one new batch by calculation of the Generalized Correlation Coefficients (GCC) between 
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the new batch trajectory and historical trajectories, to fill the subsequent unknown portion 
of the new batch trajectory with the corresponding part of the history one with  
maximum GCC.  
Recently, for online monitoring of batch process, some papers were involved in GCC 
prediction after DTW synchronization with MPCA/MICA (Bai et al., 2009a, 2009b; Gao et 
al., 2008b), other works were concerned with GCC prediction after OFA synchronization 
with MPCA/MICA (Bian 2008; Bian et al., 2009; Gao et al., 2008a). These examples proved 
that both DTW and OFA are integrated with GCC prediction perfectly with MPCA/MICA. 
In this chapter, a set of online batch process monitoring approaches are discussed. On real 
industrial batch process, the process data is not always followed Gaussian distribution, 
Compared with MPCA, MICA may reveal more hidden variation than MPCA though its 
complexity of computation; the methods of synchronization DTW and OFA, are applied in 
compound monitoring approaches respectively; four solutions for missing data of future 
value, are applied in an example comparatively.  
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 gives introduction of the principle of DTW 
and relevant method of synchronization. In section 3, the principle of OFA is also 
introduced in advance and narration of how the extracted coefficients from the trajectories 
are used for model and monitoring. Then the traditional three solutions of Nomikos and 
MacGregor (1995) and GCC estimation are discussed in Section 4. An industrial polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC) polymerization process is employed to illustrate the integrative approaches 
in Section 5. Finally, a conclusion is presented in Section 6. 
2. Dynamic time warping 
Dynamic Time warping (DTW) is a flexible, deterministic pattern matching method for 
comparing two dynamic patterns that may not perfectly aligned and are characterized by 
similar, but locally transformed, compressed and expanded, so that similar features within 
(Kassidas et al.,1998) the two patterns are matched. The problem can be discussed from two 
general trajectories, R and T. 
2.1 Symmetric and asymmetric DTW algorithm 
Let R and T express the multivariate trajectories of two batches, whose matrices of 
dimension t×N and r×N, separately, where t and r are the number of observations and N is 
the number of measured variables. In most case, t and r are not always equal, so that the two 
batches are not synchronized because they have not common length. Even if t=r, their 
trajectories may not be synchronized because of their different local characteristics. If one 
applies the monitoring scheme of MPCA (Nomikos and MacGregor, 1994), or the scheme of 
MICA (Yoo et al., 2004), by simply add or delete some measured points artificially, 
unnecessary variation will be included in statistical model and the subsequent statistical 
tests will not detect the faulty batches sensitively.  
On the principle of dynamic programming to minimize a distance between two trajectories, 
DTW warps the two trajectories so that similar events are matched and a minimum distance 
between them is obtained, because DTW will shift, compress or expand some feature vectors 
to achieve minimum distance (Nadler and Smith, 1993). 
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Fig. 1. Sketch map of nonlinear time alignment for two univariate trajectories R and T with 
DTW 
Let i and j denote the time index of the T and R trajectories, respectively. DTW will find 
optimal route in sequence F* of K points on a t×r grid. 
 * { (1), (2), ( )},max( , )F c c c K t r K t r     (1) 
where  
 ( ) [ ( ), ( )]c k i k j k  (2) 
and each point c(k) is an ordered pair indicating a position in the grid. Two univariate 
trajectories T and R in Figure 1 show the main idea of DTW. 
Most of DTW algorithms can be classified either as symmetric or as asymmetric. Although 
on the former scheme, both of the time index i of T and the time index j of R are mapped 
onto a common time index k, shown as Eqs.1, 2, the result of synchronization is not ideal, 
because the time length of synchronized trajectories often exceeds referenced trajectories. 
On the other hand, the latter maps the time index of T on the time index of R or vice-versa, 
to expand or compress more one trajectory towards the other. Compared with Eqs.1, 2, the 
sequence becomes as follow: 
 * { (1), (2), , ( ), ( )}F c c c j c r    (3) 
and 
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 ( ) ( ( ), )c j i j j  (4) 
This implies that the path will go through each vector of R, but it may skip some vectors of T. 
2.2 Endpoints, local and global constraints 
In order to find the best path through the grid of t×r grid, three rules of the DTW algorithm 
should be specified. 
(1) Endpoint constraints: c(1)=(1,1), c(K)=(t, r). 
(2) Local constraints: the predecessor of each (i, j) point of F* except (1,1) is only one from (i-
1, j), (i-1, j-1) or (i, j-1) , which is shown in Fig.2. 
(3)Global constraints: the searching area is ( )M M t r   widening strip area around the 
diagonal of the t×r grid, which is shown in Fig.3. 
The endpoint constraints illustrate that the initial and final points in both trajectories are 
located with certainty. The local continuity constrains consider the characteristics of time 
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d(i, j) is the weighted local distance between the i vector of the T trajectory and the j vector of 
the R trajectory, therein W is a positive definite weight matrix that reflects the relative 
importance of each measured variables. 
2.4 Synchronization based on combination of symmetric and asymmetric DTW 
2.4.1 The advantage and disadvantage of symmetric and asymmetric DTW 
As mentioned above, DTW works with pairs of patterns. Therefore, the problem of whether 
symmetric or asymmetric is suitable for synchronization. 
Let Bi(bi×N), i=1,2,…,I be a training set of good quality batches for MPCA/MICA models, 
where bi is the number of observations and N is number of measured variables, and one 
defined reference batch trajectories BREF, the objective is to synchronize each Bi with BREF 
(bREF×N). 
Symmetric DTW algorithms include all points in the original trajectories, but expanded 
trajectories of various lengths, because the length is determined by DTW. After 
synchronization, each Bi will be individually synchronized with BREF, but not with each 
other unfortunately. 
Although asymmetric may eliminate some points, they will produce synchronized trajectories 
of equal length, because each time axis of Bi will be mapped with the one of BREF so that they 
all are synchronized with reference trajectories BREF and synchronized with each other. 
Unavoidably, the asymmetric algorithms have to skip some points in the optimal path, so 
the characteristics of some segments may be left out after synchronization to construct 
incomplete MPCA/MICA model from ‘trimmed’ trajectories to cause miss/false alarm. 
2.4.2 The circumstance of combination of symmetric and asymmetric DTW 
The essence of DTW is to match the pairs of two trajectories on synchronization. At first, on 
symmetric DTW algorithm, the optimal path is reconstructed following above 3 constraints 
and Eq.5,6. Aligning points of Bi with BREF on asymmetric synchronization, some statuses 
would appear: 
(a) Some point of Bi may be copied multiply, because it matches several points of BREF; 
(b) Some point of Bi may be matched with the point in various time index of BREF, which 
means it will be transferred after synchronization; 
(c) More than one point of Bi may be averaged to a point that will be aligned with the 
particular point of BREF, because they are aligned with only one point of BREF in symmetric 
DTW algorithm. Although some local feature of points may be smoothed, it is proved that 
ensure that all Bi after asymmetric operation have the same duration bREF. 
2.4.3 An improvement of DTW algorithm for more measurements 
In some processes, the measurement may be relative too large to be satisfied with the need 
of memory of many calculated minimum accumulate distance DA (i, j). Gao et al. (2001) 
presented a solution to overcome the problem ‘out of memory’. Their idea is that DA (i, j) 
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should not be worked out until the final result DA (t, r) to accumulate a large number of the 
medium result. The programming can be composed with local dynamic programming in 
strip of adjacent time intervals, following is the improved algorithm under the three 
constraints and eq.5, 6, which is shown in Fig.3. 
1) When i=1, compute DA (i, :) from DA (1, 1), let IP=1, JP=1; 
2) Then i←(i +1), compute DA (i, :) with the aid of the result of DA (i-1, :); 
3) The local optimal path could be searched between the columns (i–1, :) and (i, :). The start 
point of the path is (IP, JP) and the relay end point is (IE, JE), where IE=IP+1, JE is ascertained 
on the following comparison: 
 *
arg min[ ( , ), ( , 1), ( , )
min{ , [ ( 1) /( 1) ]}
E A E P A E P A E
F
E
J D I J D I J D I q
q r fix I r t M
 
    

 (7) 
where fix is the function that keeps only the integer fraction of the result of computation. 
4) Delete the column of DA (i-1, :), then set IP←IE, JP←JE; 
5) Repeate step 2 to step 4 till i=t (t is one end point of pair); 
6) If (IP, JP) is (t, r), searching stops; otherwise if the (IP, JP) is (t, p) (p＜r), the rest path is from 
the point (t, p) to the final point (t, r). 
 
Fig. 3. The local optimization between two columns in the improved DTW 
2.5 Procedure of synchronization of batch trajectories 
The iterative procedure proposed for the synchronization of unequal batch trajectories 
(Kassidas et al., 1998) is a practical approach for industrial process, which is now being 
presented. 
First of all, each variable from each batch should be scaled as preparation. Let Bi, i=1,…,I be 
the result of scaled batch trajectories from I good quality raw batches, the scaling method is 
to find the average range of each variable in raw batches by averaging the range form each 
batch, then to divide each variable in all batches with its average range, and store average 
ranges for monitoring. Then synchronization begins. 
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Step 0: Select one of the scaled trajectories Bk as the referenced trajectories BREF on the 
technic requirement. Set weight matrix W equal to the identity matrix. Then execute the 
following steps for a specified maximum number of iterations. 
Step 1: Apply the DTW method between Bi, i=1,…,I, and BREF. Let , 1,iB i I  be the 
synchronized trajectories whose common durations is same as the one of BREF. 
Step 2: Compute the average trajectory B from average values of all Bi. 
Step 3: For each variable, compute the sum of squared deviations from B , whose inverse 















   (8) 
As a diagonal matrix, W should be normalized so that the sum of the weight is equal to the 
number of variables, that is, W could be replaced as: 
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   
  (9) 
Step 4: In most case, the times of iterations are not greater than 3, so keep the same 
referenced trajectory: BREF=Bk. If the more iterations are needed, set the reference equal to 
the average trajectory: BREF= B . 
2.6 Offline implementation of DTW for batch monitoring 
Now, a available complete trajectory of one new batch BRAW, NEW (bNEW×N) needs to be 
monitored using MPCA/MICA. It has to be synchronized before the monitoring scheme is 
applied because most probably the new batch trajectory BRAW, NEW hardly accord with the 
referenced trajectory BREF. 
When being scaled, each variable in the new batch BRAW, NEW is divided with the average 
range from referenced trajectory to get the resulting scaled new trajectory, B NEW. B NEW is 
synchronized with referenced trajectory BREF using W from Eq.8, 9 in the synchronization 
procedure to get the result NEWB (bNEW×N) which can be used in MPCA/MICA model. 
3. Orthonormal function approximation 
Under the condition of synchronous batch processes, the data from batch process are 
supposed to take the form of three-way array: j=1,2…J variables are measured at k=1,2,…K 
time intervals throughout i=1,2,…I batch runs. The most effective unfolding the three-way 
data on monitoring is to put its slices (I×J) side by side to the right, starting with the one 
corresponding to the first interval, then to generate a large two–dimensional matrix (I×JK) 
(Nomikos and MacGregor 1994, 1995; Wold et al., 1987). The variable in the two-
dimensional matrix is treated as a new variable for building PCA model. Nevertheless, the 
batch processes are asynchronous in some cases so that two–dimensional matrix (I×JK) can 
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not be formed. Unlike translation, expansion and contraction of process measurements to 
generate equal duration in DTW, orthonormal function is employed to eliminate the 
problem resulted from the different operating time to turn the implicit system information 
into several key parameters which cover the necessary part of the operating conditions for 
each variable in each batch (Chen and Liu, 2000; Neogi and Schlags, 1998).  
3.1 Orthonormal function 
On the concept of Orthonormal Function Approximation (OFA), the process measurements 
of each variable in each batch run can be mapped onto the same number of orthonormal 
coefficients to represent the key information. As an univariate trajectory, the profile of each 
variable in each batch run can be represented as a function F(t), which can be approximated 
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where the coefficients, { }nC  , ( ) ( )n nF t t dt   are the projection of F(t) onto each basis 
function. Therefore, the coefficients C of the orthogonal function is representative of the 
measured variable F(t) of one batch run. Not being calculated from a set of K measurements, 
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where En= [En(t1) En(t2)…En(tki)]T and Φn= [φn(t1) φn(t2)…φn(tki)]T. The Legendre polynomial 
basis function is regard as an effective function to be used due to the finite time interval for 
each batch run (Chen and Liu, 2000): 
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where t∈[-1,1]. When n=0, the constant coefficient α0 is for 0 0( ) ( ) / 2t P t   and P0(t)=1. 
Before applying the orthonormal function approximation, the variables of the system with 
different units needs to be pretreated in order to be put on an equal basis. However, mean 
centering of the measurement data is not necessary because the constant coefficient α0 is for 
φ0 orthonormal basis function. Mean centering will affect the constant coefficient for φ0 
corresponding to zero. The ratio convergence test for mathematical series is applied to 
determine the approximation error associated with the reduction in the number of the basis 
spaces (Moore and Anthony, 1989). The measure of approximation effectiveness can be 
obtained as: 
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where 2NF is the square of the Euclidean function norm of approximation FN(C, t). When a 
consistent minimum Gij(N) is reached, the required optimal number of terms Nij can be 
chosen for the measurement variable j at batch i (Moore and Anthony, 1989). Therefore, 
most of the behavior of the original F(t) is extracted from the coefficients C. Nevertheless, 
the maximum number of terms of the approximated function for each variable in all batch 
runs is taken to obtain enough more terms whose expansion FN(t) extracts the main behavior 
of F(t). 
















Fig. 4. The three-way array X in each batch run of different duration maps into a coefficient 
matrix Θ 
Therefore, the problem originated from the different operational time in each batch run is 
eliminated with the orthonormal approximation method when the same number of 
coefficients is used for the same measured variable. In this way, the key parameters contain 
the necessary part of the operating condition for each variable in each batch run. Like the 
multiway method, the coefficients are reorganized into time-ordered block and the blocks 
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where , ,0 ,1 , 1[ , ]ji j i i i NC      , represents the coefficient vector of the approximation 
function for the measurement variable j at batch i, and Nj is the needed number of terms for 
variable j. 
3.2 Offline implementation of OFA for batch monitoring 
When one new batch is completed, after being applied orthonormal function 
transformation, all the variables of the batch along the time trajectory become a row vector 
composed of a series of coefficients ,1 ,2 ,[ , ,..., ]new new new new JC C C  that can be projected onto Θ 
to implement PCA/ICA algorithm. 
4. Online monitoring schemes 
4.1 Traditional online monitoring schemes 
It is assumed that the future measurements are in perfect accordance with their mean 
trajectories as calculated from reference database, the first approach is to fill the unknown 
part of xnew with zeros. In other words, batch is supposed to operate normally for the rest of 
its duration with no deviations in its mean trajectories. On the analysis of Nomikos and 
MacGregor (1995), the advantage of this approach is a good graphical representation of the 
batch operation in the t plots and the quick detection of an abnormality in the SPE plot, 
whereas the drawback of this approach is that the t scores are reluctant, especially at the 
beginning of the batch run, to detect an abnormal operation. 
On the hypothesis that the future deviations form the mean trajectories will retain for the 
rest of the batch duration at their current values at the time interval k, the second approach 
is to fill the unknown part of xnew with current scaled values under the assumption that the 
same errors will persist for the rest of the batch run. Although the SPE chart is not relative 
sensitive than one in the first approach, the t scores pick up an abnormality more quickly 
(Nomikos and MacGregor, 1995). Nomikos and MacGregor (1995) had to suggest that the 
future deviations will decay linearly or exponentially from their current values to the end of 
the batch run, to share the advantages and disadvantages of the first two approaches. 
The unknown future observations can be regarded as missing data from a batch in MPCA 
on the third approach. To be consistent with the already measured values up to current time 
k, and with the correlation structure of the observation variables in the database as defined 
by the p-loading matrices of MPCA model, one can use the sub model of principal 
components of the reference database without excessive consideration of the unknown 
future values. MPCA projects the already known measurements ,( ( 1))new kx kJ   into the 
reduced space and calculates the t scores at each time interval as: 
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multiway method, the coefficients are reorganized into time-ordered block and the blocks 
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where , ,0 ,1 , 1[ , ]ji j i i i NC      , represents the coefficient vector of the approximation 
function for the measurement variable j at batch i, and Nj is the needed number of terms for 
variable j. 
3.2 Offline implementation of OFA for batch monitoring 
When one new batch is completed, after being applied orthonormal function 
transformation, all the variables of the batch along the time trajectory become a row vector 
composed of a series of coefficients ,1 ,2 ,[ , ,..., ]new new new new JC C C  that can be projected onto Θ 
to implement PCA/ICA algorithm. 
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its duration with no deviations in its mean trajectories. On the analysis of Nomikos and 
MacGregor (1995), the advantage of this approach is a good graphical representation of the 
batch operation in the t plots and the quick detection of an abnormality in the SPE plot, 
whereas the drawback of this approach is that the t scores are reluctant, especially at the 
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is to fill the unknown part of xnew with current scaled values under the assumption that the 
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sensitive than one in the first approach, the t scores pick up an abnormality more quickly 
(Nomikos and MacGregor, 1995). Nomikos and MacGregor (1995) had to suggest that the 
future deviations will decay linearly or exponentially from their current values to the end of 
the batch run, to share the advantages and disadvantages of the first two approaches. 
The unknown future observations can be regarded as missing data from a batch in MPCA 
on the third approach. To be consistent with the already measured values up to current time 
k, and with the correlation structure of the observation variables in the database as defined 
by the p-loading matrices of MPCA model, one can use the sub model of principal 
components of the reference database without excessive consideration of the unknown 
future values. MPCA projects the already known measurements ,( ( 1))new kx kJ   into the 
reduced space and calculates the t scores at each time interval as: 
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where P ( )k kJ R is a matrix whose all elements in each columns of p-loading vectors (pr) 
from all the principal component are from start to the current time interval k. The matrix 
1( )Tk kP P
 is well conditioned even for the early times, and approaches the identity matrix as k 
approaches the final time interval K because of the orthogonality property of the loading 
vectors pr (Nomikos and MacGregor, 1995). The advantage of this method is that at least 
10% known measurements of new batch trajectory are enough for computation and perfect t 
scores near to the actual final values. However, Nomikos and MacGregor (1995) also 
indicated that little information will result in quite large and unexplainable t scores at the 
early stage of the new batch run. Similarly, the third approach can be applied to MICA 
model that the deterministic part of independent component vector, ,ˆ ( )d ks d Jk , can be 
calculated as: 
 , ,ˆd k d new ks W x  (17) 
where Wd(Jk×1)is the deterministic part of Ws, a separating matrix in ICA algorithm. 
It is uncertain that which one of above mentioned schemes is most suitable for batch 
process. Nomikos and MacGregor (1995) stated that each scheme is fit for respective 
condition: the third for non frequent discontinuities, the second for persistent disturbances 
and the first for non persistent disturbances. They also suggested combining these schemes 
when online monitoring. 
4.2 Online monitoring with filling similar subsequent trajectory  
Generally, as measurements of correlation degree between two vectors, Correlation 
Coefficients (CC) are numerical values which stand for the similarity in some sense. 
However, because each multivariable trajectory can be expressed as one matrix whose 
columns are variables with time going on, the relationship of corresponding two matrices of 
two multivariable trajectories can not be distinctly denoted with CC in the form of a 
numerical value but a matrix that one can not examine the similarity between the matrices 
by comparing the CC value. A sort of Generalized Correlation Coefficients measuring 
method was presented to the solution of the mentioned problem by computation of the 
traces of covariances, because as the sums of the eigenvalues of the matrices, their traces 
expresses the features of corresponding matrices in some ways (Gao and Bai., 2007). 
Suppose that a monitoring trajectory V (k ×m), where k is the current time interval, and m is 
the number of variables, another trajectory Y (k ×m) from history model database is chosen 
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where tr is the function of trace, ρ(V,Y) is the GCC. In eq.18, the definitions of cov(V), 
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When two trajectories align with each other from start, the range of GCC is (0, 1], they are 
more similar as the value of their GCC near to 1. Caution must be paid when two trajectories 
are asynchronous so that the two matrices which have different dimensions have to be dealt 
with in eq. 22. 
4.3 The procedure of online monitoring of asynchronous batch 
The first step is to deal with the lack of data of online batch. The trouble of online 
monitoring of asynchronous batch is to choose the scheme properly. As above mentioned, 
traditional schemes are relative easy to be implemented whereas GCC approach need more 
computation time than others. The ongoing new batch V (k ×m) needs to compare with 
many normal batches and abnormal batches included in history model database Ω 
contained more matrices for prepared in many cases. Due to different dimensions of 
matrices between the new batch run and history batch run Ni(Kn×m)∈Ω, i=1,2,...,h, h is the 
number of stored history batches in Ω, the pseudo covariance is introduced to be calculated 
instead of Eq. 21 (Gao et al., 2008b). 
 
Fig. 5. A sketch of GCC matching to decide the substitute of future measurements inhistory 
model library 
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Then one of trajectories, Ni(Kn×m) , that have the largest GCC with V (k ×m) is chosen. If 
k<Kn, extend V (k ×m) by copying from k+1 to Kn part of Ni(Kn×m) to follow V (k ×m), 
otherwise maintain V (k ×m). Although k is far less than Kn sometimes, the result of Eq.22 
reveals the homologous relationship like covariance between the two matrices. Hence, the 
insufficiency of data of online batch run can be solved by filling the assumptive values in 
different ways. 
The second step is pre-treatment of data. Before synchronization, all the measurements of 
new batch should be scaled. 
The third step is synchronization; one can choose DTW or OFA to deal with the 
asynchronous running trajectory. After that, the new test batch is similar to offline batch so 
as to be projected onto MPCA/MICA model.  
5. Case study 
5.1 Brief introduction of technics of PVC polymerization process 
As a thermoplastic resin, when its vinyl chloride molecules are associated, the production of 
PVC is forming chains of macromolecules, whose process is called polymerization. The 
vinyl chloride (VC) monomer, dipped in aqueous suspension, is polymerized in a rector 
shown as Fig.6. 
 
Fig. 6. Flow diagram of PVC polymerization progress  
The polymerization process reaction changes violently because the container in the rector 
goes through water phase, liquid VC phase and solid PVC phase on different stage of 
reaction. At the start of reaction, water, VC, suspension of stabilizers and initiator are on 
request loaded into the reactor through respective inlets, and then they are stirred 
adequately to create a kind of milky solution, suspension of VC droplets. 
It is noticed that several indices should be monitored and controlled on each stages of the 
reaction, especially temperatures. Nine important variables of all the batches depicted on 
Table 1, are shown in Fig.7 from one batch. At the beginning of the reaction, the hot water is 
pumped into the jacket of reactor to heat the reactor content to the set temperature (57℃). 
The indirect heating does not continue until the sufficient reaction heat has been generated 
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from the reaction. PVC in the solution will precipitate quickly to form solid phase PVC  
granules inside almost each VC monomer droplets on the polymerization, because it is not 









































































Fig. 7. Typical batch profiles of nine variable of PVC form one batch 
 
Variable NO. Sensor NO. Variable name Unit 
1 TIC-P101 Temperature of the reactor ℃ 
2 TIC-P102 Temperature of the reactor jacket inlet ℃ 
3 TI-P107 Temperature of the water inlet ℃ 
4 TI-P108 Temperature of the baffle outlet ℃ 
5 TI-P109 Temperature of the reactor jacket outlet ℃ 
6 PIC-P102 Pressure of the reactor MPa 
7 FIC-P101 Flow rate of baffle water m3/h 
8 FIC-P102 Flow rate of jacket water m3/h 
9 JI-P101 Stirring power KW 
Table 1. Polymerization reactor variables 
Due to the exothermic reaction, the temperature of the reactor will rise gradually so that the 
redundant reaction heat should be removed at once to keep constant temperate. In order to 
cool down the reactor, a flow of cooling water is pumped into the jacket surrounding the 
reactor. The condenser on the top the reactor also concentrates VC monomer from vapor to 
liquid. If temperature of reactor is lower than the set point temperature, the hot water is 
commanded to be injected in the jacket again, which is the automatic control of process by 
the parameters of the important variables. At the end of the polymerization, there is a little 
monomer of remained gaseous VC. With the VC being absorbed from the byproduct of 
exhaust gas, the polymerization does not continue until the action of terminator. 
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from the reaction. PVC in the solution will precipitate quickly to form solid phase PVC  
granules inside almost each VC monomer droplets on the polymerization, because it is not 
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5.2 The essential of the batches of training set and test set 
Although the PVC process last just several hours (3h~8h), the sampling frequency is 
comparatively higher because it is necessary to online monitor time-variant batch process. 
The sampling interval is 5 seconds, so that all the measurements of any one batch is on the 
scope of (2000, 6000) due to the adjustment of the duration for different requirements of 
products. After more observation of the production, most of the durations of batches are 
around 3200 measurements and the distribution of the batches does not follow normal 
distribution.  










The all trajectories of temperature 
of rector in 50 batches
 
Fig. 8. The profile of asynchronous batches of temperature of the reactor of PVC 
 
Batch Situation Details 
# 1 abnormal deviation from mean trajectories  
# 2 abnormal fluctuation of temperature of reactor, in the metaphase of reaction 
# 3 abnormal lower stirring power in the early stage of reaction, bring down 
various flow rates and various temperatures  
# 4 abnormal lower temperate of the water inlet in the early stage of reaction, 
cause the fluctuation of flow rate of baffle water and lower pressure 
of the reactor 
others normal  
Table 2. The situations of 10 tested batches of PVC 
The data of 50 normal batches are selected from the examples of the practical process as a 
training dataset. There are other 50 batches sent to the history library Ω, so the number of 
the batches in Ω is 100. 
From Fig.8 we can observe clearly the asynchronous chosen batches from temperature of 
the reactor (variable 1). There are 10 batches (#1~#10) taken as test data from the batch 
process in the plant. Some problems of these batches are listed in Table 2 in the 
polymerization of batch process, one tries to discriminate the abnormal of them with two 
statistics of SPE and T2 of MPCA, or SPE and I2 of MICA, and then find whose variables 
were affected. 
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5.3 The offline monitoring of batches without intelligent synchronization 
For those asynchronous batches modeling and monitoring, without intelligent 
synchronization of DTW or OFA, the rough method of synchrozation, to prune so-called 
redundant data over the specified terminal or to extend the short trajectories with the last 
values, is experimented. All the durations of reference batches and test batches should be 
3200 measurements. 
Then the reference data set is arranged as a three-way X (I×J×K), where I corresponds to 
50 batches, J corresponds to 9 process variables, and K corresponds to 3200 th time 
intervals. With the reference batch data X, the MPCA and MICA models are constructed 
initially. Offline analysis of ten test batches is executed to show if this kind of rough 
construction of data for MPCA or MICA is appropriate or not. After batch-wise unfolding, 
8 principal components of the MPCA model are determined by the cross-validation 
method (Nomikos and MacGregor, 1994), which explain 82.61% of the variability in the 
data. 8ICs are selected for the MICA for 77.54% variation of the whole data. Fig.9 shows 
the results of SPE based on MPCA and MICA under 99% control limit. It is clear that 
neither of MPCA nor MICA does well on the incorrect asynchronous multivariate statistic 
model: MPCA misses  the detection of the batch #2, and MICA reports false alarm batches 
#4,#5, and misses #1,#2. 





























Fig. 9. Offline analysis for ten test batches of PVC, left: MPCA, right: MICA 
5.4 Online monitoring of PVC batch process 
5.4.1 Online monitoring of PVC with DTW-MPCA and DTW-MICA 
On synchronization of DTW operation, all durations of the batches should be 3200. The 
weight matrix W= [1.1527, 1.8648, 0.2390, 1.4778, 0.1742, 0.2118, 0.8186, 0.2760, 0.4592, 
3.3258] from Eq.8, 9 for twice iterations. The MPCA model is built and its retained principal 
number is 8 to show 88.44%the variation of the batch process, whereas MICA retains 3 IC to 
explain the 93.85% of variation of data. All three solutions of of Nomikos and MacGregor 
(1995) and GCC are simulated compared with the offline analysis to find which one is the 
most appropriate in the batch process. 
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5.2 The essential of the batches of training set and test set 
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5.4 Online monitoring of PVC batch process 
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explain the 93.85% of variation of data. All three solutions of of Nomikos and MacGregor 
(1995) and GCC are simulated compared with the offline analysis to find which one is the 
most appropriate in the batch process. 
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Fig.10 shows several online monitoring SPE indices of the 10 test batches compared with 
offline in MPCA and MICA, respectively. It can be shown that the MPCA results of first 
solution always misses faults in abnormal batches because of its smoothing the variation, 
the MICA result also misses the alarm of #2 and #3; while the results of second and third 
soltions are too large to alarm by mistake. 










































Fig. 10. SPE indices of online monitoring solutions, GCC and three solutions, left: DTW-
MPCA; right: DTW-MICA 
Comparatively, SPE of GCC prediction has adequate information of variations to identify 
the abnormal, only its MPCA results miss the abnormal of #4, the MICA results perform 
well. 
5.4.2 Online monitoring of PVC with OFA-MPCA and OFA-MICA 
After OFA synchronization, the information of original trajectories are extracted. Each 
variable of each batch run can be transformed into two coefficients, therefore in stead of 
irregular time length of three-dimensional data block, the two-dimensional coefficients 
matrix Θ  (50×18) inherits the main features from the primative three-dimensional data 
block. Based on the new data of coefficients, the MPCA and MICA are experimented 
respectively. The online monitoring time point is set to 800 th measurement. MPCA 
algorithm holds 12 PCs to explain the 89.52% variation of the data, whereas MICA reserved 
3ICs to illustrate the 51.92% variability in the data. The first two solutions of Nomikos and 
MacGregor (1995) and GCC are experimented in contrast with the offline analysis to find the 
best one in the batch process. It is noticed that the third solution does not fit for the 
coefficients matrix because the loading matrix is not from the coefficients, but from 
primative variables.  
From various on-line monitoring solutions and offline analysis, Q-statistics-the SPE indices 
of 10 test batches are drawn in Fig.11, with MPCA and MICA, respectively. Similarly, the 
first solution of Nomikos and MacGregor (1995) erases many fine characters of the process 
so that it cannot detect the problem of many batches correctly, and the values of results of 
second online monitoring method are too large to be drawn in Fig.11, and always make false 
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alarm to these batches, so it has to list them in Table 3. GCC performs well that it followed 
offline with a little difference. OFA-MPCA approach misses the abnormal of #1, #2, #4, 
whereas OFA-MICA detects four abnormal all.  
 
No. 1 2 3 4 5 
MPCA 232.89 101.48 84.305 206.15 153.59
MICA 738.69 844.37 254.93 437.87 301.89
No. 6 7 8 9 10 
MPCA 81.499 143.74 81.499 143.74 127.83
MICA 160.76 322.75 160.76 322.75 401.52
Table 3. The SPE of online monitoring in MPCA and MICA of the second solution 
 



































Fig. 11. SPE indices of online monitoring solutions, GCC and the mean values of the first 
solution, left: OFA-MPCA; right: OFA-MICA 
The D-statistics of PVC, T2 of OFA-MPCA and I2 of OFA-MICA are drawn in Fig.12 as 
well. GCC performs well in the D-statistics in the same way, either T2 or I2, which are both 
close to the counterparts of offline. The first traditional solution can not predict any little 
variation after the time of detection, and the second one always has too larger error to be 
drawn in Fig. 12 that the results of the second solution has to be enumerated in Table 4.  
 
No. 1 2 3 4 5 
T2 158.23 155.09 143.63 113.78 102.80
I2 252.67 926.58 263.94 114.91 104.79
No. 6 7 8 9 10 
T2 53.445 129.22 53.445 129.22 131.87
I2 41.569 70.977 41.569 70.977 110.13
Table 4. The T2 in MPCA and I2 in MICA of the second solution online monitoring  
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Fig.10 shows several online monitoring SPE indices of the 10 test batches compared with 
offline in MPCA and MICA, respectively. It can be shown that the MPCA results of first 
solution always misses faults in abnormal batches because of its smoothing the variation, 
the MICA result also misses the alarm of #2 and #3; while the results of second and third 
soltions are too large to alarm by mistake. 










































Fig. 10. SPE indices of online monitoring solutions, GCC and three solutions, left: DTW-
MPCA; right: DTW-MICA 
Comparatively, SPE of GCC prediction has adequate information of variations to identify 
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so that it cannot detect the problem of many batches correctly, and the values of results of 
second online monitoring method are too large to be drawn in Fig.11, and always make false 
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alarm to these batches, so it has to list them in Table 3. GCC performs well that it followed 
offline with a little difference. OFA-MPCA approach misses the abnormal of #1, #2, #4, 
whereas OFA-MICA detects four abnormal all.  
 
No. 1 2 3 4 5 
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MICA 738.69 844.37 254.93 437.87 301.89
No. 6 7 8 9 10 
MPCA 81.499 143.74 81.499 143.74 127.83
MICA 160.76 322.75 160.76 322.75 401.52
Table 3. The SPE of online monitoring in MPCA and MICA of the second solution 
 



































Fig. 11. SPE indices of online monitoring solutions, GCC and the mean values of the first 
solution, left: OFA-MPCA; right: OFA-MICA 
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drawn in Fig. 12 that the results of the second solution has to be enumerated in Table 4.  
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From Fig.12, it can be seen that OFA-MICA misses alarm #1 and #4, but OFA-MPCA has 
more errors: missed #1 and #3, and has a false alarm about #5, #7, #9 and #10. 
Consquently, it is proved that the effect of OFA-MICA is better than ones of OFA-MPCA on 





































Fig. 12. T2 or I2 indices of online monitoring solutions, GCC and the mean values of the first 
solution, left: OFA-MPCA; right: OFA-MICA 
5.5 Contribution plot of SPE and I2 in OFA-MICA 
The contribution plots can be used to dignose the event from non-conforming batches so as 
to assign a cause of abnormal by indication of which variables are predominatly responsible 
for the deviations (Jackson and Mudholkar, 1979). For instance, based on the approach of 
OFA-MICA, when the 800 th measurements of a diseased batch #3, the online SPE and I2 
contribution plots of 9 process variables are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig.14. It is obvious that 
the ratio of GCC (upper right) looks like the one of offline (upper left) which is different 
from the others (lower) distinctly. From Fig.13, The comparative larger ones of SPE is 
temperature of the baffle outlet (variable 4), flow rate of jacket water (variable 8) and stirring 
power (variable 9). Meanwhile we can find that the notable contribution of I2 in Fig.14 are 
temperature of the reactor jacket inlet (variable 2), baffle outlet (variable 4) and flow rate of 
jacket water (variable 8). Therefore, contrasted with the report from plant in Table 2, the root 
cause is lower stirring power (the most conspicuous one in bar plot of Fig.13), which 
decreased other variables such as variable 4 and variable 8 consequently. It is inferred that 
lower stirring power decreased the rate of the reaction and generated less heat and needed 
smaller quantity of cooling water. 
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Fig. 13. SPE Contribution plots of 4 monitoring methods in PVC. Upper left: offline; Upper 
right: online GCC; Lower left: online mean trajectories of first solution; Lower right: online 
current values of second solution 





















































Fig. 14. I2 Contribution plots of 4 monitoring methods in PVC. Upper left: offline; Upper 
right: online GCC; Lower left: online mean trajectories of first solution; Lower right: online 
current values of second solution 
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Fig. 13. SPE Contribution plots of 4 monitoring methods in PVC. Upper left: offline; Upper 
right: online GCC; Lower left: online mean trajectories of first solution; Lower right: online 
current values of second solution 





















































Fig. 14. I2 Contribution plots of 4 monitoring methods in PVC. Upper left: offline; Upper 
right: online GCC; Lower left: online mean trajectories of first solution; Lower right: online 
current values of second solution 
 




This chapter introduces online monitoring approaches of batch process to detect fine 
abnormal at early stage. MICA reveals more nature that occurs abnormal than MPCA. By 
DTW/OFA, two kinds of synchronization method, more accurate multivariate statistical 
models are constructed and new batch run is manipulated as much for correct monitoring. 
GCC method speculates the unknown data of future for MPCA/MICA well when batch 
process is online. However, in spite of its accuracy, the computation of MICA is more 
complicated than one of MPCA. It is not suggested to use the methods of synchronization 
if it is not serious asynchronous among the batch processes, because any method of 
synchronization consumes a large amount time and memory. Similarly, than other three 
traditional solutions, GCC needs more time of computation to compare with each other, 
and huge history model database. None of methods is predominant on the online 
monitoring of batch processes. The future work may combine the integrative approaches 
with SDG (Signed Direct Graph) to detect the root cause of the faults (Vedam & 
Venkatasubramanian, 1999). 
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Computing and Updating Principal Components





Efficient computation and updating of the principal components are crucial in many
applications including data compression, exploratory data analysis, visualization, image
processing, pattern and image recognition, time series prediction, detecting perfect and
reflective symmetry, and dimension detection. The thorough overview over PCA’s
applications can be found for example in the textbooks by Duda et al. (2001) and Jolliffe (2002).
Dynamic versions of the PCA applications, i.e., when the point set (population) changes, are
of big importance and interest. Efficient solutions of those problems depend heavily on an
efficient dynamic computation of the principal components (eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix). Dynamic updates of variances in different settings have been studied since the sixties
by Chan et al. (1979), Knuth (1998), Pébay (2008), Welford (1962) and West (1979). Pébay (2008)
also investigated the dynamic maintenance of covariance matrices.
The principal components of discrete point sets can be strongly influenced by point clusters
(Dimitrov, Knauer, Kriegel & Rote (2009)). To avoid the influence of the distribution of the
point set, often continuous sets, especially the convex hull of a point set is considered, which
lead to so-called continuous PCA. Computing PCA bounding boxes (Gottschalk et al. (1996),
Dimitrov, Holst, Knauer & Kriegel (2009)), or retrieval of 3D-objects (Vranić et al. (2001)), are
typical applications where continuous PCA are of interest.
The organization and the main results presented in this chapter are as follows: In Section 2, we
present a standard approach of computing principal components of discrete point set in Rd. In
Section 3, we present closed-form solutions for efficiently updating the principal components
of a set of n points, when m points are added or deleted from the point set. For both operations
performed on a discrete point set in Rd, we can compute the new principal components in
O(m) time for fixed d. This is a significant improvement over the commonly used approach of
recomputing the principal components from scratch, which takes O(n + m) time. In Section 4
we consider the computation of the principal components of a dynamic continuous point set.
We give closed form-solutions when the point set is a convex polytope R3. Solutions for
the cases when the point set is the boundary of a convex polytope in R2 or R3, or a convex
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For implementation and verification of some the theoretical results presented here, we refer
interested readers to Dimitrov, Holst, Knauer & Kriegel (2009) and Dimitrov et al. (2011).
2. Basics. Computing principal components - discrete case in Rd
The central idea and motivation of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a point set by
identifying the most significant directions (principal components). Let P = {p1,p2, . . . ,pn} be a
set of vectors (points) in Rd, and μ = (μ1, μ2, . . . , μd) ∈ Rd be the center of gravity of P. For
1 ≤ k ≤ d, we use pi,k to denote the k-th coordinate of the vector pi. Given two vectors u and
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The most significant direction corresponds to the unit vector v1 such that var(P,v1) is
maximum. In general, after identifying the j most significant directions v1, . . . ,vj, the
(j + 1)-th most significant direction corresponds to the unit vector vj+1 such that var(P,vj+1)
is maximum among all unit vectors perpendicular to v1,v2, . . . ,vj.
It can be verified that for any unit vector v ∈ Rd,
var(P,v) = �Σv,v�, (2)
where Σ is the covariance matrix of P. Σ is a symmetric d × d matrix where the (i, j)-th
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The procedure of finding the most significant directions, in the sense mentioned above, can
be formulated as an eigenvalue problem. If λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λd are the eigenvalues of Σ,
then the unit eigenvector vj for λj is the j-th most significant direction. Since the matrix Σ is
symmetric positive semidefinite, its eigenvectors are orthogonal, all λjs are non-negative and
λj = var(X,vj).
Computation of the eigenvalues, when d is not very large, can be done in O(d3) time, for
example with the Jacobi or the QR method (Press et al. (1995)). Thus, the time complexity of
computing principal components of n points in Rd is O(n + d3). The additive factor of O(d3)
throughout the paper will be omitted, since we will assume that d is fixed. For very large d, the
problem of computing eigenvalues is non-trivial. In practice, the above mentioned methods
for computing eigenvalues converge rapidly. In theory, it is unclear how to bound the running
time combinatorially and how to compute the eigenvalues in decreasing order. In Cheng &
Y. Wang (2008) a modification of the Power method (Parlett (1998)) is presented, which can give
a guaranteed approximation of the eigenvalues with high probability.
3. Updating the principal components efficiently - discrete case in Rd
In this section, we consider the problem of updating the covariance matrix Σ of a discrete
point set P = {p1,p2, . . . ,pn} in Rd, when m points are added or deleted from P. We give
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closed-form solutions for computing the components of the new covariance matrix Σ�. Those
closed-form solutions are based on the already computed components of Σ. The recent result
of Pébay (2008) implies the same solution for additions that will be presented in the sequel.
The main result of this section is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let P be a set of n points in Rd with known covariance matrix Σ. Let P� be a point
set in Rd, obtained by adding or deleting m points from P. The principal components of P� can be
computed in O(m) time for fixed d.
Proof. Adding points
Let Pm = {pn+1,pn+2, . . . ,pn+m} be a point set with center of gravity μm = (μm1 , μm2 , . . . , μmd ).
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Note that σmij , and therefore σ
�
ij, can be computed in O(m) time. Thus, for a fixed dimension d,
the covariance matrix Σ also can be computed in O(m) time.
The above derivation of the new principal components is summarized in Algorithm 3.1.
Deleting points
Let Pm = {pn−m+1,pn−m, . . . ,pn} be a subset of the point set P, and let μm = (μm1 , μm2 , . . . , μmd )
be the center of gravity of Pm. We subtract Pm from P, obtaining a new point set P�. The j-th
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Algorithm 3.1 : ADDINGPOINTS(P, μ, Σ, Pm)
Input: point set P, the center of gravity μ of P, the covariance matrix Σ of P,
point set Pm added to P
Output: principal componenets of P ∪ Pm
1: compute the center of gravity μm of Pm
2: compute the covariance matrix Σm of Pm
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5: compute the covariance Σ� of P ∪ Pm:
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Since ∑nk=1(pk,i − μi) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, we have
σ�ij,1 =
n
n − m σij +
nm2
(n − m)3 (μi − μ
m
i )(μj − μmj ). (11)
Plugging-in the values of μ�i and μ
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Since ∑nk=n−m+1(pk,i − μmi ) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, we have
σ�ij,2 =
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Note that σmij , and therefore σ
�
ij, can be computed in O(m) time. Thus, for a fixed dimension d,
the covariance matrix Σ also can be computed in O(m) time.
As a corollary of (13), in the case when only one point, pe, is deleted from a point set P, the
elements of the new covariance matrix are given by
σ�ij = σ
�
ij,1 − σ�ij,2 =
m
m − 1 σij −
m
(m − 1)2 (pe,i − μi)(pe,j − μj), (14)
and also can be computed in O(1) time.
Similar argument holds in the case when only one point is added to a point set P, and then
the new covariance matrix also can be computer in constant time.
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Algorithm 3.2 : DELETINGPOINTS(P, μ, Σ, Pm)
Input: point set P, the center of gravity μ of P, the covariance matrix Σ of P,
point set Pm deleted from P
Output: principal components of P \ Pm
1: compute the center of gravity μm of Pm
2: compute the covariance matrix Σm of Pm
3: compute the center of gravity μ� of P \ Pm:
4: μj =
n
n−m μj − mn−m μmj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ d
5: compute the covariance Σ� of P \ Pm:






n−m (nσij − mσmij )− nm(n−m)2 (μi − μmi )(μj − μmj ), for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d
7: return the eigenvectors of Σ�
The above derivation of the new principal components is summarized in Algorithm 3.2.
Notice, that once having closed-form solutions, one can obtain similar algorithms, as
presented in this chapter, when the continuous point sets are considered. Therefore, we will
omit them in the next section and in the appendix.
4. Computing and updating the principal components efficiently -
mboxcontinuous case R3
Here, we consider the computation of the principal components of a dynamic continuous
point set. We present a closed form-solutions when the point set is a convex polytope or the
boundary of a convex polytope in R2 or R3. When the point set is the boundary of a convex
polytope, we can update the new principal components in O(k) time, for both deletion and
addition, under the assumption that we know the k facets in which the polytope changes.
Under the same assumption, when the point set is a convex polytope in R2 or R3, we can
update the principal components in O(k) time after adding points. But, to update the principal
components after deleting points from a convex polytope in R2 or R3 we need O(n) time. This
is due to the fact that, after a deletion the center of gravity of the old convex hull (polyhedron)
could lie outside the new convex hull, and therefore, a retetrahedralization is needed (see
Subsection 4.1 and Subsection 6.2 for details). Due to better readability and compactness of
the chapter, we present in this section only the closed-form solutions for a convex polytope in
R3, and leave the rest of the results for the appendix.
4.1 Continuous PCA over a convex polyhedron in R3
Let P be a point set in R3, and let X be its convex hull. We assume that the boundary
of X is triangulated (if it is not, we can triangulate it in a preprocessing step). We choose
an arbitrary point o in the interior of X, for example, we can choose o to be the center of
gravity of the boundary of X. Each triangle from the boundary together with o forms a
tetrahedron. Let the number of such formed tetrahedra be n. The k-th tetrahedron, with
vertices x1,k,x2,k,x3,k,x4,k = o, can be represented in a parametric form by Qi(s, t, u) =
x4,i + s (x1,i − x4,i) + t (x2,i − x4,i) + u (x3,i − x4,i), for 0 ≤ s, t, u ≤ 1, and s + t + u ≤ 1. For
1 ≤ i ≤ 3, we use xi,j,k to denote the i-th coordinate of the vertex xj of the tetrahedron Qk.
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The contribution of each tetrahedron to the center of gravity of X is proportional to its volume.
If Mk is the 3× 3 matrix whose l-th row is xl,k −x4,k, for l = 1 . . . 3, then the volume of the k-th
tetrahedron is
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We would like to note that the above expressions hold also for any non-convex polyhedron
that can be tetrahedralized. A star-shaped object, where o is the kernel of the object, is such
example.
Adding points
We add points to P, obtaining a new point set P�. Let X� be the convex hull of P�. We consider


















































































Then, we can rewrite (15) as
μ� = v
v�μ +μa −μd. (16)
The i-th component of μa and μd, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, is denoted by μi,a and μi,d, respectively. The
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can be computed in O(na + nd) time.
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Deleting points
Let the new convex hull be obtained by deleting nd tetrahedra from and added na tetrahedra
to the old convex hull. If the interior point o (needed for a tetrahedronization of a convex
polytope), after several deletions, lies inside the new convex hull, then the same formulas and
time complexity, as by adding points, follow. If o lie outside the new convex hull, then, we
need to choose a new interior pointo�, and recompute the new tetrahedra associated with it.
Thus, we need in total O(n) time to update the principal components.
Under certain assumptions, we can recompute the new principal components faster:
• If we know that a certain point of the polyhedron will never be deleted, we can choose o
to be that point. In that case, we also have the same closed-formed solution as for adding
a point.
• Let the facets of the convex polyhedron have similar (uniformly distributed) area. We
choose o to be the center of gravity of the polyhedron. Then, we can expect that after
deleting a point, o will remain in the new convex hull. However, after several deletions,
o could lie outside the convex hull, and then we need to recompute it and the tetrahedra
associated with it.
Note that in the case when we consider boundary of a convex polyhedron (Subsection 6.1 and
Subsection 6.3), we do not need an interior point o and the same time complexity holds for
both adding and deleting points.
5. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented closed-form solutions for computing and updating the
principal components of (dynamic) discrete and continuous point sets. The new principal
components can be computed in constant time, when a constant number of points are added
or deleted from the point set. This is a significant improvement of the commonly used
approach, when the new principal components are computed from scratch, which takes linear
time. The advantages of some of the theoretical results were verified and presented in the
context of computing dynamic PCA bounding boxes in Dimitrov, Holst, Knauer & Kriegel
(2009); Dimitrov et al. (2011).
An interesting open problem is to find a closed-form solutions for dynamical point
sets different from convex polyhedra, for example, implicit surfaces or B-splines. An
implementation of computing principal components in a dynamic, continuous setting could
be a useful practical extension of the results presented here regarding continuous point sets.
Applications of the results presented here in other fields, like computer vision or visualization,
are of high interest.
6. Appendix: Computing and updating the principal components efficiently -
continuous case
6.1 Continuous PCA over the boundary of a polyhedron in R3.
Let X be a polyhedron in R3. We assume that the boundary of X is triangulated (if it is not, we
can triangulate it in a preprocessing), containing n triangles. The k-th triangle, with vertices
x1,k,x2,k,x3,k, can be represented in a parametric form by Tk(s, t) = x1,k + s (x2,k − x1,k) +
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t (x3,k − x1,k), for 0 ≤ s, t ≤ 1, and s + t ≤ 1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, we denote by xi,j,k the i-th














The contribution of each triangle to the center of gravity of the triangulated surface is
proportional to its area. The area of the k-th triangle is
ak = area(Tk) =
|(x2,k −x1,k)| × |(x3,k −x1,k)|
2
.
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We add points to X. Let X� be the new convex hull. We assume that X� is obtained from X by
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Then, we can rewrite (29) as
μ� = a
a�μ +μa −μd. (30)
The i-th component of μa and μd, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, is denoted by μi,a and μi,d, respectively. The














































































































w�k(xi,l,k − μ�i)(xj,l,k − μ�j), (34)



















w�k(xi,l,k − μ�i)(xj,l,k − μ�j). (36)
Plugging-in the values of μ�i and μ
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ak(μi(1 − aa� )− μi,a + μi,d)(μj(1 −
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a� )− μi,a + μi,d)(μj(1 −
a
a� )− μj,a + μj,d). (38)
Plugging-in the values of μ�i and μ
�
j in (32), we obtain:
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ij,22 can be computed






























a� )− μi,a + μi,d)(μj(1 −
a
a� )− μj,a + μj,d). (42)
can be computed in O(na + nd) time.
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Deleting points
Let the new convex hull be obtained by deleting nd tetrahedra from and added na tetrahedra
to the old convex hull. Consequently, the same formulas and time complexity, as by adding
points, follow.
6.2 Continuous PCA over a polygon in R2
We assume that the polygon X is triangulated (if it is not, we can triangulate it in
a preprocessing), and the number of triangles is n. The k-th triangle, with vertices
x1,k,x2,k,x3,k = o, can be represented in a parametric form by Ti(s, t) = x3,k + s (x1,k −x3,k) +














The contribution of each triangle to the center of gravity of X is proportional to its area. The
area of the i-th triangle is
ak = area(Tk) =
|(x2,k −x1,k)| × |(x3,k −x1,k)|
2
,
where × denotes the vector product. We introduce a weight to each triangle that is
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can be computed in O(na + nd) time.
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Adding points
We add points to X. Let X� be the new convex hull. We assume that X� is obtained from X by

















































































Then, we can rewrite (43) as
μ� = a
a�μ +μa −μd. (44)
The i-th component of μa and μd, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, is denoted by μi,a and μi,d, respectively. The






































































































w�k(xi,l,k − μ�i)(xj,h,k − μ�j), (47)



























w�k(xi,l,k − μ�i)(xj,l,k − μ�j). (50)
Plugging-in the values of μ�i and μ
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a� )− μi,a + μi,d)(μj(1 −
a
a� )− μj,a + μj,d). (52)
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Adding points
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Plugging-in the values of μ�i and μ
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a� )− μj,a + μj,d). (56)
can be computed in O(na + nd) time.
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Deleting points
Let the new convex hull be obtained by deleting nd tetrahedra from and added na tetrahedra
to the old convex hull. If the interior pointo, after deleting points, lies inside the new convex
hull, then the same formulas and time complexity, as by adding points, follow. However, o
could lie outside the new convex hull. Then, we need to choose a new interior point o�, and
recompute the new tetrahedra associated with it. Thus, we need in total O(n) time to update
the principal components.
6.3 Continuous PCA over the boundary of a polygon R2
Let X be a polygon in R2. We assume that the boundary of X is comprised of n line segments.
The k-th line segment, with vertices x1,k,x2,k, can be represented in a parametric form by
Sk(t) = x1,k + t (x2,k −x1,k).











The contribution of each line segment to the center of gravity of the boundary of a polygon is
proportional to the length of the line segment. The length of the k-th line segment is
sk = length(Sk) = ||x2,k −x1,k||.


















































(xi,l,k − μi)(xj,l,k − μj)
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,
with μ = (μ1, μ2).
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can be computed in O(na + nd) time.
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We add points to X. Let X� be the new convex hull. We assume that X� is obtained from X by


















































































Then, we can rewrite (57) as
μ� = s
s�μ +μa −μd. (58)
The i-th component of μa and μd, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, is denoted by μi,a and μi,d, respectively. The
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Plugging-in the values of μ�i and μ
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s� )− μj,a + μj,d). (65)
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From (67) and (68), we obtain
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s� )− μi,a + μi,d)(μj(1 −
s
s� )− μj,a + μj,d) (70)
can be computed in O(na + nd) time.
Deleting points
Let the new convex hull be obtained by deleting nd tetrahedra from and added na tetrahedra
to the old convex hull. Consequently, the same formulas and time complexity, as by adding
points, follow.
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